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1. Introduction 

 

Our worldview is dominated by visual observations. The eye represents our most important sensory 

organ; however, its performance is limited so that many of nature’s details would remain hidden to us, 

if we only relied on what we are directly able to see. It is not surprising that mankind has always been 

attracted to take a view on the world beyond our observational capabilities; may it be the world on the 

microscopic scale or the extraterrestrial space. These worlds eventually became accessible with the 

availability of improved optical lenses in the late 16th and the beginning of the 17th century, which 

emerged in the construction of optical devices.1 As such, the construction of the first telescopes by 

Galileo Galilei1 and the Dutch scientists H.M. and Z. Janssen2 as well as the construction of 

microscopes and their first applications in biology driven by Hooke and van Leeuwenhoek2, 3 set 

milestones in science and fueled our understanding of the world. Since then, microscopy techniques 

have developed into an outstanding investigation tool in materials and life sciences, supporting the 

investigations of structural details of materials4-6 or biological specimens under static7 and even 

dynamic8-10 conditions on the micro- and nanometer range.  

In this size range, there are objects in the sub-tissue-level of biological specimens, i.e. mammalian 

cells, with a size below 10 µm and subcellular compartments with sizes in the range of 10 nm up to a 

few microns. These investigation objects can be efficiently addressed by high-performance 

microscopy techniques. Furthermore, modern microscopy methods facilitate the examination of even 

smaller cellular components, such as proteins and antibodies, that possess sizes in the low nanometer 

range.11-13 In order to illustrate size ratios of biological objects of interest of investigation, see Figure 

1.1for visualization.14  
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Figure 1.1: Sizes of cellular and subcellular investigation objects. 

 

In this thesis, investigations of nanoscale objects, i.e. polymeric nanoparticles, within mammalian cells 

with strong focus on their uptake characteristics as well as their intracellular fate are addressed. These 

investigations are motivated by the growing interest for nanomaterials in (bio-)medicine during the 

last years, which is attributed to their manifold applications as therapeutic and diagnostic agents.15-17 

As the typical size of nanoparticle systems features a range from 10 to 1000 nm, nanoscale materials 

potentially show active interactions with the cells, which means, that nanoparticulate materials can be 

taken up and affected by the conditions present in the cellular interior. A fine-tuning of the 

nanoparticles’ (NPs’) properties enables their utilization as drug or gene delivery nanocarriers,18-20 i.e. 

particle systems which are designed to be taken up into particular cell types in a targeted fashion, to 

facilitate a controlled release of pharmaceutically active compounds from the nanomaterials into the 

cellular interior. Novel developments in this area focus on the application of polymer-based 

nanomaterials. This is motivated by the potential biodegradability of some synthetic or natural 

polymers21 and the manifold synthetic possibilities to introduce stimuli-responsive functional groups 

into these nanoparticle systems.22-25 As a result, nanomaterials formed by tailor-made polymers 

represent eligible platforms for (stimulated) targeted drug-delivery. The development of novel 

nanomedical platforms requires a deeper elucidation of their mode-of-action on the cellular level. This 

includes a fundamental understanding of the particle uptake as well as their subsequent fate within the 

cells. These investigations are efficiently conducted, e.g. by flow cytometry,26 which provides 

statistically valid data over a large number of uptake events. But also microscopy techniques represent 

adjuvant investigation tools, which can contribute useful information to the elucidation of the 
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particles’ mode-of-action,27, 28 since these approaches facilitate a direct visualization of the particles 

within the cellular environment.  

In this thesis, namely the superresolution fluorescence technique of Structured Illumination 

Microscopy (SIM) and Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) were utilized to obtain peculiar 

insights into particle uptake, internalization as well as in the distribution/localization of NPs in the 

cellular framework. These studies were supplemented by confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) 

investigations. This combination of different high resolution techniques was chosen, since each of 

these methods alone cannot provide a complete set of data, which unambiguously can answer 

questions on the localization and internal fate of nanoparticles in the cellular context. SIM and TEM 

represent to date techniques which provide the highest imaging resolution capabilities. 

In order to justify the selection of these techniques, a deeper discussion of the performances of the 

individual techniques is required. In this context, the resolution of a microscope constitutes a basic 

parameter. Equation (1) describes the resolution of a microscope according to the Abbe criterion. 

(1) 𝑑 = 	 	  

with the wavelength of the utilized light 𝜆 and lens’s numerical aperture NA.‡ From this equation it 

becomes clear that the wavelength 𝜆 of the illumination source used in the microscopy experiments 

strictly dictates the resolution capabilities of the respective method.  

In case of conventional light microscopy, the resolution is limited to ~ 200 nm in lateral direction and 

500 to 700 nm in axial direction.29 This means, in consequence, that light microscopy is in general 

inappropriate to investigate the morphology of NPs, which are typically < 250 nm for nanomedical 

applications, on the individual particle level. In order to achieve an enhanced resolution – i.e. a 

decreased value for the distance d according to equation (1) – there are in principle two strategies: (i) 

The application of high-NA optical devices, or (ii) the employment of short-wavelength radiation. The 

                                                             
‡
 The numerical aperture 𝑁𝐴 = 	𝑛 sin 𝛼 constitutes a dimensionless number which is calculated by the sine of the 

maximum opening angle 𝛼 of the objective and the refractive index n of the environment in which the objective 

is working. 
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application of a high-NA objective can improve the image quality in light microscopy; however, the 

resolution of the system can only be improved to a limited extend, so that a resolution in the low 

nanometer range cannot be achieved.  

There is a particular case of light microscopy, referred to as fluorescence microscopy, which relies on 

the selective accumulation of fluorophores (organic dyes or fluorescent proteins) in cellular organelles 

or the plasma membrane, respectively.30-32 The selection of an appropriate combination of the 

excitation wavelength and filter sets facilitates the formation of high-quality microscopy images. With 

this method, it is even possible to obtain a resolution beyond Abbe’s limit according to equation (1), if 

different experimental concepts are applied.29, 33 A prominent example for such a superresolution 

microscopy technique is the aforementioned high-resolution method Structured Illumination 

Microscopy (SIM). This method is based on the projection of structured patterns with a targeted 

variation of phase and rotation properties onto the sample as well as the acquisition of a set of 

resulting fluorescence images. Sophisticated image processing algorithms enable the reconstruction of 

an image with improved resolution.34 Although this method provides a resolution of ~ 100 nm in 

lateral direction (and approx. 250 nm in axial direction),29 its resolution capabilities are still not 

sufficient to address individual particles.  

This size range is easily addressed by Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM), which represents a 

technique utilizing propagating electrons instead of visible light, since propagating electrons possess a 

wavelength in the picometer range. Thereby, the employment of an electron beam can significantly 

enhance the imaging performance, as the wavelength 𝜆 determines the resolution capability of a 

microscope as evidenced by Abbe’s formula (1).35 The first experimental attempts resulting in the 

development of TEM were conducted by Ruska and Knoll36 who adapted concepts known from light 

optics to electron waves. Even though the first innovations in this field were driven by physicists and 

engineers, biologists became soon interested in the capabilities of electron microscopy imaging 

techniques. Initial work was conducted by Marton et al. already in 1935 who showed EM images of 

tissue sections.37 Although the performance of EM was inferior to the well-established light 

microscopy at this stage, the development of sophisticated sample preparation methods boosted the 
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performance of electron microscopy for biological applications only in the early 1950s.7 Since then, 

EM has developed into an outstanding technique in cell biology, providing knowledge about the 

ultrastructural details of the subcellular compartments and of cell structures. Fueled by optimized 

sample preparation protocols as well as a sustained improvement of instrumentation, EM high-

resolution studies gained continuously increasing importance over the last decades.7, 38-40   

In addition to the resolution capabilities of the microscopic technique, the performance of an imaging 

method is characterized by the possibility to introduce suitable labels into the sample in order to obtain 

a sufficient contrast in the resulting images. Considering the aim of this thesis to study nanoparticle-

cell interactions, ideally the particulate systems are supposed to be identified unambiguously within 

the cellular environment. Simultaneously, cellular features need to be highlighted selectively, so that 

the particle localization and, with that, the intracellular particle fate can be discussed with respect to 

the role of subcellular compartments. In this regard, fluorescence microscopy exhibits the crucial 

benefit that an appropriate labeling strategy enables the direct assignment of the respective fluorescent 

signals in the resulting image to desired intracellular structures.30-32 Moreover, the incorporation of 

fluorophores into the polymer material facilitates a labeling of the nanoparticles, which allows their 

distinct identification in the cellular environment.41  

In TEM, the sample contrast is provided by the presence of electron-dense features, e.g. heavy atoms, 

within the sample.7 Biological specimens possess an intrinsically low electron density owing to light 

elements being present in biological specimens. This contrast of selected cellular components can be 

sufficiently enhanced by the treatment of the sample with reactive heavy metal staining agents, which 

accumulate in a selective fashion in the cellular constituents, whereby ultrastructural features, i.e. 

organelles and membranes, can be imaged with a high contrast.7 A thorough investigation of the 

cellular membrane morphology in response to the particle incubation, for instance, allows for the 

elucidation of the particle uptake mechanism and the investigation of their intracellular localization 

and fate. Particle internalization is often associated with active, i.e. energy-dependent, membrane 

processes. For instance macropinocytosis, phagocytosis, caveolin-dependent or clathrin-dependent 

uptake processes are associated with the formation of membrane invaginations or protrusions, 
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respectively,42-46 which can be identified in TEM images (a more detailed discussion about these 

internalization processes can be found in Chapter 2). Furthermore, particle association to organelles as, 

for instance, intracellular vesicles, mitochondria, or the nucleus can be assessed. As a drawback of this 

method, the tedious sample preparation protocol and the incompatibility with live cell imaging has to 

be mentioned.47 The main disadvantage, however, is the lack of contrast of polymeric nanomaterials in 

biological systems. Polymeric nanoparticles possess a similar electron density as their biological 

surrounding and generally do not show appropriate labeling levels.48 Consequently, they cannot 

always be unambiguously identified within the cellular context. It will, thus, be a central task in this 

thesis to identify reliable strategies to label different polymeric NPs selectively to improve their 

contrast in TEM imaging.  

Advantages and drawbacks of SIM and TEM are summarized in Figure 1.2. It can clearly be 

concluded that both fluorescence as well as TEM complement each other in a synergetic fashion. 

Thereby, the contrast features of fluorescence imaging can be utilized to unambiguously identify the 

localizations of the particles within the cellular structure and the resolution capabilities of TEM 

provide deeper insights into the particle fate. As a consequence, this thesis aims to develop a 

correlative approach to allow the investigation of the same cells with both techniques to obtain a set of 

complementary information, which reflect details of the particle uptake as well as on the localization 

of the nanoparticles within the cells. This approach, which is referred to as correlative light and 

electron microscopy (CLEM) critically depends on the design of suitable correlative dyes. 
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Figure 1.2: Comparison of fluorescence imaging techniques with transmission electron microscopy. From this overview, the 

advantages of a correlative approach become evident.  

 

Consequently, this thesis is divided into four major parts. Chapter 2 will provide an overview about 

investigations which have been performed by TEM on the internalization of polymeric nanoparticles, 

thereby focusing on the uptake mechanism as well as of their localization in the cellular framework. In 

this context, also limitations and benefits of TEM for these studies will be highlighted. Furthermore, 

this chapter aims for providing a brief introduction into TEM sample preparation techniques, since 

sample preparation represents a key role in the experimental workflow of TEM investigations and, 

thus, also represents the bottleneck in the development of a correlative approach.  

In Chapter 3 of the thesis, a strategy to assess the electron contrast of different polymeric 

nanomaterials on the basis of image analysis of TEM micrographs is presented. With that, also the 

response of polymer nanoparticles to standard heavy metals stains is evaluated. These studies provide 

a rough orientation of suitable polymer systems to be studied by TEM investigations. Additionally, a 

strategy was developed to increase the electron density of the polyester material poly(lactic acid), 

since polyesters represent materials which are usually not affected by conventional heavy metal 

staining. By using an iridium containing coordination compound which, furthermore, exhibits 

luminescent properties, a polymer dually labeled for TEM as well as for high-resolution fluorescence 

microscopy investigations could be synthesized. This correlative dual label represents a novel class of 

dyes and is well suited to introduce both, an enhanced electron density as well as a luminophore into a 
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polymer with pharmaceutical relevance. Here, the interdisciplinary character of this thesis becomes 

particularly obvious, since synthetic chemistry helped to address this persistent problem in 

microscopy. 

In Chapter 4, uptake and intracellular fate of amino-rich polymers are investigated by means of TEM, 

whereby these materials represent structures which are generally well observable in TEM. These 

investigations have, furthermore, been complemented by (high-resolution) fluorescence imaging 

techniques. As an additional result, a protocol to achieve a correlation of both methods was developed 

and the advantage of this correlation approach was discussed. The workflow of this thesis is illustrated 

in Figure 1.3. 

 

Figure 1.3: Schematic representation of the contents of this thesis.  

 

In summary, this thesis discusses essential requirements to implement a comprehensive CLEM 

approach. Thereby, issues starting from the synthesis of a correlative dye, the quantification of 

electron contrast in TEM investigations up to the introduction of a correlative workflow to answer the 

question how nanoparticles are taken up and how they are processed by the cell are discussed. 
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2. Uptake of polymer-based nanoparticles studied by TEM: 

Capabilities, limitations, and experimental requirements 

 

Parts of this chapter have been published: P1) M. Reifarth, S. Hoeppener, U. S. Schubert, Adv. Mater. 

2018, 30, 1703704. P2) M. Reifarth, S. Hoeppener, U. S. Schubert, Adv. Biosys. 2018, 1700254. 

 

This chapter summarizes the state-of-the-art of imaging polymeric nanoparticles in mammalian cells 

by means of TEM. This method represents one of the main investigation tools used in this thesis; thus, 

major advantages and drawbacks for polymeric nanoscale objects in the cellular context are discussed. 

Electron microscopy of biological specimens relies on sophisticated sample preparation techniques 

which require experimental skills.7 In order to investigate polymeric particles within the cellular 

context, the choice of the preparation protocol from a variety of possible procedures has to be carefully 

adjusted, since it might have a direct impact on the particle integrity. In addition, particular 

requirements also have to be taken into account if a correlation with fluorescence microscopy is 

supposed to be conducted on the same cellular feature. For this purpose, experimental challenges on 

the way to high-quality TEM images are discussed and summarized in this chapter. 

 

2.1 On the experimental challenges of the preparation of biological 

specimens for transmission electron microscopy 

 

Cell samples represent a demanding class of specimens to be analyzed by TEM. On the way towards 

obtaining a specimen that is compatible with TEM experimental conditions, several elaborate 

preparation steps are mandatory. An efficient preparation protocol includes in general (i) the 

preservation of the cellular ultrastructure close to its native state (fixation), (ii) sectioning of the 
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cellular samples in order to facilitate beam penetration, and (iii) the contrast amplification for 

ultrastructural features by improving their intrinsically weak electron contrast in the cellular 

environment (staining). During the preparation protocol, each individual preparation step has a severe 

impact of the quality of the EM sample.7 

The classic preparation protocol initially requires effective sample fixation. Since the subsequent steps 

within the preparation protocol rely on the sample treatment with highly reactive chemicals, an 

efficient fixation is mandatory to preserve the sample’s structure close to its native state. However, 

this also means that cell samples cannot be imaged in the living state. Sample fixation is classically 

performed with reactive aldehydes, e.g. glutaraldehyde, to achieve a crosslinking of the protein 

structures. Moreover, a sample treatment with the highly reactive compound osmium tetroxide (OsO4) 

facilitates additional crosslinking with unsaturated lipids, which results in a fixation of double-layer 

membranes.49  

As a prerequisite for TEM imaging, the samples must facilitate beam penetration. In order to access 

effective beam penetration, the sample has to be sliced down to ultrathin sections, i.e. sections with a 

thickness between 50 to 200 nm,§ which is facilitated e.g. by embedding of the sample into a hard 

resin. This method requires infiltration of reactive monomeric compounds into the dehydrated cell 

samples which polymerize, e.g. triggered by elevated temperatures,7 to form a three-dimensional 

polymer network incorporating the sample. The resulting resin block can, subsequently, be subjected 

to slicing owing to appropriate material properties, i.e. optimized stiff- and brittleness. Although these 

harsh preparation conditions seem to be invasive, resin-embedding constitutes a well-reproducible 

method and is, thus, widely applied. This approach was predominantly used in the experiments 

presented in this thesis by applying an Epon-based embedding strategy. Nevertheless, for addressing 

the issue to image polymeric nanoparticles within the cellular context, the suitability of this protocol 

must be considered carefully. Due to the hydrophobic conditions present in the cell during the 

monomer infiltrating step, the stability of the polymeric colloids, which can feature hydrophobic 

                                                             
§ This is valid for conventional TEM approaches which are classically conducted under high-voltage conditions. 

There are EM approaches striving for imaging of thicker samples, however, at the expense of the image 

resolution.  
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properties themselves, might be limited.50 Furthermore, the harsh reaction conditions during the curing 

process may alter the functionality of specific molecules present in the cell sample, e.g. fluorescent 

properties, which must be taken into consideration when the correlation of EM investigations with 

other techniques, such as the correlation with fluorescence microscopy, is in focus of investigations.  

A rather mild preparation method is, for instance, introduced by sample vitrification instead of resin 

embedding, whereby the cell sample in its liquid state is exposed to liquefied gases (i.e. ethane or 

nitrogen) to form frozen water in a glassy state. Under these conditions, the formation of crystalline 

ice is prevented which could cause adverse effects on the cellular ultrastructure and result, e.g., in 

membrane ruptures. The frozen samples provide a suitable hardness to allow ultrathin cryo-sectioning, 

followed by imaging of the frozen specimens (cryo-EM). However, this method requires careful 

sample handling to avoid undesired thawing (and with that the formation of ice crystals). Precedent 

infiltration of a cell sample with a sucrose solution as a cryo-protectant, nevertheless, enables thawing 

without affecting its integrity and, thus, handling the samples at room temperature. Due to the less-

invasive character of this method, which is referred to as Tokyuyasu cryosectioning, it is also 

compatible with fluorescence imaging.51 It has to be mentioned that there are additional methods 

available to achieve ultrathin sample sections which will not be discussed at this point. To obtain 

further insights into the variety of sample preparation techniques and their advantages and 

disadvantages with respect to the sample preservation, several comprehensive articles and book 

chapters exist.7, 52-56 

Imaging of ultrathin samples alone would not provide high-quality images. This can be explained by 

the fact that a high contrast in a homogeneously thick sample is only achieved for a heterogeneous 

distribution of the electron densities of the sample, which is directly connected with the elements 

present in the biological specimen. Thereby, electron scattering depends on the atomic number Z, i.e. a 

strong contrast can be achieved for heavy atoms.35 A biological sample, however, mostly consists of 

light elements with only a limited range of variations in atomic numbers (i.e. C, O, H, N, S) which 

provides only small differences in electron density. In order to significantly enhance the image 

contrast, an efficient preparation protocol includes the treatment of the sample with reactive heavy 
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metal species, which accumulate within the cellular structure in a selective fashion. As a result, 

ultrastructural cellular details, i.e. organelle and membrane features, are highlighted within a TEM 

micrograph.7 Standard heavy metal staining includes the treatment with OsO4 which can be considered 

as a contrast enhancement reagent additionally to its role as fixative, as well as uranyl acetate 

(UO2(OOCCH3)2) and lead citrate (Pb3(C6H5O7)2). The binding affinities as well as the resulting 

staining selectivity of the individual compounds will be discussed more in detail in Chapter 3. In 

Figure 2.1, the fundamental steps, necessary for the sample preparation of biological specimens for 

TEM, are summarized. 

 

Figure 2.1: Schematic representation of the fundamental steps for preparing biological samples for TEM imaging. Sample 
preparation requires typically sample fixation, ultrathin sectioning and contrast enhancement by heavy metal staining. 

 

To achieve a more pronounced sample contrast it is additionally possible to change the operational 

and, with that, the detection mode of the microscope. As previously mentioned, differences in the 

deflection angles of electrons propagating through the sample are a basic requirement for the image 

formation. In conventional TEM, electrons propagating through the specimen to be investigated are 

detected by the electron multiplying charge-coupled device (EMCCD) camera, which is placed in the 

direction of the electron beam (Figure 2.2A). Electron-lucent sample areas enable unimpeded beam 

penetration, which results in the image formation. As a result, less electron-dense sample areas are 

observable with high-intensity values in the image. On the other hand, dark image areas point towards 

electron-dense sample constituents which strongly affect the direction of propagating electrons. These 
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strongly deflected electrons are not able to reach the detector, and can additionally be suppressed by an 

aperture, which further increases the contrast of the resulting image.7, 35  

Scanning transmission electron microscopy using a high-angle annular dark-field detection (HAADF-

STEM) scheme represents an alternative operational mode of TEM. In this variation, the detector 

possesses a ring shape and is placed in such a way into the beam path that the unimpeded electrons are 

not detected. The highly scattered electrons, however, reach the annular detector and result in the 

image formation (Figure 2.2B). This method requires the point-wise scanning of the sample with a 

focused beam. In the formed image, bright areas represent electron-dense and, therefore, highly 

scattering sample areas (in the HAADF detection scheme only the highly scattered electrons are 

capable of reaching the detector) and dark areas representing electron-transparent samples. A major 

advantage of this mode is the strong dependence of the image contrast on Z, which results in an 

enhanced image contrast. However, this mode features a slightly reduced image resolution compared 

to conventional TEM.35 Nevertheless, this method was frequently applied in the experiments 

conducted in this thesis to obtain highly contrasted EM images. 

.  

Figure 2.2: Comparison of the different operational modes transmission (A) and scanning transmission electron microscopy 

(B).  
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2.2 Nanoparticle-cell interactions studied by TEM: What is 

possible and what are the limitations? 

 

Transmission electron microscopy represents an outstanding method to examine the interaction 

between nanoparticles and cells, i.e. mechanisms of particle uptake as well as the intracellular particle 

fate can be investigated. The strength of this method is attributed to the most outstanding features of 

TEM investigations, i.e. a resolution in the low-nanometer range as well as the visualization of 

intracellular, ultrastructural features such as membranes or organelles. 

Cellular membranes represent important structures and their morphologies can be visualized 

efficiently by means of TEM. An approaching nano-object might induce alterations in the membrane 

structure from which valuable information about its subsequent uptake mechanism and intracellular 

localization can be concluded. Thereby, the mechanisms of cellular uptake are strongly related to 

different membrane appearances,42, 43 which means, that that the mechanism of individual uptake 

events can be determined on the basis of electron micrographs. Particle uptake can be grouped into 

active, i.e. energy-dependent, as well as passive, i.e. diffusive, processes. Active processes include: 

• Caveolin-dependent endocytosis: Via this mechanism, small particles are taken up. Caveolae 

represent small membrane invaginations which can efficiently be identified owing to their 

charactertistic flask-like shape. They participate in important cellular processes, e.g. singal 

transduction, protein endocytosis or cholesterol homeostasis.44 

• Clathrin-mediated endocytosis (CME): CME is involved in intracellular signaling, membrane 

recycling, and the uptake of nutrients.45 In TEM micrographs, this mechanism can be 

identified by the appearance of invaginations with a size of ~ 100 nm which are coated with 

the protein clathrin. Clathrin-coated pits can be identified due their characteristic 

morphological shapes (Figure 2.3). This mechanism is accountable for receptor-mediated 

endocytosis.43 
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• Clathrin-independent endocytosis: By this mechanism, e.g. many bacterial toxins and surface 

proteins are taken up.46 

• Phagocytosis: This mechanism allows the uptake of significantly larger objects; however, this 

mechanism can only be observed in specialized cell types. Phagocytosis is accompanied by 

the formation of characteristic membrane protrusions (Figure 2.3).43 

• Macropinocytosis: This mechanism represents an actin-driven endocytic process which 

enables the uptake of larger objects, such as aggregated particles. The particles taken up by 

means of macropinocytosis and are, subsequently, localized within large endosomes that 

contain a large amount of cellular fluids additionally to the particles. This mechanism is 

associated with the formation of membrane ruffles.43 

Diffusion of particles through the membrane is possible for small particles. The particles internalized 

via passive mechanisms are found directly inside the cytosol and are not associated to intracellular 

vesicular structures. In Figure 2.3, a schematic representation of the membrane morphologies 

associated with different uptake mechanisms is shown. A more detailed discussion of cellular uptake 

can be found elsewhere.42, 43 
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Figure 2.3: Schematic representation of different uptake mechanisms of cells with their characteristic alterations of the 

plasma membrane structure. TEM images provide, furthermore, insights into the intracellular localization as well as into the 

fate of the particles, e.g. their cytoplasmic distribution, the vesicular localization, the aggregation state within the lysosomes, 

organelle targeting, lysosomal escape, nucleus penetrability as well as particle conversion or metabolism among others. 

Reprinted with permission from ref. [48], copyright 2018, Wiley. 

 

Additionally to the elucidation of uptake mechanisms by means of TEM investigations, TEM imaging 

can also provide useful information about the subsequent intracellular fate. For drug delivery 

applications, it is important to obtain information about a particle association with intracellular 

vesicles (i.e. endosomes or lysosomes) or their free distribution inside the cytosol, respectively. In 

TEM images, vesicular structures represent easily identifiable organelles owing to their electron-lucent 

character. Since double-layered membranes are well detectable in TEM images at a high resolution 

level, this method provides also access to, e.g. lysosomal membrane rupture, which represents a 

desired issue in the controlled release of substances.57 Within the lysosomes it is furthermore possible 

to assess the aggregation state of the particles owing to the TEM resolution capability beyond the 

particle size. With that, also alterations in the particle morphology, e.g. introduced by intracellular 

degradation processes, become accessible.58  
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Particles which are freely distributed within the cytoplasm might address intracellular components.58, 59  

As an example, dysfunctional mitochondria are discussed to be involved into the development of 

numerous diseases; NP targeting of these organelles can boost the development of new nanomedical 

platforms.60 Mitochondria are identified by their characteristic cristae, i.e. wrinkled double-layered 

membrane arrangements inside these organelles and can, thus, easily be identified by TEM imaging. 

Furthermore, the cellular nucleus represents an intracellular compartment, which is well 

distinguishable from the cytoplasm structure within the cellular environment. Since the nucleus hosts 

the cellular genetic information, nanoparticle penetration into the nucleus represents a subject of 

several investigations regarding, e.g. genotoxicity studies.61, 62 

Nevertheless, also the drawbacks of TEM investigations on particle uptake have to be discussed. A 

major limitation of this method is based on the fact that electron microscopy is only possible for fixed 

cell samples and, hence, does not support live cell imaging.47 Furthermore, limitations emerge from 

the limited field-of-view of this method. Even though TEM investigations can provide valuable 

information about the particle aggregation state and their association to different organelles and TEM 

can provide access to the exact particle number to the individual events, it has to be kept in mind that 

TEM images of ultrathin slices only represent a small volume of an entire cell. In order to draw 

conclusions from TEM micrographs with statistic validity, it is necessary to image numerous ultrathin 

sections and to develop an unbiased sampling method to obtain statistically valid data.63-65 TEM per se 

is not a method which is suitable for high-throughput experimentation owing to the required 

sophisticated sample preparation as discussed in Chapter 2.1, so that the extraction of significantly 

valid data from TEM images remains a tedious and time-consuming task. 

A summary of capabilities and limitations of TEM investigations to study uptake and intracellular fate 

of nanoparticles is summarized in Figure 2.4. 
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Figure 2.4: Summary of capabilities and limitations of TEM investigations for investigations of uptake and intracellular fate 

of nanoparticulate materials. Reprinted with permission from ref. [48], copyright 2018, Wiley. 
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2.3 Challenges for the observation polymer-based nanoparticles 

within cellular samples in TEM micrographs 

 

 

Whereas inorganic nanoparticles, i.e. crystalline or amorphous (semi-)metal or (semi-)metal 

chalcogenide nanoscale materials, exhibit an inherently high electron density and represent easily 

identifiable objects in TEM micrographs of biological samples, the localization of polymeric 

nanomaterials constitutes a demanding task. Nevertheless, there are a few examples reported in 

literature in which the uptake of polymeric nanoparticles into cells could be observed. Lerch et al., for 

instance, described the uptake of polystyrene (PS) beads into HeLa cells,66 whereby the particles could 

be identified within intracellular vesicular structures, however, with only a poor TEM contrast. Similar 

contrast features for PS nanoparticles could be found in another study, in which their uptake into 

BMDM cells was observed.67 PS beads represent structures that are stable towards the electron beam 

and seem to be unaffected by the harsh embedding conditions. On the contrary, polyesters such as 

polylactide (PLA) or poly(lactide-co-glycolide) (PLGA) were found to be severely affected under the 

electron beam. In a study conducted by Musyanovych et al., the uptake of differently charged 

polylactide nanoparticles into HeLa cells was investigated.68 In TEM micrographs, the authors found 

electron-lucent spots within vesicular structures which they identified as PLA nanoparticles. The 

authors thereby explained this observation by a degradation of the sensitive polymer material under 

the electron beam which results in the occurrence of electron-lucent areas. A further proof of the 

assumption that the electron-lucent spots correspond to the PLA nanomaterial was given by Barthel et 

al..69 In this study the authors decorated PLA particles with smaller electron-dense iron oxide particles. 

Within mesenchymal stem cells a clear association of the electron-lucent NPs with the electron-dense 

signals emerging from the nanocrystals could be obtained which served as TEM labels in this study 

proving the electron-lucent character of PLA particles. Likewise, electron-transparent structures could 

also be found for PLGA nanoparticles.70, 71 
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Whereas polyesters or polystyrene particles only contribute a low-electron contrast, polymeric 

nanostructures containing amino functionalities can efficiently be identified within TEM micrographs, 

since they possess a significantly enhanced electron density after straining.72 This class of polymers is, 

if water-soluble, positively charged due to the basic properties of the amino functionalities. When 

exposed to negatively charged nucleic acids in aqueous solutions, these polymers are capable of 

forming polymeric complexes, i.e. polyplexes, owing to electrostatic interactions. Polyplexes are used 

for the transport of genetic material into the cells in order to transfect them. The facile visibility of 

polyplexes within cellular structures is explained by the efficient complexation ability of amino groups 

present in the polymer structure as well as of phosphate moieties of the nucleic acids with the heavy 

metal species used for staining. Thereby, the polyplex structures are stained simultaneously with the 

cellular constituents. However, due to the increased density of reactive functional groups within the 

polyplexes compared to the cellular interior, the staining efficiency of polyplexes is more pronounced. 

In summary, polymeric nanomaterials generally constitute demanding objects for TEM-based 

investigations, since they intrinsically provide only a low electron density. As a consequence, 

strategies for increasing their electron density have to be found. An advanced strategy to address this 

issue is provided by the implementation of additional techniques and the correlation of the acquired 

images. In the next chapter, an approach to assess the contrasting capabilities of different polymer 

nanoparticles by means of image processing routines will be discussed. Furthermore, a suitable 

polymeric nanoparticle system for additional, complementary investigation by fluorescence 

microscopy as well as TEM will be introduced. 
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3. Assessment of electron densities of selected polymeric 

nanoparticles and the synthesis of a correlative label 

 

Parts of this chapter have been published in: P3) M. Reifarth, W. Müller, B. Shkodra-Pula, H. Görls, 

U. S. Schubert, R. Heintzmann, S. Hoeppener, Part. Part. Syst. Charact. 2019, 36, 1800324, and P4) 

M. Reifarth, D. Pretzel, S. Schubert, C. Weber, R. Heintzmann, S. Hoeppener, U.S. Schubert, Chem. 

Commun. 2016, 52, 4361-4364. 

 

One of the major challenges addressed in this thesis is related to the relatively weak electron contrast 

provided by polymeric nanomaterials. This makes it difficult to trace them in TEM within an organic 

matrix, such as the cellular environment.48 The electron density can be enhanced by (i) the treatment of 

the nanomaterial with reactive heavy metal species, which accumulate chemically within the 

nanoparticulate polymer framework with a strong affinity (“passive staining”) or by (ii) the active 

incorporation of strongly electron scattering species into the polymer (“active staining”). In this 

chapter, a method to assess the electron attenuation of a nanoparticle sample on the basis of image 

processing of TEM micrographs prior and subsequently to the treatment with heavy metal species is 

described. Polyesters were identified as a material whose electron density is not significantly enhanced 

by the treatment with standard heavy metal agents. As a consequence, the synthesis of a poly(lactic 

acid) species covalently attached to a luminescent iridium(III)-based coordination compound was 

performed to establish a NP system which can be investigated in a CLEM approach. The iridium 

compound acted as an electron microscopy label as well as a luminescent dye which can be efficiently 

utilized for fluorescence microscopy investigations.  

In order to classify electron densities of common polymeric nanomaterials and to evaluate polymer 

staining mechanisms, an initial task was the development of a method capable of assessing electron 

density values by means of TEM micrograph image analysis. These investigations are motivated by 
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the fact that the preparation of biological specimens for TEM investigations relies on the treatment of 

the sample with heavy metal staining agents, which selectively bind to the cellular constituents. Along 

with the cellular structures, the polymeric nanoparticles may be co-stained. This is, however, only 

possible if the chemical composition of the polymer material allows for an active interaction with the 

heavy metals either by complexation or by a redox-reactive addition.  

The development of an image processing-based routine to analyze TEM micrographs of particle 

samples was the initial task of the study. This algorithm is based on the assumption that for 

amorphous, ultrathin materials (which is valid for polymeric nanomaterials) the electron beam 

intensity can be characterized as a function of the sample thickness as well as a material-specific 

attenuation coefficient 𝛼 which follows an exponential decay similar to the Lambert-Beer 

relationship.35, 73-75 

(2) 𝐼(𝑟) = 𝐼 𝑒 ( ⃗)∙ ( ⃗). 

Here, 𝐼(𝑟) is the electron beam intensity at the position �⃗� at the detector (CCD camera intensity), 𝐼  

represents the background intensity, 𝛼(𝑟) is the material-specific attenuation coefficient and h(�⃗�) 
denotes the sample thickness at the position 𝑟.  

A thorough analysis of a TEM micrograph of a nanoparticle sample can provide access to the electron 

attenuation coefficient 𝛼 of a polymer nanoparticle system. For this purpose, the spatial distribution of 

the thicknesses of the homogenously electron-dense nanoparticles needs to be carefully assessed. This 

requires (i) an initial analysis of the TEM image to distinguish between background and particle signal 

and (ii) the determination of the particle coordinates (including the coordinates of the particle centers) 

as well as their diameters. With that knowledge, the sample thickness d at each image position 𝑟, i.e. 

the respective sample height, can be calculated assuming a spherical shape of the particles. The local 

height across the individual particle can be described by: 

(3) ℎ(𝑟) = 2 𝑅 − (𝑟 − 𝑟⃗) , 	𝑅 − (𝑟 − 𝑟⃗) ≥ 0
0, 𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒 , 
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whereby 𝑟⃗ represents the coordinates of the center of the particle and R its radius. From equations (2) 

and (3), the theoretical intensity function of an individual particle can be deduced: 

(4) 𝐼(𝑟) = 𝐼 𝑒𝑥𝑝(−2𝛼 𝑅 − (𝑟 − 𝑟⃗) ), 	𝑅 − (𝑟 − 𝑟⃗) ≥ 0
𝐼 , 𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒 . 

The attenuation coefficient 𝛼 can be determined by plotting the intensity profile of each individual 

particle signal with eq. (4) as a fit function. However, data elaboration of each individual signal would 

be associated with a computational effort and be error-prone. In order to reduce computation time, the 

sum of logarithmized pixel values of each individual particle was determined. This value represents a 

magnitude associated to the volume of the particle with a prefactor directly related to the electron 

attenuation coefficient 𝛼, assuming thereby an ideally spherical geometry of the particles. 

Furthermore, an image processing-based determination of the respective particle diameters with the 

diameter d = 2R was conducted. A comparison of these both values extracted from TEM micrographs 

provided access to α according to according to equation (5): 

(5) ∑ ln 𝐼 (𝑥 ′, 𝑦′) ⋅ 𝑝′, ′ 	 = √𝛼 ⋅ d. 

In this equation, In(x’,y’) denotes the reciprocal normalized pixel intensity, p the pixel area [µm2]. and 

α represents the attenuation coefficient.  

In order to increase the statistical validity of the method, the TEM signals of numerous particles were 

considered for data elaboration. In this context, particle diameters were plotted vs. their TEM image 

contrast according to the left-hand side of equation (5) and the data points were subjected to linear 

regression. The slopes of these plots correspond to α1/3.  

This automatic image processing routine was implemented utilizing the toolbox DIPimage for 

MATLAB. Within this routine, a basic challenge was to implement reliable particle recognition and 

background suppression among others. Optimized image processing resulted in linear plots with the 

slope α  as depicted in Figure 3.1 (Figure 3.1A shows a raw image of polystyrene beads, Figure 3.1B 

highlights the particle signals taken into consideration for analysis and Figure 3.1C displays the linear 
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plot). In order to achieve a high quality linear fit of the data, a large number of data points possessing a 

relatively wide range of x- and y-values is beneficial. This was obtained for particle samples with a 

broad size-distribution, i.e. a high polydispersity. 

 

Figure 3.1: A) Background-corrected low-magnification TEM image of polystyrene nanoparticles. B) Labeled particles 

which were considered for further analysis. C) Linear regression of particle diameter vs. cubic route of sum of logarithmized 

intensities extracted from A). Reprinted with permission from ref. [76], copyright 2019, Wiley. 

 

For investigations, common materials for polymer NP formulations were selected. Figure 3.2 depicts 

the chemical structures of the polymers used in the study. 
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Figure 3.2: Schematic representation of polymeric systems used for the formulation of nanoparticle systems.  

In Table 3.1, furthermore, the characteristics of the investigated nanoparticle systems are listed.  

Table 3.1: Characteristics of the polymeric nanoparticles used in the study. The particles were either prepared by 
nanoemulsion (NE), nanoprecipitation (NPr) or emulsion preparation (EP), respectively.  

NP sample Polymer Preparation 

method 

Size [nm] (PDI) DLS Zeta potential [mV] 

P1 PLGA NE 199 (0.138) – 29 ± 1 

P2 P(MMA-co-MAA) NPr 107 (0.110) – 46 ± 1 

P3 PS EP 115 (0.105) + 33 ± 1 

P4 P(MMA-co-DMAEMA) NPr 124 (0.060) + 33 ± 1 

P5 PS-co-PB NE 214 (0.118) – 5 ± 0.1 

 

These particle samples were subjected to TEM imaging in a subsequent step. Therefore, the particle 

samples were incubated for 24 h with the respective staining agents, i.e. osmium tetroxide (OsO4) as 

well as uranyl acetate (UO2(OOCCH3)2) and were placed on a carbon-supported TEM copper grid by 

conventional blotting and drying. All particle samples were imaged under the similar beam conditions 

(focus position, magnification, background illumination, aperture size etc. was kept constantly). The 

resulting TEM micrographs were subjected to image processing analysis. In Table 3.2, the respective 

electron attenuation values of the P1-3 unstained and in response to the staining agents are listed. At a 

first glance, similar electron attenuation values of stained with OsO4 and UO2(OOCCH3)2 as well as 

the unstained particle samples P1-3 were determined. This indicated the inability of these agents to 

accumulate inside the particle interior. In fact, this means that particles prepared from the polymers 
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P1-3, i.e. polymers possessing phenyl and ester (and carboxy-) functionalities, are not stained by the 

standard heavy metal agents OsO4 and UO2(OAc)2, since these functionalities are inert towards the 

reactive heavy metal species. These results are in accordance to literature reports.77   

Table 3.2:  Attenuation factors 𝜶 extracted from the original images of the polymer samples P1-3. Here, the individual 

entries in the table represent mean values of multiple measurements and their standard deviations.  

NP sample Non-stained 

NPs 

α [µm-1] 

OsO4 staining 

α [µm-1] 

Uranyl acetate 

α [µm-1] 

PLGA, P1 1.13 ± 0.33 1.33 ± 0.21 1.35 ± 0.10 

P(MMA-co-MAA), P2 1.64 ± 0.31 1.49 ± 0.30 1.71 ± 0.27 

PS, P3 2.14 ± 0.05 2.24 ± 0.17 2.04 ± 0.13 

 

The situation is expected to be different for particles bearing chemical functionalities which are known 

to exhibit a strong coordination or reactive capacity towards the staining materials. Owing to their 

importance in nanomedicine and in materials sciences,20, 78-80 particles possessing amino-

functionalities and isolated double bonds were selected. Their corresponding homopolymers represent 

water-soluble polymers (amino-containing structures) or compounds that represent viscous liquids 

under standard conditions (polydiene structures), so that they were not expected to form stable 

polymer colloids. For this purpose, amino- as well as double bond-containing monomers were 

copolymerized with other building blocks to yield solid, water-insoluble polymers, from which stable 

nanoparticles could be formed. As such, nanoparticles of poly(methyl methacrylate-co-2-

dimethylaminoethyl methacrylate) P(MMA-co-DMAEMA), as previously synthesized by Yildirim et 

al.,81 as well the commercially available poly(styrene-co-butadiene) were selected, since these 

polymers formed stable colloids (structures see Figure 3.2, nanoparticle characteristics see Table 3.1). 

The extracted electron densities of the particles are summarized in Table 3.3.  
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Table 3.3: Attenuation factors 𝜶 extracted from the original images of the polymer samples P5-7. Here, the individual entries 

in the table represent mean values of multiple and their standard deviations. 

NP sample Non-stained NPs 

α [µm-1] 

OsO4 staining 

α [µm-1] 

Uranyl acetate 

α [µm-1] 

P(MMA-co-DMAEMA), P4 1.23 ± 0.06 2.41 ± 0.47 2.64 ± 0.16 

P(S-co-B), P5 0.26 ± 0.03 4.73 ± 0.74 0.29 ± 0.05 

 

Table 3.3 reveals a significant contrast enhancement for P4 stained with OsO4 and UO2(OAc)2 and P5 

upon OsO4 staining. Since the ester and phenyl moieties as chemical functionalities were shown not to 

contribute to staining, the contrast enhancement of these polymer samples can clearly be ascribed to 

the selected functional groups in the polymeric framework. In case of P4, the complexation behavior 

of the amino groups was conditional on the accumulation of osmium and uranium inside the polymer 

structure. P5 possessed only a small electron attenuation value which complicated the extraction of α; 

however, the values could be determined for all particle samples with a low standard deviation. 

Unstained particles revealed similar attenuation values as uranyl acetate stained particles which hinted 

towards the non-selecitvity of the polymer towards these staining agents. However, osmium staining 

resulted in the most significant contrast enhancement within this study.  

This fact motivated further investigations on the underlying chemistry of this particular staining effect. 

Proton nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (1H-NMR) could provide an insight into the 

substitution pattern of the isolated double bonds in the polymer structure and revealed the presence of 

terminal as well as (Z)- and (E)-substituted C=C double bonds (Figure 3.2, P5, spectrum not shown 

here). For further investigations of the chemical staining mechanism, particular attention was placed 

on (Z)-substituted olefins. (Z)-Alkenes, e.g. unsaturated fatty acids, play an important role as building 

blocks of biomembranes, so that a deeper insight about their reaction mechanism with OsO4 could 

elucidate the role of OsO4 in membrane fixation and staining. The capability of OsO4 as a fixative 

compound for membranes is controversially discussed in literature.7, 49 

For this purpose, (Z)-cyclooctene as a model substance was selected. This substance was dissolved in 

an organic hydrophobic solvent, i.e. xylene, and a nanoscale emulsion was prepared from this solution 

by ultrasonication and stabilized by sodium dodecylbenzenesulfonate (SDBS) as surfactant. In the 
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resulting nanodroplets, the olefinic compound is enclosed in a hydrophobic environment of aromatic 

compounds (xylenes), such that they are exposed to a very similar chemical environment as present 

inside the nanoparticle sample prepared from e.g. P5, in which the olefinic building blocks face the 

phenyl moieties of polystyrene building blocks. These nanodroplets were exposed to the OsO4 staining 

solution. Subsequently to staining, the droplets were purified by dialysis, the emulsion was 

destabilized and the solvent was removed in vacuo (Figure 3.3). First, the resulting chemical 

compound was analyzed by electron spray ionization time-of-flight mass spectrometry (ESI-ToF-MS).  

 

Figure 3.3: Workflow of the model experiment. (Z)-Cyclooctene was used as a model substance and was dissolved in xylene 

and overlaid water containing SDBS as surfactant. Ultrasonication of the emulsion resulted in the formation of nanodopletes. 

These droplets were exposed to the OsO4 staining solution. After a short incubation period, the nanodroplets were purified 

and the formed substance was processed for further analyses. Adapted with permission from ref. [76], copyright 2019, Wiley. 

 

The ESI-MS spectrum is depicted in Figure 3.4A. In the spectrum, three main signal distributions can 

be observed as indicated in the blue, red, and violet box. In the blue box, the signal distribution 

represents the H+, Na+ and K+ adduct of a compound with the sum formula C16H28O5Os (Figure 3.4B). 

The occurrence of a species with this sum formula can be explained by the formation of coordinative 

OsVI compound, in which two diolic species coordinate the Os atom in form of a cylic osmium acid 

ester as depicted in Figure 3.4B. A further proof of the assumed structure was provided by high-

resolution MS, whereby the calculated and the measured exact mass are in good accordance, as well as 
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by the fact that the isotopic pattern observed in MS corresponds well with the measured data (Figure 

3.4C). In addition, it was possible to crystallize this highly pure compound, and X-ray analysis 

validated the presence of the assumed species as well (Figure 3.4D). This data indicates that OsO4 is 

capable of crosslinking olefinic structures by forming coordinative compounds.  

As an important conclusion from this study it was identified that ester-based polymeric nanoparticles 

as structures do not respond significantly to the standard heavy metal stains. That means in fact that 

their identification in a TEM micrograph showing a cell sample incubated with the nanoparticles is not 

straightforward and relies either on their high contrast (unlikely in the framework of cells) or requires 

their degradation to form electron-lucent areas. Polyester materials can, thus, hardly be identified, e.g. 

within a cellular context.82 One possible strategy to improve the electron contrast is the incorporation 

of a heavy metal already into the polymer structure to manufacture electron-dense polyester-based 

nanoparticles  

Therefore, initially appropriate EM labels had to be synthesized. One elegant way to address this task 

is to apply luminescent metal complexes, which can act as both, EM as well as luminescent dye. For 

the synthesis of a polyester material bearing this functional moiety, lactide as monomer was utilzed, 

since the resulting homopolymer poly(lactic acid) (PLA) represents an important polymer class used 

in medicine etc. owing to its nontoxic and biodegradable character.83-87 As electron-density enhancer, a 

cyclometalated iridium(III) coordination was selected based on the following properties: (i) Iridium 

represents a heavy metal of the 6th period of the periodic table of elements and, thus, is expected to 

enhance the electron contrast of the resulting polymer significantly and (ii) cyclometalated iridium(III) 

complexes are known for their strong luminescence, which finds numerous applications, e.g. in 

biomedical imaging88, 89 or in organic light emission devices,90 which makes them powerful  labels for 

fluorescence microscopy.** The reaction scheme is presented in Figure 3.5. 

                                                             
** Even though the luminescent behavior of the described iridium(III) complex is based on phosphorescence, the 

applied imaging method is referred to as fluorescence microscopy in this thesis. 
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Figure 3.4 A: ESI-MS of (Z)-cyclooctene processed as represented in Figure 3.3. Three signal distributions are observed 

(blue, red and violet box). B: Depicts the signals as emphasized in the blue box. The occurrence of the signals can be 

explained by adducts of H+, Na+ and K+ of the species as suggested in the structure as shown in the box. High-resolution MS 

(HRMS)  data indicate the correctness of the suggested structure. Furthermore, the isotopic pattern of the measured sample 

(black line) and the calculated spectrum are in good agreement. D: Results of the crystal structure analysis of the resulting 

compound. Adapted with permission from ref. [76], copyright 2019, Wiley. 
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Figure 3.5: Schematic representation of the reaction of polymers P6 and P7. 

 

The synthesis of the Ir functionalized PLA starts from the synthesis of the anchor 4-(2-pyridyl)-1,2,3-

triazole ligand 1. Ligand 1 was synthesized via a copper(I) initiated alkyne-azide click reaction. The 

desired luminescent iridium complex 3 was obtained by the reaction of 1 with the µ-dichloro bridged 

precursor complex 2 (synthesis described by Haensch et al.91) subsequently to an ion exchange of the 

crude reaction product with NH4PF6. Compound 3 possesses a strong absorption maximum at 483 nm 

wavelength owing to the coumarin-6 ligands which cyclometalate the iridium(III) ion. The complex is 

perfectly suited to be used in fluorescence imaging since it is highly air- and water-stable and 

possesses appropriate absorption characteristics (it can be excited, e.g. by the 488 nm transition of an 

Ar+ laser, which is commonly used in the field of fluorescence microscopy) as well as a large Stokes 

shift.  

In order to achieve a metal content as high as possible (which is required to significantly enhance the 

polymer’s electron density), the hydroxy-terminated luminescent complex was used directly as an 

initiator for a ring-opening polymerization of the monomer L-lactide. This strategy was preferred to 

alternative modification strategies, e.g. the direct attachment of the complex 3 to a carboxy-terminated 

polylactide via esterification or the utilization of the pristine ligand 1 as polymerization initiator and 

subsequent complexation by attachment of the precursor iridium coordinative compound 2 to the 
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ligand bearing polymer. This approach promised the highest degree of functionalization. The 

polymerization procedure was conducted in toluene under reflux using tin(II)-2-ethylhexanoate as 

catalyst. Two polymers P6 and P7 with different chain length were synthesized. The polymers were 

fully characterized with proton nuclear magnetic resonance (1H NMR) spectroscopy, size-exclusion 

chromatography (SEC) and matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization time-of-flight mass 

spectrometry (MALDI-ToF-MS). The respective analytical data of the synthesized polymers are 

summarized in Table 3.4. It is noteworthy that the polymers could be synthesized with a narrow size-

distribution (as indicated by dispersities Ð < 1.2 according to SEC measurements), which indicates a 

controlled polymerization procedure despite a possible sensitivity towards the harsh chemical reaction 

conditions of the initiator complex 3.  

 

Table 3.4: Selected characterization data of the synthesized polymers. 

 [M]:[I]:

[C] 

Conv.a 

[%] 

Mn,theo
b 

[g·mol-1] 

Mn,NMR
c 

[g·mol-1] 

Mn,SEC
d 

[g·mol-1] 

ÐSEC
d Mn,MALDI

e 

[g·mol-1] 

ÐMALDI
e 

P6 90:1:1 80 11,400 11,700 6,800 1.17 5,000 1.04 

P7 15:1:1 82 2,900 3,000 2,180 1.21 2,460 1.06 

aConversion determined from the 1H-NMR spectra of the polymerization mixtures. 
bMtheo=[M]0:[I]0·conv.·144 g/mol + 1366 g/mol.  
cReferred to 1H-NMR peak at δ = 8.52 ppm (m, 1H).  
dEluent: DMAc-LiCl, PMMA calibration, RI detection.  
eDCTB, NaCl. 

 

The integrity of the complex subsequently to the polymerization procedure was proven by 1H NMR 

spectroscopy, SEC as well as MALDI-ToF-MS. 1H NMR revealed that the signals observed for the 

initiator were also present in the purified polymer (data not shown here, for further information see 

Reifarth et al.92). SEC with diode array detection (DAD) showed an absorption spectrum matching to 

the respective spectrum of the complex (Figure 3.7), which overlaps with the corresponding refractive 

index signal. This indicates covalent attachment of the complex to the polymer. In addition to that, 

MALDI-ToF-MS investigations were conducted using the short-chain length polymer P6. Owing to 

the positively charged character of the initiating complex, all polymer chains carry a positive charge 

and can, thus, be ionized well in MALDI-ToF-MS investigations. The MALDI spectrum reveals two 

major mass distributions corresponding to an even (E) or odd (O) number of lactic acid repeating units 
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and the complex (without the counter ion PF6
-). Furthermore, an overlay of the calculated isotopic 

pattern and the measured zoom-in view of the MALDI spectrum indicates a good agreement of both, 

measured and calculated data, which makes the assumption of a covalent attachment of the complex to 

the polymer more evident. In summary, 1H NMR, SEC as well as MALDI-ToF-MS, suggests the 

formation of an end-group functionalization of the polymer with a high fidelity. 

 

Figure 3.7 A: SEC trace of P6 (eluent: DMAc-LiCl, PMMA calibration) with DAD detection). B: MALDI-ToF mass 

spectrum of P7 (DCTB, NaCl). C: Mass spectrum of a selected isotopic pattern from B in comparison to the calculated 

abundancies. Adapted with permission from ref. [92], copyright 2016, RSC. 

 

From the polymer P6, nanoparticles were formulated using a single-emulsion technique with 

poly(vinyl alcohol) as surfactant. Thereby, it was assumed that one complex unit is attached to the 

polymer chain. NP1 was synthesized from the pure complex-initiated polymer P6 and possesses, thus, 

an assumed mass-content of Ir of 2%, NP2 formulated from a mixture of P6 and isopropanol-initiated 

polymer in a mass ratio 1:1 provided an assumed Ir content of 1%. The particle samples possess 

diameters of 300 nm as well as small zeta potentials. Despite the low surface charge, the particles were 

stable and could even be lyophilized. The characteristics of the particle samples are summarized in 

Table 3.5. 

 

Table 3.5: Characterization of the NP samples after preparation and after lyophilization.*  

 After preparation After lyophilization Zeta potential 

 d [nm] PDI d [nm] PDI [mV] 

NP1a 323 0.201 301 0.213 0.2 

NP2b 307 0.151 293 0.206 7.8 

*Diameters and PDI determined by DLS measurements. 
aPrepared from 100 wt.-% P66. 
bPrepared from 50 wt.-% P6 and 50 wt.-% unlabeled polymer. 
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The toxicity of the nanoparticle samples NP1 and NP2 as well as of the complex 3 against human 

embryonal kidney cells HEK-293 was assessed using a 2,3-bis-(2-methoxy-4-nitro-5-sulfophenyl)-2H-

tetrazolium-5-carboxanilide (XTT) assay. After an incubation period of 24 h with different 

concentrations of the pristine complex 3, a significant decrease of the cell viability could be detected 

for all applied concentrations. In contrast, the metabolic activity of the cell population in response to 

their treatment with NP1 and NP2 was not found to be severely affected at all concentration ranges 

(Figure 3.8). These results indicate an efficient encapsulation of the complex into the particles and the 

prevention of its leakage into the cells due to covalent polymer attachment. Furthermore, a 

concentration-dependent uptake of the particles was found by means of flow-cytometry (FC) 

measurements.  

  

Figure 3.8A: Viability of HEK-293 cells after 24 hours of incubation. B: Flow cytometry investigations of concentration- 

dependent uptake of NP1 and NP2 after 24 h incubation time. Reprinted with permission from ref. [92], copyright 2016, 

RSC. 

  

Since no severe adverse effect and an efficient uptake were observed for the highest particle 

concentration of 1 mg mL-1, this concentration was applied for the imaging experiments. First, the 

superresolution technique SIM was performed to prove the suitability of the complex as luminescent 

label. For this purpose, the actin-cytoskeleton was stained by means of phalloidin-alexa 488 and the 

cell nucleus using Hoechst 33342. Although both, the complex 3 staining the particle samples NP1 

and NP2 as well as the dye Alexa 488 are excited by the same laser line (488 nm) simultaneously, 

their emission can be efficiently separated by the choice of an appropriate filter system owing to the 
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large Stokes shift of 3 in comparison to Alexa 488. Acquisition of a z-stack through the entire cell 

body of a selected cell by means of SIM imaging proved the internalization of the particles into the 

cell. Unsurprisingly, both nanoparticle samples NP1 and NP2 provided appropriate signals in SIM. 

A further proof for efficient internalization can be obtained by HAADF-STEM imaging of the sample. 

In Figure 3.9, the respective images are shown. Both particle samples, NP1 and NP2, can be observed 

in the TEM micrographs, being incorporated into the cellular environment. However, the signal 

originating from the particles is only moderate. Additionally, it has to be mentioned that uranyl acetate 

and lead citrate staining was omitted, which is reflected in the fact that the cellular ultrastructure is not 

efficiently pronounced. Nonetheless, the particles could be found within electron lucent organelles 

which are, most likely, endosomal or lysosomal structures. 

In summary, this approach showed that luminescent heavy metal complexes represent compounds that 

can efficiently be applied as both, fluorescence imaging labels as well as electron-density enhancers 

for bioimaging applications. Although the complexes represent efficient luminescent dyes perfectly 

suited for fluorescence microscopy (particularly due to the large Stokes shift which can facilitate, e.g. 

multichannel imaging), the contrast enhancement in electron microscopy is only moderate. A more 

efficient strategy would be the enhancement of the metal content. This could either be achieved by the 

synthesis of polymers with even shorter chain lengths, or by the application of multinuclear metal 

complexes that possess more metal ions per introduced complex unit. 
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Figure 3.9A, B: Cells incubated with nanoparticle samples NP1 and C, D: NP2 for 24 h with 250 µg mL-1 particle 
concentration. A, C: HR SIM. 63×1.4 NA oil obj. Blue: nucleus. Green: cytoskeleton. Red: NP. B, D: HAADF-STEM 
images. Zoomed-in views of a cell incubated with NP1 (C) and NP2 (D). White arrows highlight the nanoparticles taken up 
into intracellular vesicles. Reprinted with permission from ref. [92], copyright 2016, RSC. 
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4. Uptake and intracellular fate of amino-containing 

polymeric nanostructures studied by TEM and 

fluorescence microscopy 

 

Parts of this chapter have been published: P4) T. Bus, C. Englert, M. Reifarth, P. Borchers, M. 

Hartlieb, A. Vollrath, S. Hoeppener, A. Traeger, U. S. Schubert, J. Mater. Chem. B 2017, 5, 1258-

1274 and P5) M. Reifarth, E. Preußger, R. Heintzmann, U. S. Schubert, S. Hoeppener, Part. Part. Syst. 

Charact. 2017, 34, 1700180. 

 

In this chapter, studies focusing on the uptake and the intracellular fate of amino-containing polymeric 

nanostructures will be summarized. Nanomaterials based on this polymer class exhibit tremendous 

importance in the field of gene delivery, since they are known to interact electrostatically with nucleic 

acids in aqueous solution to form polyplexes. These polyplexes often mediate an active uptake, 

whereby the complexed nucleic acid can be transferred into cells and subsequently be released to 

enable a gene transfection of the infiltrated cell.20, 93, 94 Interestingly, the structure of the amino-

polymer based gene transfection vectors makes those polyplexes remarkable objects which can be 

investigated by means of fluorescence and electron microscopy. This is attributed to two adjuvant 

features of amino-containing polymers, as they (i) represent excellent nucleophiles (in particular 

primary amino functionalities) which support their functionalization with reactive small molecules and 

(ii) they possess outstanding coordinative properties which facilitates the selective accumulation of 

metal ions upon treatment with reactive heavy metal species. As a result of the first, these polymers 

can easily be labeled with luminescent species such as labels for fluorescence microscopy. 

Consequently to the latter point, a co-staining of the polyplexes with the staining agents occurs during 

conventional TEM sample preparation (see Chapter 3). In the resulting TEM micrographs, polyplexes 

were reported to be observed as dark structures, 48, 72, 95, 96 which can be explained by the fact that they 
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possess a density of reactive groups within their polyplex structure higher than the density of reactive 

functionalities in the surrounding cellular features.  

In the scope of this thesis, this could efficiently be shown for two poly(ethylene imine) (PEI) based 

gene transfection agents, i.e. polyplexes which formed upon the treatment of linear PEI (lPEI) and 

polyplexes based on a novel polymer class referred to as 3rd generation poly(ethylene imine) (P8). 

Thereby, 3rd generation poly(ethylene imine) is a copolymer consisting of 2-ethyl-2-oxazoline, 

ethylene imine as well as primary amino group bearing monomer units. A superior gene transfection 

efficiency combined with a significantly reduced cytotoxicity of the structure could be obtained (data 

presented in Bus et al.97). It has to be mentioned that only the microscopy investigations, but not the 

synthesis, characterization and biological studies of the polymers and polyplexes are part of this thesis. 

Chemical structures of the polymers and characterization details are mentioned herein for an improved 

comprehension (Figure 4.1 and Table 4.1). 

 

Figure 4.1: Schematic representation of the polymers used for gene transfection in Bus et al..97 A: Chemical structure of 
linear poly(ethylene imine) (lPEI). B: 3rd generation poly(ethylene imine) (P8).  

 

Table 4.1: Size and zeta potential values of the polyplexes prepared from the polymers according to Figure 4.1 with plasmid 
DNA (N/P ratio of 30) in aqueous solution. 

Polymer z-Average 

[nm] 

PDI Zeta potential [mV] 

lPEI 80 ± 2 0.17 33 ± 4.23 

P8 154 ± 1 0.23 23 ± 0.12 

 

Both polymers could efficiently be labeled with cyanine-5-NHS ester to form polyplexes upon 

exposure to plasmid DNA (pDNA). In addition to polymer labeling, the pDNA was as well labeled by 

means of Yo-Yo1, a dye molecule that exhibits fluorescent properties upon DNA intercalation. This 
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enabled high-resolution SIM live cell imaging. Moreover, (S)TEM imaging of HEK-293 cells 

incubated with the polyplexes were conducted. SIM imaging of cells incubated with lPEI polyplexes 

revealed a co-localization of pDNA with polymer labeling within lysosomal structures inside the 

cytoplasm. In the case of lPEI-based structures, the polyplex fluorescence signals possessed large 

spatial dimensions and are presumably co-localized within large lysosomes (Figure 4.2A, zoomed-in 

views B, C). These observations became more evident on the basis of STEM images (Figure 4.2D-F). 

Since STEM provides a resolution beyond the size of a single polyplex, it could be concluded from the 

images that a large number of polyplex structures was located in electron lucent intracellular vesicular 

structures, which appeared to be aggregated (particularly pronounced in Figure 4.2F). This aggregation 

explains the large spatial dimensions of the polyplex fluorescence signals. Furthermore, from STEM 

images it can be seen that polyplexes were not localized centrally inside the vesicle, but rather at one 

side of the vesicular structure in close vicinity to the membrane.  

 

Figure 4.2: High resolution imaging. A: SIM data of a lPEI based polyplex within HEK-293 cells. Thereby, white 

arrow head indicates full co-localization of lysosomal and polyplex fluorescent signals. B-C: Magnified zoom of 
dash-lined frame in A (as indicated in yellow and red): lPEI-Cy5 polyplex within the endosome. 

63× Oil Obj. 1.4 NA. Grey: Hoechst 33342 Red: Lysosomal membrane (RFP). Green: Plasmid DNA labeling 

(YOYO-1). Blue: Polymer labeling (Cy-5). D-F: HAADF-STEM image of lPEI based. N = cell nucleus, M = 

mitochondria, E = endosomal compartment, P = polyplex. Reprinted with permission from ref. [97], copyright 

2017, RSC.  
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In contrast to this, polyplexes formed of the polymer P8 revealed a different behavior inside the cells. 

SIM images indicated lysosomes with a smaller spatial dimension co-localized with the polyplex 

signals (Figure 4.3A, zoomed-in views B, C). This finding could also be confirmed by means of 

STEM imaging (Figure 4.3D-F). With this method, the significantly smaller intracellular vesicles 

bearing the polyplex signals could be observed. Furthermore, a significantly reduced number of 

polyplexes within one vesicle was found. In addition to that, a membrane protrusion (Figure 4.3F) 

interacting with a polyplex at the outside of the cellular membrane was observed is indicative for an 

active uptake mechanism. 

 

Figure 4.3: High resolution imaging. A: SIM data of P8 based polyplexes within HEK-293 cells. White arrows: co-
localization of P8-pDNA polyplexes within lysosomes. B-C: Zoom-in views of the yellow and red, dash-lined frame in A: 
P8-Cy5 polyplex within the endosome. 63× Oil Obj. 1.4 NA. Grey: Hoechst. Red: Lysosomal membrane (RFP). Green: 
Plasmid DNA labeling (YOYO-1). Blue: Polymer labeling (Cy-5). D-F: HAADF-STEM image. N = cell nucleus, M = 

mitochondria, E = endosomal compartment, P = polyplex. Reprinted with permission from ref. [97], copyright 2017, 

RSC.  

 

These results point out the complementary character of high-resolution fluorescence as well as 

transmission electron microscopy. Both methods provided comparable information. Whereas the main 

advantage of structured illumination microscopy is constituted by its capability to unambiguously 
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differentiate between the components of the polyplex, i.e. polymer as well as pDNA, the advantage of 

STEM lies clearly in its resolution beyond the particle size.  

The correlation of both methods, i.e. an overlay of images from the same cell section, consequently is 

a comprehensive approach to benefit from both techniques. In order to point out the capabilities and 

limitations of each of the methods individually, on the one hand, and to underline the meaningfulness 

of the correlative approach, on the other hand, a poly(ethylene imine) based model system mimicking 

a polyplex was synthesized. For this purpose, branched PEI (bPEI) was reacted with the highly 

reactive compound HAuCl4 in N,N’-dimethylformamide to provide polymer particles with a size of 

32 ± 7 nm bearing smaller gold nanoparticles with 10 ± 4 nm as described by Kretschmer et al. 

(Figure 4.4A-C).98 These particles could be fluorescently labeld by the attachment of a reactive dye 

molecule, i.e. Rhodamine B isothiocyanate (Figure 4.4D). Owing to the labeling with gold particles as 

well as the fluorescent dye, the particles could be traced within a cellular context by electron and 

fluorescence microscopy, respectively. 

The particles possess a zeta potential of 44.0 ± 0.1 mV (unlabeled particles) and 41.5 ± 2.3 mV 

(fluorescently labeled particles), respectively, and were expected to be taken up actively.99 However, 

XTT assays revealed a severe toxicity of the particles (particles were toxic at concentrations 

>30 µg·mL-1, Figure 4.5A). Due to the fact that particles did not show adverse effects on the cellular 

viability below this threshold, these systems can be considered as suitable model systems for 

biologically relevant gene vectors. 

Furthermore, the uptake efficiency by means of fluorescence-activated cell scanning (FACS) was 

determined for different incubation periods (Figure 4.5B). These investigations revealed a high uptake 

already after 30 min, which was more pronounced after 4 h. After 8 h, already 90% of the maximum 

fluorescence intensity (mean fluorescence intensity value after 24 h incubation time) was achieved, 

which suggests a rapid internalization of the particles that is almost completely finished after this 

incubation time.  
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Figure 4.4: A: Synthesis scheme of the gold-PEI hybrid metal-polymer nanoparticles. B: Schematic representation of the 
particles and C: TEM images of the Rhodamine B-labeled gold-PEI nanoparticles. D: Absorption spectrum of non-
functionalized (dotted line) and absorption and fluorescence emission sprectra of Rhodamine B-labeled (solid line) gold-PEI 

nanoparticles measured in DMF. Reprinted with permission from ref. [100], copyright 2017, Wiley. 

  

 

Figure 4.5: A: XTT cytotoxicity test with Rhodamine B-labeled nanoparticle samples and the unlabeled particle sample at 
different nanoparticle concentrations (0 to 100 µg/mL). In the course of these experiments incubation times of 24 h were 
chosen to enable uptake of the metal-polymer hybrid nanoparticles into HEK-293 cells. All data are expressed as mean and 

SD (n ≥ 3). B: Time-dependent uptake efficiency determined by flow cytometry (labeled particles with a conc. of 25 µg/mL). 
All data are expressed as mean and SD (n ≥ 4). Reprinted with permission from ref. [100], copyright 2017, Wiley. 
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In order to obtain a deeper understanding of the particle fate, fluorescence microscopy was applied. 

Therefore, the cells were incubated with the particles for 24 h and were stained with Hochest 33342 

(nucleus staining) and Alexa Fluor 488 phalloidin (cytoskeleton staining). A representative cell image 

is depicted in Figure 4.5, whereby a SIM image is displayed in comparison to the corresponding laser 

widefield (LWF) image of the same cell. The laser widefield image Figure 4.5A revealed that particle 

signals (red) are localized within the cytoplasm. These signals possess a spatial dimension of about 

1 to 2 µm and exhibit a non-circular shape (Figure 4.5B). On the basis of LWF images, it can be 

assumed that the shape of the particle signals originates from the fusion of smaller, particle bearing 

intracellular vacuoles into larger structures. This image is compared to the corresponding SIM image, 

whereby SIM, as a high-resolution technique, provides a resolution of approximately 100 nm.  

Figure 4.5D shows a zoomed view of the morphology of the elongated particle structures imaged by 

SIM. With the enhanced resolution, a significantly more detailed fine structure of the particle signals 

is revealed. This underlines the assumption that the elongated particle signals represent smaller 

compartments in close vicinity to each other which might be in the process of fusion.  

 

Figure 4.5: Fluorescence images of HEK-293 cells incubated with functionalized nanoparticles (25 µg·mL-1, 24 h). 63× Oil 
Obj. 1.4 NA. Blue: Nucleus (Hoechst 33342). Green: Cytoskeleton (Alexa-green phalloidin). Red: Functionalized 
nanoparticle. A: Laser wide-field image. B: Magnification of the highlighted area in A. C: Structured illumination 
microscopy (SIM) image. D: Magnification of the highlighted area in C. SIM (D) is capable of resolving the particle 
arrangement inside lysosomes far better than conventional wide-field microscopy C. Scale bars: 5 µm. Reprinted with 
permission from ref. [100], copyright 2017, Wiley. 

  

Although SIM imaging provides a significantly improved resolution in comparison to conventional 

methods, its resolution is still not sufficient to image the cell sample on the level of individual 

particles. Hence, questions about the number of particles internalized into the cellular compartments, 
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their arrangement as well as their association within the intracellular organelles cannot be eveluated by 

this technique. In order to address these issues, additional HAADF-STEM was conducted. For this 

purpose, cells were incubated with the particles for 24 h. Representative images are shown in Figure 

4.6. From these images, it can be clearly seen that the particles are taken up by the cells since they are 

localized within the cellular interior. The particles are localized within vesicular structures. 

Furthermore, it can clearly be seen that the particles tend to form aggregates within the cellular 

structures. Figure 4.6A, B revealed additionally that particles are localized at the cellular membrane, 

and are engulfed by membrane protrusions. This observation suggests an active particle uptake, most 

likely micropinocytosis (flow cytometry investigations support this assumptions and are found in 

Reifarth et al.100). As a result of this uptake mechanism, the particles are internalized in membrane-

surrounded endosomal/lysosomal compartments (Figure 4.6C, D). 

 

Figure 4.6: STEM images of HEK-293 cells after gold-PEI nanoparticle uptake after 24 h of particle incubation (conc. 
25 µg·mL-1). Particles inside the cellular body are highlighted by yellow arrows. (A) Macropinocytosis triggered uptake of 

nanoparticles and nanoparticle aggregates at the extracellular membrane. (B) Magnification thereof.  (C), (D) Internalized 
particles. Intracellular localization of nanoparticle aggregates within membrane surrounded endosomal/lysosomal 
compartments. Scale bars: 0.5 µm. Reprinted with permission from ref. [100], copyright 2017, Wiley. 
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In order to conduct further investigations on the assumed lysosomal fusion processes, a correlative 

microscopy approach was carried out in the frame of this thesis. Therefore, a larger arrangement of the 

adherently grown cells was initially imaged by confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) and, on 

the basis of this image, a region of interest to be subjected to further imaging was selected. Thus, a cell 

possessing particle signals with an elongated shape was selected (Figure 4.7). After fluorescence 

imaging, the standard EM preparation protocol was applied.  

The results of this correlative data set can be found in Figure 4.7. Figure 4.7A represents a CLSM 

image of the particle incubated for 24 h, Figure 4.7B depicts the corresponding TEM data. An overlay 

of both data sets (Figure 4.7C) shows that the particle signals (red in fluorescence microscopy and 

dark areas in TEM) could be registered along with the cytoplasmic signals and the nucleus signal. 

Figure 4.7D reveals the fluorescent signals of the hypothesized endosomal/lysosomal fusion processes.  

A closer look on the correlated data set provided insights into the particle arrangement within these 

intracellular organelles. Thereby, particularly the membrane features of the vesicular structures are of 

interest. As an example, a vesicle (encircled in yellow) in Figure 4.7E possesses a segmented 

appearance. This vesicle bears packages of Au-PEI particles which are located within the vesicle 

“chambers”. This is a clear evidence for the merging of vesicles, which will be followed by the fusion 

of their cargos and consequently forming larger structures of endo-/lysosomes. A more evident 

example is provided by the structure highlighted in the orange dotted-lined box. Here, the original 

shape of the merging lysosomes is still observable.  

In this example, the advantage of a CLEM approach becomes particularly obvious. On the basis of 

fluorescence microscopy, it was possible to identify special events, e.g. fusion events, and additional 

investigations could be performed on the basis of (S)TEM imaging. Based on (S)TEM only, the 

appearance of these structures would not be straightforward to identify. Due to the limited field-of-

view provided by this method (in lateral direction as well as in axial direction caused by ultrathin 

sectioning), the identification of such fusion events becomes tedious. Hence, TEM imaging alone is 
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not capable of providing a complete set of information of the cell morphology due to its limited field-

of-view. This gap is efficiently bridged by correlative light and electron microscopy. 

In summary, in this chapter uptake and intracellular fate of amino-containing polymeric nanomaterials 

in cells was investigated by both, fluorescence as well as electron microscopy. In two studies, the 

expressive value of both methods could be demonstrated and their advantages and drawbacks were 

discussed. Furthermore, a correlation of both methods was successfully applied and it could be shown 

that a correlative approach provided a more complete set of information.  

 

Figure 4.7: Correlative light and electron microscopy of a HEK-293 cell 24 h incubated with functionalized gold-PEI 
nanoparticles (25 µg·mL-1). A: Cell imaged by CLSM. 63× Oil Obj. 1.4 NA. Blue: Nucleus (Hoechst 33342). Green: 
Cytoplasm (Hoechst 33342). Red: Functionalized nanoparticles (Rhodamine B). B: STEM image of the same cell. C: 
Overlay. D: Magnified image of A as indicated by yellow box. E: Magnified image of C as indicated by yellow box. F: High 

magnification STEM image of the selected area. Scale bars: A, B, C 5 µm. C: Scale bar extracted from STEM image. E,F: 
0.5 µm. All STEM images are displayed with equalized histogram. Reprinted with permission from ref. [100], copyright 
2017, Wiley. 
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5. Summary 

 

In the past years, the development of new nanomedical strategies to achieve a targeted delivery of drug 

molecules into particular cell types has been actively investigated. In this field, particles are used as 

vectors to transfer pharmaceutically active compounds into the cellular interior and, subsequently, to 

release the drug molecule. The success of a nanomedical treatment relies on a careful adjustment of 

the properties of the applied nanoparticulate material, so that the nanocarriers approach particular cell 

types with a high specificity, are taken up by these cells efficiently, and release their cargo 

intracellularly in a controlled manner. This makes it indispensible to perform a thorough analysis of 

the underlying mechanisms and the deduction of comprehensive concepts of particle-cell interactions. 

The portfolio of possible investigation tools is vast, and the role of cellular imaging as analytical 

method has become more and more important. This thesis, hence, pursues the implementation of 

suitable imaging techniques into particle-cell interaction studies by applying two microscopy 

techniques providing information on a high resolution level: Fluorescence as well as transmission 

electron microscopy. These studies are exclusively restricted to polymer-based nanoparticles, which 

have gained increasing importance in drug delivery applications over the last years. It has already been 

acknowledged that TEM and fluorescence microscopy differ in their resolution capability (Chapter 1) 

as well as in the performance of displaying cellular structures with an appropriate contrast (Chapters 1 

and 2), so that each of the techniques alone would not always provide all desired information. A 

comparison or even a correlation of both methods, however, may be highly beneficial to obtain a more 

complete insight.  

The present thesis is motivated by the establishment and development of methods to implement both 

microscopy approaches into uptake studies and to discuss their informative value also in view of 

experimental challenges. Fluorescence microscopy, thereby, can be considered as a standard method 

due to the manageable experimental effort, whereas the investigation of polymeric nanomaterials 

within a cellular framework by means of TEM is demanding. This is attributed to a very similar 
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electron density of both, polymers and cell structure, so that the particles are not particularly 

emphasized within the cell structure. It was, thus, a central task to make polymeric nanoparticles 

visible in TEM micrographs to highlight them within the cellular interior. This can be achieved by 

introducing heavy atoms into the polymeric framework of the particle, which is possible by: (i) 

“Passive staining” of the polymer, i.e. the exposure of nanoparticle containing cell sample to selected 

heavy metal species, which accumulate inside the polymer structure (and at best in the cell structure 

with less efficiency), and (ii) “active staining” of the polymer, i.e. the targeted introduction of heavy 

metal species into the polymer structure, which are incubated with cell samples. 

In order to obtain an insight in the heavy metal staining efficiency in a sense of strategy (i), in Chapter 

3 of this thesis the “passive staining” capability of different heavy metal species towards selected 

polymeric nanoparticles was assessed. For this purpose, homopolymeric nanoparticle formulations of 

polystyrene, poly(methyl methacrylate) and poly(lactide-co-glycolide) as well as copolymer structures 

containing amines and double bonds were selected and exposed to heavy metal stains, i.e. OsO4, and 

UO2(OAc)2. These particle samples, with and without heavy metal treatment, were subsequently 

subjected to TEM imaging under comparable instrument settings. The resulting TEM micrographs 

were analyzed by means of a custom-made image processing routine. In the scope of this algorithm, 

the electron contrast of the particle sample was determined and expressed as an electron attenuation 

coefficient α. In case of successful staining, the attenuation coefficient is supposed to be enhanced in 

comparison to the pristine particles. The results indicated that the homopolymers were not stained with 

OsO4 and UO2(OAc)2. It was observed that OsO4 and UO2(OAc)2 stained amino-containing particles, 

whereas OsO4 was capable of enhancing the contrast of particles with isolated double bonds 

significantly. Owing to the importance of double bonds as building blocks in double-layered 

membranes and OsO4 as fixative for membranal structures, a deeper insight into the chemistry of the 

staining and fixation mechanism of double bonds was obtained by ESI-MS measurements and crystal 

structure analysis by employing a model substance.  
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The targeted introduction of electron-dense functionalities into the polymer (“active staining”) was 

also demonstrated in Chapter 3. The electron density of polylactide (PLA) was enhanced by actively 

incorporating a heavy metal ion into the polymer structure. For this purpose, an Ir
3+

-based metal 

complex was synthesized. The complex was shown to be stable even under elevated temperatures, 

which enabled its utilization as initiator for the catalyzed ring-opening polymerization of lactide. 

Analysis (SEC, MALDI-ToF-MS, NMR) indicated the successful end-group functionalization of the 

resulting polylactide polymer, which was subsequently formulated into nanoparticles. Cytotoxicity 

assays indicated mild adverse effects and flow cytometry revealed a moderate uptake efficiency. In 

subsequent imaging experiments it could be shown that PLA particles labeled with the iridium 

complex were observable in TEM micrographs as well as structured illumination microscopy (SIM) 

images within cells. These experiments demonstrated that a luminescent iridium coordinative 

compound represents a suitable label for polymeric nanoparticles in uptake studies performed by 

transmission electron as well as high-resolution fluorescence microscopy. As concluded from Chapter 

3, amino-containing polymers can be addressed well by “passive staining”, which means that 

nanoformulations based on this polymer class are efficiently visualized in the cellular context within 

micrographs. Furthermore, the nucleophilic character of amines enables the attachment of reactive 

fluorescent labels to the polymer structure, which supports their investigation via fluorescence 

microscopy. These features, along with the importance of this material class as gene delivery agents, 

motivated microscopy investigations on polymers containing amino-functionalities in Chapter 4. In a 

first study presented in this chapter, uptake and intracellular fate of polyplexes based on linear 

poly(ethylene imine) derivatives could be investigated, whose architecture was optimized in such a 

way that a high transfection efficiency accompanied with low cytotoxicity was obtained. TEM 

investigations revealed that polyplexes made of this polymer class were taken up via active uptake 

processes (as indicated by membrane interactions) and that the polyplexes were found individually 

inside intracellular vesicles. These observations could be confirmed by SIM imaging. For comparison, 

also polyplexes prepared from linear poly(ethylene imine) were prepared. TEM and SIM imaging 

indicated that multiple polyplexes were observed inside intracellular vesicles, where they aggregated. 

Another study described in chapter 4 discusses the advantages and drawbacks of the individual 
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microscopy techniques. For this purpose, nanoparticles based on branched poly(ethylene imine) were 

prepared, which were labeled with gold nanoparticles as TEM labels, on the one hand, and a 

fluorescent dye, on the other hand, to provide enhanced signals in both fluorescence and electron 

microscopy. Superresolution fluorescence microscopy provided an insight into the distribution of the 

particles and indicated a clustering of the particles inside the cells. However, its resolution is not 

sufficient to image individual particles. TEM provides an improved resolution capable of resolving 

individual particles, which is, however, accompanied by a limited field-of-view of this technique. 

These drawbacks could be circumvented by a correlation of both methods. The correlation of both 

methods facilitated a deeper insight into lysosomal fusion processes, whereby fluorescence imaging 

provided an overall image of the cell and TEM was capable of resolving the cellular structure at the 

highest possible resolution level.  

In conclusion, in this thesis fluorescence as well as transmission electron microscopy are discussed 

regarding their suitability to contribute complementary information about nanoparticle-cell 

interactions. As a major challenge, the difficulty to trace polymeric nanoparticles in TEM micrographs 

of cells was identified. Furthermore, a correlation of fluorescence with transmission electron 

microscopy could be successfully demonstrated. As an outlook, the correlative approach can be 

optimized in such a way that an overlay of TEM and fluorescence data is achieved with a high 

precision. The highly specific fluorescent particle signals, thereby, provide information about the 

intracellular particle localization and supplement TEM data. Hence, correlative light and electron 

microscopy can be considered as a strategy to highlight polymeric particles in TEM micrographs 

(Figure 5.1). 
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Figure 5.1: Summary and outlook of polymer labeling strategies discussed this thesis. For fluorescence microscopy, 

polymeric nanoparticles have to be fluorescently labeled, which can be considered as a standard method nowadays. For 

electron microscopy, three strategies are suggested in this thesis: (i) “Passive staining”, i.e. the exposure of the cell sample to 

conventional heavy metal agents, which accumulate in the cellular structure and to a higher extent in the polymeric particles, 

(ii) “active staining”, i.e. the targeted introduction of heavy metal functionalities into the particles and (iii) a correlative 

approach, whereby the more specific fluorescence signals of the particles are utilized for particle localization in the TEM 

micrograph. 
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6. Zusammenfassung 

 

Die gezielte Abgabe von Wirkstoffmolekülen in besondere Zelltypen stellt den Gegenstand intensiver 

Forschungsbemühungen dar. Als Lösungsansatz mit aktueller Relevanz seien hier nanomedizinische 

Strategien zu nennen, die nanoskalige Materialien als Vektoren verwenden, um pharmazeutisch 

wirksame Stoffe in Zellen einzubringen und diese im Zellinneren freizusetzen. Der Erfolg einer 

nanomedizinischen Behandlung erfordert eine sorgfältige Anpassung der Eigenschaften der Partikel, 

sodass die Nanovektoren besondere Zelltypen mit einer hohen Spezifität adressieren, in diese Zellen 

mit hoher Effizienz aufgenommen werden und am Ort den Wirkstoff kontrolliert abgeben können. 

Dabei ist eine gründliche Analyse zugrundeliegender Mechanismen und die Ableitung umfassender 

Konzepte zum Verständnis der Wechselwirkungsbeziehung zwischen Nanopartikeln und Zellen 

unabdingbar. Zu diesem Zwecke steht eine große Auswahl geeigneter Untersuchungsmethoden zur 

Verfügung, wobei bildgebenden Methoden eine immer größer werdende Bedeutung zukommt. Die 

Anwendung hochauflösender Mikroskopiemethoden, d.h. Fluoreszenz- und Transmissionselek-

tronenmikroskopie, steht aus diesem Grunde im Mittelpunkt der vorliegenden Arbeit. Da 

polymerbasierte Nanoformulierungen auf dem Gebiet der kontrollierten Wirkstoffabgabe unlängst 

einen Bedeutungszuwachs erlangt haben, beschränkten sich die hier vorgestellten Studien 

ausschließlich auf diese Materialklasse. TEM und Fluoreszenzmikroskopie unterscheiden sich in 

ihrem Auflösungsvermögen (Kapitel 1) sowie in ihrer Eignung, zelluläre Strukturen mit geeignetem 

Kontrast darstellen zu können (Kapitel 1 und 2). Beide Methoden weisen folglich Vor- und Nachteile 

auf, sodass ein umfassender Einblick in Nanopartikel-Zell-Wechselwirkungen vor allem durch eine 

vergleichende Betrachtung oder sogar die Korrelation beider Methoden erreicht werden kann. 

Als experimentelles Ziel dieser Arbeit stellte sich demzufolge die Etablierung und Weiterentwicklung 

von Fluoreszenz- und Elektronenmikroskopiemethoden heraus mit dem Ziel, beide Methoden in 

Nanopartikel-Zell-Untersuchungen einzubeziehen. Darüber hinaus wird deren Aussagegehalt auch im 

Hinblick auf ihren experimentellen Aufwand diskutiert. Fluoreszenzmikroskopie stellt heutzutage eine 
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Standardmethode dar, die mit einem überschaubaren experimentellen Aufwand einhergeht. TEM-

Untersuchungen hingegen erwiesen sich als anspruchsvoll, was auf die Tatsache zurückzuführen ist, 

dass sich in TEM-Aufnahmen die Morphologien der Partikel sich nicht ohne Weiteres vom zellulären 

Hintergrund hervorheben. Dies ist dadurch begründbar, dass der Elektronenkontrast polymerer 

Nanomaterialien dem des Zellinneren recht ähnlich ist. In der vorliegenden Arbeit wurden deshalb 

Strategien erarbeitet, die eine eindeutige Identifizierbarkeit polymerer Nanomaterialien im zellulären 

Kontext ermöglichen. 

Zunächst erschien hierfür die gezielte Kontrasterhöhung der Nanopartikel zielführend. Dies ist 

erreichbar durch „passives Anfärben“, d.h. eine Anfärbung der Nanopartikel enthaltenden Zellproben 

mit ausgewählten Schwermetallreagenzien, die sich innerhalb der Nanopartikel (in geringerem Maße 

aber in der Zellstruktur) anhäufen, sowie „aktives Anfärben“, d.h. einer gezielten Einbringung 

schwermetallhaltiger Funktionalitäten in die Polymerstruktur, die in ihrer Nanoformulierung den 

Zellen ausgesetzt werden soll. 

Der ersten Strategie folgend wurde das Anfärbevermögen ausgewählter Schwermetalle in Kapitel 3 

untersucht. Hierfür wurden Nanopartikel basierend auf den Homopolymeren Polystyrol, 

Polymethylmethacrylat sowie Poly(laktid-co-glyolid) sowie Copolymere, die als funktionelle Gruppen 

Amine sowie isolierte Doppelbindugen enthielten, untersucht. Diese wurden OsO4 und UO2(OAc)2 

ausgesetzt und metallfreie sowie schwermetallbehandelte Nanopartikel im Elektronenmikroskop 

untersucht. Mit Hilfe eines im Rahmen dieser Arbeit entwickelten Auswertealgorithmus wurden die 

TEM-Aufnahmen analysiert und der Partikelkontrast in einer zu bestimmenden 

Elektronenabschwächungskonstante 𝛼	 des jeweiligen Materials ausgedrückt. Ein hohes 

Anfärbevermögen zeichnet sich hierbei durch eine vergrößerte Elektronenabschwächungskonstante 

aus. Die Ergebnisse dieser Studie zeigten, dass OsO4 und UO2(OAc)2 die homopolymeren Strukturen 

nicht anfärben. Es wurde ferner beobachtet, dass OsO4 und UO2(OAc)2 aminhaltige Polymere 

anzufärben vermochten und dass sich Doppelbindungen durch OsO4 deutlich anfärben ließen. Aus 

diesem Grunde – sowie wegen der außerordentlichen Bedeutung ungesättigter Kohlenwasserstoffe als 

wesentliche Bestandteile biologischer Membranen – wurde der zugrundeliegende chemische 
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Mechanismus der OsO4-Färbung in einem Modellexperiment näher untersucht. ESI-MS und 

Kristallstrukturanalyse lieferten hierbei Einblicke in den chemischen Mechanismus von Anfärbung 

und Fixierung. 

Die aktive Anfärbung von Polymeren wurde ebenfalls in Kapitel 3 nachgewiesen. Die 

Elektronendichte von Polylaktid wurde gezielt durch die aktive Anbindung einer 

koordinationschemischen Schwermetallverbindung an die Polymerkette erreicht. Hierbei wurde Ir als 

elektronendichtes Atom benutzt. Der Komplex, der eine hohe Stabilität unter erhöhten Temperaturen 

aufwies, wurde als Initiator für eine katalysierte Ringöffnungspolymerisation von Laktid verwendet. 

Die erfolgreiche Endgruppenfunktionalisierung des resultierenden Polymers konnte mit geeigneten 

Analysenmethoden (SEC, MALDI-ToF-MS, NMR) untersucht werden und wurde für die Herstellung 

von Nanopartikeln verwendet. Zelltoxizitäts-Assays zeigten eine geringe Giftigkeit und 

Durchflusszytometriemessungen moderate Aufnahmeraten der Partikel an. In TEM-Aufnahmen von 

Zellproben konnten die Nanopartikel auf Grund ihrer erhöhten Elektronendichte nachgewiesen 

werden. Zudem wurde der lumineszente Charakter des Komplexes ausgenutzt, um die Partikel mit 

hochauflösender Fluoreszenzmikroskopie (strukturierte Beleuchtung) zu untersuchen.  

Aus den Untersuchungen in Kapitel 3 ging hervor, dass aminhaltige Polymere effizient durch 

Schwermetallsalze passiv gefärbt werden können. Der nukleophile Charakter der Aminofunktionalität 

ist ferner hervorragend geeignet, reaktive Fluoreszenzfarbstoffe kovalent an diese Polymere 

anzubinden. Die Bedeutung dieser Polymerklasse als Überträgermaterialien für genetisches Material 

macht überdies Nanomaterialien auf Basis aminhaltiger Polymere zu attraktiven 

Untersuchungsobjekten für mikroskopische Studien (Kapitel 4). In einer ersten Studie wurden die 

Aufnahme und das innerzelluläre Verhalten von Polyplexen untersucht, die sich chemisch von 

linearem Polyethylenimin ableiten. Die Architekturen dieser Polymere wurden dahingehend optimiert, 

dass ihre Polyplexe eine hohe Transfektionseffizienz aufwiesen, die mit einer geringen Zelltoxizität 

einhergingen. TEM-Untersuchungen zeigten, dass Polyplexe im Sinne eines aktiven Mechanismus in 

die Zelle aufgenommen wurden und dass sich Polyplexe einzeln innerhalb innerzellulärer Vesikel 

aufhielten. SIM-Untersuchungen ergänzten diese Befunde. Vergleichend wurden Polyplexe von 
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linearem Polyethylenimin angefertigt und diese zu Zellkultutren hinzugegeben. TEM- und SIM-

Untersuchungen zeigten, dass die Polyplexe nicht einzeln innerzellulär nachzuweisen waren, sondern 

dass diese angehäuft in Vesikeln beobachtbar waren. In einer anderen in Kapitel 4 beschriebenen 

Studie werden Vor- und Nachteile der einzelnen Mikroskopiemethoden an einem geeignetem 

Partikelmodell diskutiert. Diese Partikelprobe besteht aus verzweigtem Polyethylenimin, das mit 

kleineren Goldpartikeln sowie einem Fluoreszenzfarbstoff markiert wurde und somit einen erhöhten 

Kontrast sowohl im Fluoreszenzmikroskop als auch im Elektronenmikroskop aufweist. 

Hochauflösende Fluoreszenzmikroskopie ermöglichte einen ersten Einblick in die innerzelluläre 

Verteilung der Partikel und deutete auf eine Anhäufung mehrerer Partikel im Zellinneren hin. Die 

Auflösung dieser Methode war dennoch nicht ausreichend, um einzelne Partikel zu visualisieren. 

Untersuchungen einzelner Zellen mit TEM konnten detaillierte Einblicke in die Partikelaufnahme 

liefern, wobei die Untersuchungen auf einzelne Zellareale beschränkt werden muss. Es erschien 

folgerichtig, die beiden Methoden miteinander zu korrelieren, um den Vorteil der Hochauflösung des 

TEMs mit dem mikroskopischen Weitblick des Lichtmikroskops zu vereinen. Mit Hilfe der 

korrelativen Mikroskopie war es möglich, lysosomale Verschmelzungsprozesse zu beobachten. 

Zusammenfassend sei erwähnt, dass in der vorliegenden Arbeit Fluoreszenz- und 

Transmissionselektronenmikroskopie Verwendung fanden um Nanopartikel-Zell-Wechselwirkungen 

zu untersuchen. Dabei wurden die Vorteile beider Methoden ausgenutzt, um einen besseren Einblick 

in die innerzellulären Prozesse zu erhalten, die mit den individuellen Methoden nur unzureichend 

untersucht werden können. Als größte Herausforderung stelle es sich hierbei heraus, 

Polymernanopartikel im Zellkörper im TEM herauszuheben. Hierfür stehen zwei Strategien zur 

Verfügung, die entweder ein „aktives Anfärben“ des Polymers oder ein „passives Anfärben“ der 

Partikel ausnutzen. Ferner konnte die Korrelation von Fluoreszenz- und Elektronenmikroskopie 

realisiert werden. Als Ausblick dieser Arbeit kann die Korrelation beider Methoden experimentell so 

optimiert werden, dass das Übereinanderlegen beider Datensätze mit höchstmöglicher Genauigkeit 

geschieht. Die spezifischen Fluoreszenzsignale der Partikel können dabei Informationen über deren 

Lokalisierung innerhalb der Zelle bereitstellen und so in hervorragender Weise TEM-Daten ergänzen. 
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Die Korrelation von Licht- und Elektronenmikroskopie kann somit als Strategie (iii) verstanden 

werden, um polymere Nanopartikel in TEM-Aufnahmen hervorzuheben (Abbildung 6.1).   

 

Abbildung 6.1: Zusammenfassung der in dieser Arbeit diskutierten Anfärbestrategien für Polymere. Um für das 

Fluoreszenzmikroskop kontrastiert zu sein, müssen die Nanopartikel mit einem Fluoreszenzfarbstoff gefärbt werden. Dies 

stellt heutzutage eine Standardmethode das. Um eine geeigneten Kontrast für das Elektronenmikroskop beizutragen, wurden 

im Rahmen dieser Arbeit drei Strategien diskutiert: (i) „Passives Anfärben“, d.h. das Inkubieren der Zellprobe 

konventionellen Schwermetallanfärbereagenzien, die sich in der Zellstruktur in geringerem und in der Partikelstruktur in 

hohem Maße anhäufen, (ii) „aktives Anfärben“, d.h. der gezielten Einbringung von Schwermetallen in die Polymerstruktur 

und (iii) einem korrelativen Ansatz, bei dem die spezifischen Fluoreszenzsignale ausgenutzt werden, um die Partikel im 

TEM-Mikrographen zu lokalisieren. 
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α  electron attenuation coefficient 

bPEI  branched poly(ethylene imine) 

CLEM  correlative light and electron microscopy 

CLSM  confocal laser scanning microscopy 

CME  clathrin-mediated endocytosis 

cryo-EM  electron microscopy under cryogenic conditions 

CuAAC  copper-catalyzed alkyne-azide cycloaddition 

Ð  dispersity index of polymers 

DAD  diode array detection 

DCTB  trans-2-[3-(4-tert.-butylphenyl)-2-methyl-2-propenylidene]malononitrile 

DLS  dynamic light scatterin 

DMAc  N,N‘-dimethylacetamid 

DMF  N,N’-dimethylformamide 

DNA  deoxyribonucleic acid 

EM  electron microscopy 

(EM)CCD  (electron multiplying) charge-coupled device 

EP  emulsion polymerization 

ESI-ToF-MS electron spray ionization time-of-flight mass spectrometry 

FACS  fluorescence-activated cell scanning 

FC  flow cytomety 

HAADF  high-angle annular dark-field detection 

HAuCl4  chloroauric(III) acid 

HEK-293  human embryonal kidney cell 

(1H)-NMR   (proton) nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy  

I  intensity (of electron beam) 

LiCl  lithium chloride 

LM  light microscopy 

lPEI  linear poly(ethylene imine) 

LWF  laser widefield 

MALDI-ToF-MS matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization time-of-flight mass spectrometry 

N/P ratio  nitrogen over phosphorous ratio 

NA  numerical aperture 

NaCl  sodium chloride 
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NE  nanoemulsion 

NHS  N-hydroxysuccinimid  

NP  nanoparticle 

NPr  nanoprecipitation 

OsO4  osmium tetroxide 

p  pixel area [µm2] 

P(MMA-co-DMAEMA) poly(methyl methacrylate-co-2-dimethylaminoethyl methacrylate)  

P(MMA-co-MAA) poly(methylmethacrylate-co-methacrylic acid) 

PDI  polydispersity index 

pDNA  plasmid deoxyribonucleic acid 

PEI  poly(ethylene imine) 

PLA  poly(lactic acid), polylactide 

PLGA  poly(lacti-co-glycolic acid) 

PMMA  poly(methylmethacrylate) 

PS  polystyrene 

R  particle radius 

RI  refractive index 

SD  standard deviation 

SDBS  sodium dodecylbenzenesulfonate 

SEC  size-exclusion chromatography 

SIM  structured illumination microscopy 

STEM  scanning transmission electron microscopy 

TEM  transmission electron microscopy 

XTT  2,3-bis-(2-methoxy-4-nitro-5-sulfophenyl)-2H-tetrazolium-5-carboxanilide 

Z  atomic number 
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Furthermore, we face nanomaterials 
directly in our everyday life since they 
are used in food industry,[7] as additives 
in personal care products,[8] as contrast 
agents in medical imaging applications,[9] 
etc. Moreover, NPs have gained recent 
interest due to their outstanding proper-
ties which make them potentially appli-
cable in biomedicine,[10] e.g., as probes 
in optical (bio)sensing,[11] or as drug 
delivery agents[11c,12] resulting in the 
establishment of potentially superior 
and novel theranostic approaches inter 
alia. In the field of drug delivery, in par-
ticular, polymeric nanoparticulate mate-
rials have gained increasing attention in 
recent years.[13] Owing to the potential 
biodegradability of some polymeric mate-
rial, the biocompatibility of the polymers 
and their degradation,[14] as well as the 
manifold synthetic possibilities, which 
enable the introduction of, e.g., stimuli-
responsive functionalities,[15] polymeric 
nanoparticles exhibit excellent proper-

ties which make them suitable materials, e.g., to achieve con-
trolled release.

The toxicological potential of nanomaterials and their bio-
medical impact raise increasingly the issues what impact nano-
particles have on biological specimens and how their biological 
functions are affected. These questions have to be discussed 
thoroughly in vivo and in vitro to achieve a clear elucidation of 
promises and threats of the particles. On the cellular level this 
discussion includes an accurate assessment of the internaliza-
tion mechanism of particles into cells, i.e., their cellular uptake 
mechanism, as well as the particles’ intracellular fate. In gen-
eral, uptake studies rely on a large portfolio of different charac-
terization tools, including biophysical studies, the investigation 
of protein expression, flow cytometry based methods, etc. In 
order to obtain a deeper insight on the cellular level, advanced 
imaging techniques are indispensable.[16] Traditionally, fluo-
rescence based techniques are used to provide a detailed view 
on cellular processes.[17] For this purpose, appropriate labeling 
facilitates a distinct assignment of the corresponding fluores-
cence signal to the NPs inside the cells as well as to the cellular 
components. These features make fluorescence microscopy a 
powerful method; however, light microscopy based techniques 

In order to elucidate mechanisms of nanoparticle (NP)–cell interactions, a 

detailed knowledge about membrane–particle interactions, intracellular dis-

tributions, and nucleus penetration capabilities, etc. becomes indispensable. 

The utilization of NPs as additives in many consumer products, as well as 

the increasing interest of tailor-made nanoobjects as novel therapeutic and 

diagnostic platforms, makes it essential to gain deeper insights about their 

biological effects. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) represents an out-

standing method to study the uptake and intracellular fate of NPs, since this 

technique provides a resolution far better than the particle size. Additionally, 

its capability to highlight ultrastructural details of the cellular interior as well 

as membrane features is unmatched by other approaches. Here, a summary 

is provided on studies utilizing TEM to investigate the uptake and mode-

of-action of tailor-made polymer nanoparticles in mammalian cells. For this 

purpose, the capabilities as well as limitations of TEM investigations are dis-

cussed to provide a detailed overview on uptake studies of common nanopar-

ticle systems supported by TEM investigations. Furthermore, methodologies 

that can, in particular, address low-contrast materials in electron microscopy, 

i.e., polymeric and polymer-modified nanoparticles, are highlighted.

Transmission Electron Microscopy
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1. Introduction

Several thousand tons of engineered nanoparticles (NPs) 
per year are produced worldwide.[1] Applications of nano-
particles cover the fields of materials science, electronics,[1,2] 
dyes, pigments and paint technology,[3] catalysis,[4] antibiotics 
as well as antifouling,[5] and many others. Unsurprisingly, 
nanoparticles have found their way into the environment and 
have recently been discussed as being potential pollutants.[6] 
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only provide restricted resolution capabilities as dictated by 
Abbe’s resolution limit. Classical fluorescence microscopy sup-
ports a resolution of ≈200 nm in lateral and 500–700 nm in 
axial direction,[18] hence, hampering the visualization of indi-
vidual particles due to their small size being in the nanometer 
range. Although recent advances in the field of superresolution 
fluorescence microscopy techniques[19] improved the fluores-
cence based imaging capabilities,[18] single particle imaging in 
the cellular context by means of superresolution microscopy 
still remains an experimentally demanding task.[20]

EM represents a more suitable technique, since it provides a 
resolution in the nanometer range, in particular for transmis-
sion electron microscopy (TEM) which facilitates the localiza-
tion of nanoparticles in the cellular framework and provides, 
moreover, access to the ultrastructural information level of the 
cell system. Fueled by optimized preparation and staining pro-
tocols as well as a sustained improvement of instrumentation, 
TEM high-resolution studies gained continuously increasing 
importance over the last decades.[21] Thereby, their benefits 
are based on the capability to image organelles and mem-
brane structures with an appropriate contrast with a resolution 
unmatched with other techniques. Consequently, TEM plays an 
important role in biological investigations on cellular systems 
since no alternative techniques support a direct view on changes 
induced on the subcellular or even on the macromolecular 
level.[21a] However, also drawbacks of electron micro scopy 
have to be discussed. The relatively time-consuming sample 
preparation techniques—including fixation, embedding, 
heavy metal staining, and slicing—represent experimentally 
demanding steps which require experienced skills. Moreover, 
the excellent resolution capabilities of TEM are impaired by a 
small field-of-view which impedes studies on larger biological 
specimens, such as entire organisms. The major drawback of 
EM studies of biological specimens is related to the fact that 
sample preparation protocols include immobilization of the 
samples, either by resin embedding or by treatment under 
cryogenic conditions.[21a,22] Thus, this technique only provides 
a static snapshot of the sample, prohibiting the investigation of 
dynamic cellular processes.

Polymeric nanoparticles, which are discussed within the 
scope of this review, enter increasingly the focus of scientific 
research during the last years.[13b,c,23] It has to be emphasized 
that they are significantly more difficult to be investigated by 
EM techniques since they feature only low contrast due to 
the fact that they basically consist of the same elements being 
present in the cell itself (carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, 
sulfur etc.). Furthermore, their stability toward the conditions 
of the sample preparation and measurement needs to be care-
fully adjusted.

Motivated by the excellent capabilities of EM imaging in 
nanoparticle research as well as the increasing interest within 
the past years we will highlight important studies focusing on 
the uptake and intracellular fate of polymeric nanomaterials as 
well as polymer-metal (oxide) hybrid nanocomposites in mam-
malian cells in this review. This includes a thorough discussion 
on particle–membrane interactions, their subcellular distribu-
tion, their aggregation state inside the cells, etc. The gained 
information facilitates deeper insights into the mode-of-action 
of poly mer nanoparticles and different polymer classes and 

provides a better understanding of their toxicity, which ulti-
mately boosts the nanoparticles’ applicability as biomedical 
platforms. Special focus is placed in this review on studies 
which utilized electron microscopy as a valuable tool to obtain 
information on the internalization and the fate of nanoparticles 
in different cells. Since scientific progress is associated with the 
accessibility of a large number of biocompatible and biodegrad-
able polymers which promise a more flexible utilization, e.g., 
for targeted delivery applications, those particle systems will be 
discussed intensively.

2. Short Introduction into Polymer-Based 
Particle Systems—Synthesis Strategies, and 
Characterization

Engineered nanomaterials include inorganic, i.e., (semi-)metal 
or (semi-)metal chalcogenide based, and all-polymer nanoscale 
objects (Figure 1A–D). Additionally, also inorganic nanoparti-
cles exist which feature a macromolecular coating, thus, repre-
senting hybrid composites of inorganic and all-polymer systems. 
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The class of hybrid nanocomposites includes furthermore inor-
ganic NPs incorporated in a polymeric framework.

A predominant role for the biological performance and 
uptake of nanoparticles plays in particular the surface of the 
nanoparticles, since the particle surface represents the inter-
face responsible for cell interaction.[24] Surface modification of 
NPs tunes their physicochemical properties, such as, surface 
charge, optical properties, and/or stability as well as their bio-
logical properties, like cellular uptake, degradability, stealth 
behavior, etc. (Figure 1E). It has to be mentioned that each of 
these functionalization steps alters the biological activity of the 
nanoparticle systems and a careful evaluation of the biological 
response of cellular systems has to be conducted for each nano-
particle system. The possibility to attach a variety of (reactive) 
functionalities onto inorganic NPs’ surfaces enables the indi-
rect covalent or noncovalent attachment of ligands, such as, 
sugars, antibodies, nucleic acids, proteins, or peptides, e.g., by 
means of click-chemistry, ionic or hydrophobic interactions, or 
interface affinities. Furthermore, there are various methods to 

introduce covalent and noncovalent polymer coatings onto inor-
ganic particles which can alter the particles’ behavior to result 
in an increased biocompatibility or decreased cytotoxicity in 
vitro and in vivo as well as in targeted delivery strategies.[10b] As 
an example, functionalization of NPs with polyethylene glycol 
(PEG) often results in an improved particle performance.[25] 
PEG is known to induce a stealth behavior which renders the 
particles “undetectable” for the immune system. Furthermore, 
protein adsorption onto the particle surface can be reduced, 
resulting in a decreased particle agglomeration. PEGylation of 
particles also results in prolonged blood circulation in vivo.

All-polymer nanoparticles are accessible as uncoated or sur-
factant-modified structures based on hydrophobic polymers.[26] 
The utilization of polymeric nanoparticles as vehicles for drug 
delivery applications has gained increasing interest during the 
last years and the field encountered tremendous interest.[13a,b] 
This is related to their excellent endocytosis efficiency, passive 
and active tumor-targeting, and the possibility of encapsulating 
a wide range of therapeutic agents with a high encapsulation 
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Figure 1. Overview of different classes of nanomaterials. A) Inorganic particles, i.e., particles consisting of (semi-) metals or (semi-) metal oxides, 
are accessible in different shapes. B) Different synthetic methods facilitate the attachment of a polymer coating at the particle surface. C) Hybrid 
nanocomposites constitute nanoscale materials assembled of small inorganic nanoparticles incorporated in a polymeric framework. D) All-polymer 
systems represent nanomaterials consisting of polymers only. Depending on the polymer architecture, nanoparticles, micellular structures, or vesicles 
etc. may form due to self-assembly processes. E) Possible surface modifications of inorganic or all-polymer particles: the surface modification alters the 
physicochemical as well as the biological properties of the particles, and influences the uptake as well as the mode-of-action of nanoparticle systems.
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efficiency.[27] Polymeric nanoparticles can be formed by a large 
variety of different monomers. This allows an efficient tuning 
of their properties for many applications by engineering their 
size, shape, surface charge, as well as by introducing targeting 
units to control their interaction.

Moreover, self-assembled nanoparticle structures, such 
as micelles or vesicles, can be obtained by tailored block 
copoly mer architectures in aqueous solution.[28] Additionally, 
biodegradable polymers can be employed with exceptional drug 
release capabilities.

Starting from water-insoluble polymers, nanoprecipitation 
represents a facile strategy to access polymer nanoparticles.[29] 
This method utilizes a water-miscible solvent, e.g., acetone or 
tetrahydrofurane, to dissolve the polymer, whereas water rep-
resents a nonsolvent for the polymer. A careful dropping of 
the polymer solution into the nonsolvent or a careful addition 
of the nonsolvent to the polymer solution, respectively, yields 
poly mer nanoparticles, if all components’ concentrations are 
optimized to achieve nanoprecipitation rather than polymer 
flocculation.[26] This method does not necessarily require the 
use of surfactants and enables also the encapsulation of hydro-
phobic substances. Nanoemulsion techniques represent a 
different approach to access polymeric nanostructures. This 
method starts from a polymer solution in a solvent that is not 
miscible with water, e.g., dichloromethane or ethyl acetate. 
Within this method, a two-phase system consisting of the pol-
ymer solution and water is emulsified by means of ultrasonica-
tion, followed by solvent evaporation to allow the “hardening” 
of the NPs.[14] In order to stabilize the aqueous emulsion the 
use of surfactants is essential. With this method, the encapsu-
lation of hydrophobic substances is possible. A further modi-
fication of the protocol is the double-emulsion method, which 
enables encapsulation of hydrophobic as well as hydrophilic 
substances.[30] On the basis of this method, also the incorpo-
ration of small metal (oxide) particles into a polymer frame-
work is possible, which results in the formation of larger metal 
(oxide)-polymer nanocomposites; e.g. nanoparticulate systems 
based on polyesters have been reported (for a more detailed dis-
cussion, see Section 5.1).

In order to prove the success of nanoparticle syntheses and 
surface modifications, a variety of investigation tools is avail-
able (Figure 2). Light scattering methods, such as, dynamic 

and static light scattering (DLS and SLS), provide statistically 
significant data of the size distribution and geometrical fea-
tures of particles in solution and indicate aggregation effects.[31] 
UV–vis and Raman spectroscopy as well as zeta-potential meas-
urements provide insights into their surface properties.[32] 
However, electron microscopy methods (scanning electron 
microscopy (SEM) and TEM) provide the most commonly used 
possibilities to directly image individual particles and to pro-
vide information on the particle size, and the particle shape, 
respectively.[32] TEM investigations, in particular, facilitate the 
observation of morphology changes subsequently to a surface 
modification step. With that, e.g., the successful attachment of 
a polymer shell on a particle surface can be investigated due 
to different electron densities of the inorganic core particle and 
the less electron-dense polymeric shell.[33] Furthermore, TEM 
investigations provide insights into the particles’ aggregation 
state, whereby particularly TEM imaging under cryo conditions 
can be applied to examine the particle aggregation behavior in 
aqueous solution.[32]

Next to a careful elucidation of the nanoparticles’ physico-
chemical properties, which are of tremendous importance for 
their interactions with mammalian cells (see Section 4.), special 
requirements are placed on the preparation of cellular systems 
treated with the respective nanoparticles. This step is of utmost 
importance as issues like sample stability and a preservation of 
the cells close to their native state have to be taken into con-
sideration. Additionally, the quality of ultrastructural investiga-
tions and the possibility to localize polymer nanoparticles in the 
cellular matrix critically depends on the quality of the prepared 
specimens.

3. Preparation of Cell Specimens for 
TEM Investigation

This section will provide a general overview of requirements 
and preparation strategies to enable the investigation of cellular 
samples by TEM and to facilitate the imaging and localization 
of polymeric nanoparticles within the cellular environment. 
We will provide at this stage only a general overview, as the 
protocol of choice critically depends on the cellular system 
and has to be adapted for the individual aspects of interest for 
each system. For detailed information we refer to a number of 
comprehensive book chapters as well as review articles on this 
subject.[21a,34]

Major goals of the preparation procedure are (1) to preserve 
the ultrastructure of the cells close to their native state (fixa-
tion), (2) to prepare thin slices (typically 50–150 nm) of the cel-
lular samples, in order to facilitate TEM imaging (embedding 
and slicing), and (3) to highlight ultrastructural features and/or 
the nanoparticles by improving their intrinsically weak electron 
contrast in the cellular environment (staining).

The classical standard procedure for cell preparations 
includes first the fixation step, which most frequently is per-
formed by treatment of the cell sample with glutaraldehyde. 
This step results in the cross-linking of proteins and inactivates 
the enzyme activity. Additionally, osmium tetroxide (OsO4) is 
used in a postfixation agent OsO4 interacts with unsaturated 
lipids, among others, which are present, e.g., in double-layered 
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Figure 2. Overview of selected particle characterization methods.
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membranes,[35] and a reduction of the Os takes place. As a 
side effect, OsO4 introduces already a first staining due to the 
accumulation of the heavy element Os and, hence, improves 
the contrast of all cellular or nanoparticle components which 
bear unsaturated carbon bonds. The systematic chemical fixa-
tion involving glutaraldehyde and osmium tetroxide treatment 
immobilizes and stabilizes proteins as well as lipid struc-
tures;[38] nevertheless, the integrity and functionality of these 
structures might be affected, which results in an alteration of 
their morphology.

In order to obtain ultrathin sections of the biological speci-
mens, their embedding into a polymeric network becomes 
mandatory. For this purpose, resin embedding techniques rep-
resent the standard sample preparation method. As a conse-
quence, the samples need to be dehydrated and infiltrated with 
reactive monomeric compounds. Triggered by exposure to heat 
(curing temperatures typically ≈60–70 °C), the monomers form 
a resin with a 3D network.[21a] At a first glance, these rather 
harsh protocol steps might be considered as invasive; however, 
they represent a powerful and well-established, reproducible 
method and are, thus, widely applied. Standard resin embed-
ding media are, e.g., Epon 812 (and improvements thereof), 
araldite, Spurr’s medium, and LR white.[21a] In the context of 
uptake studies of polymeric nanoparticles, the suitability of 
these standard techniques needs to be adjusted carefully. There-
fore, it has to be kept in mind that the stability of polymer col-
loids might be limited under the presence of the hydrophobic 
resin monomers infiltrating the biological sample, since the 
polymeric nanomaterial itself features hydrophobic proper-
ties.[37] The preparation step is finalized by slicing the resin 
blocks into small and thin sections by ultramicrotomy, which 
are subsequently attached to the microscopy grids.

In a final step additional staining is performed to further 
increase the contrast of the samples. Similar to OsO4 which 
attaches to unsaturated lipids, other staining agents can be 
employed to highlight other cellular structures. Staining 
with uranyl acetate (UO2(OOCCH3)2) as well as lead citrate 
(Pb3(C6H5O7)2), which interact efficiently with different func-
tional groups in the biological sample, result in a specific high-
lighting of different (membrane) structures. Additonally, uranyl 
acetate and lead citrate are assumed to be involved in reacting 
with phosphate groups present in nucleic acids, amino groups 
in form of protein features, and carboxy functionalities among 
others.[21a,38] Hence, ultrastructural details such as membrane 
morphologies, organelles, etc. are amplified in terms of their 
contrast in TEM imaging.

There are many variations and combinations of different 
fixation, embedding and staining, and the necessity to adapt 
and optimize these conditions is evident. Furthermore, these 
chemical fixation protocols can be considered to be rather 
harsh. In order to circumvent these harsh conditions alterna-
tive, milder sample preparation methods have been established. 
These techniques include vitrification steps, i.e., freezing of 
the sample to achieve a physical immobilization of lipids and 
proteins in such a way that the formation of ice crystals is pre-
vented to avoid membrane or organelle rupture. This can be 
achieved, e.g., by plunge-freezing, i.e., the rapid placement of 
a small sample fraction into liquid nitrogen or ethane. How-
ever, due to reduced cooling rates this preparation protocol is 

restricted to thin samples only. Alternatively, high-pressure 
freezing, i.e., deep-freezing protocols under reduced tempera-
ture and at elevated pressures have been developed.[39] The 
resulting frozen samples can be imaged directly under cryo-
genic conditions (cryo-EM). Thereby investigations on rela-
tively thick samples are often favored, since imaging over an 
increased sample volume results in an enhanced signal-to-
noise ratio.[40] However, a distinct assignment of the 3D ultra-
structures in axial direction within a thick section requires 
the acquisition of multiple images from different tilt angles 
in a sense of a tomography series and subsequent reconstruc-
tion of the 3D structure.[41] Alternatively to cryo-EM, a method 
employing sucrose-solution as cryo-protectant was established 
to prevent elaborate TEM imaging under cryo-conditions. With 
that, thawing of the obtained sections to room temperature is 
enabled. The method, which is referred to as Tokuyasu cryo-
sectioning, is also compatible with fluorescence imaging.[42] 
Additionally to the techniques in which embedding is avoided, 
freeze-substitution techniques utilize a slow infiltration of reac-
tive monomers into the biological specimen under reduced 
temperature. This method represents a mild embedding pro-
cedure also compatible with fluorescence imaging.[43] The pros 
and cons of the individual approaches with respect to mem-
brane imaging are reviewed by Chlanda and Krijnse Locker.[44]

In conclusion, resin-embedding techniques constitute the 
standard sample preparation technique and represent, hence, 
the best known, established protocols. However, they rely on a 
harsh dehydration and monomer infiltration procedure and it 
has to be kept in mind that the investigated polymeric nano-
material, which exhibits hydrophobic properties itself, might 
lack stability under these hydrophobic conditions. In order to 
reduce the exposure of the polymeric nanomaterials toward 
hydrophobic solvents and monomers used for resin embed-
ding or to prevent morphological changes, cryo-based methods 
represent mild alternatives to the conventional standard resin-
embedding methods. Freeze-substitution techniques working at 
reduced temperatures, as well as also Tokuyasu cryosectioning 
or TEM under cryogenic conditions, respectively, constitute the 
least invasive methods. However, the applicability of these tech-
niques has to be discussed with respect to experimental effort, 
the availability of instrumentation, as well as their potential to 
access ultrastructural details of the biological sample, which 
can be reduced in comparison to conventional methods.

All cell preparation techniques include laborious sample 
preparation protocols involving a physical sectioning of the 
cells. Recent developments in electron microscopy aim for the 
imaging of hydrated samples. These techniques include, e.g., 
environmental scanning electron microscopy.[45] Conventional 
SEM represents an EM method, in which a small electron spot 
is used to scan the sample and the secondary electrons and/
or back-scattered electrons are detected, resulting in an image 
of the sample surface.[21a] As a hybrid method in between SEM 
and TEM scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) 
can be used.[46] Here a focused electron beam scans the sample 
and the electrons transmitted through the sample are detected. 
Advantages of the utilization of STEM are the possibility to 
investigate thicker samples and the fact that, by utilizing high 
angle annular dark field detectors, a material specific contrast 
and, thus, an improved image contrast can be achieved. This 
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approach can as well be applied to wet samples,[47] which are 
prepared in special liquid cells consisting of two electron-trans-
parent windows of silicon nitride. This approach is compatible 
with fluorescence microscopy investigations in a correlative 
fashion.[48] These novel approaches aim for imaging cells in a 
natural state, however, still the image quality with respect to 
resolution and contrast is inferior compared to conventional 
TEM images.

4. Capabilities and Limitations of Transmission 
Electron Microscopy in Cellular Uptake and 
Intracellular Fate

There are several capabilities of transmission electron micro-
scopy to investigate nanoparticle interactions with biological 
specimens which can boost the understanding of the particles’ 
mode-of-action and internalization. Owing to the fact that EM 
provides a resolution in the nanometer range, which is to date 
unmatched with other techniques, this method is perfectly suit-
able to image individual nanoparticles within the biological 
context. In addition, heavy metal staining protocols result in the 
accumulation of electron-dense material in subcellular struc-
tures (such as membranes, proteins, or nucleic acids), allowing 
the observation of morphological ultrastructural details within 
the cell. A thorough investigation of nanoparticle–cell interac-
tions includes an elucidation of the particle uptake as well as the 
particles’ subsequent intracellular fate. Cellular uptake mecha-
nisms, which can be grouped into active or passive processes, 
are mechanistically related to the response of the plasma mem-
brane to the approaching nanoobject.[49] Since TEM is capable 
of imaging characteristic membrane features, this method 

enables the elucidation and determination of individual particle 
uptake events and it provides access to determine their uptake 
mechanism. A schematic illustration of typical uptake mecha-
nisms highlighting their characteristic membrane features 
associated with the particular uptake mechanisms is depicted 
in Figure 3 and a more detailed discussion of these processes is 
reviewed elsewhere.[49]

Active uptake mechanisms represent energy-dependent 
processes and are associated with membrane protrusions or 
invaginations. Small particles can be taken up via caveolin-
dependent endocytosis. Caveolae constitute small membrane 
invaginations with a typical size of ≈60–80 nm which partici-
pate in different cellular processes, such as signal transduction, 
cholesterol homeostasis or the endocytosis of proteins, among 
others.[50] These structures are present in many cell types, 
including fibroblasts, smooth muscle cells, endothelial cells, 
and in particular in adipocytes.[49b] Due to their characteristic 
flask-shaped structures they can be reliably identified by means 
of TEM. Clathrin-mediated endocytosis (CME), one of the most 
intensively studied uptake mechanisms, involves intracellular 
signaling, membrane recycling, and the uptake of nutrients.[51] 
CME can be identified by membrane invaginations with a size 
of ≈100 nm which are coated with the morphologically distin-
guishable protein clathrin. The clathrin-coated membrane pits, 
which are observable in all cell types, are able to bind specific 
receptors by which the majority of all receptor-mediated uptake 
processes are facilitated.[49b] Clathrin-independent endocytosis 
facilitates the internalization of abundant bacterial toxins, sur-
face proteins, and is discussed to participate in intercellular 
signaling, plasma membrane repair, etc.[52] Larger particles are 
taken up via phagocytosis, a mechanism that is only possible 
for specialized cell types. This uptake mechanism can be iden-
tified by characteristic membrane protrusions.[49b] In contrast, 
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Figure 3. Individual events observable by means of transmission electron microscopy on ultrathin cell sections. A profound inspection of membrane 
features allows the identification of particle uptake mechanisms. Furthermore, TEM images provides insight into the intracellular localization as well as 
into the fate of the particles, e.g., the cytoplasmic distribution, the vesicular localization, the aggregation state within the lysosomes, organelle targeting, 
lysosomal escape, nucleus penetrability as well as particle conversion or metabolism, among others.
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macropinocytosis represents an actin-driven endocytic uptake 
mechanism, facilitating the internalization of large structures, 
such as, aggregated particles. This uptake mechanism is char-
acterized by the occurrence of membrane ruffles. Furthermore, 
particles internalized by macropinocytosis are found in large 
vesicles which are mainly filled with cellular fluids.[49b] Passive 
uptake is possible for small particles, which internalize via dif-
fusive mechanisms through the cellular membrane directly 
into the cytosol.

After internalization particles are either associated with 
intracellular vesicles (endosomes or lysosomes) or are freely 
distributed inside the cytosol. This is clearly distinguishable on 
the basis of TEM investigations since intracellular vesicles rep-
resent less electron dense structures inside the electron denser 
cytosol. In addition, mitochondria can be identified by their 
inner double-layered membranes which possess a characteristic 
“wrinkled” shape (i.e., cristae). Authophagosomes are observ-
able as double- or multilayer spherical organelles.[53]

Due to the fact that TEM provides a resolution sufficiently 
high enough to identify individual particles, EM data generate 
valuable information on the particle aggregation state within 
the lysosomes as well. However, it has to be mentioned that 
on the basis of TEM data only, it is frequently impossible to 
clearly differentiate, e.g., between lysosomes and endosomes. 
For this purpose, supplementary fluorescence imaging rep-
resents an important tool to provide direct evidence for the 
nature of the intracellular compartments. Additionally, the 
capability of EM to observe the rupture of vesicular mem-
brane structures is an adjuvant feature to validate, e.g., the 
suitability of particles as drug delivery agents, since lysosomal 
escape of particles or particle cargos constitutes a desired 
requirement in controlled drug release.[54] Conversely, particle 
systems might also be exocytosed or transcytosed, which is 
important to investigate, for instance, to understand particle 
transfer through cellular barriers.[55] In addition, NPs can be 
metabolized or converted into smaller or morphologically dif-
ferent nanoobjects within the cellular interior, which  might 
address particular organelles and/or affect their structures or 
functionalities.[56] Finally, nucleus penetration, as a desired 
or undesired feature of engineered particles, can cause 

genotoxic effects on the cell and is therefore subject of several 
investigations.[57]

Another important question is the degradation of nanopar-
ticles in the intracellular context. This issue can be efficiently 
addressed by EM investigations as particle shapes and sizes can 
be accessed on the individual particle level. However, next to  
these possibilities TEM features also drawbacks. The necessity 
to obtain samples, which can be investigated under ultrahigh 
vacuum (UHV) conditions requires their fixation and, hence, it 
is not possible to measure them in a living state. Even though 
liquid cells are available these days, the high energy-dose of the 
electron beam prevents the compatibility of electron micros-
copy with live cell imaging.[58] Hence, EM investigations are 
merely restricted to imaging fixed cell samples and investiga-
tions of dynamic events are prohibited. Furthermore, the choice 
of the subsequent sample preparation protocol needs to be 
carefully adjusted with respect to the stability of the polymeric 
nanomaterials in response to the hydrophobic and highly reac-
tive chemicals used for embedding and chemical fixation of the 
cells (for a more detailed discussion, see Section 3).

Electron microscopy represents a method which generally 
is not designed for high-throughput investigations. Therefore, 
only a careful analysis of statistical data obtained on the basis of 
TEM images can result in an increased reliability of the inter-
pretation, e.g., of a suspected mode-of-action of a nanoparticle 
system. For instance, particle numbers associated with orga-
nelle localization could underline suspected mechanisms and, 
thus, boost the meaningfulness of the obtained data. There 
are several obstacles to address in order to acquire statisti-
cally relevant data on the basis of TEM images. TEM images 
of an embedded sample represent only a thin slice, i.e., a small 
sample volume of the entire cell. In order to deduct the particle 
uptake into an entire cell volume from images acquired on thin 
slices, statistically based knowledge about the shape of a single 
cell becomes mandatory.[59] For this purpose, stereological 
information can be obtained either on the basis of light-micros-
copy approaches[59a,c] (Figure 4) or by an unbiased sampling 
method for electron microscopy,[61b] resulting in a 3D model of 
an average cell that can be found in the sample. Due to the high 
number of cells which are necessary to be imaged, accompanied 
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Figure 4. Scheme of the stereological approach for the estimation of the particle number per cell. A) Acquisition of the number of slices necessary to 
image an entire cell (Nslice = diameter of the cell/slice thickness). Dark-field microscopy (DFM) images facilitate the determination of the diameter. 
B) Measurement of the number of aggregates found in a single slice (Naggregates) as indicated by the number of signals provided by DFM. C) Deter-
mination of the number of particles per aggregate (Nparticles) on the basis of TEM, which have been corrected for the 3D volume of the aggregate. The 
total number of particles per cell can be calculated by N = Nslice × Naggregates × Nparticles. Reproduced with permission.[59a] Copyright 2012, Wiley-VCH.
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with a thorough handling of the statistical data, this method 
represents a rather time-consuming approach. If general statis-
tical analysis is performed by investigation of a large number 
of individual cells, the cells can be, e.g., categorized into uptake 
positive and negative groups. Based on these data a measure 
for the relative uptake efficiency can be provided.

Rosman et al. for instance investigated the uptake of spher-
ical particles (AuNPs, diameter ≈43 nm) coated with cetyl tri-
methyl ammonium bromid (CTAB), as well as with amino- and 
carboxyfunctionalized PEG and compared their uptake with 
equally coated nanorods[59a] and defined a stereologic protocol 
to quantify the number of nanoparticles taken up by the cell. 
In this study, the authors used dark-field microscopy (DFM) 
combined with TEM to study the average number of particles 
internalized into epithelial Madin–Darby canine kidney cells. 
For this purpose, the authors initially sliced the cells into sec-
tions with 1 µm thickness and investigated them by means of 
DFM. These images reveal the cellular shape and strong scat-
tering signals emerging from the nanoparticles. Since DFM, as 
a light-microscopy based approach, is not capable of resolving 
individual particles, scattering signals represent particle clus-
ters within the cellular interior. The authors used the DFM 
images to count the slices necessary to reconstruct an entire 
cell and counted the number of scattering signals within one 
slice which represent the number of particle aggregates within 
the cell. Subsequent TEM imaging on ultrathin slices (50 nm 
thickness) revealed the average number of particles per aggre-
gate. The determination of the number of slices per cell and the 
number of aggregates on the 1 µm thick slice, and the number 
of particles per aggregate based on TEM facilitated an estima-
tion of an average number of particles per cell. A schematic 
overview of the workflow is displayed in Figure 4. The authors’ 
data indicated an enhanced uptake of CTAB-modified particles, 
whereas PEGylated particles were shown not to be taken up in 
such a large amount. Comparing the uptake of surface-coated 
spherical particles with their rod-shaped analogues revealed 
that the number of internalized particles is rather dependent 
on the stabilizing agent than on the particle shape itself.

Rothen-Rutishauser et al. applied statistical TEM investiga-
tions to study the internalization of AuNPs (≈13 nm) coated 
with the polymer poly(isobutylene-alt-maleic anhydride) and 
labeled them with a fluorescent dye in alveolar tumor cells 
A549 with respect to different uptake mechanisms.[59c] In this 
study, the authors used confocal laser scanning microscopy 
(CLSM) to achieve stereological information about the cells. 
CLSM images reveal the number of particle events, i.e., the 
number of fluorescent spots corresponding to nanoparticle 
labeling, which most likely represent filled endosomes, within 
the cellular interior. Furthermore, the authors carried out TEM 
imaging and counted the number of internalized particles per 
cell. The authors applied different inhibitors to block distinct 
uptake pathways and compared the number of particle events 
per cell as indicated by CLSM with the number of particles 
internalized based on TEM images. The results suggested 
that an average fluorescent signal corresponds to a cluster of 
150 NPs. The authors identified caveolin-mediated endocytosis 
as the main uptake pathway, based on the fact that ≈95% of the 
particles were localized within vesicles in the control as well as 
in inhibitor treated cells.

In another study, the uptake of 50 nm sized AuNPs into the 
mouse fibroblast cell line 3T3-L1 was assessed by counting the 
number of individual particles with respect to their cytoplasmic 
localization.[59b] In this study, the authors established an unbi-
ased sampling by counting the number of cells automatically 
prior to sample preparation for TEM. The determined number 
of cells was embedded into a resin block that possessed a cylin-
drical shape. From this cylinder, ultrathin sections were cut 
at known locations within the cylinder and a certain fracture 
of the sample was analyzed by TEM. The known number of 
embedded cells, along with the number of slices analyzed per 
sample and the determination of the number of cells per slice 
facilitated the estimation of the number of particles per cell. 
The data indicated that more than 70% of the particles were 
found within vesicular structures and only a few particles could 
be detected in the cytosol or in other intracellular features. The 
necessity to generate quantitative data will gain even more sig-
nificance in future to scope with the inherent heterogeneity of 
biological samples and the uncertainties that arise from the 
limited thickness resolution available by TEM investigations.

In summary, the new developments and the availability of 
new measurement modes as well as improved resolution capa-
bilities fuel a dynamic development of the field of electron 
microscopy for the study of internalization processes and the 
mode-of-action of nanoparticles in cellular environments. The 
integration of new methods and protocols promises, along with 
the mere visualization of nanoparticles in the intracellular envi-
ronment, advanced possibilities for studying cellular uptake 
mechanisms as well as to develop a thorough understanding of 
intracellular processes. This knowledge will help to expand the 
possibilities and the understanding of cellular processes which, 
in turn, will enable a careful design of different nanoparticle 
systems for a broad range of applications. For a comprehensive 
summary of capabilities and limitations of TEM investigations, 
see Figure 5.

5. Cellular Uptake and Intracellular Fate of Metal 
(Oxide)-Polymer Hybrid Nanocomposites and 
All-Polymer Particles

Within this chapter, we intend to provide an overview about 
the most relevant literature with respect to the investigation 
of uptake and intracellular fate of polymer-based nanopar-
ticles, i.e., all-polymer particles and metal (oxide)-polymer 
nanocomposite.

Although all-polymer nanoparticles have extensively been 
studied, the number of publications which utilize TEM inves-
tigations to study the uptake and intracellular trafficking of 
these systems is relatively small compared to studies focusing 
on inorganic nanoparticles. This can easily be explained by 
the fact that these systems generally provide only a poor con-
trast in TEM investigations, as they mainly consist of the same 
atomic constituents as the intracellular environment (C, H, O, 
N, S, etc.). Thus, their visualization by TEM is frequently not 
straightforward. This fact is sometimes addressed by the utili-
zation of metal (oxide)-polymer nanocomposites as tracers for 
the polymer-guided uptake of the nanoparticle systems.

Adv. Mater. 2018, 30, 1703704
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5.1. Metal (Oxide)–Polymer Nanocomposites

One possibility to circumvent the problem of low electron con-
trast of polymeric systems is the use of metal-polymer hybrid 
nanoparticles. Here, an enhanced electron contrast can be 
achieved by labeling polymeric NPs with small inorganic par-
ticles, Here, an enhanced electron contrast of polymeric nano-
particles can be achieved by labeling polymeric NPs with small  
inorganic particles, e.g., by the synthesis of metal (oxide)-
polymer hybrid nanoparticles. These systems are summarized 
in Table 1. In these examples, the inorganic component mainly 
provides the contrast in TEM.

In contrast to the above mentioned studies, in which the 
polymers were used mainly in a sense of a surface modifier for 
inorganic particles, there are also a number of studies directly 
applying inorganic NPs as EM labels for polymers. For example, 
Kilchrist et al. studied the uptake of electrostatically complexed 
cationic MAPKAP kinase 2 inhibitor (MK2i) peptides with 
the anionic, pH responsive poly(propyl acrylic acid),[83] which 
resulted in an increased uptake of peptides and intracellular 
trafficking in smooth muscle cells. TEM confirmed that the 
MK2i-nanoparticles were localized in macropinosomes and  
endosomal escape facilitated the cytosolic delivery of the 
peptide—an important requirement to provide a biological 
activity of the peptide. The authors studied the uptake not by 
visualizing the polymer nanoparticle itself, but the authors 
utilized small gold-peptide functionalized markers to trace the 
uptake, which is sometimes controversially discussed since it 
might influence the uptake characteristic.

Ravikumar et al. labeled poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA) 
nanoparticles[84] prepared by double emulsion polymerization 
and incorporated additional iron oxide nanoparticles (IONPs) 
nanoparticles to enable their tracing in human type-1 alveolar 
epithelial cells by TEM imaging (Figure 6). By utilizing these 

tracers the degradation of the IONPs loaded PLGA nanopar-
ticles could be followed, resulting finally in the observation 
of free IONPs nanoparticles after degradation of the polymer 
matrix.

Adv. Mater. 2018, 30, 1703704

Figure 5. Capabilities and limitations of transmission electron microscopy to study particle uptake and intracellular fate. Due to a resolution down to 
the particle level within the cellular structures, TEM investigations provide valuable information about cell–particle interactions. However, TEM lacks 
the possibility to conduct live cell experiments and requires elaborated sample preparation. TEM investigations facilitate statistical analysis of particle 
numbers associated with different cellular compartments, which cannot be achieved with any alternative technique. Nevertheless, for this purpose, 
time-consuming data elaboration based on a sophisticated sampling is required.

Table 1. Metal (oxide)–polymer nanocomposites discussed the second 
part of the review.

Inorganic systema) Polymer coating Reference

Au Polyethylene glycol [59a,60–67]

Poly(2-hydroxypropylmethacrylamide) [68]

Poly(L-lysine) [69]

Gelatin [70]

Poly(ethylene imine) [71]

Au@IONP Poly(ethylene imine) [72]

IONP Polyethylene glycol [73]

Heparin [74]

Poly(maleic anhydride-alt-1-octadecene) 

(PMAOD)

[75]

Dextran [76–78]

Protamine [74,79]

Poly(acrylic acid) [80]

Poly(ethylene imine) [77,81]

Poly(diallyldimethylammonium chloride) [77]

Poly(styrene sulfonate) [77]

Chitosan [77,82]

Poly-L-lysine [83]

Poly(isobutylene-alt-1-tetradecene-maleic 

anhydride)

[84]

a)Abbreviations: IONP, iron oxide nanoparticles; Au, gold nanoparticles.
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In a recent study, a hybrid metal–polymer nanocomposite 
based on branched poly(ethylene imine) (bPEI) which was 
labeled with Rhodamine B was studied.[87] This system is excel-
lently suited for uptake studies by means of TEM and fluores-
cence microscopy. For this purpose, spherical bPEI particles 
containing smaller gold particles were incubated into HEK-
293 cells and their uptake was studied by TEM as well as by 
fluorescence microscopy. Within the cytoplasm, laser widefield 
fluorescence microscopy investigations revealed signals with 
segmented spherical and elongated shapes which can be asso-
ciated with the particle fluorescence. These structural details 
became more pronounced on the basis of the superresolution 
technique structured illumination microscopy (SIM). TEM 
investigations indicated a macropinocytic uptake which could 
furthermore be verified on the basis of flow-cytometry meas-
urements, whereby a significantly reduced uptake of the parti-
cles was observed in the presence of a micropinocytosis inhib-
itor. The particles were only found in vesicular structures and 
only a few particles were observed outside these structures. To 
compare the informative content of the acquired images, a cor-
relative light and electron microscopy (CLEM) investigation was 
performed. TEM images revealed that these structures correlate 
to lysosomal structures which approach each other and, in con-
sequence, fuse. With this contribution, the uptake and intracel-
lular fate of this metal–polymer nanocomposite by means of 
CLEM could be demonstrated.

In these examples the nanoparticles serve as an electron 
dense marker which is relatively easily traced by conventional 

TEM investigations. However, the influence of the metal par-
ticles is not always evident and might cause adverse effects on 
the cells. Omitting these nanoparticle tracers in all-polymer 
nanoparticle systems, on the other hand, complicates the 
investigation of uptake and internalization processes, because 
they frequently lack inherent material contrast in the cellular 
framework.

5.2. All-Polymer Nanoparticles

For all-polymer nanoparticles it has to be taken into consid-
eration that TEM sample preparation includes fixation and 
staining with heavy metal salts to enhance the sample con-
trast, since the untreated biological specimen only provides a 
poor electron density contrast. The standard staining procedure 
includes exposure to osmium tetroxide, uranyl acetate and lead 
citrate, whereby chemical features within the cellular frame-
work are emphasized in a selective fashion (see Section 3). This 
results in the efficient observability of ultrastructural details. 
Additionally to the contrast enhancement of the sample com-
ponents as a result of heavy metal treatment, polymeric NPs 
bearing functional groups, which interact with the standard 
staining agents can be efficiently visualized within the context 
of the cellular environment. Since the density of the reactive 
functionalities in the well-defined synthetic polymeric NPs 
is sometimes higher than in the sample’s proteins or nucleic 
acids, the contrast of the particles is frequently significantly 
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Figure 6. TEM micrographs of A) the PLGA-IONP nanoparticles. IONPs. Degradation study of the IONP nanoparticles in alveolar septal cells: 
B) Overview, C) magnified view of the solid line surrounded rectangular area of (B), and D) magnified view of the free iron oxide nanoparticles located 
within the alveolar type-1 epithelium (dashed rectangular area in (B)). Reproduced with permission.[86] Copyright 2016, Elsevier.
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more enhanced than the biological surrounding, thus, allowing 
their distinct identification in TEM images. Polymer classes 
that can be highlighted particularly well by standard agents are, 
e.g., polyplexes consisting of amino-bearing polycationic poly-
mers. Polymeric nanoparticles possessing functional groups 
unaffected by the standard staining procedures, however, do 
not experience a specific contrast enhancement. Nevertheless, 
in some cases, they can be identified as bright structures, e.g., 
in case of polystyrene (PS) nanoparticles or polylactic-co-glycolic 
acid NPs, which allows their identification inside the more elec-
tron-dense biological surrounding. The identification of these 
NP systems is, unfortunately, not always straightforward. In the 
following, representative examples of different polymer classes 
and their identification in the cellular environment will be 
summarized and their biological uptake characteristics as well 
as their typical internalization in different cellular systems will 
be discussed.

5.2.1. Nanoparticles Based on Commercial Polymers

Eudragit represents the brand name for several methacrylate-
based polymers. The introduction of anionic, cationic, or neu-
tral comonomers, based on methacrylate or methacrylate esters, 
respectively, facilitates to adjust Eudragit’s properties.[88] The 
commercially available compound Pluronic represents an ABA 
triblock copolymer consisting of the hydrophilic poly(ethylene 
glycol) (block A) and the hydrophobic poly(propylene glycol) 
(block B).[89] Both polymer systems are known to be non-critical 
in biological systems.

Abdel-Wahhab et al. fabricated particles from Eudragit RL, 
an amino-containing Eudragit polymer, with a size of 330 nm 
and a positive zeta-potential, by the double emulsion method 
(Figure 7A) and studied their uptake into human monocytic 
THP-1 cells by phagocytosis.[90] The nanoparticles could be 
localized inside as well as outside the cell due to their char-
acteristic appearance (Figure 7B,C). A closer inspection of the 
cellular structures revealed no alterations of the cellular system 
after exposure to the nanoparticles. Furthermore, the authors 
carried out in vivo studies on Sprague–Dawley rats and observed 
moderate hematological disturbances in animal models. The 
authors discussed that for an increase in saturation solubility 
and the adhesiveness to surfaces and membranes, the avail-
ability of smaller particles is desired, which, however, cannot 
be accomplished by the utilized double emulsion formulation 
method. The authors excluded effects due to the aggregation 

of the nanoparticles and verified the size of the particles at  
different pH values. Addition of serum to the medium resulted 
in the formation of larger aggregates.

Waiczies et al. investigated the increased uptake of 
19F enriched Pluronic nanoparticles (perfluorocompounds) 
in dendritic cells by manipulating their aminophospholipid 
composition.[91] Incorporating fluorinated compounds into 
the nano particles significantly enhanced their hydrophobicity, 
which was regarded as an important factor to control their 
ability to cross biological membranes and, thus, to facilitate 
their uptake. The nanoparticles can serve as an efficient tracer 
for magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) to increase the signal 
sensitivity and the detection limit. The authors found an at least 
one order of magnitude higher uptake in the cytoplasm of NPs 
when the NPs were enriched with 1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-
3-phosphoetanolamine. TEM investigations revealed a striking 
difference in the cytoplasmic uptake. The nanoparticles could 
be observed as white globules embedded into the cell cytoplasm 
and the authors found their clustering in a lipid membrane 
capsule within amorphous, grey compartments.

Madaan et al. investigated the mode-of-action of different 
commercially available polymeric drug carriers for Paclitaxel,[92] 
a widely used anticancer drug, which is virtually insoluble in 
aqueous solutions. The authors compared the performance 
of three different Paclitaxel formulations, Nanoxel, Intaxel, 
and Abraxane. Nanotaxel is a newly developed, pH sensitive, 
biodegradable, Cremophor-free, nanoparticle based tumor tar-
geted N-isopropyl acrylamide and vinyl pyrrolidone containing 
copolymer forming 80 nm micellar containers in water. The 
small size and its amphiphilic character allow enrichment of 
the Nanoxel into tumor tissue featuring an enhanced vascular 
permeability and the release of the drug by surface erosion. The 
authors employed TEM in their study to investigate and com-
pare the intracellular uptake of the three Paclitaxel formulations 
in various human cancer cell lines, such as, A549, HBL-100, 
and PA-1. Nanoxel and Abraxane were internalized after 30 min 
in well-defined and intact endocytic vesicles, whereas Intaxel 
revealed the presence of many swollen mitochondria being 
indicative for the evolution of oxidative stress and did not dem-
onstrate the formation of endocytic vesicles. These particles, 
thus, are potentially taken up by non-endocytic mechanisms.

This polymer classes do not provide a strong contrast in TEM 
imaging. Nevertheless, the resolution capabilities of TEM have 
been proven to be sufficient to elucidate an active uptake of the 
described structures. Potentially, the results of these studies 
would become more evident if there was further evidence 
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Figure 7. A) TEM image of the prepared Eudragit RL nanoparticles. THP-1 cells exposed to Eudragit nanoparticles. B) Internalized particles and 
C) membrane-near nanoparticles prior to the stage of uptake. Reproduced with permission.[90] Copyright 2014, MDPI.
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for their uptake. In this regard, correlation with fluorescence 
microscopy would provide valuable additional information.

5.2.2. Polystyrene (PS)

PS represents one of the most extensively used polymers. As a 
polymer with aromatic side chains, it is hardly biodegradable, 
nevertheless, its high biocompatibility facilitates the use of PS 
as food packaging, but also as container material of cosmetics, 
pharmaceuticals, cleaning agents among others.[93] Polystyrene 
beads , for example, can be fabricated via emulsion polymeriza-
tion techniques,[94] by which well-dispersed nano or microsized 
particles are accessible. Furthermore, their surface charge prop-
erties can be controlled by using polymers as surfactants that 
possess amino- or carboxy-functionalities during the emulsion 
process.[95] These groups may additionally function as anchor 
groups and can be used for instance to attach fluorescent dyes 
to the particles’ surface. Fluorescent PS nanobeads have, owing 
to their narrow size-distribution and synthetic accessibility, 
been abundantly used in the area of confocal laser-scanning 
microscopy, e.g., to assess the alignment or stability of a con-
focal laser-scanning microscope,[96] or as fluorescent markers to 
achieve a drift correction[97] among many others.

Ng et al. studied the uptake of PS NPs in MRC 5 human 
embryonic lung fibroblast and primary small airway epithelial 
cells and polystyrene microspheres in lung fibroblast by con-
ventional TEM imaging.[98] The authors took advantage of the 
fact that the polystyrene nanoparticles do not participate in the 
staining process and appear with a bright contrast. In these 
studies the uniform size of the polymer particles significantly 
contributes to their easy detection by TEM imaging since they 
hardly can be confused with vacuoles or lysosomes of the cell 
(Figure 8).

Rothen-Rutishauser et al. investigated different particle 
systems regarding their uptake characteristic into human red 

blood cells.[99] These serve as a model for non-phagocytic cells 
which do not have phagocytic receptors on their surface as well 
as no actin-myosin system. The authors discussed difficulties 
to visualize polymer nanoparticles in the cellular framework in 
their article. However, they could visualize the uptake of 200 nm 
polystyrene particles, which are shown to be membrane bound. 
Nevertheless, 100 nm particles could not be identified within 
the cell. Lerch et al. introduced a nanoparticle based sensor 
system to trace the local pH values within the cellular envi-
ronment in a dynamic fashion[100] (Figure 9A,B) and studied 
the acidification process during intracellular trafficking of the 
internalized PS-nanoparticles in living cells by fluorescence 
microscopy. TEM investigations were utilized to further con-
firm the intracellular localization of the nanoparticles. The 
authors synthesized, for this purpose, amino-functionalized 
polystyrene nanoparticles by an emulsifier-free copolymeriza-
tion approach. Utilizing an N-hydroxysuccinimidyl ester (NHS) 
mediated coupling reaction the dual-wavelength pH-sensitive 
carboxy seminaphthorhodafluor-1 (SNARF-1) dye could be 
covalently bound onto the NPs’ surface. These dyes show dual 
emission depending if the dye is in the protonated or the depro-
tonated state and are, therefore, able to quantitatively indicate 
the local pH-value of the environment of the NPs (Figure 9A). 
The emission maxima were calibrated in the cellular environ-
ment by radio metric pH quantification. Pseudocolored CLSM 
images revealed vesicular structures with a bimodal pH distri-
bution with maxima found at pH 6.8 and pH 6.0 at early time 
points of the cellular uptake. At later time points the pH values 
shifted to equilibrium of pH 5.2 after 4 to 6 h, respectively. TEM 
investigations (Figure 9C–F) could confirm the presence of 
nanoparticles in endosomal/lysosomal compartments. At early 
time points single, functionalized nanoparticles or clusters (≤5 
particles) surrounded by a dark contrasted phospholipid mem-
brane were found in the cytoplasm close to the plasma mem-
brane. At later time points larger packages (5–10 particles) of 
NPs were found near the cell nucleus, suggesting fusion of 
the vesicular compartments during the ripening process. After 
3 h, the nanoparticles were localized in endosomal/lysosomal 
vesicles and in multivesicular bodies densely filled with nano-
particles. To confirm the endosomal character of the vesicles, 
an additional quantitative-colocalization analysis with the green 
fluorescent protein (GFP) labeled endosomal marker Rab 
GTPases was performed by CLSM. The marker is a regulating 
protein for intracellular trafficking as well as for fusion of endo-
somal structures and is known to occur in distinct endosomal 
compartments. TEM investigations were, moreover, utilized to 
conclude on the uptake mechanism which is proposed to be 
governed by macropinocytosis. The dark rim surrounding the 
particle might be indicative for a selective staining of the amine 
modifiers attached to the particles’ surface. In this study TEM 
provided important additional information on the intracellular 
particle distribution and is a very nice example that different 
techniques can synergetically be implemented into the analysis 
process.

Firdessa et al. utilized fluorescently labeled, carboxyl termi-
nated polystyrene nanoparticles of different sizes to investigate 
their uptake characteristics in three different cell lines (bone 
marrow derived macrophages BMDM, 293T kidney epithelial 
cells and L929 fibroblasts) as well as the impact of the infection 
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Figure 8. PS nanoparticles internalized in lung fibroblast after a treat-
ment of 72 h. The nanoparticles show a bright contrast and can be found 
in the cytosol (indicated by the white arrows). Reproduced with permis-
sion.[98] Copyright 2010, Formatex Research Center.
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stage of the cells on the internalization.[101] The authors 
observed a rapid internalization of the nanoparticles via endocy-
tosis and their accumulation in intracellular vesicles. Soon after 
internalization, a trafficking of the nanoparticles to organelles 
with acidic pH value was revealed. Initially, the authors inves-
tigated the ultrastructural characteristics of the plasma mem-
brane to conclude on possible uptake mechanisms. The authors 
found evidence for the occurrence of several uptake routes that 
all were taking place simultaneously, and the involvement of 
complex nanoparticle-cell interactions in nanoparticle uptake by 
mammalian cells. Significant differences in the uptake efficien-
cies were found to be highly dependent on the cell type as well 
as on the particle size and time-dependent uptake characteris-
tics could be revealed. The uptake of nanoparticles increased 
with particle sizes for 293T and L929 cells compared to BMDM. 
Furthermore, infections and the activation status of BMDM had 
an influence on the uptake. TEM investigations were employed 
to elucidate the uptake mechanism of 100 nm PS nanoparticles 

in BMDM. The authors found evidence for the occurrence of 
an endocytic uptake, early phagocytosis, macropinocytosis, 
clathrin-dependent endocytosis processes and early caveolin-
dependent endocytosis. Additionally, also clathrin- and caveolin-
independent uptake was observed. To support their findings, 
the authors also investigated the morphology of endosomes 
containing nanoparticles and tried to correlate their size and 
morphology to the respective uptake mechanisms. Endosomes 
formed by clathrin- and caveolin-independent uptake seemed 
to maintain the tubular-vesicular structure, whereas the mor-
phology of vesicles formed by caveolae-dependent endocytosis 
appeared to maintain their flask-like shape. The authors con-
cluded that the ultrastructural morphology of nanoparticles at 
the plasma membrane corresponds directly to their distinct 
uptake mechanisms. After longer residence times (6 h) the 
nanoparticles were finally localized in late endosomes/lys-
osomes and were never trafficked into the nucleus. This study 
exemplifies the various possibilities that emerge from the TEM 
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Figure 9. A) A pH-responsive nanoparticle system based on amino-functionalized PS particles. The covalently attached fluorescence dye (SNARF-1) 
features two pH-dependent fluorescence maxima. These allow chasing the particles within the cells and to elucidate a time dependent trafficking 
along the endosomal pathway (B). C–F) TEM micrographs of typical cellular compartments at different time points. Reproduced with permission.[100] 
Copyright 2015, Elsevier.
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investigations, which can probe the morphology of intracellular 
compartments as well as to enable investigation of the cellular 
environment of individual particles and nanoparticle clusters.

Dass et al. compared the uptake of polyisoprene and NH2-
functionalized polystyrene nanoparticles into human cervical 
carcinoma epithelial (HeLa) cells.[102] Whereas polystyrene 
particles were internalized as particle aggregates, polyisoprene 
particles were internalized in endosome-like compartments. 
The authors concluded that the particle uptake mechanism is 
governed by the particle structure as well as by their chemical 
composition. In their study polystyrene appeared with a bright 
contrast, whereas polyisoprene featured a dark contrast after 
staining the sample with OsO4 as well as with uranylacetate. 
These studies emphasize the importance of the chemical com-
position of nanoparticles and represent a key to obtain selec-
tivity and directionality in the uptake process.

Musyanovych et al. investigated the uptake of surface 
charged fluorescently labeled PS in comparison to pure poly(L-
lactic acid) (PLLA) nanoparticles into HeLa cells.[103] The results 
of the study are discussed in detail in Section 5.2.3. Interest-
ingly, the authors discussed a way to significantly increase the 
contrast of the PS particles. For this purpose, a ruthenium 
tetroxide (RuO4) fixation instead of a treatment with OsO4 was 
carried out. Since the more reactive RuO4 affected the aromatic 
structures present in the polystyrene particles (in contrast to 
OsO4), an enhanced electron density could efficiently be intro-
duced into the PS beads, whereby their structure became high-
lighted within the cellular context.

Tautzenberger et al. utilized nanoparticles formed by copoly-
merization of styrene with vinyl phosphonic acid via minie-
mulsion polymerization.[104] These phosphonate-functionalized 
nanoparticles were shown to be efficiently taken up by mes-
enchymal stem cells (MSC) without using transfection agents 
and no influence on the cell viability even at long cultiva-
tion times was observed. TEM investigations could reveal the 
position of the nanoparticles in the cellular environment in 
untreated cells as well as in cells cultivated under osteogenic 
and adipogenic conditions. The particles revealed a dark con-
trast in TEM imaging. In undifferentiated cells, these clus-
ters appeared to be surrounded by a membrane-like structure 
which clearly indicated their endosomal nature. However, in 
osteogenic and adipogenic MSCs the clusters only rarely fea-
tured a membrane encapsulation. Furthermore, no particles 
were found in all cases in the cell nucleus, the Golgi apparatus 
or the mitochondria. The authors pointed out that the exact 
uptake mechanism is still unknown and should be subject of 
further investigations.

In a different study conducted by Tautzenberger et al. the 
effect of phosphonate-functionalized polystyrene particles 
with vinyl phosphonic acid as comonomer (VPA) fabricated 
via microemulsion polymerization[105] were investigated with 
respect to osteoclast formation as well as to trigger the activity 
and inflammatory response of osteoclasts and osteoblasts. TEM 
investigations were conducted in order to verify the localization 
of the nanoparticles in the cellular environment of osteoclasts 
and the authors could show a significant clustering of the nano-
particles within the cells. Moreover, the nanoparticles localized 
outside but close to the nuclei of multi-nucleated cells. Most 
particles were found to be densely packed and internalized 

into compartments surrounded by a membrane-like structure, 
which appeared similar to endosomes. The nanoparticles fea-
tured a slightly bright appearance due to their low sensitivity 
toward the common staining procedures. However, TEM did 
not reveal any details on the uptake mechanism of the phos-
phate-functionalized nanoparticles. The authors concluded 
from their studies that the treatment of osteoclasts does not 
impair their formation and their function as well as that the 
pro-inflammatory cytokine expression levels of the osteoclasts 
remain unaffected. Thus, the authors could verify that the VPA 
particles did not affect cell function directly or indirectly and 
did not provoke any inflammatory response in this cell type. 
TEM investigations in both of these studies took advantage of 
the fact that the resolution capabilities and staining of the sam-
ples provides access to the membrane features of cellular orga-
nelles. This is a level of detail, which can be hardly achieved by 
optical methods alone.

Based on these literature examples, PS particles seem to 
be well-suited to be studied by means of TEM. The parti-
cles are stable toward the standard embedding protocol and 
appear with a bright TEM contrast owing to a reduced elec-
tron density compared to the background. Even though PS 
is of limited relevance for drug delivery applications itself, 
nanoparticles based on this polymer can serve as an excel-
lent model system and can certainly also be incorporated 
into copolymer assemblies. Moreover, these particles can 
be effectively modified, e.g., with fluorescence dyes or other 
active motifs.

5.2.3. Polyesters

Polyesters have long been established as highly biocompatible 
polymeric materials. Owing to their facile synthetic accessi-
bility as well as their effective biodegradability, they represent 
an important polymer class in pharmaceutical research. PLGA, 
as a prominent representative, has been used for drug delivery 
or tissue engineering and found a large number of applica-
tions. It has extensively been studied to establish platforms 
for the controlled delivery of small drug molecules, proteins 
etc. PLGA constitutes, furthermore, an FDA approved com-
pound.[106] Poly(lactic acid) (PLA) or the enantiopure PLLA 
features similar properties as PLGA and has been discussed 
as renewable and biodegradable material, which facilitates its 
application as, e.g., environmentally friendly packaging mate-
rial.[107] Furthermore, the facile synthetic accessibility of PL(L)
A and PLGA nanoparticles via nanoprecipitation or nano-
emulsion techniques opens the possibility to encapsulate drug 
molecules, proteins, etc.[108] Due to the biocompatibility and 
biodegradability of the polymers, PL(L)A and PLGA nanopar-
ticles are excellently suited for achieving a controlled release 
of pharmaceutically active compounds within the cells and, 
hence, nanoparticles based on polyesters represent a promi-
nent platform for drug delivery.[109]

It has to be emphasized that polyester structures do not 
respond to the standard heavy metal fixation and staining 
applied during the TEM sample preparation process. Thus, 
these particle systems are not efficiently highlighted in TEM 
images.

Adv. Mater. 2018, 30, 1703704
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Poly(Lactic Acid) or Poly(L-Lactic Acid): Barthel et al. investi-
gated the degradation of PLLA nanoparticles incorporated into 
mesenchymal stem cells over a time period of 14 d.[110] The 
biodegradable polymer is decomposed by hydrolysis in the 
cellular environment, possibly catalyzed by enzymes. In order 
to study the degradation process magnetite nanocrystals were 
incorporated into the framework of the PLLA nanoparticle 
(Figure 10A), which were gradually released from the surface of 
the nanoparticle during the degradation process. The authors 
statically analyzed the number of free magnetite nanocrystals 
as well as the number of nanoparticles localized in endosomes. 
PLLA nanoparticles appeared to be unstable in the electron 
beam and degraded, which explains their appearance in a cap-
sular-like shape with a bright contrast (Figure 10B). This effect 
is enhanced due to the ineffective staining of PLLA. The authors 
found particles as well as free magnetite crystals in endosomal 
structures with a multitude of morphologies due to their inter-
cellular PLLA decomposition. Large endosomes with a diameter 
>1 µm were observed containing PLLA and magnetite con-
centrated on one side of the endosome. Additionally, material 
was found also in smaller endosomes (≈500 nm in diameter) 
densely filled with external material and giant endosomes (sev-
eral µm in diameter) with irregularly distributed material. The 
authors deduced the evolution from smaller, early endosomes 
with only few PLLA particles to larger, late endosomes with 
more external material, to the final lysosome. Since no clear 
interpretation of these observations was possible, the authors 
performed additional statistical analyses and endosome clas-
sification (according to the number of visible PLLA particles, 
their mean diameter, the number of magnetite clusters and the 
number of free magnetite crystals, size of the endosome and 
if endosomes are surrounded by a membrane). The key find-
ings of this analysis provided basic trends. The PLLA nanopar-
ticle density increases over time suggesting the occurrence of 
fusion processes, which could also be verified by TEM imaging. 
Moreover, the particle diameter decreases slightly; however, 14 
d after incubation a slightly increased diameter of the PLLA 

particles was observed. The average number of free magnetite 
particles per endosome increased in the first 2 d after incu-
bation, suggesting that the particle release is rather fast and 
remains constant thereafter. It was, moreover, found that the 
fraction of endosomes containing at least one free magnetite 
cluster reached 100% after 24 h (80%). All data suggest that the 
surface triggered hydrolysis starts very early (already after 24 h), 
however, PLLA nanoparticles were still found even after 14 d 
within the cells (Figure 10C–F). This study nicely reflects the 
significant amount of information that can be extracted form 
highly resolved cellular samples and their respective ultras-
tructures. Also the possibility to address the aggregation state 
as well as the number of individual magnetite crystals provides 
advantages compared to other techniques. Here elaborated and 
more sophisticated analysis might further extend the level of 
information significantly.

Musyanovych et al. studied the influence of different sur-
face charges of fluorescently labeled PS and PLLA nanoparti-
cles in HeLa cells.[103] For this purpose, different surfactants 
were used to functionalize the 100–160 nm particles which 
were synthesized by a miniemulsion process, resulting in 
positively charged (using cetyltrimethylammonium chloride 
(CTMA-Cl) as surfactant), negatively charged (sodiumdocedyl 
sulfate) or nonionic particles (Lutensol AT50). Within incuba-
tion times of 24 h with PLLA nanoparticles, the cationic nano-
particles resulted in significant changes of the cell morphology. 
In particular, swollen vesicles containing few nanoparticles as 
well as swollen mitochondria with broken cristae were found 
and were indicative for toxic effects induced by the cationically 
charged PLLA nanoparticles. Moreover, evidence for a macropi-
nocytosis or lipid raft-dependent uptake mechanism was found, 
whereas observed coated pits, found at the cell membrane 
surface, were not associated with the particles and, moreover, 
were smaller in size compared to the particle diameters. Based 
on these findings, the clathrin pathway was excluded as a pos-
sible uptake mechanism. In contrast, nonionic and anionic 
particles were taken up in vesicles, which contained several 
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Figure 10. A) PLLA-magnetite nanoparticles embedded by high pressure freezing, freeze substitution, and microtomy into 60 nm slices. B) Parti-
cles imaged in TEM after drop-casting and carbon-coating. The particles appeared in a capsule-like shape due to instability in the electron beam. 
C–F) TEM bright field micrographs of endosomes observed in the MSCs at different residence times of PLLA nanoparticles. These images only provide 
an excerpt of the different endosomes observed for each observation time. At the 48 h time point, ≈500 nm sized endosomes become filled with external 
material (C). Additionally, “giant endosomes” were found (D). These could be found after 72 h as well (E), among other structures. Even after 14 d, the 
MSCs contain endosomes engulfing PLLA nanoparticles and magnetite nanocrystals (F). Reproduced with permission.[110] Copyright 2014, Beilstein.
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nanoparticles. However, for anionic particles the number of 
completely filled endosomes was three times larger compared 
to the nonionic particles. Additional studies were performed 
with similarly functionalized PS nanoparticles. Nonionic PS 
particles were hardly taken up by the cells and the cellular mor-
phology remained unchanged, whereas anionic and most of the 
cationic PS particles were efficiently internalized in endosomes, 
which were completely filled with nanoparticles. Also here 
no morphological changes of the ultrastructure of the cell 
were observed for anionic particles, but similar to the results 
obtained for PLLA, positively charged PS particles induced 
changes on the ultrastructural level. Expanded vesicles and 
swollen mitochondria were found, however, the effects were 
less pronounced compared to the cationic PLLA nanoparticles. 
The authors concluded that the combination of CTMA-Cl and 
PLLA increases the morphological changes and, therefore, the 
toxic character of PLLA nanoparticles. Additionally, the lower 
uptake rates of the nonionic particles were ascribed to their 
reduced capability to interact with the cells, potentially due to 
the presence of poly(ethylene glycol) chains originating from 
the Lutensol AT50 surfactant. Moreover the authors discussed 
the contrast of the nano particles in TEM investigations. PLLA 
particles appeared with a bright contrast 
in TEM imaging, due to their low staining 
potential with heavy metals.

This example illustrates that the different 
modes-of-action of the differently charged 
particles could be elucidated by assessing the 
structural differences in the cells.
Poly(lactic acid-co-glycolic acid): Lemmer 
et al. tested the effect of a nanoformulation 
of PLGA nanoparticles, containing myco-
bacterial mycolic acid (MA) as a targeting 
moiety and isoniazid (INH) as anti-myco-
bacterium tuberculosis (Mtb) drug, obtained 
by double emulsion solvent evaporation, on 
mycobacterium containing cells.[111] The 
authors based their studies entirely on TEM 
investigations and quantitative evaluations of 
particle numbers and an in-depth analysis of 
the intracellular cell morphology. Moreover, 
gold particles decorated with bovine serum 
albumin (Au-BSA) were used to identify the 
nature of cell compartments and the fate of 
nanoparticles over longer periods of times 
was evaluated to study the fate of nanopar-
ticles within macrophages. The authors 
demonstrated that MA induced a three- to 
fourfold enhanced uptake into infected 
macrophages. The nanoparticles could be 
localized in phagosomes surrounded by the 
typical membranes (Figure 11A–D). In order 
to clearly identify the phagosomal nature 
(phagolysosomes or immature phagosomes), 
the authors analyzed the luminal presence 
of either electron-dense markers, such as, 
Au-BSA chased to lysosomes prior to incu-
bation of the macrophages with the PLGA/
PLGA-MA nanoparticles, or by the presence 

of the characteristic electron-dense lysosomal contents. By 
analyzing these data, the authors confirmed also an enhanced 
uptake of MA-functionalized nanoparticles into mycobacte-
rium-infected macro phages. Newly formed nanoparticle-con-
taining phagosomes where converted into phagolysosomes 
within short periods of time. The phagolysosomes were 
observed to fuse and to deliver their content to mycobacterium-
containing phagolysosomes but not to immature phagosomes. 
Moreover, it could be demonstrated that the nanoparticles tend 
to colocalize with the mycobacteria in the phagolysosomal 
compartments. Additionally, the authors followed the degra-
dation of the nanoparticles in the cellular compartments and 
could detect long residence times of more than 9 d. Nanopar-
ticles evidently developed blebs and, toward long residence 
times, much smaller nanoparticles were found in phagolys-
osomes. The authors tested two size distributions of nanoparti-
cles (800–900 nm and 220–250 nm) and found that the smaller 
fraction of nanoparticles colocalized faster with mycobacteria 
infected phagolysosomes. In this example the problem of 
unambiguous identification of organelles within the cellular 
environment was elegantly addressed by colloidal staining. 
This can be optimized for other studies, e.g., by introducing 
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Figure 11. Micrographs of PLGA- and PLGA/MA-functionalized nanoparticles localized in 
mycobacterium-containing phagolysosmes. A,C,D) BMDM infected with M. bovis or B) M. avium 
after 4 h. Large PLGA nanoparticles after A) 5 d and B) 9 d. C) Small PLGA nanoparticles after 
5 d and D) small PLGA/MA nanoparticles after 6 d. All samples show phagolysosomes con-
taining at least two mycobacteria. Arrows indicate the phagosome membranes. Adapted under 
the terms of the CC-BY 4.0 licence.[111] Copyright 2015, Elsevier. Image captions and scale bars 
have been changed in this figure.
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antibodies or tailored targeting units. However, application of 
such markers previously to the incubation of the nanoparticles 
might already alter the cellular response. These issues have 
always to be ruled out by sufficient control experiments prior 
to the investigation.

Wang et al. studied the uptake of poly-D,L-lactide-block-
poly(ethylene glycol) (PELA) micro- and nanoparticles into 
endosomes and lysosomes of osteoblast cells.[112] In the extra-
cellular space, the authors found emerging organelles which 
were loaded with nanoparticles. Many nanoparticles were inter-
nalized in the cell. In contrast to the PLGA particles, the PELA 
particles showed a dark contrast in TEM images.

Win and Feng were able to visualize biodegradable 
Coumarin-6 loaded PLGA nanoparticles coated with polyvinyl 
alcohol or the water-soluble vitamin E derivative TPGS.[113] The 
particles featured a dark contrast in the TEM investigations and 
could be localized within the cell as well as in the nucleus of 
Caco-2 cells. Moreover, the authors demonstrated the suitability 
of cryo-SEM to localize the nanoparticles within the cellular 
framework and point out that cryo-SEM might be an attractive 
alternative for TEM investigations due to its simplified 
preparation requirements; however, the resolution capabilities 
of TEM remain significantly higher. Moreover, cryo-SEM 
investigations provide only a small depth of information. Thus, 
mainly nanoparticle interactions with the extracellular membrane 
are accessible, rather than ultrastructural details become clearly 
highlighted. An alternative might be utilization of STEM holders, 
which are available for SEMs as well. However, the ability of 
electrons to transmit through the entire cell remains one of the 
critical issues.

Kalluru et al. utilized TEM investigations to address the 
controversially discussed issue, whether nanoparticles formed 
by PLGA remain membrane-bound or if they escape into the 
cytoplasm after internalization in macrophages infected with 
Mycobacterium bovis BCG bacteria which are intracellular resi-
dents of macrophages.[37] The authors could demonstrate that 
the BCG bacteria localize preferentially in early phagosomes, 
whereas the PLGA particles remained in low pH- and hydrolase-
rich phagolysosomes. The authors prepared antibiotic loaded 
PLGA nanoparticles by standard oil-in-water emulsion with 
subsequent selective centrifugations and obtained particles with 
a size of 50–400 nm which can be internalized by phagocytosis. 
Several experimental issues had to be addressed in this study. 
First, conventional fixation and embedding protocols dissolved 
the PLGA nanoparticles and the authors had to apply Tokuyasu 
thawed cryo-sectioning to avoid the exposure to solvents. This 
approach also enabled the application of immunogold labeling. 
In order to localize the low contrast components of the system 
in TEM the authors selectively labeled early and late endocytic 
organelles in living cells after the uptake of the PLGA in a 
three-step labeling procedure. For this purpose, the cells were 
incubated with 15 nm gold-BSA particles, which preferentially 
accumulated in lysosomes, followed by an additional incuba-
tion with 5 nm gold-BSA for shorter times to label predomi-
nantly early endocytic organelles. After thaw-cryo-sectioning 
the sections were additionally labeled with LAMP2 antibody via 
rabbit anti-mouse followed by 10 nm protein-A-gold treatment 
as a membrane marker. This procedure allowed distinguishing 
the PLGA nanoparticles from the BCG bacteria by colocalizing 

them with the 15 nm gold nanoparticles. The authors’ results 
clearly indicated that the BCG bacteria do not colocalize with 
the administered PLGA nanoparticles and that the majority of 
nanoparticles were localized in phagolysosomes. Additionally, 
the authors discussed a prolonged residence time of PLGA 
nanoparticles loaded with antibiotics and their ability to clear 
the macrophages from bacterial infection. In this contribu-
tion it was critically demonstrated that the choice of sample 
preparation is highly important in order to obtain meaningful 
results and that adaptations of the classical approaches might 
be required to preserve the NPs integrity (and, e.g., not to con-
fuse them with particle degradation processes, etc.). Simultane-
ously, this example nicely demonstrates that colloidal staining 
techniques provide a powerful tool to assign particle uptake to 
specific organelles and represents an alternative to fluorescence 
labeling. This example emphasizes the necessity to accumulate 
a large toolbox of preparation and staining protocols which can 
be adapted to specific research issues and that are also compat-
ible with the integrity of the nanoparticles itself.
Contrast Enhancement Strategies: Polyesters, in general, provide 
only a poor contrast in TEM imaging and are often only observ-
able as electron-lucent spots within the cellular framework. 
As described by Barthel et al.,[110] the particles are unstable 
under the electron beam conditions, which would indicate 
that the electron-lucent spots represent polyester material 
which bleached under the beam. In order to achieve a more 
pronounced particle signal, some authors have incorporated 
heavy metal containing subunits to their polymer nanoparticle 
systems to achieve a sufficient contrast in TEM imaging. This 
strategy is sometimes also used to incorporate suitable markers 
to allow studying the uptake by complementary techniques.

Sun et al. addressed the issue of poor contrast of polylac-
tide NPs in electron microscopy.[116] The authors proposed to 
encapsulate copper chlorophyll in the matrix of 20–50 nm PLA 
nanoparticles as intrinsic contrasting agent. For in vivo studies 
of the particle uptake in brain tissue, the nanoparticles were 
additionally coated with T-80. Copper chlorophyll is a stable 
derivative of chlorophyll, in which the central Mg atom of the 
macrocycle is replaced by a copper atom (Figure 12A). It can 
be encapsulated into polymer nanoparticles by nanoprecipita-
tion without the need of additional surfactants. The authors 
suggested that the utilization of analytical electron microscopy 
(Figure 12B,C) may supply additional chemical data and, so 
far, its capabilities for investigation of polymer nanoparticle 
arrangements within the tissue context have not been fully 
explored. Consequently, the authors conducted energy-disper-
sive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) investigations on the particles as 
well as on the surrounding tissue (Figure 12D). Elevated Cu 
signals were detected for the copper chlorophyll labeled nano-
particles. The authors could visualize the T-80 modified chlo-
rophyll containing particles by TEM investigations. The NPs 
revealed a strong dark contrast in the TEM micrographs and 
were located at the membrane and in close vicinity of the micro-
vasculum, which was interpreted as evidence for endocytosis 
and subsequent transcytosis processes. This study implements 
an important and powerful additional measurement tool which 
is available in many TEM systems. EDS provides additional 
chemical information, in particular, if metal ions are present 
in the poly mer structure. For all-polymer nanoparticles this 
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approach is less effective as low molar mass elements are less 
sensitively detected. Electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) 
could potentially be used for lighter elements, however, these 
elements should be specific for the nanoparticle system and 
not be present in the cellular sample. Both methods can be 
considered as a tool to investigate the spatial distribution of the 
elemental composition of the sample, however, with a reduced 
lateral resolution.

In our own previous work,[115] we showed that a heavy 
metal coordination compound represents a suitable label for 
TEM imaging. We utilized a luminescent iridium(III) complex 
bearing a hydroxyl moiety and used it as initiator for a cationic 
ring-opening polymerization to synthesize PLA. The polymer 
formed stable nanoparticles using an emulsion process. Owing 
to its electron-dense character, the particles could be identi-
fied by TEM measurements in HEK-293 cells at a rather low 
Ir-content of 1–2%. This system is of particular interest due to 
its luminescent character which made the iridium complex also 
a suitable label for fluorescence microscopy. We could demon-
strate that the particles could as well be observed within the 
cells by means of structured illumination microscopy (SIM). 
Thereby, correlative dyes become available, which enable the 
investigation of the same cell with two high-resolution micro-
scopy techniques. Frequently, metal complexes can provide in 
this respect an enhanced luminescence lifetime compared to 
classical fluorescence dyes. Furthermore, the coordinated metal 
ion into the polymer framework increases the electron contrast 
of the particle efficiently.

Panyam et al. introduced fluorescence and electron micros-
copy probes for the investigation of cellular and tissue uptake 
of poly(D,L-lactide-co-glycolide).[116] For this purpose, the authors 

fabricated BSA (as a model protein) loaded PLGA nanoparticles 
containing 5-coumarin as a fluorescent label and with osmium 
tetroxide as an electron microscopy label by double emulsion-
solvent evaporation. Due to the lipophilic properties and its sol-
ubility in organic solvents, osmium tetroxide can be efficiently 
dissolved with the polymer prior to emulsification. For both 
labels non-altered physico-chemical properties of the particles 
were found as well as no significant cytotoxic effects could be 
observed over a time period of 48 h, however, the authors explic-
itly state the necessity to also evaluate long term effects. It was 
possible to clearly localize the osmium tetroxide functionalized 
nanoparticles, which appear as 100–200 nm large dark spherical 
structures within the tight muscle tissue of mice, being specifi-
cally localized in the extracellular matrix of the muscle tissue. 
The authors suggest that the negatively charged particles are 
attracted to cationic molecules of the extracellular membrane. 
Some nanoparticles were also observed to be internalized in the 
sarcoplasm. The authors do not explicitly discuss the influence 
of the post-staining of the cells with osmium tetroxide, however, 
control experiments with PLGA nanoparticles revealed that 
in these experiments the nanoparticle structures could not be 
identified due to their similarity to intracellular vesicular struc-
tures, stressing the importance to directly load the osmium 
tetroxide into the PLGA particles.

5.2.4. Polyplexes

Synthetic gene delivery systems frequently utilize the polyca-
tionic character of suitable polymers to complex DNA. These 
condense the polymer/DNA into a compact nanoparticulate 
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Figure 12. A) Structure of chlorophyll (M = Mg) and copper chlorophyll (M = Cu), R = CH3 or CHO. B,C). Distribution of the copper–chlorophyll-labeled 
particles with T-80 coating in brain tissue. B) The particles are located at the wall of the microvasculum and C) around the microvasculum. The particles 
are highlighted by white arrows. D) EDS spectra obtained on the particles depicted in (B,C) and on the brain tissue without nanoparticles. Reproduced 
with permission.[114] Copyright 2006, Elsevier.
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structure, referred to as polyplexes. The poly-
plexes are actively used for cell transfection 
with DNA and, therefore, their uptake and 
their intracellular fate are of tremendous 
importance. Polyplexes should feature the 
following properties: Endocytotic uptake, 
DNA escape from the endocytic vesicles and, 
finally, the DNA should traffic through the 
cytoplasm toward the nucleus before gene 
expression can be accomplished (Figure 13). 
Since a variety of synthetically derived poly-
mers are positively charged in aqueous solu-
tions, an electrostatic interaction with the 
negatively charged plasma membrane facili-
tates a good endocytic uptake. TEM investiga-
tions can provide here a profound knowledge 
on the nanoparticle internalization as well 
as to trace their endosomal escape into the 
cytoplasm. A detailed knowledge of these 
processes is a prerequisite to further improve 
and to tailor their uptake.

Polyplexes provide, in contrast to many 
other polymeric nanoparticles, an excel-
lent contrast in TEM investigations,  owing 
to the nitrogen-rich functionalities present 
in the utilized polymers, which can be effi-
ciently stained by contrasting agents due to 
complexation of the highly reactive heavy 
metal species. Furthermore, the chemical 
fixatives as, e.g., formaldehyde and glutaral-
dehyde, actively react with amino function-
alities, whereby the polyplex structure is 
immobilized efficiently within the cellular 
framework.

Zhou et al. studied the transfection 
of plasmid DNA (pDNA), encoding the 
enhanced green fluorescent protein reporter 
gene, into the cultured cochlear epithelium 
of neonatal mice. pDNA was transfected by 20–100 nm 25 kDa 
linear poly(ethylene imine) (lPEI) nanoparticles.[118] The nano-
particles revealed a significant tendency toward aggregation in 
l-PEI PBS solution. The authors could demonstrate that high 
l-PEI to pDNA ratios of more than 7:1 resulted in a significant 
damage of the sensory epithelial cells as could be revealed by 
immunofluorescence and TEM imaging. After incubation 
with polyplexes nanoparticles were found to be localized in 
the cell bodies of the hair cells as well as in their supporting 
cells. Immediately after transfection, a large number of bub-
bles within the sensory epithelial cells were observed. Addi-
tionally, stereocilla were partially damaged and the number of 
mitochondria decreased. After 24 h, the sensory epithelium 
was found to detach from the basilar membrane, with clear evi-
dence for the rupture of the cell membrane and a significant 
reduction of cytoplasm of the cell. In some sections condensed 
chromatin in the nucleus and apoptotic bodies were identified. 
After additional 24 h of incubation the cells died. This example 
stresses the ability to follow the evolution of particle transfer 
by studying morphological changes even down to the level of 
individual membranes.

Zuidam et al. studied the uptake and internalization of the 
cationic polymer poly(2-(dimethylamino)ethyl methacrylate) 
(pDEMAEMA)/DNA polyplexes in human ovarian carcinoma 
cells (OVCAR-3).[119] The authors studied effects of the zeta 
potential, size and the effect of the tertiary amine groups by 
comparison with the quaternary ammonium analogue poly(2-
(trimethylamino)ethyl methacrylate) (pTMAEMA), as well as 
the effect of PEGylation on the uptake, due to the shielding of 
surface charges. Endocytosed polyplexes were found for par-
ticles with a positive zeta potential and sizes of 150–200 nm. 
Smaller or larger particles were not internalized. The authors 
could elucidate by TEM investigations that the polyplexes 
start to be taken up by the cells only after prolonged incuba-
tion times of 2 d and the aggregates of the polyplexes could be 
found mainly in lysosomal structures, which could be identified 
by utilizing LAMP-1 immunogold-labeling. An inferior trans-
fection efficiency was observed for the p(TMAEMA) polyplexes, 
which is ascribed to a lack of amine buffering capacity, which 
is known to occur, e.g., for PEI and p(DMAEMA), and which 
destabilizes endosomal membranes by the so-called “proton 
sponge” effect.[120]
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Figure 13. A) Schematic representation process of the formation of polyplexes. Reproduced 
with permission.[117a] Copyright 2014, Elsevier. B) Schematic representation of the intracellular 
trafficking of polyplexes for gene transfection applications. Reproduced with permission.[117b] 
Copyright 2008, AAPS.
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Zuckerman et al. investigated the rapid clearance of cati-
onic, cyclodextrin-containing polymer-based siRNA delivery 
vehicles after administration.[121] Despite the fact that these 
vehicles can induce targeted delivery in tumors via intravenous 
injection, their residence times during circulation are rather 
short. Although pore sizes in the renal filtration barrier of the 
kidney are rather small, even the transfer of particles as large 
as 100 nm could be observed. The authors investigated the area 
of the renal filtration barrier and could visualize the particles 
localization as well as their disassembly in the glomerular base-
ment membrane (GBM) and could provide a model mechanism 
for the efficient clearance of the drug vehicles. For the develop-
ment of a model, the TEM investigations are of utmost impor-
tance and can provide direct evidence for processes taking place 
in different locations. The vehicles deposit preferentially in the 
GBM in which they transiently accumulate due to their positive 
surface charge, TEM investigations could reveal that after short 
residence times, a disintegration of the particles, which can be 
efficiently stained with uranyl acetate, takes place by abundant 
negatively charged proteoglycans, i.e., heparin sulfate. TEM 
investigations indicated subsets of nanoparticles with irregular 
borders and heterogeneous staining intensity, whereby objects 
more closely located at the GBM showed a more pronounced 
loss of shape and staining intensity, which suggests that the 
siRNA was released and passed out to the urinal side. Based 
on these observations the authors could identify a clearance 
mechanism for this class of nanoparticles and suggested that 
this pathway will be important for all nanoparticles featuring 
sizes of up to ≈100 nm, a positive zeta potential and which are 
assembled primarily by electrostatic interactions. Moreover, 
they could demonstrate that the polyplexes can form during cir-
culation as well as they can reform after all small components 
have translocated through the barriers.

Zhong et al. investigated polyplex-induced early autophagy 
with only minimal induction of apoptosis or necrosis in 
mouse fibroblast of PEI/DNA polyplexes in order to under-
stand the cellular stress response upon transfection.[122] The 
authors investigated the impact of autophagy modulation on 
transgene expression. Based on TEM investigations, they iden-
tified the formation in the cytoplasm of polyplex-transfected 
cells according to their characteristic structural features, i.e., 
their double-membrane vesicular structure which contains 
cytoplasmic material or organelles as well as by their size of 
≈600 nm. The authors suggested that controlling the autophagy 
modulation with small molecules by co-delivery via appropri-
ately designed dual functional polymeric vehicles is possible.

Mishra et al. utilized extensive TEM investigations to 
demonstrate the differences in polyplex/DNA uptake char-
acteristics utilizing the two different polycationic polymers 
branched poly(ethylene imine (b-PEI) and β-cyclodextrin, 
containing the respective polymer and their PEGylated coun-
terparts.[123] PEGylation resulted in an improved salt stability 
of the nanoparticles under physiological conditions and pre-
vented aggregation of the nanoparticles, which featured a size 
of ≈100 nm. Unmodified polyplexes aggregated into irregularly 
shaped clusters with diameters of 300–500 nm. TEM imaging 
demonstrated different uptake patterns in BHK-21 cells. Aggre-
gates of unmodified b-PEI polyplexes could be found on the cell 
membranes, frequently associated with invaginations of the 

membrane. The cytoplasmic side of the membrane appeared 
thicker and darker in TEM imaging, which was interpreted as 
indicative for clathrin accumulation in this area. Internalization 
of the large aggregates proceeded via large vesicles that mimic 
the shape of the aggregates. At later times, accumulation of the 
polyplexes near the cell nucleus and an increase in their size 
were observed while some free polyplexes without surrounding 
membrane are moreover found in the cytoplasm. In particular, 
inside the vesicular structures a degradation of the polyplexes 
can be observed, which is indicated by the loss of defined bor-
ders of the aggregate structures. A similar behavior was found 
for unmodified β-cyclodextrin polyplexes, however, the mem-
branes usually do not completely surround the polyplexes in 
this case. At later times, many polyplexes are located freely in 
the cytoplasm, whereby the cytoplasm appears in some cases 
to contact the polyplexes, whereas in other cases a void space 
is observed between both. Here TEM investigations provide 
direct evidence for the degradation of the nanoparticles due to 
the fact that their shape and size can be faithfully determined. 
For both polyplexes no internalization in the cell nucleus was 
observed. In contrast, PEGylated b-PEI particles did not show 
aggregation but appeared as individual polyplexes. Extracellu-
larly they are located irregularly across small stretches of the 
cell membranes. Single nanoparticles are localized in invagi-
nations of the membrane or are found in small vesicles near 
the membrane inside the cell. Close to the nucleus the size of 
vesicles significantly increased and they accumulated moderate 
numbers of individual, non-aggregated polyplexes, which sug-
gests a fusion of polyplex containing vesicles. These vesicles 
feature a round and smooth appearance. Besides the incorpo-
ration in vesicles, free polyplexes are found in the cytoplasm, 
but also here no polyplexes were observed in the nucleus. 
PEGylated β-cyclodextrin polyplexes could not be traced inside 
the cells and the authors related this to the inability to suf-
ficiently stain the β-cyclodextrin by the commonly applied 
staining procedures or simply by the dissociation of the poly-
plex during the staining process. The authors additionally uti-
lized immunogold-labeling to localize the DNA transfected 
with β-cyclodextrin polyplexes within the cellular structure. For 
this purpose, biotin labeled pDNA was used. Clusters of five to 
ten gold nanoparticles mainly arranged in a circular arrange-
ment indicating the position of the pDNA, and free DNA could 
be identified in the cytoplasm which proved the release of the 
DNA from the polyplexes. Few Au nanoparticles were also 
found in the nucleus. As a consequence, the authors concluded 
that the dissociation of the pDNA-polyplexes occurred prior to 
the entry of pDNA into the nucleus. The authors attributed 
the differences in the uptake and release of unmodified b-PEI 
nanoparticles and their PEGylated counterparts to the presence 
and/or the reaction with primary amines which might impair 
the proton-sponge effect that triggers the release of the poly-
plexes into the cytoplasm. Thereby, endosomal escape of the 
polyplex and its release into the cytoplasm is mandatory for 
an efficient gene transfection. In contrast, unmodified poly-
plexes may escape from the intracellular vesicles more easily 
because of their filling capacities and the distorted shape of 
the surrounding membrane. The authors utilized volume den-
sity analysis[124] to quantify the polyplex uptake. For this pur-
pose, a lattice is overlaid on randomly collected images and the  
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fraction of vertices on polyplexes was compared to vertices on 
the cell cytoplasm. This example utilizes TEM staining proto-
cols to highlight specific aspects of the process. By this means, 
the authors were able to follow the fate of the particles as well 
as of the complexed DNA within the cellular system. Thus, 
it represents a very illustrative study which highlights the 
increased level of information that can be obtained by sequen-
tially addressing different aspects of the process in a selective 
fashion by optimized staining steps.

Gonçalves et al. investigated the internalization and traf-
ficking of pDNA complexed with histidylated polylysine (His-
pLK) 110 nm polyplexes,[125] which condense pDNA and lead to 
a destabilization of membranes in an acidic pH value, thereby 
facilitating the endosomal release of pDNA in HepG2 cells. 
The authors emphasized the critical role of uptake and intracel-
lular localization of the polyplexes to optimize their mode of 
action. In their studies pDNA was taken up both via clathrin-
dependent and clathrin-independent, most likely macropino-
cytic processes. This could be confirmed by TEM investiga-
tions where the polyplexes were identified as electron dense 
structures. Small polyplexes were observed in clathrin-coated 
vesicles and large polyplexes were localized in uncoated vesi-
cles near the plasma membrane which showed membrane ruf-
fles. In combination with additional studies, the authors could 
conclude that polyplexes internalized by macropinocytosis and 
pDNA recycling significantly decreased the transfection effi-
ciency. Moreover, segregation between His-pLK and pDNA 
could be observed already 30 min after internalization.

Cartier et al. based their investigations on early steps of 
polyplex-mediated transfection mostly on the morphological 
analysis of TEM data and gained a deep insight on the internal-
ization mechanism.[126] The authors utilized a synthetic peptide 
K16-NLS (CKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKGGGPKKKRKVG) con-
taining 16 lysine residues for DNA binding and formed peptide/
DNA polyplexes with a size between 300 nm and 3 µm in diam-
eter. The polyplexes consisted of 30–50 spherical subunits with 
sizes of 30–70 nm. The peptide/DNA polyplexes could be visu-
alized by TEM as dark, stained aggregates 30 min after transfec-
tion and were found close to the cell surface or were localized 
in invaginations of the plasma membrane (Figure 14). Intracel-
lular compartments hosting aggregates were additionally found. 
The size of these aggregates was significantly smaller ranging 
from 200 nm to 1 µm. Based on their morphological studies, 
the authors hypothesized that the tumor cells (HCT116) behave 
like non-professional phagocytes and, therefore, are able to 
internalize large particles. The authors confirmed their inter-
pretation that the found aggregates host the DNA by employing 
immunogold labeling utilizing digoxigenin-labeled plasmid 
DNA. A detailed investigation of the polyplex-cell membrane 
region revealed that only few focal points were formed and the 
internalized polyplexes were located in large vacuoles shortly 
after engulfment. The authors also analyzed the intracellular 
pathway of the polyplexes after uptake utilizing labeled and 
unlabeled peptide/DNA polyplexes. Four hours after transfec-
tion large vacuoles, containing DNA, were observed and the 
morphology of the DNA-containing structures was indicative 
for the degradation of the large aggregates. Moreover, vacuoles 
with dark condensed structures were also observed, even 
though no DNA could be identified in these regions, which 

was interpreted as an indication for an advanced degradation 
stage. The authors concluded from their observations that the 
cellular uptake of peptide/DNA polyplexes was facilitated by a 
non-specific phagocytosis-like mechanism, which leads to the 
fusion of phagosomes with lysosomes. Additionally, the authors 
investigated the influence of chloroquine, an agent promoting 
the endosomal escape of endocytosed DNA complexes, and 
CaCl2, which was added as an enhancing factor for transfec-
tion. Chloroquine was shown to affect the intracellular struc-
ture of the cells, as in the absence of chloroquine a significantly 
larger number of small vacuoles was observed in the cytoplasm. 
CaCl2, however, did not result in any morphological changes 
of the cellular ultrastructure, which suggests the involvement 
of CaCl2 in a later stage of the gene transfer, possibly after 
the DNA escapes into the cytoplasm. Cells treated with CaCl2 
alone (no polyplexes, no chloroquine) revealed the degradation 
of mitochondria localized in authophagosomes, which looked 
very similar to the condensed structures found in vacuoles 4 h 
after transfections carried out with peptide/DNA complexes in 
the presence of chloroquine. The authors concluded from these 
observations a fusion of phagosomes, containing internalized 
complexes, and authophagosomes, containing damaged mito-
chondria, at later stages of the transfection. The authors gained 
superior insight in the occurring processes by in-depth inves-
tigations of specific membrane features, which, due to their 
small size, are not accessible by other techniques.

Bus et al. introduced a new, PEI based material suitable 
for gene delivery.[127] In their study, a library of water-soluble 
copolymers, consisting of ethyl-(2-oxazoline), ethylene imine 
and primary amine bearing monomers, was synthesized and 
the capabilities of the polymers to form stable polyplexes were 
investigated. It was shown that the polymers efficiently bind 
plasmid DNA (pDNA) and small interfering RNA (siRNA). A 
high transfection performance, accompanied by a low cytotox-
icity was observed for pDNA containing polyplexes. In contrast, 
l-PEI revealed, in addition, high transfection efficiency; how-
ever, l-PEI possesses a high cytotoxic potential. The polyplexes 
formed by pDNA and the new material could be highlighted 
efficiently in STEM. STEM images revealed that most of the 
polyplexes were localized as individual particles within vesic-
ular structures in contrast to polyplexes formed by l-PEI, which 
were observed in form of particle clusters. The authors attrib-
uted these findings to an aggregation of l-PEI based polyplexes 
due to protein interaction in the medium, whereas polyplexes 
based on the new material are supposed not to interact with 
serum proteins. Furthermore, a macropinocytic uptake was 
hypothesized for both materials on the basis of TEM images, 
which was furthermore, confirmed by inhibition experiments. 
The authors complemented the STEM data with superresolu-
tion fluorescence microscopy images. The utilization of STEM, 
which is rarely used for the investigation of cellular samples so 
far, provides here the possibility to introduce additional contrast 
or to improve the visibility of selective staining which might be 
compromised by the staining procedures of the nanoparticles 
compared to the cellular “background”. With that, it is possible 
to carry out investigations at low staining levels. This approach 
is of particular interesting for systems, which are not compat-
ible with common staining routines or systems which contain 
specific elements that provide a STEM material contrast.

Adv. Mater. 2018, 30, 1703704
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5.2.5. Chitosan and Gelatin

Chitosan and gelatin represent biopolymers with excellent bio-
compatible properties. Chitosan, as the deacetylated polymer 
chitin (present in mollusks, crustaceans, insects, fungus, algae, 
etc.), is a biodegradable polymer which features abundant 
possibilities for chemical modifications, owing to its reactive 
amino side groups.[128] Gelatin represents a protein compound 
which is accessible by partial hydrolysis of the fibrous protein 
constituent collagen.[129]

Park et al. complemented confocal laser scanning microscopy 
studies of the uptake of near-infrared (NIR) fluorescent labeled, 
hydrophobically modified glycol chitosan nanoparticles with a 
size of 350 ± 45 nm in HeLa H2B-GFP cells by TEM investiga-
tions.[130] The nanoparticles were additionally loaded with Ce6, 
a photosensitizer for photodynamic therapy. CLSM studies with 
samples treated with different inhibitors clearly showed that 
the uptake of the hydrophobically modified glycol chitosan nan-
oparticles proceeds mainly via macropinocytosis but also other 

uptake mechanisms are involved into the internalization pro-
cess. Depending on the internalization pathway also a different 
intracellular fate of the nanoparticles within the cytoplasm was 
observed. Nanoparticles internalized via clathrin- and caveolin-
independent endocytosis enabled nanoparticles to traffic from 
the degradative pathway into the lysosomes. The authors uti-
lized TEM investigations and the nanoparticles were localized 
in late endosomes, lysosomes and some were located in the 
cytoplasm. Nevertheless, vesicles containing the nanoparticles, 
which are indicative for lysosomal structures, had to be visual-
ized by means of immunostaining of the lysosomes utilizing 
the anti-LAMP2 antibody, since the nanoparticles only provide 
moderate electron contrast. In this study TEM investigations 
verified the results obtained by CLEM studies and provided a 
detailed picture of the uptake process.

Vivek et al. investigated a pH-responsive drug delivery 
system formed by 100–150 nm chitosan based nanoparticles 
loaded with Tamoxifen,[131] which was complexed to the nano-
particles. Thereby, the attractive properties of chitosan, i.e., cell 
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Figure 14. TEM investigations of the transfection process. A,B) Polyplex–cell-surface interaction sites. C,D) Polyplexes localized in secondary lys-
osomes show degradation after 4 h. (DNA labeled with digoxigenin indicated by gold grains). E) Unlabeled DNA. F) Formation of large vacuoles. 
G) Cytotoxic effect of calcium indicated by dying mitochondria insides of an autophagosome (control experiment with calcium but without DNA 
complexes and cholorquine). Reproduced with permission.[126] Copyright 2003, SAGE.
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affinity, enzymatic biodegradability, antimicrobial activity, epi-
thelial permeability as well as nontoxicity, non-immunogenic, 
non-carciogenic properties, etc. were discussed. The system 
under investigation is a pH-responsive system as the drug 
delivery vehicles tend to release their drugs more quickly at 
pH-values of 4.0 and 6.0 compared to a pH-value of 7.4. The 
authors found in their study that the chitosan drug delivery 
system revealed a higher efficiency compared to the free drug 
for MCF-7 cells. TEM investigations were performed and could 
demonstrate an internalization of the nanoparticles by nano-
particle-mediated endocytosis, and were distributed within the 
cytoplasm as well as in the nucleus. Fragmentation of the cell 
as well as of the nuclear membrane was observed by TEM. This 
was confirmed by additional measurements, which indicated 
a decreased viability of the cells treated with 
the chitosan system compared to the pris-
tine drug alone. The authors concluded that 
the application of both, the free drug and in 
particular the chitosan drug delivery system, 
arrested the growth of cancer cells and 
induced significant morphological changes, 
which were indicative for cell death. The 
nanoparticles appeared with a slightly dark 
contrast in these studies. This study repre-
sents an example where the cell morphology 
was heavily affected. In these cases a careful 
evaluation of the live-state of the cells is an 
important step in the final data analysis and 
for cross-checking the condition of the cells.

Li et al. investigated the effect of Paclitaxel 
loaded chitosan nanoparticles.[132] The parti-
cles were synthesized by a solvent evapora-
tion and emulsification crosslinking method 
with trisodium citrate as the crosslinking 
agent, resulting in non-aggregating particles 
with a size of 116 ± 15 nm. To verify their 
results obtained by fluorescence micros-
copy, which suggested a non-specific absorp-
tive endocytosis with subsequent Pacli-
taxel release from the particles, the authors 
employed TEM investigations. They could 
demonstrate a strong destructive effect of 
the chitosan on the membrane integrity of 
A2780 cells. The membrane of treated cells 
was damaged and a concentration of the 
chromatin into multiple aggregates at the 
boundary of the membranes was observed 
along with the formation of an apoptotic 
body. After 24 h incubation time, the cyto-
plasm showed signs of condensation and 
chromosome aggregation was observed. 
Apoptotic bodies were, moreover, found in 
the nuclei of cells after incubation for 72 h. 
Nevertheless, inside the cell no distinct par-
ticle signal could be observed.

Malatesta et al. scope the problem of the 
low contrast of chitosan nanoparticles in 
electron microscopy by applying 3,3′-diamin-
obenzidine (DAB) photoconversion.[133] The 

authors aimed on correlating fluorescence and TEM images. 
This technique[134] requires the presence of an additional fluo-
rophore in the nanoparticle structure (e.g., fluorescein 5(6)-iso-
thiocyanate (FITC)). When the fluorophore is exposed to light 
of a suitable wavelength, the excitation of the molecule from 
the ground to an elevated energy level can proceed in combina-
tion with the population of an excited triplet state under certain 
circumstances. In the presence of non-reactive triplet oxygen, 
a highly reactive singlet oxygen species may be formed, which 
triggers the oxidation of the DAB and results in the formation 
of an electron-dense, osmiophilic precipitate (Figure 15A). This 
electron-dense structure is observable in TEM. In their study[133] 
the authors investigated the uptake of FITC-labeled chitosan 
nanoparticles in B50 cells and studied their intracellular fate. 
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Figure 15. A) Schematic representation of the DAB photoconversion to obtain electron-
dense, osmiophilic precipitates observable by TEM in B50 cells. Adapted with permission.[135] 
Copyright 2011, PLOS. B) Micrographs of internalized nanoparticles (highlighted by asterisks) 
in endosomes at the cell periphery. The particles can be identified by the fine, granular, dark 
structure of the reaction product of the photoconversion. C) Endosome-internalized nanopar-
ticle close to the nuclear envelope (N = nucleus), and D) nanoparticle distributed freely in the 
cytoplasm. E) Also residual bodies show still the presence of photoconversion products as a 
result of particle uptake. Adapted under the terms of the CC-BY 4.0 licence.[133] Copyright 2012, 
The Authors. Published by PAGEPress. Image captions and scale bars have been changed in 
this figure.
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The nanoparticles were formed by an ionotropic gelation with 
tripolyphosphate pentasodium salt and produced particles with 
diameters of 125 ± 110 nm with a high dispersity. Associated 
fluorescence microscopy studies revealed their distribution 
within the cytoplasm with a tendency toward localizing closer 
to the nucleus after longer incubation times, and a colocaliza-
tion of the fluorescently labeled chitosan nanoparticles with 
intracellular membranes. This was interpreted as a hint toward 
an endocytotic uptake. After DAB photoconversion, the chitosan 
nanoparticles could be visualized by TEM in form of fine gran-
ular reaction products and additional information on their intra-
cellular distribution could be obtained (Figure 15B–F). Chitosan 
nanoparticles were found as single particles internalized mostly 
in electron-lucent vacuoles all over the cytoplasm but were never 
associated to the cell nucleus. Free particles were found in the 
cytoplasm and at longer incubation times also inside multive-
sicular or in residual bodies (Figure 15E), whereby their mor-
phology was often altered and only the dark contrast originating 
from the reaction product could be used to identify the particles. 
The authors highlight that the DAB photoconversion is compat-
ible with different cell embedding media after the precipitates 
have been formed. As such, e.g., epoxy resins after osmium 
post-fixation or acrylic resin without osmium post-fixation can 
be used. This approach represents a very promising tool, which 
will certainly provide more impact in the future.

Gupta et al. studied the cellular uptake of cross-linked, rather 
small (≈37 nm) gelatin nanoparticles prepared via water-in-oil 
microemulsion into human fibroblasts to study adhesion, mor-
phology and cytoskeleton organization.[136] Initially, the authors 
could observe the presence of vacuoles in the cell body, mem-
brane abnormalities as well as the formation of lamellapodia 
and filopodia on glass substrates by SEM investigations. The 
authors suggested that the vacuoles were formed upon phago-
cytosis of the gelatin nanoparticles, which led to a disruption of 
the cell cytoskeleton and the formation of membrane protru-
sions. Closer inspection of the cells by TEM revealed that a large 
number of gelatin particles was taken up, often at a ratio that the 
cell area was compromised by the nanoparticles. Particles were 
localized in several electron-lucent voids surrounded by intact 
mitochondria; however, only with a low electron contrast. The 
nuclear membrane as well as the cytoplasm remained intact, 
even though gelatin nanoparticles were found in the nucleus as 
well. Gelatin nanoparticles were localized in phagolysosomes, 
however, the contrast in TEM imaging of the gelatin particles 
was rather low which complicates their identification.

Chitosan particles open, owing to the amino-functionali-
ties present in the structure, the possibility to be stained by 
the standard heavy metal agents in a similar fashion as poly-
mers used for gene delivery. However, their electron contrast 
appears to be reduced in contrast to the polyplexes described 
in Section 5.2.4. These systems could potentially benefit from 
investigations performed by STEM.

5.2.6. Particle Replication in Nonwetting Templates 
(PRINT) and Polypyrrol

Besides particle systems with biomedical relevance, also other 
polymers have been utilized for studying nanoparticle uptake. 

In these, rather academic, studies either non-common poly-
mers for drug delivery applications or special fabrication 
techniques to obtain unusual, but well-defined, nanoparticle 
architectures were used.

Gratton et al. addressed the question how the size, shape, 
and surface chemistry influence the biodistribution, cellular 
internalization and intracellular trafficking of nanoparticles in 
HeLa cells.[137] The authors utilized the top-down lithographic 
fabrication method PRINT to generate nanoparticle sets of 
micro and nanoparticles made from cationic, cross-linked 
poly(ethylene glycol) hydrogels in which only one variable is 
independently altered at a time. Series of micro meter sized 
cubic and two cylindrical systems were tested. TEM studies 
could reveal a detailed understanding of the internalization 
process of the particles and showed shape-dependent uptake 
kinetics. Cylindrical particles with an aspect ratio of 1 were 
taken up by multiple, non-specific, notably energy-dependent 
phagocytosis and a clathrin-mediated mechanism. This study 
benefits from the fact that membrane-particle interactions 
can be precisely determined by imaging the nanoparticles as 
well as the membranes at the same time. Both features can 
be accessed with a high resolution. The incorporation of TEM 
tomography would potentially allow for a more precise estima-
tion of the contact areas between both components. Internali-
zation of surface associated nanoparticles is mediated by actin 
rearrangement near the plasma membrane and extensions into 
the extracellular space. In contrast, rod-like shaped particles 
were translocated deeper into the cell contacts and resided close 
to the nuclear membrane at a fourfold increased internalization 
speed. The authors identified also the importance of the abso-
lute size and/or volume of the particles on their uptake. This 
was explained by the larger surface area, which might be in 
contact with the cell and, thus, more multivalent cationic inter-
actions are involved in the uptake. Also the effect of the surface 
charge was investigated. For this purpose, particles were treated 
with acetic anhydride to passivate the surface amine groups by 
forming amides, which alters the surface charge from positive 
to negative, and it was found that positively charged particles 
were rapidly internalized, whereas negatively charged particles 
were hardly taken up by the cells. The authors could also verify 
that the maximum size of particles being internalized is up to 
3 µm. Interestingly, the appearance of the particles in the cel-
lular framework varied and particles were found to provide dark 
and bright contrasts within different cells.

An illustrative example for utilizing nonconventional poly-
mers for drug delivery applications was reported by Kim 
et al.[138] The authors systematically investigated the uptake and 
effect of differently sized polypyrrol (PPy) nanoparticles (20, 
40, 60, 80, and 100 nm, respectively), formulated by chemical 
oxidation polymerization, into lung fibroblasts (IMR90) and 
mouse alveolar macrophages (J774A.1). TEM investigations 
could reveal different uptake mechanisms for both cell lines. 
While fibroblasts internalized the nanoparticles mainly via 
endocytosis, macrophages utilized a combination of phagocy-
tosis and endocytosis. Endocytosis was identified by charac-
teristic invaginations of the plasma membrane, whereas the 
formation of protrusions of the plasma membrane was indica-
tive for phagocytosis. In both cell lines nanoparticle localiza-
tion in endosomes, late endosomes/multivesicular bodies and 
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endolysosomes and finally in lysosomes occurred, following the 
pathway of the endosome network. No accumulation of nano-
particles in the cytoplasm or in mitochondria was observed. 
In fibroblasts, a significantly larger amount of nanoparticles 
was localized in endosomes, whereas macrophages revealed 
a preferential accumulation in multivesicular bodies and the 
late endosomes, which was in accordance with the proposed 
different uptake mechanisms observed for both cell lines. The 
authors, moreover, found a size- and dose-dependent effect on 
cell viability, oxidative stress and apoptosis/nectrosis and could 
explain the more adverse effect of PPy nanoparticles on mac-
rophages due to the involvement of phagocytosis. Decreased 
viability in fibroblasts was related to early/late apoptosis, 
whereas macrophages preferentially undergo necrosis. Among 
all tested nanoparticles, 60 nm PPy nanoparticles caused the 
highest adverse effect in both cell lines, whereas the innate 
immune response was most efficiently affected by 40 and 
80 nm PPy nanoparticles on macrophages.

6. Conclusion

The overview about illustrative examples involving TEM 
imaging to investigate internalization and localization of poly-
meric nanoparticles in cells nicely demonstrates the various 
possibilities to provide additional insight into these processes 
that are barely obtainable by any other technique. In this con-
text a critical summary of advantages and disadvantages for 
the investigation of biological samples is presented with par-
ticular focus on the reviewed examples of polymer nanoparticle 
uptake studies. Nevertheless, these considerations are certainly 
also valid for other nanoparticle systems. The main advantage 
of TEM investigations is based on the ability to provide an in-
depth study of nanoparticles, their interaction with membranes 
and organelles. At the same time, their biological effect on the 
whole cell level, e.g., in form of alterations of the ultrastructural 
features can be accessed. This high resolution level also pro-
vides a direct evidence for the aggregation state of the nanopar-
ticles in the cellular matrix, which is rather difficult to achieve 
by other methods. The possibility to investigate the shape of the 
particles within specific organelles is an additional powerful 
tool which provides knowledge of the particle fate; i.e., degrada-
tion, swelling, etc. of the particles with high sensitivity.

New developments, measurement modes, greatly improved 
preparation protocols as well as significantly improving reso-
lution capabilities of modern TEM methods bear great prom-
ises for further research achievements and the role of TEM 
will, in our opinion, become even more important in the near 
future. Moreover, the investigation of ultrastructural features 
will further boost the understanding of cellular responses and 
will provide further design strategies for various nanoparticle 
systems, in particular, for drug-delivery applications. However, 
polymeric systems often lack electron-density (particularly poly-
esters) which makes it difficult to identify them unambiguously 
within the cellular environment. We suggest that the combina-
tion of TEM with other analytical tools and physico-chemical 
as well as biological investigations will further improve the 
understanding of the underlying processes. In this develop-
ment, correlative methods, combining information gained by 

complementary techniques, are highly desired, e.g., CLEM 
techniques are very promising.
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between individual uptake mechanisms 
for respective nanoparticle systems. Cells 
internalizing nanoparticles respond to 
the nanoparticles and different intracel-
lular processes will be initiated, possibly 
resulting in the impairment of the cellular 
key functions.[4] Even though these inves-
tigations provide data with statistical rel-
evance, they can merely provide an overall 
picture of the uptake mechanism, as issues 
of different uptake mechanisms in aniso-
tropic nanoparticle suspensions are barely 
assessable. Simultaneously, the influence 
of the biological environment, e.g., the 
presence of serum proteins, salts, or altered 
pH conditions, may have a severe impact 
on the particle properties, which can entail 
various biological implications. As such, 
the role of high resolution imaging tech-
niques, which provide a clear evidence for 
the nanoparticles’ fate in the cellular envi-
ronment,[5] their localization and targeting 

to different cellular organelles, as well as evidence for uptake and 
release mechanisms, have gained increasing importance. In par-
ticular, transmission electron microscopy (TEM) investigations 
provide attractive possibilities to study the interaction of particles 
with biological barriers, i.e., the extracellular membrane or the 
nuclear membrane, their accumulation into cellular organelles 
or their spatial distribution on the scale of individual nanopar-
ticles[6] (e.g., uptake as individual nanoparticles or in form of 
large clusters, etc.). In addition TEM can simultaneously image 
also the cellular membranes and organelles to determine respec-
tive morphological changes[7] upon nanoparticle interaction.[8–11] 
Thus, attractive possibilities to acquire additional information on 
the particle fate inside the cell emerge from TEM investigations.

It can be stated here, that the utilization of electron micros-
copy has been conducted during the last decades[5] and, in view 
of some extent electron microscopy investigations of particle 
uptake, can be regarded in this sense as a routinely applied tech-
nique. However, frequently TEM is only utilized to characterize 
the nanoparticle system or to prove particle internalization. Only 
a fraction of reported studies utilize TEM analysis to reveal details 
of nanoparticle uptake and internalization or even deduce uptake 
pathways from these studies. This might be related to the fact 
that sometimes the interpretation of TEM data is not straightfor-
ward but a number of experimental limitations have to be taken 
into account for such studies. In a recent review, the advantages 
and disadvantages of TEM investigations in the context of the 

The internalization of nanoparticles into mammalian cells relies on a complex 

interplay of several parameters, which enable and dictate uptake and fate of 

nanoparticles in the cellular system. Due to the complexity of the involved 

processes, a careful experimental design has to be developed to elucidate 

peculiarities of the uptake processes of new nanoparticle systems into cells. 

Individual parameters can be hardly considered alone but have to be carefully 

evaluated, as striking alterations of the particle internalization and fate might 

be induced. In this review, essential parameters are summarized and illustra-

tive examples are presented demonstrating the consequences of the different 

parameters. Special focus is placed in this context on studies, which utilize 

transmission electron microscopy (TEM) to elucidate the particles’ impact 

on the cells and to verify the nanoparticle uptake, localization as well as their 

effect on the cellular environment. Even though TEM is only one representa-

tive of a large number of very valuable investigation tools, the exceptional 

value, in particular, in view of the high resolution capabilities of TEM investi-

gations is demonstrated by the chosen examples.
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Nanoparticle Uptake

1. Introduction

The investigation of nanoparticle systems as drug delivery or 
probe systems to study cellular uptake has gained tremendous 
importance during the last years.[1] In nano-biotechnology, the 
comprehensive understanding of the nanoparticles’ properties 
and their uptake efficiency into different cell types represents a 
major task. In general, these investigations comprise a variety 
of different studies. These utilize, e.g., fluorescence-activated 
cell scanning analysis[2] (FACS) to determine the internalized 
particle concentrations or studies are frequently conducted in 
conjunction with viability assays and inhibition experiments as 
well as biochemical analysis. In particular, standardized assays 
and the treatment of cells with chemical compounds which 
block individual uptake pathways[3] can help to distinguish 
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localization of polymer nanoparticles in a rather large structure, 
i.e., a cell, have been summarized and practical solutions for 
improving these shortcomings have been summarized.[12] These 
include critically also the fact that TEM requires the preparation 
of thin slices, thus, TEM can merely provide a picture of the entire 
cell, which is a severe limitation for the quantitative assessment 
of particle uptake.[13,14] Furthermore, dynamic processes are dif-
ficult to study, since no live cell studies can be performed. These 
issues are of general nature and certainly apply also for investi-
gations performed on inorganic nanoparticle systems. Tradition-
ally the uptake of inorganic nanoparticles has been in focus of 
studies, since they are easily detectable in the framework of a cell 
by means of transmission electron microscopy studies. In gen-
eral, literature on nanoparticle uptake into cells is vast,[15,16] but, 
at the same time, rather diverse and frequently no general conclu-
sion about the uptake of a certain material can be drawn from 
the existing literature, despite the fact that many different groups 
studied even very similar nanomaterials. This can be rationalized 
when considering the many different parameters and nanopar-
ticle properties, which affect the uptake of nanoparticles into cells.

This requests a very careful comparison of experimental condi-
tions applied in different studies, if general patterns of particle 
uptake and fate for a particular class of nanoparticles are deduced.

Independently of these controversies, and sometimes con-
tradictory results obtained from multiple studies, it has to be 
concluded that particle uptake and internalization of nanopar-
ticles into cells depends on a number of important key factors, 
which include, e.g., the particle size,[17,18] their shape,[16,17] their 
aggregation state,[19] their surface charge,[20] their tendency to 
form a protein corona,[21] their crystalline state,[9,22,23] as well as 
the fact if the materials are inert under biological conditions or if 
dissociation of ions to the environment can occur. The respective 
factors have been studied by many different investigation tools 
and in particular TEM has contributed to a better understanding 
of the uptake and internalization of inorganic particles. In the 
literature, a few reports are found, in which the experimental 
conditions in uptake studies are systematically varied. It was, 
for instance, identified that the presence of salts in the incuba-
tion medium plays a significant role on the uptake characteris-
tics of gold nanoparticles (AuNPs),[24] which entails implications 
on the uptake behavior into different cell lines and may result in 
different cytotoxicities.[19] Also conditions of cell incubation, used 
media and additives in buffer solutions, etc., may strongly affect 
the obtained results.[25] In this review, we summarize illustrative 
examples which demonstrate the value of TEM for the elucida-
tion of the metabolic pathway of inorganic nanoparticles taken 
up by cells and discuss the main important parameters, which 
influence particle uptake and metabolism. These studies fre-
quently provided profound knowledge and insight into the pro-
cesses taking place inside a cell and can be regarded as important 
information to investigate the fate of the nanoparticles in the cell. 
Even though TEM is hardly the only method which is included in 
these studies, it has to be acknowledged that in particular studies 
on morphological changes of organelles, membranes, or other 
internal cell structures greatly benefit from the high resolution 
capabilities of this technique. Intracellular organelles, whose mor-
phology is characterized by peculiar membrane topologies, i.e., 
mitochondria, the endoplasmic reticulum, or other cellular orga-
nelles, can be identified.[7] Inorganic nanoparticles may associate 

and interact with the organelle structures and are, owing to their 
often electron-dense appearance in TEM, particularly well observ-
able within the intracellular environment or at the extracellular 
membrane.
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These possibilities motivated the preparation of this review 
article, which highlights in particular studies, which strongly 
rely on the results obtained by transmission electron microscopy 
studies to approach peculiarities of the uptake of nanoparticles 
with respect to their physicochemical properties. In this sense, 
the review does not aim on providing a complete overview on 
existing literature but rather highlights selected, individual 
studies where the utilization of TEM investigations contributed 
to a profound understanding of the intracellular processes with 
respect to the overall properties of the nanoparticle systems 
under investigation. In this context, various parameters con-
tribute to the nanoparticle uptake and important properties 
of the systems under investigation are discussed (Figure 1). 
Many studies have addressed these issues and slowly a general 
consensus of important system parameters influencing the 
particle uptake is developing. Important parameters that have 
been identified include properties of the nanoparticles, i.e., the 
material the nanoparticles consist of, their size, and their shape 
and crystallinity, as well as the surface of the nanoparticles. 
The latter includes the availability of functional groups, e.g., 
sugars, antibodies, or positively or negatively charged entities. 
This is related to the fact that the particle surface represents the 
dominating interface between the cellular membrane and the 
nanoparticle and determines their interaction with the cellular 
boundaries and triggers specific uptake pathways. Furthermore, 
the effect of the formation of a particle–protein corona in rel-
evant biological media is an effect whose influence has been in 
focus more recently due to a better understanding of the under-
lying effects. Moreover, the tendency of nanoparticle clusters 
to form larger aggregates is a critical point which can tremen-
dously influence the uptake of particles.

In general, uptake events can be divided into passive 
and active processes. These include energy-dependent 
internalization mechanisms, i.e., phagocytosis, pinocytosis, 
receptor-mediated endocytosis, etc.,[26,27] or passive diffusion of 
the particles through membranes (Figure 2A). As a consequence 
of these uptake mechanisms, the subsequent localization of the 

nanoparticles within the cellular environment 
will be determined, which also has severe 
impact on the metabolic pathway of the nano-
particles after uptake. The processes involved 
in the uptake of nanoparticles are moreover 
strongly associated with the formation of 
characteristic changes induced by the inter-
action of the nanoparticles with the cellular 
membrane as well as their intracellular locali-
zation after internalization. For example, 
particles taken up by energy-dependent inter-
nalization mechanisms are related to the 
formation of membrane protrusions or invag-
inations[26] (Figure 2B–D). These nanoparti-
cles are consequently localized into vesicular 
structures inside the cell, whereas nanopar-
ticles that have been internalized via passive 
diffusion processes are frequently localized 
freely within the cytosol.

The membrane interactions play in this 
context an important role and can be effi-
ciently visualized by TEM investigations. 

These investigations provide clear evidence for the uptake 
mechanisms and can support other investigation tools. More-
over, the visualization of peculiarities of the uptake and interac-
tion events allows concluding on the uptake mechanism itself.

The situation can be even more complex, as frequently not 
only one process is involved in the uptake of nanoparticles into 
cells but sometimes different pathways are involved. As an illus-
trative example, Gromnicova et al.[30] investigated the uptake of 
small Au nanoparticles with a diameter of <5 nm into different 
epithelial cells (human kidney cells ciGENC and brain epithe-
lium cells hCMEC/D3). The nanoparticles were surface function-
alized with short poly ethylene glycol (PEG) units as well as with 
galactose. The galactose moieties are prone to stimulate active 
uptake mechanisms, which resulted in nanoparticles that were 
localized into vesicles, however, also a significant amount of 
nanoparticles was found freely into the cytosol, which is indica-
tive for passive uptake. Statistical analysis of TEM investigations 
revealed a four times higher number of Au nanoparticles local-
ized in vesicles than in the cytosol, indicating that active uptake 
is the dominating but not the exclusively relevant pathway for 
particle internalization. In this case two different particle fea-
tures influenced the uptake; the small size, which facilitates 
passive uptake and the galactose functionalization of the particle 
surface which can stimulate receptor-mediated uptake.

In the following, illustrative studies involving TEM as a 
major investigation tool are discussed to summarize the main 
important parameters which can influence the particle uptake.

2. Particle Properties and Resulting Implications 
on Particle–Cell Interaction

2.1. Size and Size Distribution

One of the central and most important nanoparticle proper-
ties is the particle size and a large number of publications have 
addressed this issue. A comprehensive review highlighting 
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Figure 1. General overview of main parameters which influence the uptake and internalization of 
nanoparticles into cells. A multitude of different aspects has to be taken into account when stud-
ying the uptake and intracellular fate of nanoparticles in cellular systems. Frequently, systems cover 
more than one parameter which is regarded as a key factor determining the cellular response.
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detailed aspects of the size dependence of nanoparticle uptake 
is available elsewhere.[17,18] It has to be mentioned here, that the 
influence of particle size is frequently studied by comparing a lim-
ited number of different nanoparticle sizes and systematic inves-
tigations utilizing larger libraries of differently sized nano-objects 
remain rare.[31–35] It is generally acknowledged that for particles 
with diameters between 50 and 200 nm different endocytic pro-
cesses are regarded as the predominant uptake mechanisms. 
This derives, among the utilization of other investigation tools, in 
particular from TEM investigations of the particle interaction with 
the plasma membrane and the analysis of their postuptake locali-
zation within the cells, which indicates their appearance inside 
intracellular vesicles. Most studies concentrate on the uptake of 
small and medium sized particles.[36] As an example, Hillyer and 
Albrecht[37] systematically compared the uptake of 4, 10, 28, and 
58 nm gold nanoparticles in the gastrointestetinal tract (GIT) 
tissue of mice by quantitative TEM investigations. The authors 
found clear evidence that smaller particles crossed the GIT more 
easily compared to the larger ones and elucidated that the passage 
through the gut occurred via a persorption mechanism.

However, it has been additionally found that the particle size 
has a crucial impact on the toxicity of the nanoparticle system. 
A respective study, which compares the impact of the particle 
size, was reported by Yu et al.[32] The authors investigated the 

uptake of 30, 48, 118, and 535 nm silica particles into mouse 
keratinocytes (HEL-9). Internalization of all particles into 
vesicular structures inside the cytoplasm was found by TEM 
investigations. These studies were complemented with lactate 
dehydrogenase as well as the mitochondrial viability assays 
(MTT), which revealed that the cytotoxicities of particles with 
diameters of 30 and 48 nm were significantly increased at a 
concentration of 100 µg mL−1 compared to the larger particles 
with a diameter of 118 and 535 nm. The authors found also 
evidence for differences in their internal localization within the 
cell. While the small particles were clustered within the vesic-
ular structures inside the cells, the large 535 nm silica parti-
cles were taken up as individual particles. The adverse effect 
on the cell viability of small nanoparticles could be also dem-
onstrated by Tarantini et al.[38] The authors compared the inter-
nalization and effect of nonfunctionalized silica particles with 
sizes of 15 and 55 nm at low concentrations, respectively. TEM 
images revealed particle localization mainly within vesicles and, 
to a lesser extent, also freely in the cytoplasm in form of clus-
tered aggregates consisting mainly of particles with a diameter 
of 15 nm and as individual particles if the particle dimensions 
are 55 nm. The authors showed that in particular the small 
particles induced cytotoxicity associated with apoptosis and, at 
higher concentrations, even result in chromosomal damage 
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Figure 2. A) Overview of different uptake pathways of nanoparticles in cells. B–D) Typical TEM images of membrane structures associated with different 
uptake processes. B) Caveolin-dependent endocytosis. Caveolae represent invaginations with small diameters, which are detectable due to their characteristic  
flask-like shapes. Adapted with permission.[28] Copyright 2012, Springer. C) Clathrin-dependent endoycytosis: Clathrin-coated pits are larger in diameter 
compared to caveolae. Furthermore, the occurrence of an electron-dense coating of the invagination constitutes their typical feature of appearance. D) Macro-
pinocytosis is associated with the formation of protrusions. Adapted with permission.[29] Copyright 2015, Springer. Scale bars of the images were modified.
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along with proinflammatory effects. By contrast, these adverse 
effects were not observed for the larger particles.

For particles with a diameter below 25 nm, passive uptake, 
i.e., diffusive internalization into the cell body, is observed. Pas-
sive transport represents an occasional phenomenon and has 
been reported for different nanoparticle systems with diameters 
of <25 nm, which include SiO2,

[33,39] Au,[30,40–42] and Ag.[34] How-
ever, it has to be mentioned that passive transport is frequently 
accompanied by other active processes which might be involved 
as alternative uptake routes. The passive uptake of ≈15 nm 
ligand-free Au nanoparticles, fabricated by pulsed laser abla-
tion and subsequent surface oxidation, into bovine endothelial 
cells was studied by Taylor et al.[41] The authors found a stimu-
lated uptake of Au particles inside the cytosol, which were not 
associated to any vesicular structures, indicating passive uptake. 
In this context, TEM investigations represent a very valuable 
method to discriminate between individual particles being 
distributed freely in the cytosol or small aggregates of nanopar-
ticles which might be associated to small vesicular structures. 
There is currently no other high resolution imaging tool, rather 
than TEM, available that can address this issue with comparable 
reliability. In particular, metal nanoparticles, i.e., gold nano-
particles, are easily recognizable objects in the cellular context. 
Owing to their high atomic number and the crystallinity, these 
nanoparticles possess a strong electron contrast, which is suf-
ficient to recognize them in the cellular context. This holds even 
true when individual small nanoparticles have to be identified 
in the context of the cytosol, which usually is more electron-
dense than the electron-lucent inside of vesicular organelles. It 
has to be mentioned here, that the particle size is not the only 
criterion which needs to be taken into account. An example 
was reported by Mustafa et al.[40] The authors utilized citrate 
stabilized Au nanoparticles with a size of 12 nm to study their 
concentration dependent uptake into mouse osteoblasts. These 
particles are formally prone to diffusive transport due to their 
small size. This diffusive entrance could be revealed for low 
concentrated nanoparticle solutions, whereas higher nanopar-
ticle concentrations above 160 µg mL−1 resulted in endocytic 
uptake, which was characterized by the formation of membrane 
invaginations. The concentration and associated with that the 
aggregation of nanoparticles in the cellular environment is in 
this respect a critical factor which has to be taken into account 
when studying the uptake of nanoparticles into cells (for a 
detailed summary of the uptake mechanisms, see also Section 1 
as well as Figure 1).

Special demands for internalization targeting the penetra-
tion of the nanoparticles to the nucleus have to be considered. 
These particles are supposed to possess a size <30–40 nm, 
since they have to bypass excretion pathways and a passage 
through nuclear pore complexes is required.[43,44] This pathway 
is rather difficult to address since in evolution eukaryotic cells 
have found ways to protect their genetic material from external 
materials.[45] Intranuclear passage of nanoparticles to the cell 
nucleus can feature undesired effects, i.e., genotoxicity or can 
be actively used for gene delivery applications.[43] As a necessary 
condition for particle uptake into the nucleus, particles have 
to be taken up into the cytoplasm,[46–48] which takes place by 
different mechanisms of uptake, either by endosomal escape[49] 
or passive diffusion processes. Afterward, the nuclear envelope 

needs to be crossed, which acts as a natural barrier. Ultrasmall 
particles with diameters <5 nm generally internalize efficiently 
into the nuclei, since they follow a passive uptake route and are, 
thus, immediately distributed into the cytoplasm. Furthermore, 
their small size supports the passage through the small nuclear 
pores. However, also larger particles >30 nm can be found into 
the nucleus.[8,40,50–52]

Surprisingly few studies address the uptake and internali-
zation of large particles with a size larger than 300 nm into 
cells.[31–33] These particles are frequently observed to be local-
ized individually inside the cytoplasm enclosed into vesicular 
structures, which indicates an uptake of these particles via 
endocytic processes without precedent aggregation processes. 
One reason for the limited number of studies on large particle 
systems might be related to impediments of classical TEM 
analysis, which requires the preparation of ultrathin speci-
mens. Inorganic nanoparticles represent rather “hard” mate-
rials, which frequently possess also enhanced brittleness. As a 
consequence, the mechanical stress induced during mechanical 
sectioning by an ultramicrotome might result in a levering out 
of the particle from the cell slice rather than in the slicing of 
the nanoparticle in the cellular framework. This effect is less 
pronounced for particles of a diameter smaller than the slice 
thickness and for “soft” nanoparticles, i.e., amorphous silica or 
polymer nanoparticles,[53] which are likely to be sliced simulta-
neously with the surrounding cellular sample.

There are hardly any studies directly addressing the poly-
dispersity of nanoparticles that do not undergo aggregation prior  
to their uptake. Investigations on highly dispersive nanoparticle 
systems would be very valuable and might provide additional 
insight into the size dependence of intracellular uptake, as in 
these cases the chemistry and physicochemical properties of 
the nanoparticles would be perfectly identical. These param-
eters have a strong influence on the uptake pathway and fre-
quently play an even more important role than the size of the 
nanoparticles.

2.2. Aggregation

In many publications, the size effect on the uptake of nano-
particles is severely masked by different other effects. When it 
comes to the evaluation of size effects, a critical point is the for-
mation of aggregates, which can form due to the instability of 
the nanoparticle solutions over time or aggregation in response 
to properties of the utilized solvent or the cellular environment. 
In these cases, mainly the aggregate size dominates the uptake 
characteristic rather than the size of the individual nanoparticle. 
Calero et al. could nicely demonstrate that small dimercapto-
succinic acid functionalized iron oxide nanoparticles (IONPs) 
with a size of ≈15 nm, despite their small size, feature an active 
pathway into human breast cancer (MCF-7) cells[29] rather than 
a passive process as could be expected for particles of this size. 
By TEM imaging, the authors could show the formation of par-
ticle clusters inside the culture medium, which subsequently 
governed the active uptake. Further investigations and analysis 
of the TEM images revealed a dependence of the uptake mecha-
nism on the size of the formed clusters. Aggregates with a size 
below 200 nm stimulated membrane responses characteristic 
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for a clathrin-mediated uptake (compare Figure 2C), whereas 
the uptake of larger particle clusters is attributed to a micro-
pinocytosis mediated uptake (compare Figure 2D). This study 
is a nice example highlighting the valuable contributions TEM 
imaging can provide. It can i) reveal the formation of large par-
ticle clusters, ii) prove the occurrence of differently sized par-
ticle aggregates, and iii) finally help to determine the individual 
uptake pathway by analysis of the membrane features and 
postinternalization localization of the particles.

The aggregation of nanoparticles might be induced by particle 
surface charge screening as a result of the high ionic strength 
in culture media,[54] the formation of protein coronae (see  
Section 2.6), or the pH conditions which might have an influence, 
e.g., on NH2 or COOH-terminated particles.[25] As previously  
mentioned, these clustering phenomena have to be carefully 
considered. An uptake of rather large nanoparticles takes place 
via macropinocytosis, whereas smaller particles are, e.g., taken 
up via more specific pathways. Even though frequently the 
uptake is governed by the internalization of aggregates, it is 
also possible that this effect is less dominating. For example, 
Mu et al. discussed this effect by utilizing small spherical silica 
nanoparticles with a diameter of ≈14 nm to investigate their 
uptake in A549 cells.[39] The particles were exposed to cell cul-
ture medium and by dynamic light scattering (DLS) as well as 
by TEM studies the authors revealed the initial formation of 
large aggregates with hydrodynamic diameters of ≈500 nm. 
Generally, the occurrence of particle aggregation would result 
in the uptake of entire aggregates by active uptake mecha-
nisms. However, in this case, TEM studies clearly revealed also 
the involvement of passive uptake pathways as emphasized by 
the detection of loosely agglomerated or well dispersed nano-
particles in the cytosol. No vesicle-associated particles or par-
ticles localized in the nucleus could be found at low particle 
concentrations after incubation times of 24 h. These studies 
were confirmed by TEM investigations of cell cultures which 
were exposed to the nanoparticles at 4 °C. At this temperature, 
it is expected that active, energy-dependent uptake mecha-
nisms are considerably suppressed. Despite the low incubation 
temperature, a significant number of individual nanoparticles 
were internalized into the A549 cells, which is regarded as an 
additional confirmation of the preferential passive uptake of the 
silica nanoparticles. By performing additional impedance spec-
troscopy measurements on a tethered bilayer membrane model 
system, the authors moreover could reveal that the formation of 
a densely packed monolayer at the membrane is a prerequisite 
of passive diffusion through such barriers.

Even though aggregation is an important factor, this effect is 
sometimes neglected in studies of the intracellular uptake. The 
characterization of the applied nanoparticle systems should rou-
tinely consider this issue. Special emphasis should be placed to 
conduct aggregation studies in the relevant cell culture media 
and at the respective concentrations to ensure reproducible 
particle sizes or aggregate dimensions. This also ensures a 
safe interpretation of the obtained results, as particle clustering 
can be also a phenomenon occurring at a later stage in the 
cellular environment, e.g., due to endosomal/lysomal fusion 
processes. An example for particle clustering at the membrane 
was reported by Mustafa et al.[40] 12 nm gold nanoparticles 
were incubated on MC3T3-E1 cells at different concentration 

ranges. The authors conducted control experiments to vali-
date that no aggregation of the particles took place in the cell 
medium, but particles formed aggregates only at the cell mem-
brane. The authors concluded from their studies that the size 
of the individual nanoparticles becomes rather insignificant 
but is governed by the size of the aggregates formed at the cel-
lular membrane. Carenza et al. demonstrated on the example 
of maghemite nanoparticles the complexity of the aggregation 
process.[55] The particles were stabilized with tetrametyhlammo-
nium hydroxide and sodium citrate and tend to form aggregates. 
The authors could control the size of the formed aggregates by 
the ionic strength and the properties of the media used in the 
course of their experiments. As such, aggregation of nanopar-
ticles resembles a complex interplay of different experimental 
conditions which will have a strong influence on the observed 
cellular uptake response which should be carefully controlled in 
view of a reliable interpretation of obtained nanoparticle uptake 
studies. At the same time, the state of aggregation of nanopar-
ticles dramatically influences the uptake mechanism of the par-
ticles into the cells, which can be nicely discriminated by TEM 
investigations by the appearance of the respective membrane 
features, which are indicative for specific uptake routes.

The occurrence of particle aggregates does not only exhibit 
an influence on the uptake characteristics, it has also been 
reported to show an impact on particle toxicity.[38]

2.3. Shape

With improved synthesis protocols, the availability of nonspher-
ical nanoparticle systems significantly increased during the 
last decades. Consequently, the investigation of this parameter 
on the uptake of these particle systems has gained increasing 
attention. As such, it has been explored that “unusual” geome-
tries can add valuable physicochemical as well as biological fea-
tures to the nanoparticulate systems.[16] Additionally, physical 
properties, i.e., the availability of plasmonic resonances or the 
strong enhancement of Raman signals,[56] can introduce inter-
esting properties for therapeutic approaches. These include for 
gold nanorods, e.g., plasmonic absorbance in the near infrared 
(NIR) range[57] or the possibility to establish hyperthermia appli-
cations,[58] which utilize the interaction of the nanoscale object 
with electromagnetic radiation to selectively heat the nanomate-
rial.[59] As a major consequence of nonspherical geometries, the 
interaction of the nano-objects with the cellular membranes is 
altered, i.e., the effective interaction area in case of rods might 
be significantly different compared to spherical particles, more-
over, preferential uptake in a certain orientation might occur.

Zhang[60] et al. investigated the uptake of gold nanorods 
(14 nm × 57 nm) coated with poly(diallyldimethyl ammoni-
umchloride) (PDDAC) into human breast cancer cells (MDA-
MB-231). These studies were performed at different times 
after particle incubation. After 15 min, gold nanorods adhered 
at the plasma membrane and the authors could observe an 
uptake event, which provided evidence for a vertical internali-
zation of the nanorod. After the internalization, the nanorods 
were localized in small vesicles in close vicinity to the mem-
brane. The authors observed an electron-dense coating of the 
vesicles, which they attributed to the presence of clathrin, thus, 
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evidence for a clathrin-mediated uptake of the nanorods was 
found. Investigations at later time points after incubation could 
moreover demonstrate that the nanorods undergo an ordinary 
lysosomal maturation process. After 6 h, the individual vesicles 
hosted a large number of aggregated nanorods, which is indica-
tive for lysosomal fusion processes. Furthermore, the authors 
found also evidence for the excretion of the nanorods from the 
cells. After 30 min, the authors could identify two populations 
of nanorods interacting with the extracellular membrane. Next 
to the pristine nanorods with no remarkable surface decoration, 
rods which showed a coating consisting of an electron dense 
material were found. The later nanorods are supposed to have 
been excreted by exocytosis processes. These rods can undergo 
re-endocytosis as could be deduced from a detailed analysis of 
the TEM data, which was supplemented by other techniques. 
In this study, the authors were able to elucidate the complete 
intracellular fate cycle of the nanorods. However, it remains 
unclear if the uptake and internalization are governed by the 
unique structure of the nanorods or are dominated by the 
PDDAC coating.

Sun et al. investigated the impact of iron oxide nanobricks on 
mouse-brain derived microvessel endothelial cells (bEnd.3) in 
comparison to identically functionalized nanospheres.[61] Both 
nanobricks and spheres were silanized to attach carboxy groups 
onto their surfaces, resulting in negatively charged materials 
(ζ-potential −39 mV for spheres, −45 mV for bricks). According 
to TEM investigations, the spheres featured a size of 8 nm, 
whereas the bricks feature dimensions of 15  ×  10 ×  5 nm3. 
TEM investigations revealed that nanospheres were loosely 
bound at the membrane of the bEnd.3 cells and internalized; 
however, not in significant amounts. By contrast, a significantly 
higher number of nanobricks was found inside the bEnd.3 cells. 
The iron amount was quantified by applying a ferrozine assay, 
which confirmed the enhanced uptake of bricks as suggested by 
TEM results. As uptake mechanism for both formulations, cave-
olae-mediated uptake was identified. The authors suggested that 
an enhanced uptake of nanobricks is a direct result of different 
geometric features, i.e., that an enhanced contact area with the 
cell surface leads to an increased interaction between surface 
features and the particle surface. In their studies, the authors 
utilized TEM as a powerful tool to underline this hypothesis. A 
possible impediment might be a direct result of the rather small 
dimensions of the nanobricks compared to the thickness of the 
investigated sections. Considering a section of a cell sample, 
it is likely that its cellular membranes are not oriented exactly 
perpendicular to the cutting surfaces. As a consequence nano-
bricks adhering at the cellular membrane might be displayed 
as “blurry” objects, since their individual tilts are not displayed 
correctly in a TEM image projection. In order to precisely deter-
mine the orientation of the nanostructures during the uptake, 
sample images should be acquired at different angles, in the 
best case even by applying electron tomography investigations 
to circumvent these problems.

Gold nanomaterials are also accessible in many other geom-
etries. For example, Yue et al. investigated the uptake of gold 
nanostars (≈40 nm) in comparison to differently sized spher-
ical particles (diameters ≈13 and 50 nm) into U87 glioblastoma 
cells.[62] These studies indicated that the star shape results in an 
enhanced liberation of the nanostars from intracellular vesicles, 

which can be explained by membrane rupture processes initi-
ated by the star spikes. Despite the shape driven rupture and 
cellular interactions, it has to be taken into account that other 
influences might have a stronger impact on the nanoparticles’ 
fate in the cellular environment.

To clarify the influence of the shape on the uptake, a compar-
ison of particles with different shapes should be accompanied 
by an investigation of their identical spherical analogues. Such 
an investigation was performed by Rosman et al.[13] The authors 
investigated the uptake of gold nanorods (≈38  ×  17 nm2) coated 
with hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) as well 
as aminofunctionalized and carboxyfunctionalized PEG and 
exposed them to alveolar cancer cells and compared their uptake 
efficiency with the respective spherical particles.[13] The authors 
of this study used statistical image analysis using a sophisticated 
sampling method. Image analysis revealed that the influence of 
the shape in that case was not that distinct; in fact, the surface 
coating had a stronger influence on the uptake efficiency.

Different shapes of nanoparticles can be also associated 
with different crystallinities of the materials used for particle 
synthesis and should be taken into account for cell uptake 
investigations.

2.4. Crystallinity

In addition to particle shape, also the particle morphology, 
i.e., the crystallinity or amorphous appearance of the material, 
plays in important role concerning the bioactivity of nanoparti-
cles. Abundant investigations on the morphologies of particles 
and their biological effects have been reported for TiO2 NPs. 
Therefore, it has to be kept in mind that TiO2 exists in four dif-
ferent phases: the anatase-phase, the rutile-phase, the brookite-
phase, and the amorphous phase, which show differences in 
their photo catalytic activity and were observed to have different 
effects in in vitro experiments.[63]

As an example, anatase, being more chemically reactive, 
will cause oxidative stress and inflammatory response; by con-
trast, this effect is significantly decreased for TiO2 nanoparti-
cles consisting of rutile.[64] A very detailed investigation about 
the influence of the particle crystal structure on the biological 
effects was reported by Ryabchikova et al.[9] The authors inves-
tigated the uptake of amorphous, anatase, rutile, and brookite 
TiO2 utilizing TEM as their main investigation tool. Studies on 
the early stages and after prolonged incubation times of TiO2 
nanoparticle interactions with MDCK cells were performed. 
In particular, early steps are supposed to represent key factors 
which determine the mechanism of the cellular response. Sig-
nificant differences in the appearance of the TiO2 modifications 
were found. Amorphous TiO2 nanoparticles were observed 
to be spherical (size 4–5 nm and rarely 10–15 nm) with fine, 
electron dense filamentous material in between the particles, 
forming a band-like aggregate (Figure 3A). Anatase (Figure 3B) 
and brookite (Figure 3C) nanoparticles appeared as fine, indi-
vidual needle-like structures in loose aggregated forms and 
anatase appeared to be more electron-dense in TEM investiga-
tions. Rutile (Figure 3D), however, formed long needles with a 
diameter of 4–5 nm which aggregated in form of palm-leave-like 
structures with sizes varying from 30 to 50 nm up to 5–6 µm. 
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The authors could observe clear differences in the cell response 
of the MDCK cells for the four different modifications of TiO2, 
which is a clear result of the different particle morphologies, and 
it could be demonstrated that the crystalline modification gov-
erned the pattern of the plasma membrane interaction with the 
cell. After 1 h of incubation, amorphous TiO2 nanoparticles cov-
ered large areas of the MDCK cell surface and nanoparticles were 
located in all folds and cavities of the plasma membrane, facili-
tating a deep penetration into the cell. Based on TEM results, 
the authors could conclude that amorphous TiO2 nanoparticles 
are mainly internalized via surface folds and invaginations char-
acteristic for uptake processes and only very rarely via receptor-
mediated endocytosis events. Anatase TiO2 needles and dense 
agglomerations thereof were similarly taken up by penetration 
through folds and invaginations; however, significantly more 
often also the presence of anatase in “coated” membrane pits 
and endosomes was observed. These findings were supported 
by other studies which report the involvement of a macrophage 
receptor with collagenous structure[65] in the internalization pro-
cess of anatase nanoparticles. Based on their observation, the 
authors proposed different modes of action for the internaliza-
tion of the TiO2 nanoparticles. For example, a direct interaction 
of amorphous, anatase, and brookite single nanoparticles with 
the plasma membrane is suggested, which is mediated by a 
simple mechanical binding of the nanoparticles to membrane 

macromolecules. The authors suggest that brookite will induce 
a decrease in the liquidification of the cell plasma membrane, 
which hardens the membrane and prevents the internalization 
of the nanoparticles. On the other hand, amorphous TiO2 NPs 
are suspected to liquify the cell membrane, which facilitates a 
more rapid uptake of the nanoparticles. Alternatively, also the 
different chemical activity of TiO2 modifications could account 
for differences in the uptake mechanism.

In a similar fashion, Gitrowski et al. utilized Coco-2 cells to 
investigate the uptake of different forms of TiO2 nanoparticles 
(bulk and nanoforms, as well as of different crystal structures 
anatase and rutile) by the gut epithelium.[23] According to their 
findings, membrane invaginations with particles captured 
within the folding membrane were observed, pointing toward 
the involvement of a macropinocytosis-mediated uptake. The 
authors critically mention that a quantitative analysis of the 
particles within the cells was not possible, but found a quali-
tative evidence of more rounded particles being accumulated 
in the cells compared to striated particles, suggesting that the 
anatase crystal form may be preferentially accumulated in cells 
and rutile TiO2 is taken up the least. The different accumulation 
efficiency was interpreted by the involvement of additional path-
ways for nanoparticle uptake, which facilitates the Caco-2 cells to 
actively exclude the rutile form. However, the authors could not 
definitely provide a complete elucidation of the uptake process.

Adv. Biosys. 2018, 1700254

Figure 3. A–D) TEM micrographs of the TiO2 nanoparticles. A) Amorphous, B) anatase, C) brookite, D) rutile in ultrathin sections. Insets in (A) repre-
sent particles at higher magnification. E–J) Different membrane and intracellular structures hosting amorphous TiO2 particles after 1 h of incubation. 
E) Direct contact of the nanoparticles with cell plasma membrane, F) invagination of plasma membrane containing nanoparticles, G,H) nanoparticles 
in “coated pits,” I,J) nanoparticles in endosomes. Arrows show empty “coated pits.” K,L) Amorphous TiO2 nanoparticle uptake after 5 h of incubation. 
K) The cells show a significant degree of cytoplasm and nucleus swelling as well as of the mitochondria (as indicated by white stars). L) Moreover, 
nanoparticles are located in phogosomes. Reproduced with permission.[9] Copyright 2010, Battelle Memorial Institute.
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SiO2 particles are accessible as amorphous particles as well as 
species, which feature porous properties. A study focusing on 
the impact of porous nanoparticles in comparison to their non-
porous analogues was reported by Maurer-Jones et al.[22] The 
authors investigated the uptake of silica NPs with ≈25 nm diam-
eter possessing different porosities into primary culture mast 
cells of Swiss albino mice. Inductively coupled plasma emission 
spectroscopy (ICP-ES) measurements revealed a more efficient 
uptake for mesoporous particles compared to their amorphous 
counterparts, which is explained by a particle aggregation effect. 
However, a difference in uptake mechanism was concluded by 
the authors by a difference in the toxicity of the nanomaterials. 
MTT toxicity tests revealed that nonporous silica NPs caused 
adverse effects on the cell viability, whereas porous materials did 
not show an influence at a concentration level of 100 µg mL−1. 
The authors discussed these findings and concluded that the 
external surface area of the nanoparticles, i.e., the surface of the 
particles that actually contacts the cell upon membrane attach-
ment, represents the critical parameter for toxicity. The adverse 
effect is explained by membrane-bound proteins interacting 
with the particles’ surface, resulting in an alteration of their key 
functions. The cell contactable surface area is larger for non-
porous particles compared to the perforated external surface 
of porous particles (in contrast to the all-over surface which is 
larger for porous particles).

2.5. Particle Dissociation and Inertness 
of Nanoparticles

Inorganic nanomaterials can be grouped into 
inert particles, i.e., particles whose integrity is 
not affected by the intracellular environment, 
and particles which undergo morphology 
changes or dissociation processes as a result 
of uptake. A material which prominently 
experiences particle alterations inside a cell 
is nanosilver. There are a few reports in lit-
erature in which TEM investigations provide 
direct evidence for this property.[66,67] In those 
studies, TEM images recorded after short incu-
bation periods revealed uptake of AgNPs into 
vesicles inside the cytoplasm. After prolonged 
incubation periods, the particles were still 
internalized; however, TEM images indicated 
a significant reduction of their diameters. This 
observation can be explained by the capability 
of AgNPs to release silver ions (Ag+), which 
may diffuse into the cytoplasm resulting in 
disintegration and reprecipitation of sec-
ondary AgNPs.[66,67] This “Trojan-horse mech-
anism”[68] was investigated by Mishra et al.[66] 
In this study, particles (15, 50, and 100 nm) 
were exposed to cells in subcytotoxic concen-
trations (≤10 µg mL−1). TEM investigations 
revealed an efficient uptake of all particles 
mainly into vesicular structures. A rapid 
uptake of 15 nm sized particles was observed, 
followed by the uptake of larger particles. 

Although the particles were applied at subcytotoxic concentra-
tions, a significant bioactivity could be observed. For example, 
evidence for an enhanced lysosomal activity as well as indications 
for autophagy was found by means of fluorescence-based tech-
niques. TEM images further revealed the formation of double-
layered structures which were identified as autophagosomes. The 
authors attributed the bioactivity of the vesicle-bound particles to 
lysosomal membrane permeabilization and the leakage of silver 
ions Ag+ into the cytosol. The antimicrobial activity of AgNPs is 
mainly attributed to the capability of silver in its ionic form to 
generate coordinative compounds with functional groups, such 
as thiols or amines, which are present in proteins and enzymes. 
Hence, the bacterial protein structure is affected, resulting in 
altering or inactivation of the proteins’ key functions.[69]

Moreover, TEM images indicated a disintegration of large 
particles (≈100 nm) into smaller sized particles within vesi-
cles.[68] It is suggested that AgNPs undergo disintegration pro-
cesses within the cellular interior resulting in the subsequent 
formation of smaller, secondary colloids.

The fact that AgNPs readily release silver Ag+ into the cytosol 
has direct implications on biological functionalities.[70] In this 
context, in particular the genotoxic effect emerging from silver 
nanoparticulate formulations was discussed in studies involving 
TEM investigations[8,32,34,66,71,72] (Figure 4). TEM images revealed 
in most cases that AgNPs were not present inside the cellular 
nucleus,[34,71] even though sometimes small particle system were 
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Figure 4. TEM micrographs of HaCaT cells with Ag nanoparticles internalized into vesicular struc-
tures. Vesicles are filled with strongly aggregated particle clusters (as indicated by the arrows). The 
bars are 2 µm for A–C) and 500 nm for D). Reproduced with permission.[72] Copyright 2014, Elsevier.
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examined.[71] The fact, that a genotoxic effect was nevertheless 
observed would suggest that genotoxicity is a result of free Ag+ 
inside the cellular interior. These experiments could successfully 
be complemented with the incubation of the cells with AgNO3, 
which dissolved into Ag+ and NO3

− in aqueous solution, and 
upon exposure genotoxicity was observed as well. This assump-
tion becomes even more evident based on the results of a dif-
ferent study, in which cell sections exposed to AgNPs were sub-
jected to scanning transmission electron microscopy energy dis-
persive X-ray spectroscopy (STEM)-(EDS) measurements. The Ag 
EDS signal could be assigned to the STEM signals of the particles 
located within vesicles, but STEM-EDS indicated as well a signifi-
cant amount of Ag distributed allover the cytoplasm and nucleus, 
which was explained by Ag+ diffusion into the cellular interior.

In contrast to AgNPs, IONPs possess a valuable biocom-
patibility and biodegradability in biological specimens. This 
is attributed to the fact that particles are degraded into water-
soluble iron species that are available to the body and can enter 
the body iron pool without adverse effects and participate in 
the physiological iron homeostasis.[73] Negative effects of the 
iron oxide nanoparticles can be expected in case of an overload, 
which might result in cellular damage due to the formation 
of reactive oxygen species (ROS).[74] These properties render 

IONPs a very powerful system to study different aspects of cel-
lular uptake as well as it introduces attractive possibilities to 
develop therapeutic approaches.

As a primary step, IONPs are decomposed inside the cell 
and transferred into a storable form of iron. In order to under-
stand the process of decomposition Lopez-Castro et al. inves-
tigated spleen samples of mice exposed to IONPs for several 
days.[75] Particles that possess a certain size have been observed 
to be converted into smaller objects with a size of ≈8 nm. These 
structures could be identified as ferritin, which represents a 
protein that acts as an iron reservoir (Figure 5). STEM inves-
tigations revealed large structures that can be attributed to par-
ticle signals and small structures which could be identified as 
ferritin signals. Image processing enabled a particle/protein 
counting to obtain kinetic data on the iron conversion.

In a similar fashion, Kolosnjaj-Tabi et al. investigated the fate 
of IONP-coated AuNPs (core size ≈ 5 nm, overall size 13 nm) 
in mice after intravenous injection.[76] The authors conducted 
a long-time experiment investigating the size evolution of the 
particles via TEM image processing and could conclude that the  
IONP coat readily decomposed inside the mice’s spleens after 
14 d postinjection. After 90 d, they concluded complete dissolu-
tion of iron oxide. Furthermore, a significant decrease of the Au 
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Figure 5. A) Schematic representation of the degradation of SPION nanoparticles (P904). Over time, the iron oxide core of the nanoparticles degrades 
after being taken up by macrophages and the iron oxide core is incorporated into the nontoxic iron-storing ferritin. B) TEM micrograph of P904 
nanoparticles accumulated in the phagosomes of macrophages of the spleen. C,D) Time dependent evolution of the nanoparticle shape. High-angle 
annular dark-field (HAADF)-STEM images recorded on spleen samples show the degradation of the particles over a time period of C) 1 and D) 30 d 
(inset: characteristic appearance of the ferritin particles). Characteristic changes in the line profiles across the particles indicate degradation (C, D left). 
Adapted with permission.[75] Copyright 2011, Royal Society of Chemistry.
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core size was observed: the AuNP core shrunk from 5 to 3 nm 
in size. The authors’ findings show that AuNPs may undergo 
degradation in physiological environment, even though literature 
indicates that this class of materials is chemically inert under 
those conditions.

Evidence for cells featuring nonapoptotic (e.g., necrotic) 
cell death due to indications of cytoplasmic membrane rup-
ture induced by TiO2 was also found. In mainly all studies, 
TiO2 nanoparticles induced elevated levels of ROS; however, 
cytotoxic effects of the nanoparticles could not inevitably 
ascribed to the increase of ROS. In these cases, particle alter-
ations inside the intracellular environment could be detected. 
These often go along with a toxicity of the nanoparticulate 
material, which is a result of the production of reactive oxygen 
species inside the cell. Whereas moderate levels of ROS play 
an important role in signaling and regulation of cellular key 
functions,[77] increased ROS concentrations severely affect 
the cell viability, e.g., by lipid peroxidation, protein altering, 
DNA damage,[78,79] and eventually cell death.[80] However, not 
only ion release from the nanoparticulate material triggers 
the increased production of ROS, but also the direct stimu-
lation of mitochondrial activity by NPs themselves.[78,81] As 
a class of nanomaterials which has been prominently inves-
tigated regarding its toxic potential, TiO2 nanoparticles are 
known to induce damage to lipids, proteins, and DNA and, 
consequently, result in damage of subcellular organelles or 
induce cell death. In mainly all studies, TiO2 nanoparticles 
induced elevated levels of ROS; however, cytotoxic effects of 
the nanoparticles cannot clearly be ascribed to the increase of 
ROS so far.

A very interesting approach that addresses this problem 
was introduced by Chan et al.[10] The authors examined 
the interaction of anatase 25 nm TiO2 nanoparticles in the 
immortalized keratinocyte cell line HaCaT. The authors 
were able to utilize TEM imaging also to monitor the pres-
ence of ROS (namely H2O2) inside the cell by probing them 
with Ce3+ which forms thorn-like sediments of Ce(OH)2OOH 
or Ce(OH)3OOH. For this purpose, CeCl3 was added to the 
cell after exposure and was incubated for 5 min at room tem-
perature. The formed sediments are well detectable in TEM 
imaging (Figure 6).

These images clearly show that the TiO2 nanoparticles are 
surrounded by the thorn-like sediments prior to getting close 
to the cell membrane (Figure 6A). Hence, anatase TiO2 nano-
particles are likely to spontaneously produce ROS. Moreover, it 
was observed that many thorn-like products absorbed at the cell 
membrane (Figure 6B) indicating that the interaction between 
TiO2 nanoparticles and the cell membrane additionally created 
ROS, which can lead to cell membrane damage. The authors 
concluded from their studies that TiO2 induced ROS genera-
tion could lead to cellular toxicity if the level of ROS production 
overwhelms the antioxidant defense.

2.6. Protein Corona

Special considerations apply for the investigation of nanopar-
ticle systems administered in serum containing media. In this 
case, the constituents of the cell culture media can directly 
interact with the nanoparticles.[21,82] Frequently, these interac-
tions affect the particles’ integrity and particle aggregation as 
a result of charge shielding by the high salt concentrations of 
the media is observed. Additionally, cell culture media contain 
a considerable amount of serum proteins. These may adsorb 
onto the particles’ surface and foster the formation of a protein 
corona. The protein corona formation entails several implica-
tions on the biological activity of the nanoparticle systems. For 
example, the cytotoxicity or immunotoxic effects[83] are reported 
as well as a strong influence of the particle uptake mechanism 
and on the colloidal stability have been observed. The impact of 
the protein corona in particle stabilization remains controver-
sially discussed and sometimes contradictory results are found 
in the literature.

As an example, citrate-stabilized AuNPs have been reported 
to be colloidally stabilized in the presence of proteins,[84] but at 
the same time, AuNPs were reported to undergo aggregation in 
protein-containing cultivation medium.[85–87] Protein adsorption 
has been prominently reported for AuNPs.[88] In many cases, 
the incubation of citrate-stabilized AuNPs, e.g., with fetal bovine 
serum (FBS) containing medium, results in the increase of par-
ticle size as well as in the occurrence of some particle aggregates, 
which can be proven by different physicochemical methods.[85–87] 
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Figure 6. A,B) Visualization of sites of H2O2 production by Ce-sediments in HaCaT cells after exposure to TiO2 nanoparticles. C) Model developed by 
analysis of the obtained data. Reproduced with permission.[10] Copyright 2011, Springer.
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TEM imaging of cells exposed to AuNPs in a serum-containing 
medium reveals the occurrence of large particle aggregates out-
side or inside the cell. Taken up into the cell, the AuNPs appear 
as aggregated structure within vesicular structures.[28,85,87] It is 
unsurprising that the presence of a protein corona has a strong 
impact on the mechanism of uptake as well, so that, e.g., caveolae-
mediated,[28] clathrin-mediated,[85] or macropinocytic uptake[28] of 
AuNPs in serum-containing medium could be observed, which 
points toward the stimulation of active uptake mechanisms. Other 
studies with SiO2 NPs revealed that the serum concentration as 
well as the serum protein itself has considerable effects.[89] These 
selected literature examples already demonstrate the uncertainties 
of the role of serum proteins on cellular uptake mechanisms.[25] 
This can be rationalized by the fact that particle aggregation is not 
only a result of serum exposure; it rather represents a complex 
interplay between serum protein as well as protein concentra-
tion, salt, and pH value, as well as the nanomaterial itself. As a 
consequence, the nanoparticle–cell interaction studies should be 
preceded by a thorough analysis of the behavior of the particle 
sample with the individual cultivation medium components. This 
also means that the particle stability in medium is not necessarily 
predictable. A DLS in addition to supplementary TEM investiga-
tions of the nanoparticle systems provide in these studies valuable 
information that can help to elucidate the appearance of the nano-
particles in respective cell culture media. Due to the complexity 
of the effect of the protein corona formation a far more detailed 
discussion about this topic is available in the literature[25] while 
the present discussion highlights only a few illustrative examples.

For TiO2 NPs, it has been reported that serum proteins pro-
moted the particle stability.[90,91] A study could confirm that 
TiO2 NPs with different morphologies, i.e., anatase and rutile, 
reacted similarly on serum exposure regarding their impact on 
the function of enterocytes; however, there was a slight differ-
ence in the composition of the respective protein corona.[91]

The formation of a protein corona at the nanoparticle sur-
face is often undesired, since it occurs in an uncontrolled 
and nonreproducible fashion, which is unfavorable for the 
nanoparticles’ pharmaceutical application. Yu et al. targeted 
this problem by utilizing albumin-coated iron oxide nanopar-
ticles and their citrate coated analogues.[92] In this study, cit-
rate coated IONPs were incubated with bovine serum albumin 
(BSA) at high pH values to achieve a controlled coating of the 
IONPs’ surface. The BSA coated particles and the citrate-coated 
ones were incubated with the adherent cell line MDA-MB231 
and the suspension cell line HL60. For both cell lines, it was 
observed that BSA modified particles internalized in lower 
amounts compared to the citrate coated ones, which indicates 
that protein adsorbance decreased the unspecific uptake. It 
was moreover found, that adherent cell lines internalized iron 
oxide particles in a threefold higher amount than suspension 
cells. Representative TEM images revealed a fierce interaction 
of citrate-stabilized IONPs with the membrane of MDA cells, 
whereas BSA-coated IONPs approached the cellular membrane 
in a reduced particle number.

The influence of additives in the cultivation medium was 
investigated by Siddhanta et al.[93] The authors conducted a 
study using silver nanoprobes in human prostate cancer cells 
(PC-3).[93] The cancer cells were exposed to particles with a 
size of 30–50 nm in a trehalose and a nontrehalose containing 

environment. Trehalose was used since it constitutes a nonre-
ducing disaccharide capable of inhibiting cell surface receptor 
denaturation that can prevent membranolysis. This would 
result in cell apoptosis triggered by the membrane–particle 
interaction. TEM investigations revealed that AgNPs incubated 
along with trehalose were localized as particle clusters within 
intracellular vesicles subsequent to uptake, thus, suggesting an 
endocytic uptake mechanism. By contrast, in the absence of tre-
halose during the incubation process most of the particles were 
found within the cytosol which the authors attributed to a diffu-
sive uptake pathway. Additional surface enhanced Raman spec-
troscopy (SERS) investigations could reveal characteristic bands 
corresponding to the α-helical conformation of the polypeptide 
backbone, which was observed in trehalose-treated cells, while 
this band was indistinct in the absence of trehalose. This was 
considered as a clear indication for the disruption of protein 
structures. The authors concluded that NP uptake in the pres-
ence of trehalose led to SERS signals corresponding to vesic-
ular structures, whereas the absence of trehalose resulted in 
the measurement of collective signals emerging from protein 
denaturation in the plasma membrane and the cytosol, thus, 
confirming the observations of the TEM investigations.

2.7. Surface Functionalization

One of the attractive advantages emerging from the utiliza-
tion of inorganic nanoparticles emerges from the possibility to 
easily modify their surface properties. This can be achieved by 
coating of the nanoparticles with surfactants or small molecules 
self-assembled onto the nanoparticle surface. These molecules 
can render the surface charge, the polarity, or the chemical 
interactions of the nanoparticles with their environment, or can 
add also properties which can change depending on external 
triggers, i.e., the local pH, light induced changes, or the tem-
perature. In this case, the interaction with the environment 
changes their behavior in solution as well as strongly influences 
the nanoparticle interaction with cellular membranes or 
intracellular organelles. The portfolio of possible surface func-
tionalization schemes is vast[94] (Figure 7) and includes next to 
small molecules also larger molecular species, i.e., polymers or 
molecules which can tailor the physicochemical properties of 
the nanoparticles or add stealth properties to the nanoparticle 
system. Polyethylene glycol polymers are an example for such 
coatings, which prevent the immune-response of the cellular 
systems and can help to prolong circulation cycles of the nano-
particles. Owing to the polymer decoration, protein adherence 
is prevented,[95] which often also impedes particle aggregation. 
There are a few examples in literature, in which TEM images 
revealed that PEGylated particles are less aggregated, even 
within the intracellular vesicles, whereas non-PEGylated nano-
particles form aggregates in the intracellular matrix.[50,96,97]

Additionally, molecular functionalization of the nanoparticle 
surface can be used, e.g., to direct the interaction of the nano-
particles with the cellular system. As such, e.g., antibodies can 
address specific receptors of cell walls or proteins can directly 
stimulate cellular responses.

The immobilization of small molecules for direct surface 
functionalization or as linkers to attach other molecules 
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are particularly assessable for gold nanoparticles, which are 
susceptible for modification with thiolated molecules.[98] 
This chemical modification works reliably and dense layers 
of molecular species can be grafted onto the surface of the 
nanoparticle. For silica nanoparticles, appropriate function-
alization strategies include the utilization of silane molecules 
which attach to the nanoparticle surface.[99,100] Moreover, spe-
cific IONP surface modifications result in an increase of the 
colloidal stability, in particular, under in vivo conditions.[101] 
Surface modification is achieved by ionic coordination, 
hydrophobic interactions, or by covalent attachment of mol-
ecules using functional alkoxysilanes.[100] A critical point in 
this functionalization process is the grafting density of the 
molecules, which is difficult to access but might have sig-
nificant influence on the nanoparticle cell interactions. In 
particular, large functional units, i.e., proteins, only feature 
a limited number of functional units which might impair 
their efficiency significantly.[94] However, in most studies, 
this effect is not taken into consideration, which might con-
tribute to a poor comparability of reported results. In general, 
covalent immobilization strategies are favored compared to 
processes involving pure electrostatic interactions or phys-
isorption processes as the stability of the functional surface 
is much higher compared to particle systems modified uti-
lizing physisorption concepts. Electron microscopists have 
taken advantage of this surface functionalization of colloids 
for many years by using AuNP–antibody conjugates, which 
facilitates to combine immunohistochemical methods with 
the high-resolution capability of TEM. This method, which 
is referred to as immunogold-labeling, has been applied suc-
cessfully and enables labeling subcellular constituents in 
TEM micrographs.[102]

In the aforementioned studies reviewed in Section 2.6, the 
formation of a protein layer at the particle surfaces as a result 
of serum–protein interaction was described, and the conse-
quences with respect to uptake and intracellular fate were dis-
cussed. Here particle–protein interactions represent uncon-

trollable processes, however, it is also 
possible to attach peptides, proteins, or 
targeting units on purpose to particle sur-
faces. Representative examples for direct 
surface functionalization are summarized 
in the following sections.

2.7.1. Peptides and Proteins

Some detailed TEM studies illustrate the 
elucidation of protein–membrane interac-
tions. As such, Nativo et al. studied the 
impact of cell-penetrating peptides (CPPs) 
on HeLa epithelial cells, using AuNPs 
(≈16 nm) as nanoprobes.[50] Crossing cel-
lular membranes in a nondestructive 
fashion represents a major challenge 
in the development of novel vectors for 
gene or drug delivery, and CPPs have 
been explored as functional molecules to 
efficiently address this issue.[103] In their 

study, the authors functionalized AuNPs with PEG chains 
to reduce undesired interaction with serum proteins and 
prepared as well PEGylated particles further functionalized 
with a small amount of CPPs.[50] TEM investigations of the 
PEGylated AuNPs revealed their vesicular distribution and 
showed that the particles did not undergo any aggregation, as 
suspected for PEG coated structures (see also Section 2.7.5). 
An attachment of a small amount of CPPs on PEGylated 
AuNPs led to an efficient uptake of these particles. CPP 
modified particles could be found inside the cytosol but not 
within vesicle structures. In a different study focusing on 
the role of CPPs, the impact of the protein S413-PV on HeLa 
endothelial cells was investigated.[104] In order to follow the 
protein’s fate within the cells, the protein was labeled with 
nanogold (gold clusters with a size ≈1.4 nm). In contrast to 
the aforementioned study, in which particles approached the 
cells individually (as a result of PEGylation), it was observed 
that S413-PV formed uniformly sized assemblies with sizes of 
80–100 nm at the cellular membrane. This finding was attrib-
uted to the interaction of S413-PV with glycosaminoglycans, 
which represent membrane constituents, and a cellular mem-
brane response promoting the uptake of these large assem-
blies was triggered. The assemblies were found initially to be 
localized within vesicle structures, in which they remained 
associated with the vesicular membrane. Subsequently, this 
attachment resulted in a destabilization of the vesicle mem-
brane, which results in the escape of the peptides into the 
cytosol. By means of TEM investigations, uptake as well as 
intracellular fate and the disruption of vesicular membranes 
could be visualized. In another study focusing on CPP–mem-
brane interactions, the translocation of CADY, a secondary 
amphiphilic peptide with CPP properties which binds to 
siRNA, was investigated by TEM using nanogold as electron 
dense label.[105] The authors of this study found a clustered 
assembly of the CPPs that formed at the cellular mem-
branes. Additionally, an uptake of the NPs could be observed. 
In contrast to the aforementioned study,[104] peptides were 
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Figure 7. Overview of different possibilities to functionalize the surface of inorganic nanoparticles.
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found directly within the cytosol and could not be found in 
vesicles.[105] The authors attributed this finding to the direct 
interaction between CADY and phospholipids of the cellular 
membrane (Figure 8).

Veiseh et al. could observe an increased uptake of iron 
oxide nanoparticles modified with the functional biomolecule 
chlorotoxin (CTX) into C6 rat glial tumor cells.[106] CTX rep-
resents a small peptide that interacts with the membrane-
bound matrix metalloproteinase 2 (MMP-2), an enzyme that is 
upregulated in gliomal cancer cells. TEM investigations within 
this study do not only support a substantially increased uptake 
of CTX-modified particles (Figure 9D,E) but can additionally 
confirm a receptor-mediated uptake mechanism for CTX-mod-
ified IONPs by means of membrane investigations as well. 
In comparison, also the uptake of pristine CTX was studied. 
TEM images revealed the formation of small endosomes in 
cells which have only been treated with CTX, whereas larger 
endosomes occurred in case of cells that were exposed to 
CTX-modified particles. The authors attributed these findings 
to the interaction of multiple CTX-molecules at the surface 
of the individual particle with multiple MMP-2 receptors at 
the cellular membrane and an internalization of larger lipid 
membrane fragments. In this work, TEM imaging facilitates 
a clear elucidation of the hypothesized uptake mechanism 
(Figure 9A–C).

The surface modification of particles can only be efficient if 
the functional molecules attached to the particles are oriented 
in an optimized direction to optimize binding to the recep-
tors. Galbiati et al. critically mentioned this issue and prepared 
IONPs (≈7 nm) conjugated to the short peptide U11 in such 
a way that the peptide was bound to the particle surface with 
a well-defined orientation. This was achieved by a sophisti-
cated surface manipulation strategy involving the enzyme 
cutinase (CUT), which possesses a high affinity to U11. The 

particle conjugates were taken up efficiently 
into MDA-MB-468 breast cancer cells. TEM 
investigations revealed that particles adhered 
to the cells’ membranes forming invagina-
tions typical for a clathrin-mediated uptake. 
In addition, small vesicles near the cellular 
membrane supported their conclusion on a 
clathrin-mediated uptake. Thus, TEM could 
reveal the uptake mechanism as hypoth-
esized due the surface properties of the 
particles.

Proteins can furthermore facilitate the 
targeted interaction of the nanoparticles 
with cells, e.g., to improve nucleus penetra-
bility. Targeted nucleus penetrability can be 
achieved by the utilization of receptor mole-
cules, e.g., the shuttling protein nucleolin. 
Dam et al. investigated nanostars (diameters 
≈25 nm) surface-modified with nucleolin and 
exposed the particles to human cells.[107] As a 
first result, the nanostars were freely distrib-
uted inside the cytosol, where they can reach 
the perinuclear region as indicated by TEM 
micrographs. Furthermore, the stars could 
be observed at the cell nucleus. There, the 

particles adhered at the nuclear membrane and caused mem-
brane responses. In this context, membrane invaginations were 
found, and an uptake in a sense of an active mechanism was 
hypothesized. Furthermore, the authors observed that these 
invaginations were observed for cancer cells, but were not that 
pronounced for noncancerous cells.

The wealth of particle–cell interactions which can be 
promoted by the utilization of proteins and receptors can be 
seen as a very valuable tool to study a large variety of different 
systems. The quality of the surface functionalization, its sta-
bility, and the influence on the nanoparticle systems, however, 
always have to be taken into consideration and a careful 
characterization of the nanoparticle probes is required.

2.7.2. Antibodies and Receptors

Antibodies facilitate a direct interaction with receptors being 
present on the cell surface. They have recently been used to 
target cancer cells in a selective fashion and constitute, thus, a 
promising tool for cancer therapy.[108] In a study by Baiu et al., 
starch-modified IONPs were conjugated to the monoclonal 
antibody hu14.18K332A, which binds efficiently to neuroblas-
toma cells.[109] TEM images revealed an efficient membrane 
binding after 1 h of incubation time prior to the uptake in in 
vitro studies. Furthermore, the particles demonstrated a high-
tumor specificity which could be confirmed by magnetic res-
onance imaging (MRI) measurements in an in vivo mouse 
model.

As an additional example, the fate of hollow Au nanospheres 
in B16/F10 melanoma cells was investigated by Lu et al.[96] 
Within the study, the authors modified the nanospheres (diam-
eter ≈40 nm) with PEG to prevent protein adsorption and 
additionally functionalized them with the targeting ligand for the 
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Figure 8. A) Interaction of CADY gold-labeled siRNA nanoparticle complexes with HeLa cells. 
B) Magnified zoom of the cell membrane area indicating that the complexes associate with 
the plasma membrane (arrow heads). C) After translocation the nanoparticles localize intra-
cellularly into endosomal vesicles (as marked by the asterix) or are found freely in the cytosol 
(marked by the arrows). Adapted with permission.[105] Copyright 2011, Public Library of Science.
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melanocortin type-1 receptor, which is expressed by this cancer 
cell line. The investigators established a tumor model consisting 
of a multilayer of cells. It was the scope of the experiment to 
understand the extravascular transport of particles within solid 
tumors. TEM investigations revealed a receptor-mediated uptake 
in case of receptor agonist-modified particles, i.e., a protein that 
activates the ligand–receptor interaction. Subsequently to the 
cellular uptake, endocytic vesicles were found to transport the 
cargo toward the cytoplasmic membrane before exocytosis fol-
lows. The cargo can undergo additional endocytosis processes 
into other cells in a subsequent process. The authors suggested 
a transcytotic pathway for the intratumoral transport.

TEM provides in this respect a smart toolbox, which allows, 
e.g., by utilization of immune-gold-labeling strategies, to iden-
tify also the position of the respective binding sites on the cel-
lular systems itself and to determine potential binding sites 
even prior to the nanoparticle uptake studies. These addi-
tional information could constitute important information on 
receptor or binding site densities and might provide a more 
comprehensive understanding of particle uptake.

2.7.3. Drug Molecules

In a similar fashion also drugs can be directly bound to the 
surface of nanoparticle systems. This allows for a nanoparticle 
mediated uptake and might facilitate a targeted delivery to spe-
cific cell organelles, where the drug can be released. This might 
occur due to degradation processes or by associated changes of 
essential parameters in the organelle itself, i.e., the local pH 
value. Alternatively, external stimuli, i.e., light can be used to 
release the drug.

Cheng et al.[110] utilized mesoporous silica nanoparticles 
(NPs) (≈80 nm) functionalized covalently with palladium–por-
phyrin in order to establish a drug delivery agent which can be 
used for photodynamic therapy. For this purpose, the efficiency 
of these particles in a murine model of breast cancer cells was 
tested. The particles were administered intratumorally into 
mice and the tumors were harvested after 0, 1, and 6 h subse-
quently to the treatment. Directly after injection, the particles 
were found mainly in the periphery of the cells and were not 
yet taken up. Already after 1 h, a larger number of endocytosed 
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Figure 9. A) CTX-functionalized IONPs were used to study the uptake in glioma cells. B) The uptake is facilitated by nanoparticle binding to lipid rafts 
containing MMP-2 and selective ion channels. Uptake facilitates the internalization of the nanoparticles and changes the cell morphology. C) Nanopar-
ticle uptake was investigated by TEM and compared to cells treated with an equivalent amount of CTX. D) The white arrows indicate the nanoparticles 
and E) analysis of the cell membrane (bottom row) showed their internalization into large endosomes (black arrow). Endosomes of nanoparticle 
treated cells featured a 5–10 times larger size, indicating an increased lipid raft internalization. Adapted with permission.[106] Copyright 2009, Wiley.
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particles were found, which was even more pronounced after 
6 h. The authors emphasized that a covalent attachment of the 
photosensitizer to the particles prevents the possibility of self-
aggregation and self-quenching in the hydrophilic environment.

The release of the drug molecules is difficult to verify by 
means of TEM investigations, and frequently can only be 
revealed by the observation of changes in the cellular or orga-
nelle morphology.[47,111,112] This was utilized, e.g., in a study 
focusing on the impact of small particles (≈3 nm) onto B16 
melanoma cells.[47] In this study, AuNPs were modified with the 
cytostatic compound doxorubicin. Combining doxorubicin with 
ultrasmall AuNPs was shown to enhance their uptake into mel-
anoma cells more efficiently than both components would do 
individually.[113] TEM investigations confirmed that the AuNPs 
labeled with doxorubicin entered the cells after 1 h of incuba-
tion.[47] AuNPs were found freely inside the nucleus after 6 h 
and organelle destruction was induced owing to the apoptotic 
potential emerging from the composites. Evidence for advanced 
apoptosis was provided by the fact that mitochondria appeared 
swollen and nuclei were shrunken.

Alternatively, sensitive Raman or fluorescence imaging 
studies can complement the drug release studies. Ock et al. 
studied the drug release on the basis of AuNPs (diameters 
≈20 nm).[111] Different purine or pyrimidine anticancer drugs 
were bound onto the AuNP surface and the systems were 
exposed to HeLa cells. A release of the drugs was achieved by 
glutathione induction. This reaction could be monitored by 
means of Raman spectroscopy inside the cell body. Supplemen-
tary TEM investigations allowed to gain insights into the aggre-
gation state of the particles within the cell.

Next to the internalization of drug molecules, also the thera-
nostic potential of AuNPs can be utilized. Tam et al.[114] syn-
thesized radiolabeled hollow gold spheres (diameter ≈42 nm) 
modified with PEG and doxorubicin and applied them to hepatic 
cancer in New Zealand white rabbits. Within this study, nanoem-
bolization was conducted, a method that is used in cancer therapy 
to clog blood vessels that supply the tumor. The authors’ results 
indicated that particles were indeed found within blood vessels 
of tumorous liver tissue, but were not taken up into tumor cells 
even after 18 h of nanoembolization. The authors attributed this 
to a retarded endocytic uptake. Subsequent laser-induced thermal 
therapy led to deformation of the particle shape in the interstitial 
areas, which might be indicative for efficient drug release. Con-
versely, the implementation of irreversible electroporation subse-
quently to embolization led to an uptake of the hollow spheres; 
however, no change of the particle shape was observed. These 
findings were complemented by positron emission tomography 
(PET) and computed tomography (CT) measurements.

2.7.4. DNA, RNA, and siRNA

As a particular application of drug delivery, the transfer of 
nucleic acids into cells and the cell nucleus constitutes a prom-
ising approach in the treatment of inherited disorders, autoim-
mune diseases and cancer. This approach is referred to as gene 
therapy and can be realized either by viral gene vectors,[115] 
stem cell-based approaches,[116] or by means of synthetic, 
nonviral gene transfer agents.[117] In this context, particularly 

surface-modified IONPs-based and AuNPs-based systems have 
been investigated. As an example, Gilleron et al.[118] studied 
AuNPs modified with small interfering RNA (siRNA), which 
were exposed to HeLa cells and mice. In the animal studies, 
particles were observed in the liver, in which they preferably 
accumulated inside Kupffer cells as well as inside hepatocytes. 
These cell types could be identified due to their characteristic 
shapes. Concerning HeLa cell studies, the particles were found 
inside vesicular structures, but they were also found as free 
particles inside the cytosol. A statistical analysis of numerous 
images of HeLa cells facilitated a sustained assessment of the 
lysosomal escape efficiency: ≈1–2% of the particles were found 
within the cytosol. Based on these data, a possible transfec-
tion mechanism could be concluded. The authors suggest that 
siRNA itself detaches from the particle surface and leaks out 
of the lysosomes, perhaps via channels, rather than the par-
ticle–siRNA conjugates are released from the lysosomes. The 
authors explained this hypothesis by the fact that an efficient 
gene transfection effect was observed; however, no evidence for 
lysosomal “bursting” could be found during the TEM image 
analysis, as well as there was only a limited number of particles 
freely localized in the cells.

2.7.5. Polymers

Polymers represent a very powerful material to establish and 
promote the internalization of nanoparticles into cells. While 
all-polymeric nanoparticles have been recently reviewed in 
detail,[12] here the functionalization of inorganic nanoparticles 
surface functionalized with polymers is summarized.

This includes functionalization schemes utilizing syn-
thetic but also biopolymers which can be actively used to pro-
mote drug or DNA binding and to facilitate the uptake of the 
nanoparticles or to improve the nanoparticle properties in the 
cellular environment by introducing, e.g., stealth properties or 
by preventing the formation of a protein corona. Additionally, 
further properties, i.e., the surface charge, etc., can be rendered 
by the utilization of a polymer shell around the inorganic par-
ticles. As such, the interaction between poly-L-lysine modified 
particles and human mesenchymal stem cells was studied, 
e.g., by Chang et al.[119] In this study, an endocytic pathway was 
determined due to the formation of membrane protrusions, 
which interact with particles. Further studies confirmed an 
efficient uptake of IONPs modified with cationic polymers into 
transplantable cells compared to the unfunctionalized IONPs 
used as control.

Schwarz et al. focused on differently polymer functionalized 
IONPs and studied their interaction with antigen presenting 
dendritic cells (DCs).[120] In this study, IONPs (≈5–10 nm) were 
modified using a layer-by-layer approach in order to cover the 
surface of IONPs with different polymers. The authors could 
demonstrate that, in particular, poly(diallyldimethylammonium 
chloride) and oleate stabilized particles were taken up effi-
ciently by the DC cells and provided high intracellular pack-
aging densities (Figure 10). The authors found moreover that 
the subcellular particle density rather than the particle con-
centration in DCs correlates with the intracellular packaging 
densities which were determined by TEM images.

Adv. Biosys. 2018, 1700254
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Poly(ethylene imine) (PEI) represents a polycationic 
polymer that can efficiently bind DNA or RNA. Thus, it is 
frequently utilized as a functional polymer for delivery systems 
by the formation of polyplexes[121] or by a direct functionaliza-
tion of the nanoparticles with PEI. An early approach was real-
ized by Thomas et al.[48] The authors attached branched PEI to 
AuNPs.[122] Since the gold cores were small in size (2–4 nm),[48] 
they were found within the nucleus in COS-7 monkey kidney 
cells already after 1 h incubation time. In order to achieve an 
appropriate polymer attachment on the gold surface 4,4′-dithi-
odibutyric acid was used, which efficiently binds to the PEI’s 
amine functionalities. In another study, gold particles con-
taining iron oxide nanoparticulate cores were coated with PEI 
to target BH21 cells.[52] The gold modification of the surface 
was shown to increase the transfection efficiency. Despite their 
rather large size (core sizes ≈30–50 nm), the particles were 
found within the cellular nucleus (Figure 11). The authors 
attributed this observation to the strong interaction between 
the strongly positively charged particles with the negatively 
charged nuclear membrane. TEM images provided evidence 
for a fierce infolding of the nuclear membrane at the aggre-
gated particles, suggesting that this leads to a liberalization of 
the nuclear membrane from laminas, which represent barriers 
of the nuclear membrane, and nucleus internalization is facili-
tated (Figure 11A).

PEG represents another important polymer, which is 
frequently utilized to introduce a stealth mechanism to 

nanoparticles. Additionally, PEG can efficiently suppress the for-
mation of a protein corona in cell culture media (see Section 2.6).

In addition to synthetic polymers also biopolymers, i.e., 
gelatin, can be used to functionalize nanoparticle systems. The 
development of a gelatin-coated AuNP based system for the 
delivery of the anticancer agent doxorubicin was reported by 
Suarasan et al.[112] In this work, gelatin modified AuNPs (gold 
cores ≈18 nm) were prepared, which were loaded with doxoru-
bicin in a noncovalent fashion. These particles represent a light 
and pH-responsive drug release system. According to TEM 
images, the authors concluded that a pinocytic uptake of the 
particles into the cells takes place. After 48 h, TEM images indi-
cated lysosomal fusion processes. Complementary fluorescence 
microscopy images revealed an efficient release of the particles.

2.8. Charge

It is generally acknowledged that the surface charge plays an 
important role in the uptake and internalization of nanoparti-
cles into the cell. This can be rationalized by the fact that the 
charge can promote or suppress the firm interaction of the 
nanoparticles with membrane structures.

De Cuyper and co-workers investigated the interaction of 
differently charged nanoparticles with HepG2 cells.[123] In this 
study, cationic, anionic, and lactose-bearing metalloliposomes 
were examined. Even though cationic structures are known to 
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Figure 10. A) TEM micrographs depicting the uptake of IONPs by dendritic cells after 24 h (insets: layer-by-layer functionalization of magnetic 
nanoparticles by different polyelectrolytes featuring different surface charges). Oleate functionalized magnetic nanoparticles (*) serve as a control.  
B) Endosomal compartments containing functionalized magnetic nanoparticles. C) Quantitative analysis of the provided electron density of clustered 
nanoparticles in endosomal compartments. Data are represented as box-and-whiskers plots (middle line: mean; top box 75th quartile; bottom 25th 
quartile; whiskers represent the lowest and highest values; ***P < 0.001). Adapted with permission.[120] Copyright 2010, Elsevier.
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increase uptake efficiencies, TEM images revealed only little 
uptake for cationic liposomes; however, a fierce impact onto 
the membranes of the cells was observed. Anionic liposomes 
did not show such a severe influence on the membrane struc-
ture but their uptake was also not sufficient. Lactose-function-
alized liposomes, by contrast, showed a high uptake and inter-
nalization of clustered particles within the cells. This study 
evidences that the surface charge of nanoparticles is an impor-
tant factor for their internalization but cannot be utilized as a 
single parameter and has to be discussed in the context of asso-
ciated effects, i.e., the potential of forming a protein corona or 
the tendency to form larger aggregates in cell media. Charge 
screening might occur which directly influences the effective 
surface charges. Surprisingly few studies address this issue in 
a systematic fashion taking into account also the various other 
properties that influence the uptake. Kralj et al.[124] conducted 
systematic studies on IONPs with a diameter of ≈14 nm and 
varied the surface charge of these particles. TEM investigations 
indicated a binding of cationic particles to the membranes of 
MCF10A neo T and PC-3 cells and observed a highly efficient 
uptake into the cells. On the other hand, anionic particles were 
not observed to bind to the outer membrane, which resulted 
in a significantly lower uptake of the nanoparticles into the 
cells. The authors attributed their findings to the fact that not 
only the direct interaction of the nanoparticles with the cells 
has to be considered as an uptake-governing parameter but 
also further interactions of the nano-objects with, e.g., biomol-
ecules present in the biological environment, have to be taken 
into account. A detailed investigation on the influence of the 
particles’ surface charge in relation to serum interactions was 
reported by Nowak et al.[125] The authors studied the uptake 
of carboxy-modified and amino-modified silica nanoparticles 
with a diameter of 23 nm in comparison to similar, nonfunc-
tionalized nanoparticles into A549 human lung epithelial cells. 
In serum-free media, different uptake rates were observed 
(COOH > NH2 > bare). However, this effect only persisted in 
serum-free media and the difference in the uptake efficiency 
was not observable anymore when experiments were carried 
out under serum containing conditions. In addition to the 
uptake efficiency, the authors could also reveal differences 

in the nanoparticles’ internal localization. Amino-functional-
ized particles were found within the cytosol as well as in the 
nucleus, whereas the other particles were internalized into 
vesicular structures, potentially taken up by macropinocytic 
uptake pathways as concluded from the electron microsocpy 
(EM) studies as well as by complementary inhibition studies. 
Liu et al.[126] identified gold nanoparticles possessing a mixed 
surface charge, i.e., particles functionalized with cationic and 
anionic moieties at the same time, as systems, which show an 
even higher protein-repellent character. The authors studied 
the uptake of these zwitterionic particles and observed dif-
ferences in the addressability of immune cells. Particles were 
intravenously administered to laboratory mice and different 
organs of the mice were examined one month after injection. 
TEM images were utilized to determine different cells types 
in the tissue by their characteristic cell morphologies,[126,127] 
and it was found that only immunocells, i.e., Kupffer cells 
in the liver or macrophages in spleen tissue, were addressed 
by the nanoparticles.[126] These results were compared to 
PEGylated particles, which additionally showed an increased 
tendency to aggregate in higher amounts than their zwitteri-
onic counterparts.

2.9. Cell Type

Cell studies are frequently associated to the response of spe-
cific cell lines and results are not transferable to other cell 
types.

Reasons for different uptake behavior are based on the avail-
ability of receptors, which might be overexpressed into dif-
ferent cells of receptor cells. These can promote e.g. enhanced 
receptor-mediated uptake. Also structural peculiarities of spe-
cific surface features of different cell types have to be taken into 
account. Janer et al. investigated the uptake of TiO2 nanoparti-
cles in carcinomic human alveolar basal epithelial cells (A549) 
as well as in Caco-2 cells.[128] An efficient particle uptake was 
observed for the A549 cells, whereas the uptake of the nano-
particles into Caco-2 cells remained low. These findings were 
attributed to the fact that Caco-2 cells feature microvilli on their 
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Figure 11. Investigation of the cellular uptake of PEI/DNA complexes in BHK21 cells. A) Gold-coated magnetic and B–E) bare magnetite PEI/DNA 
nanoparticles. The blue arrow heads point toward association with nuclear membranes. The red arrow heads indicate nanoparticles taken up into the 
nucleus. Adapted with permission.[52] Copyright 2011, Elsevier.
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apical side, while the cellular membrane of the A549 cells is 
rather smooth. Larger aggregates (>1 µm) are more likely to be 
internalized through a smooth surface rather than through the 
rough structure of the microvilli.

Also cancer cells can be specifically addressed by suitable tar-
geting strategies. For example, by attachment of molecules onto 
the nanoparticle surface that address particular receptors which 
are overexpressed in cancer cells.[129]

As an example showing how surface-modified nanoparti-
cles feature different uptake behaviors into different cell lines, 
Zhou et al.[130] used Au nanorods surface-modified with dif-
ferent specific ligands, namely, phosphoryl choline (PC), PEG, 
folic acid (FA), and galactose (Gal). For their experiments, 
the authors used rhinal epithelial cell lines, CNE-1 cells, L02 
cells, H9 cells, 8226 cells, as well as HepG2 cells. ICP-MS 
data revealed an efficient uptake of PC-modified particles into 
CNE-1, HepG2, and 8226 cells, whereas Gal-modified rods 
were efficiently internalization particularly into HepG2. FA-
modified rods were taken up by CNE-1 cells most efficiently. 
PEGylated rods revealed an improved uptake into CNE-1, epi-
thelia, HepG2, and L02 cells; however, their uptake efficiency is 
not as pronounced as in the case of PC-modified, FA-modified,  
and Gal-modified rods.

In this context, the interplay of various cells with different 
functions plays a particular role in the framework of tissues. 
Teubl et al. investigated the spatiotemporal aspects of three 
different TiO2 nanoparticle systems interacting with oral 
tissue.[131] Their intracellular localization in human epithe-
lial cells was studied and potential toxic effects were evalu-
ated. TiO2 nanoparticles were observed to assemble into large 
aggregates in the cell cultivation medium. Thereby, aggre-
gate fractions with different sizes were formed. 10 to 50% of 
the particle aggregates remained in the nanoscale range and 
were observed to rapidly interact with the mucus layer and 
to infect the epithelium. Characteristic differences in their 
penetration depth were observed to depend on their particle 
characteristics. TEM investigations revealed that pigment-
grade anatase TiO2 and 22 nm particles consisting of 80% 

anatase as well as of 20% rutile were found in the upper and 
lower parts of the buccal mucosa, whereas small anatase 
nanoparticles with a diameter of 7 nm could only enter the 
upper parts. Strikingly, also large aggregates of the pigment 
grade particles were only present in the upper epithelium, 
while in deeper parts (i.e., the basal lamina and connective 
tissue) only aggregates in the size range of 100 nm were 
found. Closer inspection of the particles revealed that the pig-
ment-grade particles were closely aligned to cell membranes 
or in electron-dense, single-membrane compartments, and 
were additionally found in collagen fibrils of the connec-
tive tissue. Very small anatase nanoparticles were located 
in the cytosol and partially also in vesicles, whereas the 
medium size 80:20 anatase/rutile nanoparticles aggregated 
into cluster-like assemblies in punctuated structures of the 
cytoplasm. The authors explained their findings by the ana-
tomical/biophysical structure of the buccal/sublingual cells. 
Their cell membranes exhibit invaginations or ridge-like 
folds (microplicae) to increase the adsorbance (Figure 12). 
Furrows located in between these microplicae typically fea-
ture a size of 200–400 nm. In case that particles or particle 
aggregates feature comparable sizes of these furrows, pref-
erential settling of the particles is triggered with a tight con-
tact between the nanoparticles and the membrane, which, as 
a consequence, facilitates their uptake. By contrast, smaller 
particles exhibit stronger interparticle electrostatic repulsion 
compared to larger particles and, thus, the particle–cell mem-
brane contact is reduced, resulting in a decreased uptake. The 
fact that the smallest anatase particles remained in the upper 
part of the buccal epithelium was explained by the predomi-
nate nature of the primary particles, even in their aggregated 
form. This example nicely shows how cellular morphology 
determines the uptake of different particle types, despite of 
the fact that different other parameters also play an essential 
role in cellular uptake (namely, the aggregate size, the crystal-
line form, and the bioactivity of TiO2). In the framework of 
tissue, several cell types coexist, and each cell type possesses 
a different affinity toward the particle characteristics.
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Figure 12. A) Schematic representation of the cross-section buccal mucosa, which features size-dependent uptake of nanoparticles in the oral cavity 
due to different interaction efficiencies of the particles with the cell membrane and microplicae. B) 22 nm particles were found in the upper and lower 
epithelium. C) 7 nm particles reached only the upper epithelium, whereas pigment graded TiO2 nanoparticles D) could be observed in the buccal 
superficial epithelium, the basal lamina, and in the connective tissue. Scale bars: 1 µm. Adapted with permission.[131] Copyright 2015, Taylor & Francis.
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3. Conclusions

It has to be concluded here that the influence of the parameters 
which govern and determine the uptake of inorganic nanoparti-
cles into mammalian cells remains a topic of research of signifi-
cant importance. Due to the large number of parameters that 
potentially can influence the uptake and metabolism of the nano-
particles, a general overview of the individual parameters is not 
yet developed and the literature remains partially diverse in terms 
of the importance of the individual parameters. There is general 
consensus that each parameter cannot be considered as isolated 
feature but a careful evaluation of different influences and the 
peculiar interplay of different factors has to be taken into account. 
This requires the utilization of well-designed and well-controlled 
probe nanoparticles, which can separate the different influences 
and allow controlling the complex interaction with the cell as well 
as with the biological environment. In this context, a large portfolio 
of different characterization techniques is at hand which are only 
briefly mentioned in several examples highlighted in this review. 
However, we regard TEM investigations as a very valuable tool, 
which will certainly gain even more importance in future studies, 
as it allows a direct visualization of internalization processes and 
thus, allows to obtain a deeper understanding of the processes on 
the scale of individual nanoparticles. With new developments in 
the field of TEM, the spectrum of questions regarding how nano-
particles are taken up to cells will prospectively gain increased sig-
nificance and can help to obtain a better understanding of these 
processes on the scale of only a few nanometers. To date TEM is 
the investigation tool of choice if questions on the level of indi-
vidual nanoparticles are in focus, since its resolution capability is 
even not matched by newly developed super-resolution fluores-
cence microscopes. However, the value of these new techniques 
cannot be underestimated for other aspects of nanoparticle uptake 
studies, i.e., the possibility to perform live-cell imaging, etc., but 
the development of routine techniques is still an ongoing process.

In this respect, TEM is a very valuable tool to address the 
issues of particle internalization and fate in cells, which can 
benefit from existing and continuously improving sample prep-
aration protocols.

Considering the wealth of possible effects involved in the 
uptake process of nanoparticles into mammalian cells, it can 
be concluded that the utilization of inorganic nanoparticles for 
particle uptake studies is an attractive possibility to utilize their 
inherent biochemical properties in conjunction with their elec-
tron-dense appearance in TEM investigations to further reveal 
peculiarities and regulating experimental parameters in the 
complex interplay of cellular function, their interaction with the 
surrounding media, and metabolism of particles.
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Introduction 

The increasing interest to utilize polymer nanoparticles as efficient delivery and targeting 

vehicles in biomedical applications or as additives to obtain composites with improved 

mechanical performances, has fueled continuous interest in studying their distribution in 

various engineered materials as well as in analyzing their specific mode-of-action. The 

versatility of polymer synthesis strategies provides access to a virtually unlimited portfolio of 

different nanoparticles with tailor-made properties, including, e.g., controlled material 

degradability,[1] stimuli-sensitivity,[2] or thermo-responsiveness.[3] These possibilities to tailor 

the nanoparticles` properties can be regarded as a major motivation to introduce polymer 

nanoparticles in a plethora of different lines of research and industrial applications, ranging 

from materials applications to biomedicine and others. 

In the field of materials science, polymeric nanoparticles represent important additives to 

improve the properties of materials or to introduce novel functions into the system.[4] For 

instance, polymer particles with suitable properties are utilized as fillers in ductile polymer 

bulk samples to significantly improve the mechanical properties of the resulting polymeric 

materials.[5] As a further example, the incorporation of nanoscale capsules into polymer 

coatings represents a prominent approach in the fabrication of self-healing materials. Here a 

chemically active compound is released from the capsules in the instance of mechanical 

damage of the material and initiates an self-healing process of the polymer matrix.[6] In these 

contexts, the local distribution of the particles, their incorporation and interaction with the 

matrix materials, their size and shape, their aggregation behavior as well as their ability to 

incorporate into networks represent questions of tremendous importance, which have to be 
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considered, if a comprehensive assessment of the nanoparticles’ influence on the material 

properties is addressed.[7] Regarding biomedical applications, polymeric nanomaterials are 

employed as efficient vehicles for the delivery of pharmaceutically active compounds into 

cells and tissue with the aim to achieve a controlled release of their cargo.[1, 8] These 

nanoparticle carriers can be widely adjusted in terms of their surface properties, and the 

utilization of different polymers or copolymer architectures provides a powerful means to 

tailor their uptake and localization within cellular systems.[9] Also in this case, a precise 

investigation of the intercellular distribution, their aggregation state in cellular compartments, 

as well as their interaction with extracellular membranes and internal cellular compartments is 

of significant importance and can provide highly valuable information on the intracellular 

mode-of-action of these particles.[10] In this context, microscopy techniques provide high 

resolution images and detailed information on the localization and distribution of the 

nanoparticles and can visualize their interaction with other materials. Thus, electron 

microscopy techniques are frequently employed to address the question of how nanoparticles 

are distributed within or interact with a matrix material.[10-11] Transmission electron 

microscopy (TEM) represents in this respect a powerful technique, since it can provide 

information on the morphological details of the incorporation of nanoparticles in different 

materials with a high resolution.[12] One of the major challenges when aiming on localizing 

polymer nanoparticles in an organic matrix, may it be a polymer bulk material or the 

intercellular compartments of a cell or the cytosol,[10] is the poor contrast, which is generated 

by the polymers in TEM imaging. This is based on the fact that polymer nanoparticles almost 

exclusively consist of the same elements, which are also found in common polymer matrices 

or even in a cellular system. This situation is different compared to, e.g. metal or metal oxide 

nanoparticles, which consist of atoms with a high atomic number Z. They scatter the electron 

beam more efficiently, and, as a consequence, an enhanced image contrast is generated by this 
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class of materials.[12] Researchers employing TEM in cell biology have addressed this issue 

by selectively introducing heavy elements to lipid membranes, phosphate bearing nucleic 

acids, and proteins by utilizing staining reagents, i.e. osmium tetroxide (OsO4), uranyl acetate 

(UO2(OOCCH3)2) or lead citrate (Pb3(C6H5O7)2) – to name only the most common heavy 

metal compounds employed as electron dense stains.[13] Additionally, immunogold staining 

approaches utilize small gold nanoparticles functionalized with specific antibodies to localize 

even individual proteins in cellular compartments, e.g. membranes, the nucleus, etc.,[14] 

whereby the easily identifiable gold labels are utilized as colloidal markers to tag, e.g., the 

location of proteins. These staining protocols have developed over the years and a lot of 

empirical work has been devoted to optimize the staining protocols. As a result, even though 

representing a standard method since the 1960s,[13] this approach is today still employed with 

only minor changes of the protocols. 

These staining protocols can be used to efficiently emphasize the morphologies of polymeric 

nanoparticles within an organic matrix. In this context, heavy metal species accumulate, e.g. 

inside the nanoparticles in a selective manner. In sight of the aforementioned examples, which 

illustrate the necessity to examine the interplay of polymeric nanomaterials with soft matter, it 

becomes obvious that there is a demand to understand a relationship between (i) the chemical 

nature of a polymeric nanoparticle and its TEM image contrast more in detail, and, (ii) in a 

next step, to estimate, to what extent common heavy metal staining agents are capable of 

enhancing their image contrast.  

To this aim, we introduce a method to analyze different polymers regarding their inherent 

capability to scatter electrons as well as to study their response to common staining agents. 

For this reason, an automated image processing algorithm is developed, which analyses the 

contrast generated in TEM imaging. Subsequently, selected polymeric systems are 

investigated and exposed to common reactive heavy metal species, and the staining capability 
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of the agent towards the polymeric structure is evaluated. With this respect, selected results 

were investigated in more detail. As a point which deserves to be mentioned is the 

tremendous contrast enhancement of polymers containing isolated double bonds upon staining 

with OsO4, which motivated us to examine the chemistry of the underlying process in more 

detail. OsO4 staining in this case does not only introduce an electron contrast but it also has a 

considerable fixation potential and is, therefore, utilized as a common step of improving the 

structural integrity and density of the materials.[15] In order to investigate in particular the 

fixation ability of OsO4 for the staining of double bond containing nanoparticles, we 

developed a model system, which mimics the staining of a small organic compound in a 

nanoparticle-like environment and investigated the occurring staining process by means of 

electron spray ionization time-of-flight (high resolution) mass spectrometry (ESI-ToF-HRMS/ 

ESI-ToF-MS) and crystal structure analysis.  

We finally show the potential of the suggested image processing-based approach to obtain a 

deeper insight into the TEM image contrast formation of soft matter in their nanoparticle 

formulation. This approach facilitates a rapid estimation of the staining potential of common 

heavy metal agents towards the respective polymer class. Nevertheless, we also want to point 

out that a mere assessment of the contrast enhancement by means of our approach does not 

necessarily allow for gathering the entirety staining process. As illustrated by the example of 

OsO4 fixation of double-bond containing polymers, a more complete comprehension can be 

obtained by further experiments providing an insight into underlying chemical processes. 

 

Polymer nanoparticle preparation 

For the investigation of the staining and electron contrast properties of polymer nanoparticles, 

in a first instance, different particle systems consisting of relevant homopolymers were 
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analyzed to investigate the inherent electron attenuation potential† of these technologically 

important homopolymers (Figure 1, P1-P3). Poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA, P1) was 

chosen as a representative for a pharmaceutically utilized material, which shows good 

biocompatibility and is frequently employed for drug administration purposes due to its 

biodegradability.[16] Furthermore, ester-based poly(methylmethacrylate) (PMMA, P2, 

copolymerized with a small amount of methacrylic acid) and the phenyl group containing 

poly(styrene) (PS, P3) were investigated due to their frequent application in the formation of 

composite materials[17] or as materials for the formation of carrier particles which can be 

utilized, e.g. in immunoassays.[18] 

 

 

Figure 1: Schematic representation of the chemical structure of the utilized polymers for formulating nanoparticle systems. 
Top row: Representatives for homopolymers (P1–P3). Bottom row: Copolymer materials (P4–P6) used for the formation of 
nanoparticles. Nanoparticle systems are denoted in the following as NPx. Px representing the polymer of which the particles 
were formulated. 

 

These polymers can be formulated into nanoparticle systems by utilizing nanoprecipitation 

(NPr), nanoemulsion (NE) and emulsion (EP) polymerization techniques. The formed 

                                                 
† In the following text, the decrease of beam intensity due to the interaction of electrons with the nanoparticles 
will be referred to as electron attenuation. Unlike the attenuation of, e.g. visible light as a result its interaction 
with matter, the attenuation of the electron beam intensity is not attributable to (molecular) absorption of an 
electron in a quantum-mechanical sense. The loss of beam intensity, in this case, is attributed to the deflexion of 
electrons from their incident beam direction due to interaction with the nanomaterial. The deflected electrons are 
blocked by the detection aperture, whereupon they do not reach the detector. 
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nanoparticle systems were characterized regarding their physico-chemical properties which 

are summarized in Table 1.  

 

Table 1: Physico-chemical properties of different homo- and copolymer nanoparticle formulations. NE: Nanoemulsion 
polymerization; NPr: Nano precipitation; EP: Emulsion polymerization. *Determined by Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS). 
NP sample Polymer Preparation 

method 

Size [nm] 

Polydispersity 

(PDI)* 

Zeta potential [mV] 

NP1 PLGA NP 199 .138) –29 ± 1 

NP2 PMMA NPr 107 (0.110) –46 ± 1 
NP3 PS EP 115 (0.105) 33 ± 1 

     
NP4 P(MMA-co-AEMA) NPr 130 (0.14) 61 ± 1 
NP5 P(MMA-co-DMAEMA) NPr 124 (0.06) 33 ± 1 
NP6 PS-co-PB NE 214 (0.118) –5 ± 0.1 

 

In order to define a measure for the electron density of the nanoparticles, all particle systems 

were prepared on a carbon coated TEM grid by conventional blotting and drying of the 

remaining solution on the grid. This process might lead to drying artifacts and one could have 

considered performing measurements by cryo-TEM in vitrified ice samples. However, in this 

approach of the thickness of the resulting ice layer is hard to control, which would result in 

problems during the automated analysis of the particles’ contrast. Moreover, the position of 

the nanoparticles within the film along the z-axis is not controllable. As a consequence, the 

preparation of the polymer nanoparticles by a simple blotting procedure was favored. For the 

image acquisition, major parameters of the electron beam were kept constant. The beam 

intensity (approx. 6.000 counts at open carbon support position at a magnification of 19.000 × 

and a completely spread beam), the spot size (1), the detection aperture (40 µm), and most 

importantly the defocus (–2.5 µm) from eucentric height were adjusted carefully to the above 

listed parameters for each image. Thereby, it has to be mentioned that the use of the aperture 

as well as the defocus of the electron beam were applied to improve the visibility of the 

polymer nanoparticles (at perfect conditions the nanoparticles are barely – in the optimal case 

not at all – visible).  
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The contrast of individual particles is extracted from the so acquired TEM images (Figure 

2A) using a self-written evaluation algorithm based on the image processing library DIPimage  

for MATLAB.[19] The theoretical rationales of this algorithm are based on the fact that for 

amorphous or polycrystalline material, the decrease of the electron beam intensity follows an 

exponential decay for ultrathin specimens, which has been reported to be used, e.g. for the 

determination of a sample thickness of ideal films.[12, 20]  A more detailed derivation of the 

algorithm and the underlying theoretical considerations are summarized in the Supplementary 

Information and illustrated by Figure S1 and Figure S2. An exemplary image subjected to 

image processing is shown in Figure 2A. Therefore, in brief, all images are initially 

normalized by a local background estimate. Particle recognition is implemented by 

thresholding and supported by a watershed algorithm separating particles in very close 

proximity. In order to exclude matches with irregular or distorted geometries (e.g. inseparable 

clusters), a routine based on the determination of the Ferret aspect ratio was applied. As a 

result, only suitable nanoparticles for automated image analysis were reproducibly selected 

(Figure 2B).  

Next, the particle area or rather the diameter d were determined by pixel counting. A measure 

for the particle volume was determined by a sum, according to Lambert-Beer’s law, of 

logarithmized intensities           (background normalized pixel values) covering the particle 

area. Assuming spherical nanoparticles a comparison of both results leads to the electron 

attenuation coefficient α, describing the electron scattering capability of the polymer: 

                   
     

            
where p is the area of one pixel. We determine the electron attenuation coefficient α by 

plotting the cubic root of the sum of the logarithmic intensities (eq. lhs) over particle 

diameter d (eq. rhs) (Figure 2C). To determine α, we plotted the particle diameter versus the 
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cubic root of the sum of the logarithmic intensities, resulting in a linear fit (Figure 2C). The 

accuracy of the linear fit improves with a moderate polydispersity of the nanoparticles.  

 

 

Figure 2: Automatic analysis of the particle contrast and determination of the electron attenuation coefficient α of the slope 
of the resulting analysis plots. A) Shows a raw image of particle sample. B) Colored spots depict the signals taken into 
consideration for further data elaboration. C) The electron attenuation, as a measure for the particle contrast, is determined 
according to Eq. 1. The slope of the linear fit represents the extinction related constant α1/3. 

 

High α values correspond to a high electron opaqueness. This directly correlates with the 

inherent capability of the nanoparticles to attenuate the electrons. In case of stained samples, 

the electron attenuation coefficient α is a measure for the capability of the polymer 

nanoparticle to accumulate heavy metals inside the particle material and denotes, as a 

consequence, the staining efficiency.  

Images of all polymer systems were analyzed by this method and the attenuation coefficients 

α were determined for bare polymer nanoparticles as well as for stained particle systems 
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(Table 2). To this aim, particles were incubated for 24 h with the respective staining solutions. 

OsO4 was buffered in PBS (1% OsO4 in PBS), uranyl acetate was applied as a 1% solution in 

de-ionized water and lead citrate staining solution was prepared according to the Reynold’s 

procedure.[21] Special care has to be taken that the electron beam does not introduce severe 

degradation and alterations of the particle contrast. This was carefully checked and image 

acquisition was performed in the most sensitive manner (e.g. minimization of the sample 

exposure prior to image acquisition under the condition of identical imaging parameters). 

From each particle sample, a set of multiple images was acquired. At least five images of each 

sample were taken into consideration for image analysis. The analysis algorithm was applied 

to each image individually and the slope value α were determined. From all determined 

constants α an average as well as a standard deviation was calculated and weighted according 

to the number of particles that were analyzed in each image. Image analysis required the 

consideration of several parameters which had to be adjusted manually after critical 

evaluation of the raw images. The respective parameters are listed in Table S1. 

 

Based on this procedure the electron attenuation of homopolymer nanoparticles was 

determined. The respective values are listed in Table 2 and are compared in Figure 3.  

 

Table 2: Electron attenuation coefficients α extracted by image processing. 

NP sample Non-stained NPs 
α [µm-1] 

OsO4 staining 
α [µm-1] 

Uranyl acetate 
α [µm-1] 

Reynold’s Pb 
α [µm-1] 

Europium 
staining  
α [µm-1] 

PLGA, P1 1.13 + 0.33 1.33 + 0.21 1.35 + 0.10 n.d.* 2.19 + 0.57 
PMMA, P2 1.64 + 0.31 1.49 + 0.3 1.71 + 0.27 1.61 + 0.25 n.d. 
PS, P3 2.14 + 0.05 2.24 + 0.17 2.04 + 0.13 2.04 + 0.24 n.d. 
*Reynold’s lead citrate solution possesses a pH value of 12.0. Under these conditions, the PLGA particles were not stable. 
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Figure 3: Analysis of the electron attenuation coefficient α of different homopolymer nanoparticles. A) Determined α values 
obtained after the respective sample treatment (bare particles, and particles after OsO4 staining, U and Pb staining). B) 
Electron attenuation differences between untreated and heavy-metal stained particles to highlight changes in the electron 
attenuation coefficient introduced by the staining process.  
  

The evaluation of the processed images of the untreated PLGA, PMMA and PS homopolymer 

nanoparticles demonstrates already significant differences in electron attenuation values α, 

which indicate that the electron attenuation is highest for PS followed by PMMA and PLGA 

nanoparticles, even though the statistical deviations are rather large. Here it can be seen that 

the electron attenuation coefficient is a sensitive measure that might be also influenced by 

other parameters, e.g. by the particles’ mass density.  

Staining with the conventional heavy metal stains did not result in a significant increase of the 

electron attenuation in this set of homopolymer nanoparticles. This is rationalized by a lack of 

functional groups capable of interacting actively with the staining agents, which is in 

agreement with literature reports.[22] Therefore, the validity of the image analysis algorithm 

was tested by exposure of the polyester structure of NP1 with europium triflate, which is 

sensitive towards the PLGA nanoparticles. This treatment resulted in a significant increase of 

the electron attenuation and an efficient staining of the polymer nanoparticle by a factor of 

two was observed. Unfortunately, no values could be extracted for NP1 treated with lead 

citrate. This is attributed to the fact that Reynold’s lead citrate staining requires high pH 
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values (typically pH = 12), which results in hydrolytic cleavage of ester bonds. These ester 

bonds constitute the polymer backbone. 

In order to demonstrate a further contrast enhancement, other polymers, such as poly[N-(2-

aminoethyl) methacrylamide] (PAEMA), poly(2-dimethylamino-ethylmethacrylate) 

(PDMAEMA) or polybutadiene (PB) would represent more promising candidates. These 

polymers are potentially affine to staining agents due to an enhanced affinity of amino 

functionalities or carbon-carbon double bonds present in the polymer structure, respectively, 

resulting in a considerable increase of the contrast. However, these polymers do not form 

water-stable colloids. A possibility to circumvent this problem is to copolymerize them with 

PMMA or PS. These respective copolymers (P4 to P6) were formulated into nanoparticles 

(NP4 to NP6) and their physico-chemical properties were determined by DLS and Zeta-

potential measurements as summarized in Table 1. The electron attenuation coefficients for 

the respective copolymer nanoparticles are listed in Table 3 and are compared in Figure 4. 

 

Table 3: Electron attenuation values of copolymer nanoparticles NP4 to NP6. 

NP sample Non-stained NPs 
α [µm-1] 

OsO4 staining 
α [µm-1] 

Uranyl acetate 
α [µm-1] 

Reynold’s Pb 
α [µm-1] 

P(MMA-co-AEMA), 
P4 

1.71 + 0.13 * 2.71 + 0.4 1.43 + 0.64 

P(MMA-co-
DMAEMA), P5 

1.23 + 0.06 2.41 + 0.47 2.64 + 0.16 1.45 + 0.47 

PS-co-PB, P6 0.26 + 0.03 4.73 + 0.74 0.29 + 0.05 0.29 + 0.05 
*The electron attenuation characteristics of P4 treated with OsO4 could not be determined, since the staining process 
destabilized the particle stability as indicated by TEM imaging. 
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Figure 4: Electron attenuation characteristics of the nanoparticles consisting of copolymers. A) Attenuation coefficients 
found for the blank and stained nanoparticles after the respective treatment. B) Differences in the electron attenuation 
coefficient rationalized by plotting the increase of the contrast in relation to the bare polymer. 

 

From the previous investigations of the homopolymer nanoparticles it becomes clear that 

neither PS nor PMMA can be actively stained with the applied protocol. Observed differences 

in the electron attenuation are, therefore, ascribed to a staining of the PAEMA, PDMAEMA 

and the PB only. It is clearly observed (Table 3, Figure 4) that P(MMA-co-AEMA) (NP4) 

shows a good stainability towards uranyl acetate, which results in an approximately 1.6-fold 

enhancement of the attenuation coefficient (whereby it has to be kept in mind that the amino 

content in the polymer is only 20 mol.-% compared to the methacrylate content, and particle 

staining is only attributed to the amino functionalities in the polymer). From NP4 no results 

could be obtained from image analysis of OsO4-stained particle samples, since no stable 

particles were found in TEM micrographs after OsO4 treatment. We attribute this behavior to 

a severe oxidative degradation of the primary amino functionality-containing polymer, which 

causes adverse effects on the particle integrity. 

On the contrary, P(MMA-co-DMAEMA) (NP5) significantly responds to OsO4 staining, as 

seen by an approximately two-fold increase of α. Furthermore, this polymer showed an 

increase of the electron attenuation by a factor of approx. 2 after the treatment with uranyl 

acetate. Staining with lead citrate resulted in only low staining levels for all copolymer 

nanoparticles.  
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The obtained results indicate further, that the imaging contrast not only depends on the 

electron attenuation introduced by the elemental composition of the nanoparticles. This is 

reflected in the low attenuation coefficients obtained for the PS-co-PB sample system. Even 

though PS in its homopolymer form (NP3) showed an attenuation coefficient of 

α = 2.14 ± 0.05 µm-1 the copolymer formulation with PB (NP6) resulted only in an 

attenuation coefficient of α = 0.26 ± 0.03 µm-1. Staining with OsO4 resulted, however, in this 

case in an 18-fold increase in the observed electron attenuation coefficient α. Exposure of the 

sample with uranyl acetate and lead citrate, on the contrary, did not result in particle staining, 

which is reflected in very similar attenuation values of these samples compared to the 

untreated particle sample. In general it is assumed that the reactive compound consisting of 

osmium in the highest known oxidation state +8 accumulates into the polymer structure by 

oxidation of chemical functionalities. OsO4 is, in this respect, employed not only to introduce 

an enhanced electron density into the polymer sample due to the heavy metal incorporation 

into the nanoparticle structure, but it can also contribute to an improved fixation of the 

samples’ fine structure owing to its potential to cross-link certain chemical functionalities. 

This results in a significant hardening of polymers,[23] similarly as observed in the fixation of 

biological samples.[13] This aspect is of particular interest since we concluded that the density 

of the polymer nanoparticles plays an important role when accessing the electron attenuation.  

In order to evaluate this effect in more detail and to reveal the interaction mechanism OsO4 

with C=C double bonds, this effect was investigated by utilizing a model system mimicking 

the stainability of double bond containing polymer nanoparticles.  
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Insights into OsO4 staining and fixation mechanisms by mass spectrometry and X-ray 

crystallography 

This model system mimics the strong staining ability observed for nanoparticles containing 

PB in the previous study. A suitable small molecule providing isolated double bonds is (Z)-

cyclooctene.‡ (Z)-cyclooctene can be easily formulated into nanoparticle systems by utilizing 

a hydrophobic solvent as matrix material. As a suitable hydrophobic solvent, which triggers 

the formation of a stable emulsion of the (Z)-cyclooctene under the terms of the experiments, 

xylene (mixed isomers) was used. Xylene is a chemically inert solvent with a sufficiently high 

boiling point that provides appropriate stability against evaporation. Moreover, xylene 

exhibits phenyl moieties, which means that the model compound (Z)-cyclooctene is exposed 

to a similar chemical environment as found in the nanoparticle system NP6 that contains 

styrene as a co-monomer unit in the polymer. The model nanoparticle solutions are 

formulated following the procedure outlined in Figure 5.  

 

 

Figure 5: The model compound (Z)-cyclooctene was dissolved in xylene to form stable nano-emulsions stabilized by SDBS 
as surfactant upon ultrasonication. The nano-emulsions were exposed to buffered OsO4 solution and, consequently, the 
reaction products were extracted and the resulting black oil was subjected to further analysis. 

 

The nanoemulsions were prepared by dissolving the model compound in xylene and the 

solution was overlaid with an aqueous solution of the surface-active compound sodium 
                                                 
‡ In general, polybutadiene as a homopolymer represents a polymer consisting of 1,4- and 1,2-linked monomer 
(1,3-butadiene) units. Consequently, in the resulting polymer chain, (Z)- and (E)-substituted (as a result of 1,4-
linkage of butadiene units) as well as terminal C=C double bonds (as a result of 1,2-linkage of butadiene units) 
are present. A proton nuclear magnetic resonance spectrum (Figure S3) suggests, that these three substitution 
types of olefins are also found in the polymer P6.  
Hence, we selected (Z)-cyclooctene as a model system, not only owing to its presence in P6, but also due to the 
fact that (Z)-olefines represent building blocks of, e.g. biological membranes.  
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dodecylbenzenesulfonate (SDBS), whereby ultrasonication of the mixture provided the stable 

nanoemulsions. The formed droplets can be subjected to OsO4 staining by applying a 1% 

staining solution. After a reaction period of 1h, the emulsion was dialyzed thoroughly to 

remove the residual unreacted osmium tetroxide. Afterwards, the reaction mixture was 

extracted with toluene and the extract was evaporated to dryness. The matrix can be 

subsequently easily removed, which allowed for the analysis of the compound Com-1 by ESI-

ToF-MS and crystal structure analysis.  

The ESI-ToF-MS spectrum of the OsO4 treated (Z)-cyclooctene is depicted in Figure 6.  

 

Figure 6: A: ESI-MS of the compound Com-1 as a result of the treatment of (Z)-cyclooctene with OsO4. Three signal 
distributions are found as indicated in the blue, red and violet box. The signals found in the blue box are depicted in more 
detail in (B). Thereby, the occurrence of the signals can be explained by adducts of H+, Na+ and K+ of the species as 
suggested in the structure as shown in the inset. The isotopic pattern of the measured sample (black box) and the calculated 
spectrum are in good agreement. Furthermore, high-resolution MS (HRMS) hints towards the suggested structure. The set of 
signals in the red and violet box are explained more in detail in the SI (Figure S6). 
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The spectrum reveals three main signal distributions as indicated in the blue, red, and violet 

box (Figure 6A). The first signal distribution (Figure 6B) can be attributed to a chemical 

structure of Com-1 with the sum formula C16H28O5Os, which is explained by the formation of 

a coordinative OsVI compound, whereby the central atom is coordinated by two diolic species 

in the sense of a cyclic osmium acid ester (structure see the inset in Figure 6B). The spectrum 

in this m/z-region reveals three peak distributions (Figure 6B), whereby the most intensive 

abundancy in each set of signals can be ascribed to the adduct of the suggested structure of 

Com-1 associated to H+, Na+ and K+,§ respectively. The signal, as emphasized in the black 

box in Fig. 6B, is assumed to represent the sodium adduct of the proposed structure. This 

assumption becomes more evident on the basis of Figure 6C, which reveals that (i) the 

measured signal distribution is in accordance with the calculated isotopic pattern for the 

sodium adduct of the suggested structure as well as (ii) the high-resolution mass spectrometry 

(HRMS) result perfectly agrees with the calculated value (Figure 6C). Furthermore, tandem-

ESI-ToF-MS utilizing m/z = 515.15 as parent ion showed no further fragmentation of this 

signal, which indicates the formation of a stable compound, rather than an adduct that was 

formed (Figure S4). 

The set of signals labeled in the red box (Figure 6A) can be explained by the occurrence of 

dimers Com-1, which form adducts with Na+ and K+. The signal at m/z = 1005.30 as parental 

ion was subjected to further MS/MS measurements. The resulting mass spectrum revealed the 

occurrence of the monomer unit in form of H+, Na+ and K+ adducts (Figure S5) as well, 

which underlines the assumption that this signal basically represents a dimer of species. 

Likewise, the set of signals labeled in the violet box (Figure 6A) suggests the presence of 

                                                 
§ Sodium and potassium ions are present ubiquitously in the solvents used for electron-spray ionization MS and 
form, hence, adducts with the examined species in ESI-ToF-MS. 
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trimers; MS/MS measurements revealed the formation of dimers and monomers of this 

species upon further ionization (Figure S6).  

An additional evidence for the formation of these compounds was found by crystal structure 

analysis. The obtained crystal structure of the OsVI complex (Figure 7) revealed the formation 

of the OsVI complex with the structure as suggested, which crystallizes in a C2/c space group. 

This analysis, along with the results from (tandem-)ESI-ToF-MS, provided a reliable proof 

that osmium coordinates two (Z)-olefines in such a way that it cross-links both moieties. It is 

likely that a similar complex is also formed during the OsO4 fixation process of within the 

polymer nanoparticles. Here the cross-linking ability is not limited to an isolated C-C double 

bond, but a much higher possibility of cross-linking between the polymer chains has to be 

assumed, which ultimately improves the stability of the formed nanoparticles and results in 

their hardening.  

 

 

Figure 7: Molecular structure and atom labeling scheme of Bis(cycloocytl-1,2-dioxy)(oxo)osmium (Com-1). The ellipsoids 
represent a probability of 30%. Symmetry-related atoms (-x+1,y,-z+3/2) are marked with the letter "A". Selected bond 
lengths (Å): Os(1)-O(1) 1.682(3), Os(1)-O(2) 1.895(2), Os(1)-O(3) 1.901(3), O(2)-C(1) 1.461(4), O(3)-C(8) 1.461(4), C(1)-
C(8) 1.530(4); angles (deg.): O(1)-Os(1)-O(2) 110.70(7), O(2)-Os(1)-O(3) 82.33(10), O(2)-Os(1)-O(2A) 138.59 (14), C(1)-
O(2)-Os(1) 117.56(19), O(2)-C(1)-C(8) 118.4(3). 
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Conclusion 

We developed a robust routine to determine the electron attenuation coefficient α of 

nanoparticle systems by automated processing of TEM images. The electron attenuation 

coefficient as a measure for the scattering ability represents a tool to judge the ability of 

polymers to interact with various staining agents. This tool enables in subsequent studies to 

also include other aspects and parameters, which can influence the electron scattering abilities 

of different polymers. In this study, the crucial role of the stabilization and mass density of 

nanoparticles which was explicitly highlighted for OsO4 staining, even though detailed studies 

on this aspect have not been conducted in the framework of this paper. As such, further 

investigations regarding this particular issue should be conducted by complementary 

investigations, which relate the density of nanoparticles with the observed contrast.  

Further investigations can rely on the introduced image-based analysis routine, which will be 

further refined in the course of these investigations. In particular the introduction of the 

particle density might contribute to a better understanding of the obtained electron attenuation 

factors and will certainly provide a deeper insight into the complex issue of how electron 

contrast is generated in nanoparticle systems. A fundamental understanding of these processes 

will inevitably increase the applicability of TEM investigations in this field of research. 
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Experimental Section  

 

Instrumentation: 

Dynamic light scattering (DLS) measurements were conducted using a Zetasizer Nano ZS 

(Malvern Instruments, Herrenberg, Germany). Therefore, multiple measurements were 

recorded at 25 °C (wavelength of 633 nm) and the counts were detected under an angle of 

173°. Assuming a spherical shape of the particles, the width of the distribution as the 

polydispersity index of the particles (PDI) was obtained by the cumulants method. In order to 

determine the zeta potential by electrophoretic light scattering, the Zetasizer Nano ZS 

(Malvern Instruments, Herrenberg, Germany) using laser Doppler velocimetry was applied. 

For this purpose, 10 runs were carried out using the slow-field and fast-field reversal mode at 

150 V at 25 °C. 

Transmission electron microscopy was carried out using a Technai G2 20 system (FEI), with 

an acceleration voltage of 200 kV. Imaging conditions were standardized for the acquisition 

of the images for comparison of the TEM image contrast. Further details are listed in the main 

text. 

ESI-ToF-MS measurements were conducted using a micrOTOF (Bruker Daltonics GmbH) 

mass spectrometer equipped with an automatic syringe pump for sample injection (KD 

Scientific) in the positive ion mode. In order to generate ions, the standard electrospray ion 

(ESI) source was used, employing mixtures of dichloromethane and acetonitrile as solvent. 

An internal calibration standard (Tunemix solution), which was supplied from Agilent, was 

used for calibration of the instrument to the m/z range of 50 to 3,000. 

 

Nanoparticle preparation: 

The nanoparticles were prepared via nanoprecipitation, nanoemulsion or emulsion 

polymerization route. 
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NP1 

Poly(D,L-lactide-co-glycolide, Resomer® RG502 H, 50:50, 7 to 17 kDa, acid terminated), 

polyvinyl alcohol (Mowiol® 8-88, partially hydrolysed) and dimethyl sulfoxide were 

purchased from Sigma-Aldrich.  

The nanoparticles were prepared by the nanoprecipitation method. PLGA polymer (40 mg) 

was dissolved in DMSO (2 mL). Using a syringe pump, the organic solution was injected in 

20 mL aqueous PVA solution (0.03 %) at a flow rate of 49 mL h-1 under continuous stirring at 

800 rpm. To remove the DMSO and excess surfactant, the nanoparticle suspensions were 

placed in dialysis bags of 50,000 MWCO and dialyzed against water for six days, replacing 

the dialysate with fresh water every day. Nanoprecipitation and dialysis were performed at 

room temperature and water used in all processes is milliQ grade. After purification 

nanoparticles were lyophilized and stored in a refrigerator at 4 °C. 

 

 

NP2  

Polymethylmethacrylate (20 mg, copolymerized with a small amount of 10 mol.-% acrylic 

acid) was dissolved in 2 mL acetone. To a 50 mL Falcon tube equipped with a magnetic 

stirrbar, 20 mL water was added. Under vigorous stirring (750 rpm, gas bubbles were 

removed), the polymer solution was dropped carefully to the water. Therefore, a syringe 

pump was used and a flow of 49 mL h-1 was adjusted. Eventually, the solvent was allowed to 

evaporate from the suspension overnight. 
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NP3 

Commercially available polystyrene beads were used. Therefore, latex beads, amine-modified 

polystyrene, fluorescent orange, nominal diameter 0.1 µm in aqueous suspension were 

purchased from Sigma Aldrich.  

 

NP4 and NP5 

The synthesis and characterization of the polymer samples P4 and P5 have been described 

elsewhere.[24] The characterization data of the polymers used in this study are listed below. 

For experimental details of the respective data see Ref. [24] 

P4 

SEC (eluent: CHCl3, PMMA calibration, RI detection): Mn = 4,500 g mol-1. Ð = 1.19. DP 

(determined by 1H-NMR spectroscopy): MMA – 30. AEMA·HCl – 8.2. 

P5 

SEC (eluent: CHCl3, PMMA calibration, RI detection): Mn = 7,600 g mol-1. Ð = 1.17. DP 

(determined by 1H-NMR spectroscopy): MMA – 40. DMAEMA – 10. 

The nanoparticle samples NP4 and NP5 were prepared via a nanoprecipitation route. 

Therefore, the respective polymer samples were dissolved in acetone with a concentration of 

10 mg mL-1 and added to water as previously described.[24] 

 

NP6  

Poly(styrene-co-butadiene) was purchased from Sigma Aldrich. Nominal amount of styrene 

as stated by the manufacturer: 45 wt.-%. Particles were prepared using a single-emulsion 

method. For this purpose, the polymer was dissolved in dichloromethane to yield a solution 

with a concentration of 2.5 mg mL-1. 4 mL of an aqueous solution of poly(vinyl alcohol) 

(Mowiol 4-88, Sigma Aldrich) was added to 2 mL of the polymer solution. The two-phase 
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system was exposed to ultrasound using a sonicator tip until the system was visibly emulsified. 

During ultrasonication, the emulsion was cooled to 0 °C. The emulsion was poured on 10 mL 

deionized water and stirred overnight to allow the solvent to evaporate. The particle 

suspension was used for subsequent experiments without any further purification. The particle 

suspension was stored in a refrigerator at 4 °C. 

 

Image acquisition  

For image acquisition, nanoparticle samples were blotted onto a carbon support copper grid 

(400 mesh, Quantifoil, Jena), whereby the particles adhered on the grid surface. In case of 

staining experiments, the particle samples were incubated with the respective staining solution 

for 24 h (surfactants were not removed from the particle suspension prior to incubation) and 

the particles were placed on the grid surface by blotting the solution onto the copper grid. 

Subsequently, residual heavy metal stains were removed by washing the grid surface three 

times with deionized water utilizing a drop-to-drop method.   

For OsO4 staining, 100 µL phosphate buffered saline (PBS) and 100 µL OsO4 solution (2 wt.-

% in deionized water) were added to 200 µL of the respective particle suspension.  

For uranyl acetate staining, 200 µL uranyl acetate solution (2 wt.-% in deionized water) we 

added to 200 µL of the respective particle suspension. 

Reynold’s lead citrate solution was prepared starting from freshly boiled deionized water. 

400 mg Pb(NO3)2 and 528 mg trisodium citrate-dihydrate was suspended in approx. 9 mL 

water. To this solution, 2.4 mL 1 N NaOH was added, so that the insoluble compounds 

dissolved completely. The pH value of the resulting solution was adjusted to pH = 12.0 ± 0.1 

with NaOH solution. Subsequently, the solution was filled to 15 mL and stored in the 

refrigerator at 4 °C. For particle staining 50 µL of the particle suspension was added to 

150 µL lead citrate solution. 
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All images were acquired using the transmission electron microscope in transmission mode. 

In order to warrant comparable experimental conditions, particle samples were imaged using 

equal magnification values (19,000 ×), equal underfoci of – 2.5 µm as well as the same 

contrast aperture for all measurements. Furthermore, the beam was adjusted in such a way 

that the background intensities for all measurements exhibited similar grey values (approx. 

6,000 Cts., spot size 1). Particle samples were imaged using the camera CCD/TV camera 

WA-MegaView utilizing the same Bias/Gain correction.  

 

Image processing 

Images subjected to image processing were used as TIFF images (16 Bit color depth). Image 

processing routines were programmed using MATLAB R2014a with the toolbox DIPimage 

version 2.8.1. Due to a low particle contrast of particle sample NP6, an initial rolling ball 

algorithm was performed for background normalization using ImageJ prior to employing the 

algorithm in DIPimage. For further details see main text. 

 

 

Mass spectrometry investigations 

The nano-emulsion to study the reactivity of the model compound with OsO4 was prepared 

starting from xylene (mixture of isomers). Therefore, (Z)-cyclooctene (20 mg) was dissolved 

in 1 mL xylene. 1 mL of an aqueous solution of sodium dodecyl benzenesulfonate (SDBS, 

3 mg mL-1) was added to the xylene phase. The two-phase system was cooled to 0 °C and 

subjected to ultrasonication using a sonicator tip until the system was visibly emulsified. 

Afterwards, the stable emulsion was transferred into a dialysis tubing (Roth ZelluTrans, cut-

off 3,500 Da, regenerated cellulose) and dialysed for one day to remove an excess of 

surfactant. Next, the stable emulsion was transferred into a falcon tube and to this amount of 
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emulsion, the same volume of OsO4 solution (2% in PBS) was added, so that the final OsO4 

concentration in the reaction mixture was 1%. The reaction mixture was kept for 1 h, whereby 

a color change from colorless to grey could be observed. Thereafter, the emulsion was 

dialysed another four days to remove unreacted OsO4 (ZellutransRoth, regenerated cellulose, 

cut-off 3.5 kDa). After complete dialysis, the reaction mixture was subjected to extraction 

with toluene, whereby a small amount of BaCl2 was added to the aqueous phase. The toluene 

phase was dried over Na2SO4 and evaporated to dryness to give a black solid. This black solid 

was, subsequently, investigated by ESI-ToF-MS. 

In order to obtain a crystal of the osmium complex, the black solid was dissolved in a small 

amount dichloromethane and stored in a glass vial equipped with a teflon cover. In order to 

ensure slow evaporation of the solvent, the cap was perforated with a thin needle. After 

complete evaporation of the solvent, a pale-grey crystalline substance could be collected. 

 

Crystal Structure Determination  

The intensity data were collected on a Nonius KappaCCD diffractometer, using graphite-

monochromated Mo-K radiation. Data were corrected for Lorentz and polarization effects; 

absorption was taken into account on a semi-empirical basis using multiple-scans.[25]
 

The structure was solved by direct methods (SHELXS)[26] and refined by full-matrix least 

squares techniques against Fo2 (SHELXL-97).[26, 27] All hydrogen atoms were included at 

calculated positions with fixed thermal parameters. All non-hydrogen atoms were refined 

anisotropically.[28] XP (SIEMENS Analytical X-ray Instruments, Inc.) was used for structure 

representations. 

Crystal Data for Com-1: C16H28O5Os, Mr = 490.58 gmol-1, pale_grey prism, size 0.112 × 0.062 

× 0.024 mm3, monoclinic, space group C 2/c, a = 24.6179(8), b = 5.3887(2), c = 12.6194(4) Å,  

= 100.358(2)°, V = 1646.79(10) Å3 , T= -140 °C, Z = 4, calcd. = 1.979 gcm-3, µ (Mo-K) =  
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77.64 cm-1, multi-scan, transmin: 0.5241, transmax: 0.7456, F(000) = 960, 8923 reflections in 

h(-28/31), k(-6/6), l(-16/16), measured in the range 3.28°    27.45°, completeness max = 

99.7 %, 1866 independent reflections, Rint = 0.0495, 1834 reflections with Fo > 4(Fo), 101 

parameters, 0 restraints, R1obs = 0.0210, wR2
obs = 0.0456, R1all = 0.0216, wR2

all = 0.0459, 

GOOF = 1.064, largest difference peak and hole: 0.958 / -1.007 e Å-3.  
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Theoretical considerations for the development of the image analysis algorithm 

TEM imaging of nanoparticles provides a high resolution view on the particles` features. If a 

sufficient number of particles is imaged, computational processing routines facilitate the 

classification of nanoscale objects regarding their size or shape properties with statistical 

significance. For this purpose, a set pixel intensity is used as a threshold to classify signals 

emerging from the object and to differentiate them from the background signal. The resulting 

binary image is subjected to further analyses to obtain a statistical evaluation of size and/or 

shape of the features. 

In transmission electron microscopy, a parallel electron beam propagates through the 

investigated object. Propagating electrons are scattered due to their interaction with atoms 

present in the material, where they get deviated and, thus, reach the detection aperture instead 

of the detector that is located in the beam path of the electron microscope. As a consequence, 

strongly scattering objects are represented with low intensity values in the TEM image, while 

the maximum intensity values indicate the background owing to unimpeded propagation of 

the electrons through the sample. The electron beam is projected only from one direction onto 

the sample, which is significantly larger than the electron avelength, causing the acquired 

image to be a 2D projection of the nanomaterial as indicated by the scheme in Figure S1. The 

following assumptions are only valid for particles with isotropic electron scattering properties, 
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such as polymeric systems, since crystalline materials are known to show anisotropic behavior 

in TEM. The projection of three-dimensional nanoobjects relates, thus, the object thickness. 

In case of a well-known geometry, a detailed examination of the pixel intensity profile along 

the lateral dimensions of the object in the EM image can result in a deeper comprehension of 

the attenuation characteristics of the electron beam propagating through the nanomaterial.  

 

Figure S1: Schematic representation of a spherical nanoparticle imaged by transmission 

electron microscopy. The image of the particle constitutes its projection on the detector. The 

white dashed line represents the height       , i.e. the transmission path of the incident electron 

beam through the particle thickness in dependence of the spatial vector    . 
  

Considering the polymeric particles as an ideal sphere, the height h of the particle, i.e. the 

propagation length of the electron beam through the spherical colloid in dependence of the 

image coordinates   , can be described according to equation (1), 

(1)                                                    
where        represents the coordinates of the center of the particle with the particle radius R. The 

decrease of the electron beam intensity has been reported to follow an exponential decay, 
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which can be employed for instance to determine a sample thickness of ideal films.
[1]

 

Equation 2 describes the intensity distribution I as a function of    with the background signal 

intensity    assuming exponential attenuation. Hence, the attenuation profile is dependent on 

the material-specific attenuation coefficient   and may be considered as a Lambert-Beer-like 

relation. 

(2)                                                           
In order to support these assumptions, we imaged spherical polystyrene beads with an 

approximate size of 110 nm by TEM. Figure S2A depicts a low-magnification linear raw-

image of a number of beads. We selected a representative particle as indicated in the red box 

and in Figure S2B and in Figure S2C, the intensity values of the particle are plotted in 

dependence of the pixel positions. It should be noted that the raw data shown here represents 

the linear detector signal that has not been subjected to contrast enhancement routines. For 

comparison, the theoretical intensity profile which is expectable according to equation (2) is 

depicted in Figure S2E (Figure S2D shows the simulated image of an ideally spherically 

shaped particle). Figure S2F, moreover, displays a cross-section through the intensity plot of 

the calculated intensity profile (as indicated by red solid line) along with the extracted data of 

the particle (dotted data). It has to be mentioned that a local background    was calculated 

which was applied to normalize the pixel intensity of the measured image prior to data 

extraction.  
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Figure S1: Proving the applicability of Lamber Beers law to the applied contrast method. A) 

Low-magnification of a raw-image of polystyrene beads. B) Magnification of A). C) Plot of 

normalized intensity values. D) Simulated image of a particle with ideally spherical shape 

according to equation (2). E) Plot of predicted normalized intensity values of an ideally 

spherical particle. F) Intensity profile of the particle (extracted data in blue) compared to 

intensity profile of an ideal sphere (red solid line). 

 

The developed image analysis algorithm aims to determine the attenuation characteristics of a 

number of particles imaged simultaneously. Thereby, the attenuation factor α could directly 
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be deduced from the intensity plot according to equation (2) which would need to be carried 

out for a certain number of particles individually. However, the analysis of each bead 

intensity profile individually as shown in Figure S2F and the intricacy to fit the function 

according to equation (2) via the unknown particle parameters   and R would (also with 

respect to the unknown bead positions) constitute a demanding task particularly with respect 

to the fact that automated image analysis might in this case be error-prone. In order to 

overcome this issue, an alternative route was followed to extract the data from TEM images. 

We made use of the fact that the logarithmic pixel intensity value should be proportional to 

height of the material at the respective position of the pixel (equation 3, 4). 

(3) 
                     , 

(4)                   Introducing the normalized intensity value                   . 

In order to be robust against intensity noise, we decided not to read out only the maximum 

intensity value which corresponds to the maximum height of the particle (particle diameter in 

axial dimension), but to consider all intensity values of the threshold particles. Their 

summation along both image coordinates x’, y’ results in a value proportional to the particle 

volume (equation 5). 

(5)                                          
x’, y’ represent the image coordinates along the particle dimensions and p the pixel 

area [µm
2
]. 

Knowledge of the particle volume facilitates the determination of the particle diameter d in 

axial dimension. The particle diameter is, furthermore, accessible by the area of the projected 

particle in the image. Comparison of the particle diameter deduced from intensity 

measurements and from the particle area facilitates the determination of the material-specific 

attenuation coefficient   for each individual particle. To increase the statistical validity of this 
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value, we investigated a large number of particles. Therefore, we took advantage of the fact 

that the particles possess a certain size distribution. Data extraction from the raw image 

facilitated a plot of the diameter determined by the particle area vs. the cubic route of the sum 

of logarithmized intensites (indicating the particle diameter in axial direction). The obtained 

graphs describe a linear relationship according to equation 6 whose slope characterizes the 

attenuation. 

(6)                                            
  

Equation (6) can be expressed in such a way that a linear function follows from the expression 

of the l.h.s. vs. the particle diameter d.  

(7)                                     

From this, the attenuation coefficient   [µm
-1

] can be determined. 

 

Implementation of the algorithm 

In order to achieve a profound data elaboration based on the mathematical relations according 

to eq. (1) – (7), we developed an evaluation algorithm based on the image processing toolbox 

DIPimage for MATLAB. 

Initially, the image is normalized by a locally estimated background. This is achieved in two 

image processing steps. In a first step the image is globally normalized by dividing it by the 

maximum value of its Gauss filtered version. As a result, the background intensities fluctuate 

around the value one. In a second step, the normalization is improved by a local background 

estimate. A thresholding is defined to roughly differentiate between particle signal and image 

background (typically 91% of brightness). This first background mask is then slightly 

enlarged. A Gaussian filtering of the scalar normalized image leads, along with an inpainting 
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of the mask covered parts, to a reasonable estimation of a non-flat background. A further 

thresholding (typically 95% of brightness) of the locally background corrected image provides 

a precise second mask which facilitates the discrimination between the background and the 

particles with the highest precision. 

Particle recognition, labeling and geometrical characterization represent central tasks in this 

algorithm. The recognition is achieved by local maxima determination in the Gaussian-

filtered background-corrected image (based on the second mask) which results in appropriate 

estimations of the particle center positions. A watershed algorithm, seeded by the estimated 

center positions, facilitates the determination of particle boundaries in case of overlapping 

particle signals. On the basis of the result achieved by the watershed algorithm and the second 

mask, most particles are well selected and automatically labeled. In order to exclude 

geometries which imply shapes other than spherical particles, a routine based on the 

determination of the Ferret aspect ratio is applied. Consequently to all aforementioned steps, 

the particle area as well as the sum of intensities is determined for further elaboration 

according to equation (7).  
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Table S1: The image processing algorithm requires the pre-selection of some parameters, 

which are required to be input prior to analysis. These are: 

noiseLPrad – parameter to reduce noise in frequency space as initial image processing 

step 

 minestmrad – minimal diameter of objects (in pixels) to be considered as particles  

 maxestmrad – maximal diameter  

 radBgAre – measure for largest coherent background area 

 fglimit – threshold used for first analysis to distinguish between particle signal and  

background area 

 fglimit2 – threshold used for subsequent analysis 

 maxEllipt – maximum ellipticity (based on the determination of Feret‘s diameters) of  

particles considered for analysis 

 number of images – number of analysed images 

 number of particles – number of analysed particles 

These parameters were selected manually by preliminary inspection of the images. 

All images have been processed individually and average values of all determined α weighted 

by the number of analyzed particles were calculated. 
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Figure S 2: 
1
H-NMR spectrum of polymer P6 (300 MHz, THF-d6). The proton NMR 

spectrum of the polymer suggests the presence of (E) and (Z) as well as terminal olefins 

within the structure of the polymer. 
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Figure S 3: A) ESI-ToF-MS of (Z)-cyclooctene exposed to OsO4 staining medium. B) Zoom-

in view into A. C) MS/MS experiment with m/z = 515.15 as parent ion as indicated with the 

green arrow in B).  
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Figure S 4: A) ESI-ToF-MS of (Z)-cyclooctene exposed to OsO4 staining medium. B) Zoom-

in view into A. C) MS/MS experiment with m/z = 1005.30 as parent ion as indicated with the 

green arrow in B. D) Zoom-in view into C).  
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Figure S 5: A) ESI-ToF-MS of (Z)-cyclooctene exposed to OsO4 staining medium. B) Zoom-

in view into A). C) MS/MS experiment with m/z = 1494.46 as parent ion as indicated with the 

green arrow in B).  

 

 

[1] a) R. E. Burge, N. R. Silvester, J. Biophys. Biochem. Cytol. 1960, 8, 1; b) F. Wang, 

H.-B. Zhang, M. Cao, R. Nishi, A. Takaoka, Micron 2010, 41, 769; c) I. Pozsgai, 

Ultramicroscopy 1997, 68, 69; d) L. Reimer, Transmission electron microscopy: 

physics of image formation and microanalysis, Springer, 2013. 
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The increasing interest to utilize polymer 
nanoparticles as efficient delivery and tar-
geting vehicles in biomedical applications 
or as additives to obtain composites with 
improved mechanical performances, has 
fueled continuous interest in studying 
their distribution in various engineered 
materials as well as in analyzing their 
specific mode of action. The versatility 
of polymer synthesis strategies provides 
access to a virtually unlimited portfolio 
of different nanoparticles with tailor-
made properties, including, e.g., con-
trolled material degradability,[1] stimuli 
sensitivity,[2] or thermo responsiveness.[3] 
These possibilities to tailor the nanoparti-
cles’ properties can be regarded as a major 
motivation to introduce polymer nano-
particles in a plethora of different lines 
of research and industrial applications, 
ranging from materials applications to 
biomedicine and others.

In the field of materials science as well as in biomedicine, 
it often represents a central scientific task to determine the 
localization of nanoscale particles in a functional material.[1,4,5] 
In these contexts, microscopy techniques provide high-
resolution images and detailed information on the localization 
and distribution of the nanoparticles and can visualize their 
interaction with other materials.[6] In particular transmission  
electron microscopy (TEM) represents in this respect a pow-
erful technique, since it can provide information on the 
morphological details of the incorporation of nanoparticles in 
different materials with a high resolution.[7] One of the major 
challenges when aiming on localizing polymer nanoparticles 
in an organic matrix, may it be a polymer bulk material or 
the compartments of a biological system,[6b] is the poor con-
trast, which is generated by the polymers in TEM imaging. 
Researchers employing TEM have addressed this issue by 
replacing polymer nanoparticles by metal nanoparticles[7] 
or by selectively introducing heavy elements, i.e., osmium 
tetroxide (OsO4), uranyl acetate (UO2(OOCCH3)2), or lead cit-
rate (Pb3(C6H5O7)2)-to name only the most common heavy 
metal compounds employed as electron dense stains used in 
cell biology studies.[8]

Here we introduce a method to comparatively analyze 
different polymers regarding their inherent capability to scatter 
electrons as well as to study their response to common staining 

A crucial parameter for the investigation of in particular low electron 

scattering materials by transmission electron microscopy is their ability to 

attenuate the electron beam and by this to generate appropriate contrast. 

Surprisingly little attempts have been devoted to at least qualitatively judge 

on this property of materials. Here an automated imaging analysis algorithm 

is introduced for the determination of a characteristic electron attenuation 

factor for homo- and (co)polymer nanoparticles which provides a means to 

access a measure for the contrast in a systematic study of the inherent con-

trast as well as of the contrast of the nanoparticles after staining procedures. 

The determination is based on similar imaging conditions for different nano-

particle systems, which enables a comparative approach. Additionally, based 

on the importance and versatility of osmium tetroxide staining, experiments 

are conducted elucidating the staining process of model nanoparticle systems 

bearing olefinic groups. The binding of osmium tetroxide in the environment 

of the nanoparticle is investigated by means of high-resolution electrospray 

mass spectrometry.

Nanoparticle Contrast

The ORCID identification number(s) for the author(s) of this article 
can be found under https://doi.org/10.1002/ppsc.201800324.
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agents. For this purpose, an automated image processing algo-
rithm was developed, which can analyze the contrast generated 
in TEM imaging. This approach facilitates a rapid estimation 
of the staining potential of common heavy metal agents toward 
the respective polymer class.

Special attention deserves the excellent staining ability of 
polymers containing double bonds toward OsO4, which addi-
tionally stabilizes the polymeric structures.[9] In this context we 
studied a model system, which mimics the staining of a small 
organic compound in a nanoparticle-like environment and 
investigated the occurring staining process by means of electro-
spray ionization time-of-flight mass spectrometry (ESI-ToF-MS) 
and crystal structure analysis.

For the investigation of the staining and electron contrast 
properties of polymer nanoparticles different technologi-
cally important homopolymer particle systems were studied 
to compare their inherent electron attenuation potential 
(Figure 1, P1–P3). Poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA, P1) 
was chosen as a representative for a pharmaceutically uti-
lized material, which shows good biocompatibility and is 
frequently employed for drug administration purposes 
due to its biodegradability.[10] Furthermore, ester-based 
poly(methylmethacrylate) (PMMA, P2, copolymerized with a 
small amount of methacrylic acid) and the phenyl group con-
taining poly(styrene) (PS, P3) were inves-
tigated due to their frequent application 
in the formation of composite materials[11] 
or as materials for the formation of car-
rier particles which can be utilized, e.g., in 
immunoassays.[12]

These polymers can be formulated into 
nanoparticle systems by utilizing nanopre-
cipitation (NPr), nanoemulsion (NE), and 
emulsion (EP) polymerization techniques. 
The formed nanoparticle systems were 
characterized regarding their physico-chem-
ical properties which are summarized in 
Table 1.

TEM imaging was performed with identical beam settings 
for this set of polymers (pixel size (3.94 nm), beam intensity 
(electron density ≈ 0.28 electrons per Å2 s), objective aperture 
(40 µm), and defocus (−2.5 µm from eucentric focus)) in order 
to ensure comparability of the results.

In order to extract an electron attenuation value from the  
TEM images, a condition in which scattering absorption contrast 
dominates the image contrast has to be applied. Ideally a com-
bination of zero defocus and small objective aperture is a useful 
image condition. However, in order to ease automatic particle 
detection for our algorithms we performed measurements with 
an additional phase contrast, aiding the edge detection. Phase 
contrast produced by slight defocus can, in contrast to an image 
post processing step, enhance the sharpness of particle edges 
without enhancing shot noise. In order to still be able to apply 
Lambert–Beer’s law the effect of defocus has to be neglectable 
for determining the electron attenuation coefficient. To ensure 
this we choose a defocus of −2.5 µm where in our case the diam-
eter of the blur circle (2.3 nm) and the feature size which is 
maximum pronounced by phase contrast (3.5 nm) is below the 
nominal pixel size (3.94 nm) (see the Supporting Information).

In particular the defocus and the size of the objective aper-
ture are critical parameters which directly influence the contrast 
generated in TEM brightfield images. While the choice of the 
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of the chemical structure of the utilized polymers for formulating nanoparticle systems. Top row: representatives 
for homopolymers (P1–P3). Bottom row: copolymer materials (P4–P6) used for the formation of nanoparticles. Nanoparticle systems are denoted in 
the following as NPx. Px representing the polymer of which the particles were formulated.

Table 1. Physico-chemical properties of different homo- and copolymer nanoparticle 
formulations. NE: nanoemulsion polymerization; NPr: nanoprecipitation; EP: emulsion 
polymerization. *Determined by DLS.

NP sample Polymer Preparation  
method

Size [nm]  
Polydispersity (PDI)*

Zeta potential  
[mV]

NP1 PLGA NP 199 (0.138) −29 ± 1

NP2 PMMA NPr 107 (0.110) −46 ± 1

NP3 PS EP 115 (0.105) 33 ± 1

NP4 P(MMA-co-AEMA) NPr 130 (0.14) 61 ± 1

NP5 P(MMA-co-DMAEMA) NPr 124 (0.06) 33 ± 1

NP6 PS-co-PB NE 214 (0.118) −5 ± 0.1
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aperture is straightforward a careful tuning of the defocus level 
has to be conducted. By measuring at underfocus conditions, 
the image contrast is enhanced as a result of phase contrast. 
Since this additional phase contrast is not directly linked to 
the mass contrast, a series of experiments was conducted to 
relate the influence of the defocus level to the observed changes 
in the obtained electron attenuation values. The determina-
tion of the electron attenuation values of polystyrene beads 
NP3 revealed that the method suggested in our contribution 
is robust against measuring in defocus, since approximately 
the same electron attenuation values could be extracted from 
a set of images measured under different defocus conditions 
(Figure S1, Supporting Information). This moderate defocus 
greatly improves the reliability of the image analysis routine.

In this context it has to be mentioned that the electron 
attenuation, unlike the attenuation of, e.g., visible light, which 
is a result of the interaction of the photons with matter (like 
absorption of the photons), refers to the deflection of electrons 
from their incident beam. The scattered electrons are partially 
blocked by the objective aperture and enhance the contrast.

By choosing standardized imaging conditions, the influ-
ence of instrumental factors (i.e., camera sensitivity) can be 
excluded. As a consequence, the obtained values for the electron 
attenuation are not absolute values but can be used to obtain a 
classification within a set of polymer nanoparticle samples for 
qualitative comparison. Figure S2 in the Supporting Informa-
tion displays TEM micrographs of NP1-3 for illustration.

The contrast of individual particles is extracted from 
the acquired TEM images (Figure 2A) using an automated 
imaging analysis algorithm based on the image processing 

library DIPimage for MATLAB.[13] The theoretical rationales 
of this algorithm are based on the fact that for amorphous 
or polycrystalline material the decrease of the electron beam 
intensity follows an exponential decay for ultrathin specimens, 
which has been reported to be used, e.g. for the determination 
of a sample thickness of ideal films.[7,14] A more detailed deriva-
tion of the algorithm and the underlying theoretical considera-
tions are summarized in the Supporting Information and are 
illustrated in Figures S3 and S4 in the Supporting Information. 
An exemplary image subjected to image processing is shown in 
Figure 2. In brief, all images are initially normalized by a local 
background estimate. This background correction compen-
sates, e.g., inaccuracies in the thickness of the carbon support 
film across the image. Furthermore, in this step of the algo-
rithm the full image intensity I is defined. Particle recognition 
is implemented by thresholding and supported by a watershed 
algorithm separating particles in very close proximity. In order 
to exclude matches with irregular or distorted geometries (e.g., 
inseparable clusters), a routine based on the determination of 
the Ferret aspect ratio was applied. As a result, only suitable 
nanoparticles are reproducibly selected for automated image 
analysis (Figure 2B).

Next, the particle area or rather the diameters d were deter-
mined by pixel counting. A measure for the particle volume 
was determined by a sum, according to Lambert–Beer’s law, 
of logarithmized intensities In(x′,y′) (background normalized 
pixel values) covering the particle area. Assuming spherical 
nanoparticles a comparison of both results leads to the elec-
tron attenuation coefficient α, describing the electron scattering 
capability of the polymer:
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where p is the area of one pixel. We determine the electron 
attenuation coefficient α by plotting the cubic root of the sum 
of the logarithmic intensities (equation left-hand side) over 
particle diameter d (equation right-hand side) (Figure 2C) 
which results in a linear fit (Figure 2C). The accuracy of 
the linear fit improves with increasing polydispersity of the 
nanoparticles.

High α values correspond to a relatively higher electron 
opaqueness. This directly correlates with the inherent capa-
bility of the nanoparticles to attenuate the electrons. In case 
of stained samples, the electron attenuation coefficient α is a 
measure for the capability of the polymer nanoparticle to accu-
mulate heavy metals inside the particle material and denotes, 
as a consequence, the staining efficiency.

Images of all polymer systems were analyzed by this method 
and the attenuation coefficients α were determined for bare 
polymer nanoparticles as well as for stained particle systems 
(Table 2). Particles were incubated for 24 h with the respec-
tive staining solutions. OsO4 was buffered in PBS (1% OsO4 in 
PBS), uranyl acetate was applied as a 1% solution in de-ionized 
water and lead citrate staining solution was prepared according 
to the Reynold’s procedure.[15] From each particle sample, a set 
of multiple images was acquired. At least five images of each 
sample were taken into consideration for image analysis. The 
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Figure 2. Automatic analysis of PS nanoparticle contrast and determina-
tion of the electron attenuation coefficient α, which is the slope of the 
linear fit of the analysis plots. A) Shows a raw image of particle sample. 
B) Colored spots depict the signals taken into consideration for further 
data elaboration. C) The electron attenuation, as a measure for the particle 
contrast, is determined according to Equation (1). The slope of the linear 
fit represents the extinction related constant α1/3.
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analysis algorithm was applied to each image individually 
and the slope values α were determined. From all determined 
constants α an average as well as a standard deviation was 
calculated and weighted according to the number of particles 
that were analyzed in each image. Image analysis required the 
consideration of several parameters which had to be adjusted 
manually after critical evaluation of the raw images. The 
respective parameters are listed in Table S1 in the Supporting 
Information.

Based on this procedure the electron attenuation of the 
homopolymer nanoparticles was determined. The respective 
values are listed in Table 2 and are compared in Figure 3.

The evaluation of the processed images of the untreated 
PLGA, PMMA, and PS homopolymer nanoparticles demon-
strates already significant differences in electron attenua-
tion values α, which indicate that the electron attenuation 
is highest for PS followed by PMMA and PLGA nanoparti-
cles. It can be seen that the electron attenuation coefficient 
is a sensitive measure that might also be influenced by other 
material’s properties. This can be concluded in view of the 
fact that PLGA possesses a higher mass density than poly-
styrene in bulk. As a consequence, one would expect a dif-
ferent trend of the obtained attenuation values. However, the 
mass density of polymeric nanoparticles does not necessarily 
correspond to the polymer’s density in bulk. For this pur-
pose additional parameters should be taken into considera-
tion. These are not taken into account in the actual algorithms 
as the respective parameters are not straightforward to be 
implemented. For example, a reliable experimental method 
has to be developed which determines the mass density  

of particles, which could be determined, e.g., 
by analytical ultracentrifugation.[16]

Staining with the conventional heavy 
metal stains did not result in a significant 
increase of the electron attenuation in this 
set of homopolymer nanoparticles. This is 
rationalized by a lack of functional groups 
capable of interacting actively with the 
staining agents, which is in agreement with 
literature reports.[17] Therefore, the validity of 
the image analysis algorithm was tested by 

exposure of functions NP1 to europium triflate, which is sensi-
tive toward the polyester structures of the PLGA nanoparticles. 
This treatment resulted in a significant increase of the electron 
attenuation and an efficient staining of the polymer nanopar-
ticle by a factor of two was observed.

In order to investigate the contrast enhancement by staining 
other polymers, such as poly[N-(2-aminoethyl) methacrylamide] 
(PAEMA), poly(2-dimethylamino-ethylmethacrylate) (PDMAEMA),  
or polybutadiene (PB), would represent more promising case 
studies. These polymers are potentially affine to staining 
agents due to an enhanced affinity of amino functionali-
ties or carbon–carbon double bonds present in the polymer 
structure, resulting in a considerable increase of the contrast. 
However, these polymers do not form water-stable colloids. 
A possibility to circumvent this problem is to copolymerize 
them with PMMA or PS. These respective copolymers (P4–P6) 
were formulated into nanoparticles (NP4–NP6) and their 
physico-chemical properties were determined by dynamic 
light scattering (DLS) and Zeta-potential measurements as 
summarized in Table 1. The electron attenuation coefficients 
for the respective copolymer nanoparticles are listed in Table 3 
and are compared in Figure 4.

From the previous investigations of the homopolymer nan-
oparticles it becomes evident that neither PS nor PMMA can 
be actively stained with the applied protocols. Observed dif-
ferences in the electron attenuation are, as a consequence, 
ascribed to a staining of the PAEMA, PDMAEMA, and the PB 
only. It is clearly observed (Table 3, Figure 4) that P(MMA-co-
AEMA) (NP4) shows a good staining ability toward uranyl ace-
tate, which results in an approximately 1.6-fold enhancement 
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Table 2. Electron attenuation coefficients α extracted by image processing.

NP sample Nonstained NPs 
α [µm−1]

OsO4 staining 
α [µm−1]

Uranyl acetate 
α [µm−1]

Reynold’s Pb 
α [µm−1]

Europium staining 
α [µm−1]

PLGA, P1 1.13 ± 0.33 1.33 ± 0.21 1.35 ± 0.10 n.d.a) 2.19 ± 0.57

PMMA, P2 1.64 ± 0.31 1.49 ± 0.3 1.71 ± 0.27 1.61 ± 0.25 n.d.

PS, P3 2.14 ± 0.05 2.24 ± 0.17 2.04 ± 0.13 2.04 ± 0.24 n.d.

a)Reynold’s lead citrate solution possesses a pH value of 12.0. Under these conditions, the PLGA particles 
were not stable.

Figure 3. Analysis of the electron attenuation coefficient α of different homopolymer nanoparticles. A) Determined α values obtained after the respec-
tive sample treatment (bare particles, and particles after OsO4 staining, U and Pb staining). B) Electron attenuation differences between untreated 
and heavy-metal stained particles to highlight changes in the electron attenuation coefficient introduced by the staining process.
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of the attenuation factor, even though the amino content in 
the polymer is only 20 mol.% compared to the methacrylate 
content, and particle staining is only attributed to the amino 
functionalities in the polymer. From NP4 no results could be 
obtained from image analysis of OsO4-stained particle samples, 
since no stable particles were found in TEM micrographs after 
OsO4 treatment. We attribute this behavior to a severe oxidative 
degradation of the primary amino functionality of the polymer, 
which causes adverse effects on the particle integrity.

In contrast, P(MMA-co-DMAEMA) (NP5) significantly 
responds to OsO4 staining, as seen by an approximately twofold 
increase of α. Furthermore, this polymer showed an increase of 
the electron attenuation by a factor of approx. 2 after the treat-
ment with uranyl acetate. Staining with lead citrate resulted in 
only low staining levels for all copolymer nanoparticles.

The obtained results confirm furthermore, that the 
imaging contrast not only depends on the electron attenua-
tion introduced by the elemental composition of the nanopar-
ticles. This is reflected in the low attenuation coefficients 
obtained for the PS-co-PB sample system. Even though PS in 
its homopolymer form (NP3) showed an attenuation coef-
ficient of α  =  2.14 ± 0.05 µm−1 the copolymer formulation 
with PB (NP6) resulted only in an attenuation coefficient of 
α = 0.26 ± 0.03 µm−1. Staining with OsO4 resulted, however, in 
this case in an 18-fold increase in the observed electron attenu-
ation coefficient α. Exposure of the sample to uranyl acetate 
and lead citrate did not result in particle staining, which is 
reflected by the very similar attenuation values of these sam-
ples compared to the untreated particle sample. In general it 
is assumed that osmium in the highest known oxidation state 

+8 accumulates into the polymer structure 
by oxidation of chemical functionalities. 
OsO4 is, in this respect, employed not only to 
introduce an enhanced electron density into 
the polymer sample due to the heavy metal 
incorporation into the nanoparticle structure, 
but it can also contribute to an improved 
fixation of the samples’ fine structure owing 
to its potential to crosslink certain chemical 
functionalities. This results in a signifi-
cant hardening of polymers,[18] similarly as 

observed in the fixation of biological samples.[8] This aspect is 
of particular interest since we concluded that the density of the 
polymer nanoparticles plays an important role when accessing 
the electron attenuation.

In order to evaluate this effect in more detail and to reveal 
the interaction mechanism of OsO4 with C=C double bonds, 
a model system mimicking the staining ability of double bond 
containing polymer nanoparticles was investigated by ESI-ToF 
MS and X-ray crystallography.

This model system mimics e.g. the strong staining ability 
observed for nanoparticles containing PB which was reflected 
by the extraordinary high electron attenutation factors for 
the nanoparticle system NP6. A suitable small molecule 
providing isolated double bonds is (Z)-cyclooctene. H-NMR 
(Figure S5, Supporting Information) suggests the presence 
of three substituted types of olefins in the polymer P6. PB as 
a homopolymer represents a polymer consisting of 1,4- and 
1,2-linked monomer (1,3-butadiene) units. As a consequence, 
in the polymer chain (Z)- and (E)-substituted (as a result of 
1,4-linkage of butadiene units) as well as terminal C=C double 
bonds (as a result of 1,2-linkage of butadiene units) are present. 
(Z)-cyclooctene can be easily formulated into nanoparticle sys-
tems by utilizing a hydrophobic solvent as matrix material. As 
a suitable hydrophobic solvent, which triggers the formation 
of a stable emulsion of the (Z)-cyclooctene under the terms 
of the experiments, xylene (mixed isomers) was used. Xylene 
is a chemically inert solvent with a sufficiently high boiling 
point which provides appropriate stability against evaporation. 
Moreover, xylene exhibits phenyl moieties, which means that 
the model compound (Z)-cyclooctene is exposed to a similar 
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Table 3. Electron attenuation values of copolymer nanoparticles NP4 to NP6.

NP sample Nonstained NPs 
α [µm−1]

OsO4 staining 
α [µm−1]

Uranyl acetate 
α [µm−1]

Reynold’s Pb 
α [µm−1]

P(MMA-co-AEMA), P4 1.71 ± 0.13 a) 2.71 ± 0.4 1.43 ± 0.64

P(MMA-co-DMAEMA), P5 1.23 ± 0.06 2.41 ± 0.47 2.64 ± 0.16 1.45 ± 0.47

PS-co-PB, P6 0.26 ± 0.03 4.73 ± 0.74 0.29 ± 0.05 0.29 ± 0.05

a)The electron attenuation characteristics of P4 treated with OsO4 could not be determined, since the 
staining process destabilized the particle stability as indicated by TEM imaging.

Figure 4. Electron attenuation characteristics of the nanoparticles consisting of copolymers. A) Attenuation coefficients found for the blank and stained 
nanoparticles after the respective treatment. B) Differences in the electron attenuation coefficient rationalized by plotting the increase of the contrast 
in relation to the bare polymer.
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chemical environment as found in the nanoparticle system NP6 
that contains styrene as a co-monomer unit in the polymer. 
The model nanoparticle solutions are formulated following the 
procedure outlined in Figure 5.

The nanoemulsions (NEs) were prepared by dissolving 
the model compound in xylene and the solution was overlaid 
with an aqueous solution of the surface-active compound 
sodium dodecylbenzenesulfonate (SDBS), whereby ultra-
sonication of the mixture provided stable NEs. The formed 
droplets can be subjected to OsO4 staining by applying a 1% 
staining solution. After a reaction period of 1 h, the emul-
sion was dialyzed to remove the residual unreacted osmium 
tetroxide. Afterward, the reaction mixture was extracted 
with toluene and the extract was evaporated to dryness. The 
matrix can be subsequently easily removed, which allowed 
for the analysis of the compound Com-1 by ESI-ToF-MS and 
crystal structure analysis.

The ESI-ToF-MS spectrum of the OsO4 treated 
(Z)-cyclooctene is depicted in Figure 6.

The spectrum reveals three main signal distributions as 
indicated in the blue, red, and violet box (Figure 6A). The first 
signal distribution (Figure 6B) can be attributed to a chem-
ical structure of Com-1 with the sum formula C16H28O5Os, 
which is explained by the formation of a coordinative OsVI 
compound, whereby the central atom is coordinated by two 
diolic species in the sense of a cyclic osmium acid ester 
(structure see the inset in Figure 6B). The spectrum in this 
m/z region reveals three peak distributions (Figure 6B), 
whereby the most intensive abundancy in each set of signals 
can be ascribed to the adduct of the suggested structure of 
Com-1 associated to H+, Na+, and K+, respectively. Sodium 
and potassium ions are present ubiquitously in the solvents 
used for electrospray ionization MS and form, hence, adducts 
with the examined species in ESI-ToF-MS. The signal, as 
emphasized in the black box in Figure 6B, is assumed to 
represent the sodium adduct of the proposed structure. This 
assumption becomes more evident on the basis of Figure 6C, 
which reveals that i) the measured signal distribution is 
in accordance with the calculated isotopic pattern for the 
sodium adduct of the suggested structure as well as ii) the 
high-resolution HRMS result perfectly agrees with the calcu-
lated spectrum (Figure 6C). Furthermore, tandem-ESI-ToF-
MS utilizing m/z  =  515.15 as parent ion showed no further 
fragmentation of this signal, which indicates the formation 
of a stable compound (Figure S6, Supporting Information).

The set of signals labeled in the red box (Figure 6A) can be 
explained by the occurrence of dimers of Com-1, which form 
adducts with Na+ and K+. The signal at m/z  = 1005.30 as 
parental ion was subjected to further MS/MS measurements. 
The resulting mass spectrum revealed the occurrence of the 
monomer unit in form of H+, Na+, and K+ adducts (Figure S7, 
Supporting Information) as well, which underlines the assump-
tion that this signal basically represents a dimer species. Like-
wise, the set of signals labeled in the violet box (Figure 6A) sug-
gests the presence of trimers; MS/MS measurements revealed 
the formation of dimers and monomers of this species upon 
further ionization (Figure S8, Supporting Information).

An additional evidence for the formation of these com-
pounds was found by crystal structure analysis. The obtained 
crystal structure of the OsVI complex (Figure 7) revealed the 
formation of the complex with the structure as suggested, 
which crystallizes in a C2/c space group. This analysis, along 
with the results from (tandem-)ESI-ToF-MS, provided a reli-
able proof that osmium coordinates two (Z)-olefines in such a 
way that it cross-links both moieties. It is likely that a similar 
complex is also formed during the OsO4 fixation process within 
the poly mer nanoparticles. Here the cross-linking ability is not 
limited to an isolated C=C double bond, but a much higher pos-
sibility of crosslinking between the polymer chains has to be 
assumed, which ultimately improves the stability of the formed 
nanoparticles and results in their hardening.

In conclusion, we developed a robust routine to determine 
the electron attenuation coefficient α of nanoparticle systems by 
automated processing of TEM images of a comparative series of 
different nanoparticles systems. The electron attenuation coef-
ficient as a measure for the scattering ability represents a tool 
to judge the ability of polymers to interact with various staining 
agents. At the present stage this routine can be used as a fast 
screening tool to judge on the electron attenuation. Important 
parameters which influence the electron attenuation (i.e., the 
mass density of the polymer nanoparticles) will be gradually 
included into the analysis routine to derive a more quantita-
tive tool. This relies on sophisticated methods to determine the 
density of the nanoparticles, which could be performed e.g. by 
analytical ultracentrifugation or related methods.

A refined algorithm can in this respect provide a deeper 
insight into the complex issue of how electron contrast is gen-
erated in nanoparticle systems. A fundamental understanding 
of these processes will certainly support the applicability of 
TEM investigations in this field of research. The importance 
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Figure 5. The model compound (Z)-cyclooctene was dissolved in xylenes to form stable nanoemulsions stabilized by SDBS as surfactant upon 
ultrasonication. The nanoemulsions were exposed to buffered OsO4 solution, the reaction products were extracted and the resulting black oil was 
subjected to further analysis.
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of the molecular structure and the interaction of the staining 
agents with functional units within the nanoparticle structure 
was demonstrated by a careful investigation of the staining 
process of a C=C double bond containing model system.

Experimental Section

Instrumentation: DLS measurements were conducted using a 
Zetasizer Nano ZS (Malvern Instruments, Herrenberg, Germany). 
Multiple measurements were recorded at 25 °C (wavelength of 633 nm) 
and the counts were detected under an angle of 173°. Assuming a 
spherical shape of the particles, the width of the distribution as the 
polydispersity index (PDI) of the particles was obtained by the cumulants 
method. In order to determine the Zeta potential by electrophoretic light 
scattering, the Zetasizer Nano ZS (Malvern Instruments, Herrenberg, 
Germany) using laser Doppler velocimetry was applied. For this purpose, 
10 runs were carried out using the slow-field and fast-field reversal mode 
at 150 V at 25 °C.

TEM was carried out using a Technai G2 20 system (FEI), with an 
acceleration voltage of 200 kV. Imaging conditions were standardized for 
the acquisition of the images for comparison of the TEM image contrast. 
Further details are listed in the main text.

ESI-ToF-MS measurements were conducted using a micrOTOF 
(Bruker Daltonics GmbH) mass spectrometer equipped with an 
automatic syringe pump for sample injection (KD Scientific) in the 
positive ion mode. In order to generate ions, the standard electrospray 
ion (ESI) source was used, employing mixtures of dichloromethane 
and acetonitrile as solvent. An internal calibration standard (Tunemix 
solution), which was supplied from Agilent, was used for calibration of 
the instrument to the m/z range of 50–3000.

Nanoparticle preparation: The nanoparticles were prepared via NPr, 
NE or emulsion polymerization route.

NP1: Poly(D,L-lactide-co-glycolide, Resomer RG502 H, 50:50, 7 
to 17 kDa, acid terminated), polyvinyl alcohol (Mowiol8-88, partially 
hydrolysed) and dimethyl sulfoxide were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich.

The nanoparticles were prepared by the NPr method. PLGA polymer 
(40 mg) was dissolved in DMSO (2 mL). Using a syringe pump, the 
organic solution was injected in 20 mL aqueous PVA solution (0.03 %) at 
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Figure 6. A) ESI-MS of the compound Com-1 as a result of the treatment of (Z)-cyclooctene with OsO4. Three signal distributions are found as 
indicated in the blue, red and violet box. The signals found in the blue box are depicted in more detail in B). The occurrence of the signals can be 
explained by adducts of H+, Na+, and K+ of the species as suggested in the structure as shown in the inset. The isotopic pattern of the measured 
sample (black box) and the calculated spectrum are in good agreement. Furthermore, high-resolution MS (HRMS) hints toward the suggested 
structure. The set of signals in the red and violet box are explained more in detail in the Supporting Information (Figure S6, Supporting Informa-
tion). C) The isotopic pattern of the measured sample (black box) and the calculated spectra are in good agreement.
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a flow rate of 49 mL h−1 under continuous stirring at 800 rpm. To remove 
the DMSO and excess surfactant, the nanoparticle suspensions were 
placed in dialysis bags of 50 000 MWCO and dialyzed against water for 
6 d, replacing the dialysate with fresh water every day. NPr and dialysis 
was performed at room temperature and water used in all processes is 
milliQ grade. After purification nanoparticles were lyophilized and stored 
at 4 °C.

NP2: PMMA (20 mg, copolymerized with a small amount of 10 mol% 
acrylic acid) was dissolved in 2 mL acetone. To a 50 mL Falcon tube 
equipped with a magnetic stirrbar, 20 mL water was added. Under 
vigorous stirring (750 rpm, gas bubbles were removed), the polymer 
solution was dropped carefully to the water. Therefore, a syringe pump 
was used and a flow of 49 mL h−1 was adjusted. Eventually, the solvent 
was allowed to evaporate from the suspension overnight.

NP3: Commercially available polystyrene beads were used. Therefore, 
latex beads, amine-modified polystyrene, fluorescent orange, nominal 
diameter 0.1 µm in aqueous suspension were purchased from 
Sigma-Aldrich.

NP4 and NP5: The synthesis and characterization of the 
polymer samples P4 and P5 have been described elsewhere.[19] The 
characterization data of the polymers used in this study are listed below. 
For experimental details of the respective data see ref. [19].

P4: SEC (eluent: CHCl3, PMMA calibration, RI detection): 
Mn  =  4500 g mol−1. Ð  = 1.19. DP (determined by 1H-NMR spectroscopy):  
MMA—30. AEMA·HCl—8.2.

P5: SEC (eluent: CHCl3, PMMA calibration, RI detection): 
Mn  =  7600 g mol−1. Ð  = 1.17. DP (determined by 1H-NMR spectroscopy):  
MMA—40. DMAEMA—10.

The nanoparticle samples NP4 and NP5 were prepared via an NPr 
route. Therefore, the respective polymer samples were dissolved in 
acetone with a concentration of 10 mg mL−1 and added to water as 
previously described.[19]

NP6: Poly(styrene-co-butadiene) was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. 
The nominal amount of styrene as stated by the manufacturer is: 
45 wt%. Particles were prepared using a single-emulsion method. For 
this purpose, the polymer was dissolved in dichloromethane to yield 
a solution with a concentration of 2.5 mg mL−1. 4 mL of an aqueous 
solution of poly(vinyl alcohol) (Mowiol 4-88, Sigma-Aldrich) was added 
to 2 mL of the polymer solution. The two-phase system was exposed to 
ultrasound using a sonicator tip until the system was visibly emulsified. 
During ultrasonication, the emulsion was cooled to 0 °C. The emulsion 
was poured in 10 mL deionized water and stirred overnight to allow the 
solvent to evaporate. The particle suspension was used for subsequent 
experiments without any further purification. The particle suspension 
was stored at 4 °C.

Image Acquisition: For image acquisition, nanoparticle samples were 
blotted onto a carbon support copper grid (400 mesh, Quantifoil, Jena), 
whereby the particles adhered on the grid surface. In case of staining 

experiments, the particle samples were incubated with the respective 
staining solution for 24 h (surfactants were not removed from the particle 
suspension prior to incubation) and the particles were placed on the 
grid surface by blotting the solution onto the copper grid. Subsequently, 
residual heavy metal stains were removed by washing the grid surface 
three times with deionized water utilizing a drop-to-drop method.

For OsO4 staining, 100 µL phosphate buffered saline (PBS) and 
100 µL OsO4 solution (2 wt% in deionized water) were added to 200 µL 
of the respective particle suspension. Prior to staining with uranyl 
acetate and lead citrate the respective staining solutions were thoroughly 
centrifuged to remove precipitates.

For uranyl acetate staining, 200 µL uranyl acetate solution (2 wt% in 
deionized water) we added to 200 µL of the respective particle suspension.

Reynold’s lead citrate solution was prepared starting from freshly 
boiled deionized water. 400 mg Pb(NO3)2 and 528 mg trisodium citrate-
dihydrate was suspended in approx. 9 mL water. To this solution, 2.4 mL 
1 M NaOH was added, so that the insoluble compounds dissolved 
completely. The pH value of the resulting solution was adjusted to 
pH  =  12.0 ± 0.1 with NaOH solution. Subsequently, the solution was 
filled to 15 mL and stored at 4 °C. For particle staining 50 µL of the 
particle suspension was added to 150 µL lead citrate solution.

All images were acquired using the transmission electron microscope 
in transmission mode. In order to ensure comparable experimental 
conditions, particle samples were imaged using equal pixel sizes of 
3.94 nm, equal underfoci of −2.5 µm as well as the same objective 
aperture (40 µm) for all measurements. Furthermore, the beam 
was adjusted in such a way that the background intensities for all 
measurements exhibited similar grey values (approx. 6000 Cts., spot 
size 1, for 1 s exposure time). Particle samples were imaged using a 
WA-MegaView CCD camera utilizing the same Bias/Gain correction.

Image Processing: Images subjected to image processing were used 
as TIFF images (16 Bit color depth). Image processing routines were 
programmed using MATLAB R2014a with the toolbox DIPimage version 
2.8.1. Due to a low particle contrast of particle sample NP6, an initial 
rolling ball algorithm was performed for background normalization 
using ImageJ prior to employing the algorithm in DIPimage. For further 
details see the main text.

Mass Spectrometry Investigations: The nanoemulsion to study the 
reactivity of the model compound with OsO4 was prepared starting 
from xylene (mixture of isomers). Therefore, (Z)-cyclooctene (20 mg) 
was dissolved in 1 mL xylene. 1 mL of an aqueous solution of sodium 
dodecyl benzenesulfonate (SDBS, 3 mg mL−1) was added to the xylene 
phase. The two-phase system was cooled to 0 °C and subjected to 
ultrasonication using a sonicator tip until the system was visibly 
emulsified. Afterward, the stable emulsion was transferred into a dialysis 
tubing (Roth ZelluTrans, cut-off 3500 Da, regenerated cellulose) and 
dialysed for 1 d to remove the excess of surfactant. Next, the stable 
emulsion was transferred into a falcon tube and to this amount of 
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Figure 7. Molecular structure and atom labeling scheme of Bis(cyclooctyl-1,2-dioxy)(oxo)osmium(VI) (Com-1). The ellipsoids represent a probability 
of 30%. Symmetry-related atoms (−x + 1, y, −z + 3/2) are marked with the letter “A.” Selected bond lengths (Å): Os(1)–O(1) 1.682(3), Os(1)–O(2) 1.895(2), 
Os(1)–O(3) 1.901(3), O(2)–C(1) 1.461(4), O(3)–C(8) 1.461(4), C(1)–C(8) 1.530(4); angles (deg): O(1)–Os(1)–O(2) 110.70(7), O(2)–Os(1)–O(3) 
82.33(10), O(2)–Os(1)–O(2A) 138.59 (14), C(1)–O(2)–Os(1) 117.56(19), O(2)–C(1)–C(8) 118.4(3).
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emulsion the same volume of OsO4 solution (2% in PBS) was added, 
so that the final OsO4 concentration in the reaction mixture was 1%. The 
reaction mixture was kept for 1 h, whereby a color change from colorless 
to grey could be observed. Afterward the emulsion was dialysed another 
4 d to remove unreacted OsO4 (ZellutransRoth, regenerated cellulose, 
cut-off 3.5 kDa). After complete dialysis, the reaction mixture was 
subjected to extraction with toluene, whereby a small amount of BaCl2 
was added to the aqueous phase. The toluene phase was dried over 
Na2SO4 and evaporated to dryness to obtain a black solid. This black 
solid was, subsequently, investigated by ESI-ToF-MS.

In order to obtain a crystal of the osmium complex, the black solid 
was dissolved in a small amount dichloromethane and stored in a glass 
vial equipped with a teflon cover. In order to ensure slow evaporation of 
the solvent, the cap was perforated with a thin needle. After complete 
evaporation of the solvent, a pale-grey crystalline substance could be 
collected.

Crystal Structure Determination: The intensity data were collected on 
a Nonius KappaCCD diffractometer, using graphite-monochromated 
Mo-Kα radiation. Data were corrected for Lorentz and polarization 
effects; absorption was taken into account on a semi-empirical basis 
using multiple scans.[20]

The structure was solved by direct methods [21] and refined by full-matrix 
least squares techniques against Fo2 (SHELXL-97).[21,22] All hydrogen atoms 
were included at calculated positions with fixed thermal parameters. All 
nonhydrogen atoms were refined anisotropically. XP (SIEMENS Analytical 
X-ray Instruments, Inc.) was used for structure representations.

Crystal Data for Com-1: C16H28O5Os, Mr = 490.58 gmol−1, pale_grey 
prism, size 0.112 × 0.062 × 0.024 mm3, monoclinic, space group C 
2/c, a = 24.6179(8), b = 5.3887(2), c = 12.6194(4) Å, β = 100.358(2)°, 
V = 1646.79(10) Å3 , T = −140 °C, Z = 4, ρcalcd. = 1.979 gcm−3,  
µ (Mo-Kα) = 77.64 cm−1, multiscan, transmin: 0.5241, transmax: 
0.7456, F(000) = 960, 8923 reflections in h(−28/31), k(−6/6), l(−16/16), 
measured in the range 3.28° ≤ Θ ≤ 27.45°, completeness Θmax = 99.7%, 
1866 independent reflections, Rint = 0.0495, 1834 reflections with 
Fo > 4σ(Fo), 101 parameters, 0 restraints, R1obs = 0.0210, wR2

obs = 0.0456, 
R1all = 0.0216, wR2

all = 0.0459, GOOF = 1.064, largest difference peak 
and hole: 0.958/−1.007 e Å−3.

Supporting Information

Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or 
from the author. Crystallographic data deposited at the Cambridge 
Crystallographic Data Centre under CCDC-1854637 for Com-1 contain 
the supplementary crystallographic data excluding structure factors; 
this data can be obtained free of charge via www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk/conts/
retrieving.html (or from the Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre, 
12, Union Road, Cambridge CB2 1EZ, UK; fax: (+44) 1223-336-033; or 
deposit@ccdc.cam.ac.uk.
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Determination of the influence of the defocus on the imaging contrast 

 

Figure S1: A: Dependence of the electron attenuation factor on the defocus level. Details on 

the determination of the electron attenuation factor α are discussed in the following section. 

B: Comparison of the obtained images at different defocus levels. At eucentric focus the 

outline of the nanoparticles appears to be fuzzy. Reliable automatic image analysis greatly 

benefits from a certain defocus.  

 

Theoretical estimations 

1) Estimation of the depth-of-field and blur circle: 

1.1) Illumination numerical aperture 

For all images we used a C2 illumination aperture of 100 µm diameter. With this we estimate 

the half opening angle of the illumination aperture to be 0.45 mrad. Considering -2.5 µm 
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defocus, this leads to a blur circle with 2.3 nm in diameter, being less than one pixel (nominal 

pixel size 3.94 nm). 

1.2) Detection numerical aperture 

For detection we used a SuperTWIN lens with f = 1.7 mm focal length in combination with an 

objective aperture of 2·r = 40 µm diameter to get the scattering absorption contrast. The half 

opening angle theta can be estimated to be: 

𝜃 = 𝑟𝑓 = 20 𝜇𝑚1.7 𝑚𝑚 = 11.8 𝑚𝑟𝑎𝑑 

This leads to the conclusion that the illumination aperture is in terms of scattering absorption 

contrast the limiting one to define the depth of field and the defocus blur circle. 

2) Estimation of maximum pronounced feature by phase contrast: 

As we did argue already in the paper, phase contrast produced by slight defocus can, in 

contrast to software image sharpening, enhance the sharpness of particle edges without 

enhancing shot noise. The choice of defocus 𝑙 = −2.5 𝜇𝑚 was made such that spatial features Λ slightly below nominal pixel size of 3.94 nm are maximum enhanced. With a relativistic 

electron wavelength of 𝜆 = 2.50 ⋅ 10  m (200 kV acceleration) diffraction theory gives the 

estimation: Λ = √2 ⋅ 𝑙 ⋅ 𝜆 = 3.5 𝑛𝑚 

In principle phase contrast is violating Lambert-Beer's, but the violation does mainly occur 

below pixel sized objects not at our particle size which is more than 25 times above pixel size. 

Figure S1 is supporting this statement. 
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Figure S2: Represented images of investigated nanoparticle samples. All samples were 

recorded under the same beam conditions. The images of the particles are displayed under the 

same histogram settings, i.e. the same range of grey values (4,000 to 6,200 cts.). This 

representation enables a rough estimation of the particle image contrast on the basis of a 

visual observation. Scale bar: 0.5 µm. 

 

Theoretical considerations for the development of the image analysis algorithm 

TEM imaging of nanoparticles provides a high resolution view on the particles` features. If a 

sufficient number of particles is imaged, computational processing routines facilitate the 

classification of nanoscale objects regarding their size or shape properties with statistical 

significance. For this purpose, a fixed pixel intensity is used as a threshold to classify signals 

emerging from the object and to differentiate them from the background signal. The resulting 
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binary image is subjected to further analyses to obtain a statistical evaluation of size and/or 

shape of the features. 

In transmission electron microscopy, a parallel electron beam propagates through the 

investigated object. Propagating electrons are scattered due to their interaction with atoms 

present in the material, where they get deviated and, thus, reach the detection aperture instead 

of the detector that is located in the beam path of the electron microscope. As a consequence, 

strongly scattering objects are represented with low intensity values in the TEM image, while 

the maximum intensity values indicate the background owing to unimpeded propagation of 

the electrons through the sample. The electron beam is projected only from one direction onto 

the sample, which is significantly larger than the electron wavelength, causing the acquired 

image to be a 2D projection of the nanomaterial as indicated by the scheme in Figure S3. The 

following assumptions are only valid for particles with isotropic electron scattering properties, 

such as polymeric systems, since crystalline materials are known to show anisotropic behavior 

in TEM. The projection of three-dimensional nanoobjects relates as a consequence to the 

object thickness. In case of a well-known geometry, a detailed examination of the pixel 

intensity profile across the lateral dimensions of the object in the EM image can result in a 

deeper comprehension of the attenuation characteristics of the electron beam propagating 

through the nanomaterial.  
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Figure S3: Schematic representation of a spherical nanoparticle imaged by transmission 

electron microscopy. The image of the particle constitutes its projection on the detector. The 

white dashed line represents the height 𝒉(�⃗�), i.e. the transmission path of the incident electron 

beam through the particle thickness in dependence of the spatial vector �⃗�. 

  
Considering the polymeric particles as an ideal sphere, the height h of the particle, i.e. the 

propagation length of the electron beam through the spherical colloid in dependence of the 

image coordinates 𝑟, can be described according to equation (1), 

(1) ℎ(𝑟) = 2 𝑅 − (𝑟 − 𝑟⃗) , 𝑅 − (𝑟 − 𝑟⃗) ≥ 00, 𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒 . 
where 𝑟⃗ represents the coordinates of the center of the particle with the particle radius R. The 

decrease of the electron beam intensity has been reported to follow an exponential decay, 

which can be employed for instance to determine a sample thickness of ideal films.[1] 

Equation 2 describes the intensity distribution I as a function of 𝑟 with the background signal 

intensity 𝐼  assuming exponential attenuation. Hence, the attenuation profile depends on the 

material-specific attenuation coefficient 𝛼 and may be considered as a Lambert-Beer-like 

relation. 
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(2) 𝐼(�⃗�) = 𝐼 𝑒 ( ⃗ ⃗) , 𝑅 − (�⃗� − 𝑟⃗) ≥ 0𝐼 , 𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒 . 
In order to support these assumptions, we imaged spherical polystyrene beads with an 

approximate size of 110 nm by TEM. Figure S4A depicts a low-magnification linear raw-

image of a number of beads. We selected a representative particle as indicated in the red box 

and in Figure S4B and in Figure S4C, the intensity values of the particle are plotted in 

dependence of the pixel positions. It should be noted that the raw data shown here represents 

the linear detector signal that has not been subjected to contrast enhancement routines. For 

comparison, the theoretical intensity profile which is expectable according to equation (2) is 

depicted in Figure S4E (Figure S4D shows the simulated image of an ideally spherically 

shaped particle). Figure S4F, moreover, displays a cross-section through the intensity plot of 

the calculated intensity profile (as indicated by the red solid line) along with the extracted data 

of the particle (dotted data). It has to be mentioned that a local background 𝐼  was calculated 

which was applied to normalize the pixel intensity of the measured image prior to data 

extraction.  
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Figure S4: Applicability of Lambert Beer’s law to the applied contrast method. A) Low-

magnification of a raw-image of polystyrene beads. B) Magnification of A). C) Plot of 

normalized intensity values. D) Simulated image of a particle with ideally spherical shape 

according to equation (2). E) Plot of predicted normalized intensity values of an ideally 

spherical particle. F) Intensity profile of the particle (extracted data in blue) compared to 

intensity profile of an ideal sphere (red solid line). 

 

The developed image analysis algorithm aims to determine the attenuation characteristics of a 

number of particles imaged simultaneously. As a consequence, the attenuation factor α can 
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directly be deduced from the intensity plot according to equation (2) which would need to be 

carried out for a certain number of particles individually. However, the analysis of each bead 

intensity profile individually as shown in Figure S4F and the intricacy to fit the function 

according to equation (2) via the unknown particle parameters 𝛼 and R would (also with 

respect to the unknown bead positions) constitute a demanding task particularly with respect 

to the fact that automated image analysis might in this case be error-prone. In order to 

overcome this issue, an alternative route was followed to extract the data from TEM images. 

We made use of the fact that the logarithmic pixel intensity value should be proportional to 

height of the material at the respective position of the pixel (equation 3, 4). 

(3) ( ⃗)( ⃗) = 𝑒 ⋅ ( ⃗), 
(4) ln 𝐼 (𝑟) = 𝛼 ⋅ ℎ(�⃗�), Introducing the normalized intensity value 𝐼 (𝑟) = ( ⃗)( ⃗) . 

In order to be robust against intensity noise, we decided not to read out only the maximum 

intensity value which corresponds to the maximum height of the particle (particle diameter in 

axial dimension), but to consider all intensity values of the thresholded particles. Their 

summation along both image coordinates x’, y’ results in a value proportional to the particle 

volume (equation 5). 

(5) 𝑉 = ∑ ℎ(�⃗�) ⋅ 𝑝, = ⋅ ∑ ln 𝐼 (𝑥′, 𝑦′) ⋅ 𝑝, ,  
x’, y’ represent the image coordinates along the particle dimensions and p the pixel 

area [µm2]. 

Knowledge of the particle volume facilitates the determination of the particle diameter d in 

axial dimension. The particle diameter is, furthermore, accessible by the area of the projected 

particle in the image. Comparison of the particle diameter deduced from intensity 

measurements and from the particle area facilitates the determination of the material-specific 

attenuation coefficient 𝛼 for each individual particle. To increase the statistical validity of this 
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value, we investigated a large number of particles. Therefore, we took advantage of the fact 

that the particles possess a certain size distribution. Data extraction from the raw image 

facilitated a plot of the diameter determined by the particle area vs. the cubic route of the sum 

of logarithmized intensities (indicating the particle diameter in axial direction). The obtained 

graphs describe a linear relationship according to equation (6) whose slope characterizes the 

attenuation. 

(6) 𝑑 =  = ⋅  ∑ ln 𝐼 (𝑥 ′, 𝑦 ′) ⋅ 𝑝′, ′    
Equation (6) can be expressed in such a way that a linear function follows from the expression 

of the l.h.s. vs. the particle diameter d.  

(7) ∑ ln 𝐼 (𝑥′, 𝑦 ′) ⋅ 𝑝′, ′  = √𝛼 ⋅ d  

From this, the attenuation coefficient α [µm-1] can be determined. 

 

Implementation of the algorithm 

In order to achieve a profound data elaboration based on the mathematical relations according 

to eqs. (1) – (7), we developed an evaluation algorithm based on the image processing toolbox 

DIPimage for MATLAB. 

Initially, the image is normalized by a locally estimated background. This is achieved in two 

image processing steps. In a first step the image is globally normalized by dividing it by the 

maximum value of its Gauss filtered version. As a result, the background intensities fluctuate 

around the value one. In a second step, the normalization is improved by a local background 

estimate. A thresholding is defined to roughly differentiate between particle signal and image 

background (typically 91% of brightness). This first background mask is then slightly 

enlarged. A Gaussian filtering of the scalar normalized image leads, along with an inpainting 
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of the mask covered parts, to a reasonable estimation of a non-flat background. A further 

thresholding (typically 95% of brightness) of the locally background corrected image provides 

a precise second mask which facilitates the discrimination between the background and the 

particles with the highest precision. 

Particle recognition, labeling and geometrical characterization represent central tasks in this 

algorithm. The recognition is achieved by local maxima determination in the Gaussian-

filtered background-corrected image (based on the second mask) which results in appropriate 

estimations of the particle center positions. A watershed algorithm, seeded by the estimated 

center positions, facilitates the determination of particle boundaries in case of overlapping 

particle signals. On the basis of the result achieved by the watershed algorithm and the second 

mask, most particles are well selected and automatically labeled. In order to exclude 

geometries which imply shapes other than spherical particles, a routine based on the 

determination of the Ferret aspect ratio is applied. Consequently to all aforementioned steps, 

the particle area as well as the sum of intensities is determined for further elaboration 

according to equation (7).  
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Table S1: The image processing algorithm requires the pre-selection of some parameters, 

which are required to be input prior to analysis. These are: 

noiseLPrad – parameter to reduce noise in frequency space as initial image processing 

step 

 minestmrad – minimal diameter of objects (in pixels) to be considered as particles  

 maxestmrad – maximal diameter  

 radBgAre – measure for largest coherent background area 

 fglimit – threshold used for first analysis to distinguish between particle signal and  

background area 

 fglimit2 – threshold used for subsequent analysis 

 maxEllipt – maximum ellipticity (based on the determination of Feret‘s diameters) of  

particles considered for analysis 

 number of images – number of analysed images 

 number of particles – number of analysed particles 

These parameters were selected manually by preliminary inspection of the images. 

All images have been processed individually and average values of all determined α weighted 

by the number of analyzed particles were calculated. 
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Figure S5: 1H-NMR spectrum of polymer P6 (300 MHz, THF-d6). The proton NMR 

spectrum of the polymer suggests the presence of (E) and (Z) as well as terminal olefins 

within the structure of the polymer. 
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Figure S6: A) ESI-ToF-MS of (Z)-cyclooctene exposed to OsO4 staining medium. B) Zoom-

in view into A. C) MS/MS experiment with m/z = 515.15 as parent ion as indicated with the 

green arrow in B).  
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Figure S7: A) ESI-ToF-MS of (Z)-cyclooctene exposed to OsO4 staining medium. B) Zoom-

in view into A. C) MS/MS experiment with m/z = 1005.30 as parent ion as indicated with the 

green arrow in B. D) Zoom-in view into C).  
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Figure S 8: A) ESI-ToF-MS of (Z)-cyclooctene exposed to OsO4 staining medium. B) Zoom-
in view into A). C) MS/MS experiment with m/z = 1494.46 as parent ion as indicated with the 
green arrow in B).  
 
 
[1] a) R. E. Burge, N. R. Silvester, J. Biophys. Biochem. Cytol. 1960, 8, 1; b) F. Wang, 

H.-B. Zhang, M. Cao, R. Nishi, A. Takaoka, Micron 2010, 41, 769; c) I. Pozsgai, 
Ultramicroscopy 1997, 68, 69; d) L. Reimer, Transmission electron microscopy: 
physics of image formation and microanalysis, Springer, 2013. 
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We present the synthesis of polylactide by ring-opening polymerization

using a luminescent iridium(III) complex acting as initiator. The polymer

was formulated into nanoparticles, which were taken up by HEK-293

cells.We could show that the particles provided an appropriate contrast

in both superresolution fluorescence and electron microscopy, and,

moreover, are non-toxic, in contrast to the free iridium complex.

The biodegradable polyester polylactide (PLA)1,2 has found a wide

range of applications in medicine and technology, since it is both

nontoxic and biorenewable.3–7 Therefore, it has become a standard

material for application inmany drug carrier systems.8–11 In order to

gain deeper insight into the particles’ mode of action, it is necessary

to track them within cells and tissue. While fluorescence labeling of

nanoparticles represents a standard method to understand the fate

of particles in single cells10,12 or entire organisms,13,14 transmission

electron microscopy (TEM) is less of a standard. Since TEM images

provide knowledge about the cellular ultrastructural details with a

resolution far better than the particle size, electron microscopy

should yet be considered as a useful tool. Due to the intrinsic low

contrast provided by biological specimens, it has to be enhanced by

treating the sample with heavy metal salts. PLA particles, uptaken by

cells, do not provide a reliable contrast either and can thus only be

identified as they are slightly less electron dense compared to their

surrounding biological environment.15,16 Alternatively, their electron

density can be enhanced via incorporation of nanocrystals17 or heavy

metal complexes.18,19 Cyclometalated iridium(III) complexes seem

ideal for this purpose, since they exhibit large extinction coefficients,

good luminescent quantum yields as well as large Stokes shifts,20

which is desirable in fluorescence imaging.‡ Additionally, iridium as

a heavy element provides a suitable TEM contrast. Although the

utilization of cyclometallated iridium complexes in cell imaging

in vivo was reported,21–23 leakage of a dye from the particles can

result in severe toxic effects.24 This can be prevented by the covalent

attachment of the label to the polymer used for the particle

formation (Fig. 1). In this article, we describe the synthesis and

characterization of PLA nanoparticles covalently labeled with a

luminescent iridium–coumarin coordination compound to provide

appropriate contrast in fluorescence as well as in TEM imaging. This

method is not limited to the end group functionalization of poly-

lactide only, but it can also be applied in the synthesis of other

polyesters such as poly(e-caprolactone).25 Also functionalization of

polymers, such as poly(acrylic acid) derivatives, is feasible, which

could potentially be applied to emphasize a selected block within

complex polymeric architectures or to target specific cell types.

We synthesized a 2,20-bipyridine analogous ligand 1 with a

hydroxyl functionality via a copper-mediated azide alkyne click

reaction (Scheme 1, NMR spectra of all compounds Fig. S1–S5 and

S7, ESI†).26,27 The final cationic luminescent complex was obtained

from an iridium precursor complex28 2 and ligand 1. Subsequent to

an ion exchange, the organo-soluble iridium(III) complex with PF6
�

as counter ion 3was obtained with high purity. Due to its absorption

Fig. 1 Sketch of experiments. Iridium(III) complex initiated PLA was used to

form nanoparticles. Cellular uptake was studied by electron and fluorescence

microscopy.
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maximum at 483 nm, caused by ligand-based electronic transi-

tions,26 and a high extinction coefficient, it can ideally be illumi-

nated by the 488 nm transition of an Ar+ ion laser or appropriate

solid-state substitutes, which are widely applied in high resolution

fluorescence microscopy. In many applications described in litera-

ture, 2-phenylpyridine and derivatives, respectively, are utilized as

cyclometallating ligands, absorbing in the UV and near VIS range

which results in cell damage and scattering loss of the high energetic

radiation.29–32 In addition, the emission of the air-stable complex is

independent of the pH value of the surrounding medium (Fig. S10,

ESI†), facilitating stable and quantifiable emission microscopy of

acidic as well as basic regions in cells and tissue.33

To covalently attach the dye molecule to PLA, 3 was applied as

initiator for the ring opening polymerization (ROP) of L-lactide34,35

using the well-established catalyst tin(II)2-ethylhexanoate (character-

ization data of the polymers are summarized in Table 1). Despite the

amine and lactone structures present in the coumarin ligands that

could potentially interfere with the ROP mechanism, kinetic studies

revealed a linear increase of the polymer molar mass with monomer

conversion as well as a linear pseudo-first-order kinetic plot as

monitored by size-exclusion chromatography (SEC, [M]0/[I]0 = 90,

kP = 0.15 L mol�1 s�1). Together with the fact that monomodal and

narrow molar mass distributions (Ð o 1.2) were observed, this

shows that the ROP could be efficiently controlled in terms of molar

mass (kinetic plots Fig. S9, ESI†). The signals derived from the

initiator could be well assigned in the 1H NMR spectrum of the

purified PLA P1. The fact that the molar mass determined from

the NMR spectrumMn,NMR corresponds to the expected molar mass

Mn,theo hints towards a high end-group fidelity. In addition, the

covalent attachment of the iridium complex was confirmed by SEC

using diode array detection (DAD, Fig. 2), revealing a DAD signal at

the absorption maximum of the complex (l = 485 nm) that overlaps

with the corresponding refractive index signal (Fig. S6, ESI†). More-

over, the luminescence spectra recorded from the polymer and the

free complex are in good agreement (Fig. S8, ESI†). To further prove

the covalent attachment of the iridium complex at the a-chain end of

the PLA, a second polymer P2 with a lower degree of polymerization

(DP) was prepared. Since both polymers carry a positive charge

(due to the complex attached), the singly charged chains could be

well ionized by matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization time of

flight mass spectrometry (MALDI-ToF-MS, Fig. 2). Two major distri-

butions with a m/z difference corresponding to the mass of one

lactide monomer (Dm/z = 144) were observed. As shown by the

overlay of the measured and the calculated isotopic patterns, the

m/z distribution E (as marked in Fig. 2) can be assigned to PLA

chains with the positively charged complex as end group. The less

abundant species O correspond to PLA chains with the same end

group but with an odd number of lactic acid repeating units, which

result from intermolecular trans-esterification reactions occurring

Scheme 1 (a) Reaction scheme. (b) Absorption and emission spectrum of

compound P1.

Table 1 Selected characterization data of the synthesized polymersf

[M] : [I] : [C] Conv.a [%] Mn,theo
b [g mol�1] Mn,NMR

c [g mol�1] Mn,SEC
d [g mol�1] ÐSEC

d Mn,MALDI
e [g mol�1] ÐMALDI

e

P1 90 : 1 : 1 80 11 400 11 700 6800 1.17 5000 1.04
P2 15 : 1 : 1 82 2900 3000 2180 1.21 2460 1.06

a Conversion determined from the 1H-NMR spectra of the polymerization mixtures. b Mtheo = [M]0 : [I]0 conv. 144 g mol�1 + 1366 g mol�1.
c Referred to 1H-NMR peak at d = 8.52 ppm (m, 1H). d Eluent: DMAc-LiCl, PMMA calibration, RI detection. e DCTB, NaCl. f Polymerization
conditions: [M]0 = 0.5 M, toluene, reflux.

Fig. 2 (a) 3D plot of the SEC trace of P1 (eluent: DMAc-LiCl, PMMA calibration, DAD detection). (b) MALDI-ToF mass spectrum of P2 (DCTB, NaCl).

Anm/z difference of 144 can be observed. High abundance intensities can be assigned to the positively charged complex attached to an even number of

lactic acid repeating units (c) overlay of measured and calculated isotopic pattern of the most abundant peak.
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during the tin(II) 2-ethylhexanoate catalyzed ROP.36,37 Hence, ROP

using 3 as initiator represents an efficient method to incorporate a

defined amount of metal into a well-defined PLA.

Polymer P1 was formulated into nanoparticles using the single

emulsion technique (Table 2). Assuming one complex per polymer

chain, two nanoparticle formulations were prepared resulting in

particles with an estimated metal content of 2% (NP1) and 1%

(NP2, Table 2), respectively. DLS measurements show unimodal

size distributions of both nanoparticle suspensions with particle

sizes of approximately 300 nm. Though having a low positive zeta

potential, which we attribute to the attachment of the positively

charged complex, the particles remained stable in suspension and

did not tend to aggregate (TEM images Fig. S11, ESI†).

The toxicity of the nanoparticles NP1, NP2 and compound 3 was

determined using the human embryonic kidney cell line HEK-293.

The in-vitro cytotoxicity experiments were performed via a XTT assay.

After 24 h of incubation with different concentrations of complex 3,

the whole applied concentration range led to a significant reduction

of cell viability pointing out a clear cytotoxic potential of the free

complex. In case of NP1 and NP2, the metabolic activity of the

treated cells was found to be at the level of the untreated control

within the duration of the experiment (Fig. 3). A possible explanation

for this observation could be related to the shielding of the majority

of the toxic complex within the structure of the formulated NP,

hence, reducing the accessibility of the harmful complex, particu-

larly, since complex leakage is prevented due to its covalent attach-

ment to the polymer chains. The concentration-dependent uptake of

the complex containing NP1 and NP2 was quantified by flow

cytometry (FC)measurements after particle incubation with different

concentrations. The measured mean fluorescence intensities display

a parameter for the relative amount of labeled NPs associated with

the cells (internalized or attached to the outer cell membrane).

A clear concentration-dependent increase in fluorescence intensity

was observed for both NP1 and NP2. Due to the reduced complex

content a lower signal level was expected and observed forNP1 – still,

the level of decrease was more pronounced than the actual metal

content and fluorescence measurement of the pure particles would

suggest (Fig. S12, ESI†). Hence a weaker uptake efficiency caused by

an interaction ofNP2 with serum proteins present in the cell culture

media is most likely the reason for that observation.38 It is known

that positively charged particles like NP2 show an increased inter-

action with proteins as compared to particles with a neutral surface

charge like NP1 – resulting in the formation of a protein corona on

the particle surface.39 The protein-decoration ofNP2 could result in a

Table 2 Characterization of the nanoparticle samples.a Particle size did

not change after lyophilization

After preparation After lyophilization
Zeta potential

d [nm] PDI d [nm] PDI [mV]

NP1
b 323 0.201 301 0.213 0.2

NP2
c 307 0.151 293 0.206 7.8

a Diameters and PDI determined by DLS measurements. b Prepared
from 100 wt.-% P1. c Prepared from 50 wt% P1 and 50 wt% unlabeled
polymer.

Fig. 3 (a) Viability of HEK cells after 24 hours incubation with the complex 3

resp. NP1, NP2. (b) Flow cytometry investigation of concentration dependent

uptake of NP1 and NP2 following 24 h incubation are displayed as mean

fluorescence intensities of the analyzed cell populations. Cells cultivated with

culture medium served as control. All data are expressed as mean � SD of

triplicates.

Fig. 4 HEK cells incubated with NP1 (a and d) und NP2 (b and e) 24 h, 250 mg mL�1. (a and b): HR SIM. 63 � 1.4 NA oil obj. Blue: nucleus. Green:

cytoskeleton. Red: NP. The 3D ortho plot displays the distribution of NPs throughout the cell body. (c–e): HAADF-STEM images. (c) Low magnification

image of a HEK-293 cell. Nucleus, cytoplasm and NPs mitochondria are observable. Zoomed-in views of a cell incubated with NP1 (d) and NP2 (e). White

arrows highlight the uptaken nanoparticles that are localized in cellular endosomes. See also Fig. S13 (ESI†).
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reduced cellular uptake due to an altered cell-membrane interaction

and recognition of the particles.40 Whereas FC methods provide

statistical information about the cellular uptake efficiency, high

resolution imaging techniques facilitate the visualization of inter-

nalized particles and, thus, enable an understanding of the fate of

the particles in a single cell. Structured illuminationmicroscopy, as a

superresolution microscopy technique, was chosen, since it allows

image acquisition with a large variety of dyes. The HEK-293 cells,

adherently grown on coverslips, were stained by applying standard

nucleus and cytoskeleton specific dyes. Alexa488-phalloidin, staining

the actin-cytoskeleton, as well as the internalized nanoparticles were

excited with the 488 nm laser line simultaneously. Due to the large

Stokes shift of complex 3, the resulting emission could easily be

separated from the Alexa488 dye fluorescence by appropriate choice

of emission filters. In order to gain information about the particle

distribution in axial direction inside the cell, for SIM image acquisi-

tion, optical z-sectioning through the cell body was carried out.

It could be shown that the fluorescent NPs show intracellular,

cytoplasmic localization (Fig. 4). In addition, TEM images were

acquired. For this purpose, cells were fixed with glutaraldehyde

and osmium tetroxide prior to embedding. Since further contrast-

enhancingmethods were omitted, the sections were imaged in high-

angle annular darkfield scanning transmission electron microscopy

(HAADF-STEM) mode. For STEM imaging, ultrathin sections of

80 nm were cut using an ultra-microtome. By imaging ultrathin

slices with TEM, the internationalization of the nanoparticles could

also be confirmed (Fig. 4). Uptaken particles were found in endo-

somes. Both nanoparticle probes provide a contrast that is sufficient

to point them out within the cellular context.

In conclusion, we synthesized a luminescent cyclo-metallated

iridium(III) complex for the utilization as a label in fluorescence

microscopy. The complex was used as an initiator for the ROP of

lactide to form well-defined polylactides with various chain lengths.

The polymers were formulated into nontoxic nanoparticles.

Cellular uptake was proven by FC, SIM and TEM. We could

demonstrate that the nanoparticle probes provide both appro-

priate contrasts for TEM imaging in cellular context as well as a

good fluorescence signal in SIM. In further studies, this systemwill

be used as a label for correlative light and electron microscopy.
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Cellular uptake of PLA nanoparticles studied by light and electron 

microscopy: Synthesis, characterization and biocompatibility studies using 

an iridium(III) complex as correlative label
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1. Instruments, materials and chemical synthesis

2. Cell cultivation, toxicity and flow cytometry tests

3. Microscopy

Experimental section

The solvents dichloromethane, methanol and toluene were dried with a PureSolv-EN™ Solvent 

Purification System (Innovative Technology).  Unless otherwise noted, the starting materials were 

purchased from commercial sources and used as obtained. Reaction progress was monitored by thin 

layer chromatography on 0.2 mm Merck silica gel plates (60 F254). Column chromatographic 

purifications were performed on silica gel 60 (Merck). 

1H and 13C NMR spectra were recorded on a Bruker AC 250 MHz respectively AC 300 MHz 

spectrometer at room temperature. Chemical shifts are reported in parts per million (ppm, δ scale) 

relative to the residual proton signal of the deuterated solvent. Elemental analyses were carried out 

on a Vario ELIII–Elementar Euro and an EA–HekaTech. Size-exclusion chromatography was performed 

on an Agilent 1200 series system, equipped with a G1362A refractive index detector, and both a PSS 

Gram30 and a PSS Gram1000 column in series, applying N,N’-dimethylacetamide (DMAc) + 0.21% LiCl 

as eluent, flow rate 1 mL/min, temperature: 40 °C. MALDI-ToF MS spectra were measured on an 

Ultraflex III TOF/TOF (Bruker Daltonics GmbH) that was equipped with a Nd:YAG laser and a collision 

cell. The spectra were recorded in the positive reflector or linear mode using DCTB (trans-2-[3-(4-

tert.-butylphenyl)-2-methyl-2-propenylidene]malononitrile) as matrix. ESI-Q-ToF MS measurements 

were executed on a micrOTOF (Bruker Daltonics GmbH) mass spectrometer, which was equipped 

with an automatic syringe pump for sample injection. The pump was supplied from KD Scientific. It 

was operated in the positive ion mode. The standard electrospray ion (ESI) source was used to 

generate ions. Mixtures of dichloromethane and acetonitrile were utilized as solvent. The ESI-Q-TOF-

MS instrument was calibrated in the m/z range of 50 to 3,000 using an internal calibration standard 

(Tunemix solution) which was supplied from Agilent. UV/vis absorption spectra were measured on a 

Perkin-Elmer Lambda 750 UV/vis spectrophotometer. Emission spectra were recorded with a Perkin-

Elmer LS 50 spectrometer and corrected according to the spectral sensitivity function of the detector. 

Electronic Supplementary Material (ESI) for ChemComm.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016



Spectroscopic measurements were carried out in a 1 cm quartz cuvette using spectroscopy grade 

solvents.

Dynamic light scattering (DLS) experiments were carried out using a Zetasizer Nano ZS (Malvern 

Instruments, Herrenberg, Germany). For this purpose, 3×30 runs were recorded at 25 °C (wavelength 

of 633 nm). The counts were detected under an angle of 173°. Each measurement was performed 

three times. The mean particle size was approximated as the effective diameter (z-average 

diameter). The width of the distribution as the polydispersity index of the particles (PDI) was 

obtained by the cumulants method assuming a spherical shape of the particles. The zeta potential 

was determined by electrophoretic light scattering. The measurements were carried out on a 

Zetasizer Nano ZS (Malvern Instruments, Herrenberg, Germany) by applying laser Doppler 

velocimetry. Therefore, 10 runs were carried out using the slow-field and fast-field reversal mode at 

150 V (three times at 25 °C).

12-[4-(Pyridin-2-yl)-1H-1,2,3-triazol-1-yl]dodecanol (1)

N

N N

N

OH

12-[4-(Pyridin-2-yl)-1H-1,2,3-triazol-1-yl]dodecanol was synthesized according to a procedure 

described in literature.1 Sodium azide (195 mg, 3.0 mmol), 2-ethinylpyridine (290 mg, 2.8 mmol), 12-

bromododecanol (740 mg, 2.8 mmol), copper(II) sulfate pentahydrate (23 mg, approx. 5 mol-%) and 

sodium ascorbate (90 mg, approx. 25 mol-%) were suspended in 8 mL ethanol/water (7:3 v/v) in a 

microwave vial which was subsequently sealed. The suspension was heated to 125 °C under 

microwave irradiation for 20 min. After cooling to room temperature, the vial was opened and 

another portion of copper(II) sulfate pentahydrate (23 mg, approx. 5 mol-%) was added to the 

mixture. The mixture was then heated to 125 °C by microwave irradiation for further 25 min. The 

brown suspension was poured on 100 mL distilled water and the resulting brown precipitate was 

separated and then dried in-vacuo. The crude material was suspended in ethyl acetate and copper 

was removed by a short silica column (ethyl acetate as eluent). The resulting yellowish solid was 

dissolved in a small amount of dichloromethane and dropped to n-pentane, by what 1 precipitated as 

an off-white solid (678 mg, 2.1 mmol, 73 %). 1H-NMR (CD2Cl2, 250 MHz): δ 8.57 (s, 1H), 8.19 (s, 2H), 

7.81 (s, 1H), 7.25 (s, 1H) 4.43 (t, J = 7.2 Hz, 2H), 3.61 (t, J = 6.6 Hz, 2H), 1.97 (s, 1H), 1.84 (s, 1H), 1.55 

(m, 2H), 1.33 (m, 16H) ppm. 13C-NMR (CD2Cl2, 63 MHz): δ 150.5, 149.4, 148.1, 136.8, 122.7, 121.9, 

119.8, 62.6, 50.4, 32.9, 30.6, 30.2, 29.5, 29.4, 29.4, 29.3, 28.9, 26.4, 25.7 ppm. ESI-MS: 

331.0 (100) [M+H]+, 353.3 (20) [M+Na]+. Elemental Analysis: C: 69.05%, H: 9.15%, N: 16.95% (Calc.), 

C: 68.80%, H: 9.17%, N: 16.72% (Found).



Figure S1: 1H-NMR spectrum of compound 1 (CD2Cl2, 250 MHz).

Figure S2: 13C-NMR spectrum of compound 1 (CD2Cl2, 63 MHz).

Tetrakis[3-(2-benzothiazolyl)-7-(diethylamino)-2H-1-benzopyran-2-onato-N’,C4]-di-μ-chlorodi-

iridium(III) (2)

The precursor complex was synthesized according to a standard method described in literature.2



Iridium(III) bis[3-(2-benzothiazolyl)-7-(diethylamino)-2H-1-benzopyran-2-onato-N’,C4]- 12-[4-

(pyridin-2-yl)-1H-1,2,3-triazol-1-yl]dodecanol hexafluorophosphate (3)

Ir

C

N

O

Et2N

O S

N

N

NN

N

PF6

OH

Tetrakis[3-(2-benzothiazolyl)-7-(diethylamino)-2H-1-benzopyran-2-onato-N’,C4]-di-μ-chlorodi-

iridium(III) (50 mg, 0.027 mmol) and 12-[4-(pyridin-2-yl)-1H-1,2,3-triazol-1-yl]dodecanol (18 mg, 

0.054 mmol) were suspended in 15 mL of a degassed mixture of dichloromethane/methanol (5:4 v/v) 

and heated under reflux for 24 h, whereupon all insoluble compounds dissolved. The solution was 

then cooled to room temperature and stirred for three hours in the presence of NH4PF6 (58 mg, 

0.355 mmol, 6.5 eq). The reaction mixture was evaporated to dryness. The residue was resuspended 

in 100 mL dichloromethane and the organic phase was washed with water, dried over anhydrous 

Na2SO4 and evaporated to dryness. The crude product was purified by silica gel chromatrography 

with dichloromethane/methanol 15:1 (v/v) as eluent to give 3 (65 mg, 88%) as an orange powder. 1H-

NMR (CD2Cl2, 250 MHz): δ 8.61 (m, 2H), 8.01 (m, 2H), 7.83 (dd, J = 7.8, 2.5 Hz, 2H), 7.55 (t, J = 6.4 Hz, 

1H), 7.24 (q, J = 7.0 Hz, 2H), 7.03 (t, J = 7.8 Hz, 1H), 6.90 (t, J = 7.8 Hz, 1H), 6.38 (dd, J = 9.1, 2.5 Hz, 

2H), 6.27 (d, J = 8.2 Hz, 2H), 6.19 (d, J = 9.5 Hz, 1H), 5.59 (m, 3H), 4.49 (t, J = 6.6 Hz, 2H), 3.59 (t, J = 

6.4 Hz, 2H), 3.27 (m, 8H), 2.55 (s, 1H), 1.90 (m, 2H), 1.52 (m, 2H), 1.92 (m, 16 H), 1.06 (t, J = 7.5 Hz, 

12H) ppm. 13C-NMR (CD2Cl2, 63 MHz): δ 181.3, 178.0, 177.1, 176.5, 157.7, 157.4, 155.2, 154.8, 152.7, 

152.4, 149.6, 149.5, 148.3, 148.1, 147.7, 141.3, 132.5, 131.9, 131.3, 131.2, 127.6, 127.3, 127.2, 126.1, 

124.7, 124.5, 123.3, 123.2, 123.0, 121.9, 118.9, 118.8, 116.2, 115.6, 109.8, 109.5, 96.5, 96.4, 62.7, 

44.8, 44.7, 41.0, 32.9, 30.9, 30.1, 29.52, 29.45, 29.4, 29.3, 28.8, 26.0, 25.7, 12.2 ppm. HRMS 

(ESI, m/z): 1221.4066 (calc. for C59H64IrN8O5S2 [M-PF6]+), 1221.4033 (found).



Figure S3: 1H-NMR spectrum of compound 3 (CD2Cl2, 250 MHz).

Figure S4: 13C-NMR spectrum of compound 3 (CD2Cl2, 63 MHz).



End-functionalized polylactide (P1, P2)
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General procedure

All polymerization reactions were carried out in oven-dried glassware under an argon atmosphere 

using standard Schlenk technique. All solvents were dried using standard techniques and stored over 

molecular sieves. (3S)-cis-3,6-Dimethyl-1,4-dioxane-2,5-dione was recrystallized from dried toluene 

and tin(II) 2-ethylhexanoate was distilled in-vacuo prior to usage and stored under an argon 

atmosphere. 

(3S)-cis-3,6-Dimethyl-1,4-dioxane-2,5-dione, tin(II) 2-ethylhexanoate (catalyst C) and complex 3 

(initiator I, molar conc. ratio [I]:[C] = 1:1) were dissolved in degassed toluene and heated to reflux for 

21 min. The orange solution was cooled to room temperature and exposed to air moisture for further 

20 min. The reaction solution was precipitated in ice-cold n-pentane, redissolved in dichloromethane 

and precipitated two more times in n-pentane. The polymers were obtained as orange amorphous 

substances. 

P1 

(3S)-cis-3,6-Dimethyl-1,4-dioxane-2,5-dione (212 mg, 1.47 mmol, 0.5 mmol·mL-1), complex 3 (20 mg, 

0.016 mmol), tin(II) 2-ethylhexanoate (6 mg, 0.016 mmol). Conversion: 80% (according to 1H-NMR). 
1H-NMR (CDCl3, 300 MHz): 8.52, 8.12, 8.07, 7.71, 7.17, 6.31, 6.14, 5.91, 5.81 (complex aromatic 

region), 5.00-5.21 (c), 4.43-4.32 (c’), 4.05 (a), 3.20, 1.86, 1.34-1.64 (d, d’) 1.33-1.12 (e), 1.11-0.92 

(b) ppm. SEC (eluent: DMAc-LiCl, PMMA calibration, RI detection): Mn = 6,800 g mol-1, 

MW = 7,800 g mol-1, Ð = 1.18. MALDI-ToF (DCTB, NaCl): Mn = 5,000 g mol-1, MW = 5,400 g mol-1, 

Ð = 1.04. 

P2 

(3S)-cis-3,6-Dimethyl-1,4-dioxane-2,5-dione (21 mg, 0.15 mmol, 0.3 mmol·mL-1), complex 3 (12 mg, 

0.01 mmol), tin(II) 2-ethylhexanoate (4 mg, 0.01 mmol). Conversion: 82% (according to 1H-NMR). 1H-

NMR: 8.52, 8.41, 8.12, 7.94, 8.07, 7.42, 7.71, 7.17, 6.94, 6.80, 6.31, 6.14, 5.91, 5.81 (complex 

aromatic region), 5.00-5.21 (c), 4.43-4.32 (c’), 4.05 (a), 3.20, 1.86, 1.34-1.64 (d, d’) 1.33-1.12 (e), 1.11-

0.92 (b). SEC (eluent: DMAc-LiCl, PMMA-standard, RI detection): Mn = 2,200 g mol-1, MW = 2,700 g 

mol-1, Ð = 1.22. MALDI-ToF (DCTB, NaCl): Mn = 2,460 g mol-1, MW = 2,600 g mol-1, Ð = 1.06.



Figure S5: 1H-NMR spectrum of compound P1 (CDCl3, 300 MHz).

Figure S6: (a) SEC traces of polymer P1 (DMAc-LiCl). Overlay of the RI signal and abs. UV/vis signal at 480 nm. (b) MALDI-ToF 

MS spectrum (DCTB, NaCl).



Figure S7: 1H-NMR spectrum of compound P1 (CDCl3, 300 MHz).



Figure S8: Absorption and emission spectrum of (a) polymer P2 and (b) complex 3 (10-6 mol·L-1). Absorption and emission 

spectra of both compounds are in good accordance (excitation slit width 5 nm, emission slit width 10 nm).



Kinetic measurements

For kinetic measurements, (3S)-cis-3,6-dimethyl-1,4-dioxane-2,5-dione (212 mg, 1.47 mmol, 

0.5 mmol·mL-1), complex 3 (20 mg, 0.016 mmol) and tin(II) 2-ethylhexanoate (6 mg, 0.016 mmol, 

[M]:[I] = 90:1) were dissolved in 3 mL toluene. From the reaction mixture, aliquots of 200 µL were 

taken with a syringe purged with argon. The aliquots were analyzed by 1H-NMR spectroscopy to 

estimate the conversion. Therefore, the ratio of the integrals of the signals at 5.04 ppm (methine 

proton of monomer) and 5.13–5.25 ppm (methine proton of polymer)3 were calculated. SEC 

measurements were carried out using DMAc-LiCl in order to estimate the molar masses using a 

PMMA calibration.

Figure S9: (a) 1H-NMR spectra and (b) SEC traces of the samples taken during kinetic measurements (DMAc-LiCl, PMMA 

calibration and RI detection). (c) Molar mass versus conversion. Conversions were determined by 1H-NMR measurements of 

the polymerization mixtures and molar masses as well as polydispersity indices by SEC measurements (DMAc-LiCl, PMMA 

calibration and RI detection). (d) Semilogarithmic plot. kP = 0.15 L·mol-1·s-1.



pH-dependence

For the determination of the pH-dependence of the complex, a suspension of 10 µg·mL-1 complex in 

buffer solution was prepared. Therefore, 2 was predissolved in acetonitrile (1 mg·mL-1) and 10 µL 

stock solution was given to 1 mL buffer solution (pH 4-6: acetate buffer, 0.1 mol·L-1, pH 7-9: 

phosphate buffer, 0.1 mol·L-1).

Figure S10: Emission from complex suspended in aqueous buffers. The emission intensity is barely dependent of the pH 

value of the surrounding medium.

Nanoparticle preparation

The nanoparticle suspensions were prepared using a single emulsion technique. Therefore, 25 mg of 

P1 for NP1 (1:1 mixture of P1 and PLA, isopropanol initiated, Mn = 5,800 g mol-1, Ð = 1.18 acc. to SEC 

measurements, THF eluation and PLA calibration for NP2) were dissolved in 0.5 mL dichloromethane 

and added to 1 mL poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) solution (3 wt%). The two-phase system was emulsified 

with a sonicator tip (10 s, 50 W), poured into 10 mL of 0.3 wt% PVA solution and stirred overnight at 

room temperature. The particles were washed twice by centrifugation and resuspension. A solution 

of Hepes buffered glucose (0.5 mL) was added as cryoprotectant to stabilize the particles during 

lyophilization. DLS measurements before and after lyophilization prove that the particles can be 

easily resuspended resulting in same particle size distributions.    

Figure S11: TEM images of (a) NP1 and (b) NP2.



The iridium content of the particles was determined via ICP-OES. For this purpose, the lyophilized 

particle samples were weighted out into a beaker and heated to reflux in suprapure nitric acid 

(approx. 35%, diluted with miliQ water) for 20 minutes and diluted with miliQ water prior to the 

measurement. The measurements were carried out using a Varian 725-ES spectrometer (ICP-725).

NP1: 0.262% Ir (w/w, referred mass of the lyophilized particles including stabilizers and buffer) and 

NP2: 0.182% Ir (w/w).

The luminescence behavior of the particles at different concentrations (miliQ water) was determined 

using a Tecan M200 Pro fluorescence microplate reader (Crailsheim, Germany), excitation 

wavelength 488 nm (exc. bandwith 9 nm), emission wavelength 580 nm (em. bandwith 20 nm). 

Figure S12: Luminescence intensities in dependence of the particle concentration. At concentrations up to 250 µg·mL-1, a 

linear dependence was observed. For higher concentration, a saturation behavior was observed. 



Cell Cultivation, Toxicity and Flow Cytometry Tests

Cell cultivation 

The human embryonic kidney cell line HEK-293 used in the biological experiments was purchased 

from the German Collection of Microorganisms and Cell Cultures (DSMZ, Braunschweig, Germany). 

Cells were cultured in Eagle's Minimum Essential Medium (EMEM) supplemented with 2 mmol L-1 

L-glutamine, 1% non-essential amino acids, 1.0 mmol sodium pyruvate, 10% fetal bovine, 100 U mL-1 

penicillin and 100 µg mL-1 streptomycin (all components from Biochrom, Berlin, Germany) at 37 °C in 

a humidified atmosphere with 5% (v/v) CO2.

Toxicity tests

The in-vitro cytotoxicity experiments were performed via an XTT assay according to the German 

standard institution guideline DIN ISO 10993-5 as a reference for biomaterial testing. HEK-293 cells 

were seeded in 96-well plates at a density of 1·104 cells/well and were grown as monolayer cultures 

for 24 h. The cells were then incubated separately with different concentrations of the NP (1.0, 0.5, 

0.25, 0.1, 0.05 mg·mL-1) and the complex 3 (0.25, 0.125, 0.0625, 0.025 and 0.0125 mg·mL-1) for 24 h. 

Control cells were incubated with fresh culture medium. After incubation, cells were washed once 

and 150 µL of medium containing 50 µL XTT solution prepared according to the manufacturer’s 

instructions were added to each well. After 4 h at 37 °C 100 µL of each solution was transferred to a 

new microtiter plate and the optical density (OD) at 450 nm was measured photometrically. The 

negative control was standardized as 0% of metabolism inhibition and referred as 100% viability. 

Cellular uptake studied by flow cytometry

The concentration dependent uptake of the complex containing NP1 and NP2 was quantified by flow 

cytometry measurements. For this purpose, HEK cells were incubated with different concentrations 

(1, 0.5, 0.25, 0.1 and 0.05 mg·mL-1) of the NP for 24 h at 37 °C.  Following the incubation, the excess 

of NP was removed by washing with PBS. Subsequently, the adherent cells were detached by trypsin 

treatment, the cell suspension was washed twice with PBS supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum. 

For the identification of dead cells, a propidium iodide (PI) staining was performed for 15 minutes at 

room temperature using 100 µg PI/mL PBS. A total of 2·104 cells were resuspended and directly 

subjected to flow cytometry on a FACS Canto II (BD, Heidelberg, Germany) using gates of forward and 

side scatters to exclude debris and cell aggregates.

Microscopy

Structured illumination microscopy

HEK-293 cells were grown on coverslips (Zeiss, thickness no 1 ½, high-performance 18 mm × 18 mm, 

thickness 170±5 µm) and incubated for 24 h with the respective nanoparticle samples (250 µg·mL-1). 

After rinsing with PBS to remove the excess of NP, the cells were stained for fluorescence microscopy 

according to manufactures instructions. The Hoechst dye was applied to viable cells at a 

concentration of 1 µg·mL-1. Cells were then fixed for 10 minutes at room temperature using 4% 

paraformaldehyde dissolved in PBS, permeabilized with 0.1% TritonX100 solution and subsequently 

stained with AlexaFluor488 Phalloidin (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Schwerte, Germany) at a 

concentration of 165 nmol·mL-1 for 20 min. After rinsing with PBS, the coverslips were mounted on 

glass slides using 25 µL Mowiol 4-88 solution containing 625 µg 1,4-diazabicyclo-(2,2,2)octane 

(Sigma-Aldrich, Buchs, Switzerland). Imaging was performed on an Elyra S1 system (Zeiss, 

Oberkochen, Germany, excitation wavelengths of 405 nm, 488 nm, 561 nm and 642 nm) applying an 

63× 1.4 NA plan apochromat oil objective. For structured illumination, excitation gratings with 23 



resp. 28 µm were applied. Three channels were acquired: blue displaying nucleus (Hoechst 33342 

staining, excitation wavelength 405 nm, BP 420-480 + LP 750), green displaying cytoskeleton (Alexa 

Fluor 488™ Phalloidin staining, excitation wavelength 488 nm, BP 495-550 + LP 750), red displaying 

nanoparticles (complex 3, excitation wavelength 488 nm, BP 570-620 + LP 750). The grating position 

and axial position of the sample table were controlled by piezo controllers (Physik Instrumente, 

Germany). An axial stack of images was acquired (Δz = 120 nm). Images were recorded with a CCD 

camera (Andor, USA), cooled to −63 °C. Reconstructions were performed with the commercial ZEN 

software installed on the system. 

Electron microscopy

For electron microscopy, HEK-293 cells were grown in a 6-well plate and incubated for 24 h with the 

respective nanoparticle samples (250 µg·mL-1). Subsequent to incubation, cells were suspended by 

treatment with trypsin. The cell suspension was fixed for 2 h with glutaraldehyde (2% in PBS 1x, 

prepared from 8% EM grade stock solution) on ice and subsequently fixed with osmium tetroxide (1% 

in PBS, prepared from 4% EM grade stock solution, both purchased from EMS, Hatfield). After 

washing with pure water, the samples were dehydrated by an ethanol/water series (50%, 70%, 90%, 

2 × 100% dry EtOH, purified with a Solvent Purification System, stored over molecular sieves). The 

dehydrated samples, which were transferred into BEEM capsules (Plano, Wetzlar), were immersed in 

mixtures of Embed 812 (EMS, Hatfield) and ethanol (Embed/EtOH = 1:1 v/v for 1 hour, 2:1 v/v for 

12 h) and subsequently in pure Embed 812 for 4 h. After a further change of the embedding medium, 

the samples were stored in a drying oven at 70 °C for 24 h, until the resin hardened. Ultrathin 

sections of 80 nm were cut with an ultramicrotome (PT-XL PowerTome, RMC, Tucson) using a 

diamond knife (RMC, Tucson). The sections were put on a carbon supported copper grid (400 mesh, 

Quantifoil, Jena) imaged with a Technai G2 system (FEI), with 200 kV acceleration voltage in STEM 

mode (HAADF detection).

Comparison of contrast generated by gold nanoparticles and polymer nanoparticles

Fig. S13: Comparison of the contrast generated by gold nanoparticles and polymer nanoparticles PLA particles. PLA provides 

poor contrast in comparison to the gold particles. The Au particles were prepared according to a standard procedure4 

(diameter 23.9 nm, PDI 0.204 according to DLS).
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3rd generation poly(ethylene imine)s for gene
delivery†

Tanja Bus,‡ab Christoph Englert,‡ab Martin Reifarth,abcd Philipp Borchers,ab

Matthias Hartlieb,§ab Antje Vollrath,ab Stephanie Hoeppener,ab Anja Traeger*ab and

Ulrich S. Schubert*ab

Cationic polymers play a crucial role within the field of gene delivery offering the possibility to

circumvent (biological) barriers in an elegant way. However, polymers are accompanied either by a high

cytotoxicity or low efficiency. In this study, a series of high molar mass poly(2-oxazoline)-based

copolymers was synthesized introducing 2-ethyl-2-oxazoline, ethylene imine, and primary amine bearing

monomer units representing a new generation of poly(ethylene imine) (PEI). The potential of these

modified PEIs as non-viral gene delivery agents was assessed and compared to linear PEI by studying the

cytotoxicity, the polyplex characteristics, the transfection efficiency, and the cellular uptake using plasmid

DNA (pDNA) as well as small interfering RNA (siRNA). High transfection efficiencies, even in serum

containing media, were achieved using pDNA without revealing any cytotoxic effects on the cell viability at

concentrations up to 1 mg mL�1. The delivery potential for siRNA was further investigated showing the

importance of polymer composition for different genetic materials. To elucidate the origins for this superior

performance, super-resolution and electron microscopy of transfected cells were used, identifying the

endosomal release of the polymers as well as a reduced protein interaction as the main difference to

PEI-based transfection processes. In this respect, the investigated copolymers represent remarkable

alternatives as non-viral gene delivery agents.

Introduction

Within the last decades synthetic polymers emerged as versatile

tools in the field of gene delivery.1 They represent promising

alternatives to viral vectors or lipid-based, non-viral transfection

agents, since they combine the advantages of large scale produc-

tion, simple storage conditions, and the availability of a variety

of architectures with tailored properties, e.g. defined molar

masses, end groups, and functionalities.2 The most prominent

representative of synthetic, cationic polymers utilized for nucleic

acid delivery is the gold standard poly(ethylene imine) (PEI).3,4

Subdivided into a linear (lPEI) and a branched (bPEI) topology,

it reveals one of the highest cationic-charge-densities of all

organic macromolecules.5 Under physiological conditions,

every sixth nitrogen (N) is protonated6 and able to interact with

the phosphate groups (P) of deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) as well

as ribonucleic acid (RNA) to form nanoscale interelectrolyte

complexes, so-called polyplexes.7–9

lPEI offers the benefit to be synthesized by hydrolysis of

poly(2-alkyl-2-oxazoline)s (POx) using a living polymerization

process resulting in well-defined structures.10 However, these

advantages are accompanied by a severe cytotoxicity and undesired

non-specific interactions with cellular and non-cellular components,

both in vitro and in vivo.11–13 Various attempts have been made to

optimize PEI by focusing on the design of biodegradable14–16 and

biocompatible17,18 derivatives, which represent the 2nd generation

of PEI-based polymers. Carbohydrates, e.g. dextran19 or hydroxyethyl

starch (HES),20 as well as stealth polymers like poly(ethylene glycol)

(PEG)21,22 are extensively studied.23 Approaches as the introduc-

tion of biodegradable linkers, such as disulfide bonds,24–26 the

combination with liposomes27,28 or the utilization of micelles

or nanoparticles in combination with PEI29,30 are further con-

cepts partially fulfilling the complex requirements. Besides the

post-modification of the PEI backbone, the partial hydrolysis

of POx, resulting in P(Ox-stat-EI) copolymers, represents a
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promising approach.31,32 The ‘‘stealth behavior’’ of POx, compar-

able to PEG, facilitates a reduction of cytotoxicity.32,33 Although

the cytotoxicity problem might be solved, the modifications

often result in inefficient gene delivery presumably due to weak

DNA complexation and decreased cell interaction.34 Hence, the

design criteria for a perfect polymeric vector are still unknown and

other polymer characteristics, i.e. the degree of hydrophobicity

or synergistic effects of different polycationic species within

one polymeric vector, have to be considered.17,35

The present contribution focusses on the synthesis of high

molar mass copolymers of lPEI and POx. A combination of

primary and secondary amines as well as non-charged 2-ethyl-2-

oxazoline (EtOx) units was aspired. While different amine

species were used to support the polyplex formation, biocom-

patibility is achieved via the integration of EtOx. To realize the

synthesis of the targeted polymer structure, a post-polymerization

functionalization of partially hydrolyzed high molar mass poly(2-

ethyl-2-oxazoline) (PEtOx) was used. The insertion of alkenes is

followed by the functionalization via thiol–ene click chemistry.

This extraordinary combination of modification techniques offers

a new platform of copolymers which marks the beginning of a

new generation – the 3rd generation of PEI (see Fig. 1).

The designed copolymers were investigated concerning their

in vitro transfection potential including polyplex characterization,

competitor/serum interaction and the cellular uptake mechanism

using plasmid DNA as well as siRNA. For a detailed understanding

of themechanism during the gene delivery process super-resolution

fluorescence as well as electron microscopy were utilized.

Materials and methods
Materials

2-Ethyl-2-oxazoline (EtOx) and methyl tosylate were obtained

from Acros Organics, distilled to dryness (over barium oxide

in the case of EtOx), and stored under argon atmosphere.

Pyridine, methanol, dichloromethane, 4-N,N-dimethylamino-

pyridine (DMAP), 2-(boc-amino)ethanethiol, 2,2-dimethoxy-2-phenyl-

acetophenone (DMPA), trifluoroacetic acid and Amberlysts A21

(free base) were obtained from Sigma Aldrich (Steinhausen,

Germany) and are of analytical grade and were used without

further purification. Acetonitrile was purified on aMBraun solvent

purification system (MB SPS-800). The dye Cy5 was purchased

from Lumiprobe GmbH (Hannover, Germany). N-Succinimidyl-4-

pentenate was prepared according to literature procedures.36 The

commercially available poly(ethylene imine)s, both the branched

(bPEI) as well as the linear (lPEI) type, were purchased from

Polysciences (USA). Poly(methacrylic acid) (PMAA, DP = 200) was

synthesized according to literature procedures.37 The transfection

reagent jetPRIME, used as positive control for siRNA delivery,

was obtained from Polyplus (Polyplus transfection SA, USA).

5-(N-Ethyl-N-isopropyl)amiloride (EIPA) was purchased from

Sigma-Aldrich (Merck, Darmstadt). Ethidium bromide solution

(1%, 10 mg mL�1) was purchased from Carl Roth (Karlsruhe,

Germany). AlamarBlue, YOYO-1 iodide, Hoechst 33342 trihydro-

chloride as well as all other indicated CLSM dyes were obtained

from Life Technologies (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Germany). If not

stated otherwise, cell culture media and solutions (L-glutamine,

antibiotics) were obtained from Biochrom (Berlin, Germany).

Plasmid pEGFP-N1 (4.7 kb, Clontech, USA) encoding green

fluorescent protein (EGFP) was isolated with the Giga Plasmid

Kit provided by Qiagen (Hilden, Germany). The siRNA negative

controls (scrambled siRNA, 21 nucleotides, double-stranded) and

the siRNA against egfp (sense 50-GCAAGCTGACCCTGAAGTTCAT-30,

antisense 50-ATGAACTTCAGGGTCAGCTTGC-30) were purchased

from Eurogentech (Seraing, Belgium).

General methods and instrumentation

An Initiator Sixty single-mode microwave synthesizer from Biotage,

equipped with a noninvasive IR sensor (accuracy: 2%), was used for

polymerizations and hydrolyses under microwave irradiation.

Proton (1H) nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectra were

acquired in deuterated methanol, at room temperature using

a Bruker AC 300 MHz spectrometer; chemical shifts (d) are

expressed in parts per million relative to TMS.

Size exclusion chromatography (SEC) was performed using an

Agilent Technologies 1200 Series gel permeation chromatography

system equipped with a G1329A auto sampler, a G131A isocratic

pump, a G1362A refractive index detector, and both a PSS Gram

30 and a PSS Gram 1000 column placed in series. As eluent a

0.21% LiCl solution in N,N-dimethylacetamide (DMAc) was used

at 1 mL min�1 flow rate and a column oven temperature of 40 1C.

Molar masses were calculated using a poly(styrene) calibration.

Fig. 1 Overview of different generations of linear poly(ethylene imine) (lPEI). Compared to the original lPEI (1st generation), which has been established

over the last decades, the 2nd generation lPEI contains functional monomer units (black or orange) besides the present ethylene imine units (blue). The

3rd generation lPEI describes the presence of multiple functional units comprising cationic functionalities (blue), functional groups to increase cell

viability (black) as well as a third group of functionalities (orange, e.g. primary amine functionalities or targeting molecules).
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Asymmetric flow field-flow fractionation (AF4) was performed on

an AF2000 MT System (Postnova Analytics, Landsberg, Germany)

coupled to an UV (PN3211, 260 nm (Postnova)), RI (PN3150), multi-

angle light scattering (MALLS, PN3070, 633 nm (Postnova)) and DLS

(ZetaSizer Nano ZS; Malvern) detector. The eluent was delivered by

three different pumps (tip, focus, cross-flow) and the sample was

injected by an autosampler (PN5300) into the channel. The channel

has a trapezoidal geometry and an overall area of 31.6 cm2. The

nominal height of the spacer was 500 mm. A regenerated cellulose

membrane with a molar mass cut-off of 10 kDa served as

accumulation wall. All experiments were carried out at 25 1C with

pure water as eluent. A sample of 10 mL (1 mg mL�1) was injected

with an injection flow rate of 0.2 mL min�1 and a cross-flow rate

of 1.2 mL min�1 for 7 min (detector flow rate 0.5 ml min�1, focus

flow rate 1.5 mL min�1). After the focusing step, the cross-flow

rate was reduced under an exponential gradient (0.4) within 10 min

to 0 mL min�1. The cross-flow was kept constant at 0 mL min�1

for 40 min to ensure complete elution. All measurements were

in triplicate.

For the acid/base titration the copolymers P1 to P3 (mB 20mg)

were dissolved in 4 mL deionized water, and 20 mL conc. hydro-

chloric acid were added (0.06 M). The titration was performed

against 0.1 M aqueous sodium hydroxide solution using a 765

Dosimat fromMetrohm, a digital pH/mV-thermometer GMH 3530

from Greisinger electronic, and the EBS9 M Recorder software.

Synthesis of poly(2-ethyl-2-oxazoline) (PEtOx)

The monomer 2-ethyl-2-oxazoline (3.965 g) and the initiator

methyl tosylate (12.42 mg, 0.067 mmol) were dissolved in dry

acetonitrile (6.0 mL) in a microwave vial within a glovebox

under nitrogen atmosphere. After stirring for 2 minutes the

vessel was transferred to a microwave synthesizer and heated for

128min at 140 1C. After cooling to room temperature, a sample was

taken to determine the chain length by 1H NMR. The polymeriza-

tion mixture was diluted with 5 mL of dichloromethane, followed

by precipitation in 250 mL ice-cold diethyl ether. The precipitate

was filtered off, dissolved in deionized water and lyophilized

(yield: 3.720 g, 94%).

PEtOx. DP = 575. 1H NMR (300 MHz, D2O): d 3.70–3.20

(–NR–CH2–CH2), 2.41–2.08 (CH2–CH3), 1.09–0.79 (CH2–CH3)

ppm. SEC (DMAc, LiCl): Mn = 69 000 g mol�1, Ð = 1.3. AF4:

Mn = 57 000 g mol�1, Ð = 1.23.

Synthesis of poly(2-ethyl-2-oxazoline-stat-ethylene imine)

(P(EtOx-stat-EI))

To obtain a specific degree of hydrolysis of P(EtOx-stat-EI),

kinetic studies were performed previously according to litera-

ture procedures.38 The results were used to synthesize PEtOx

with defined degree of hydrolysis in larger scale. Accordingly,

PEtOx (3.510 g, 0.062 mmol) was dissolved in 6 M hydrochloric

acid (36 mL). The reaction mixture was heated in a microwave

synthesizer at 100 1C for 100 min. Subsequently, the excess of

HCl and the resulting propionic acid were distilled off and the

residue was dissolved in 15 mL water. The obtained solution

was neutralized with 3 M aqueous NaOH to a pH value48, and

the remaining solvent was removed under reduced pressure. The

residue was dissolved in DMF and the filtered polymer solution

was precipitated two times in 500 mL cold diethyl ether. The

obtained product was dried at 85 1C under reduced pressure.
1H NMR spectroscopy was used to determine the conversion

of the PEtOx to lPEI. Therefore, the signals from the released

lPEI backbone and the signals from the remaining CH3 group in

the side chain of PEtOx were used (yield: 2.350 g, 91%).

P(EtOx-stat-EI). EtOx : EI [%] = 54 : 46. 1H NMR (300 MHz,

MeOD): d 3.69–3.41 (NR–CH2–CH2), 2.93–2.63 (NH–CH2–CH2),

2.55–2.31 (CH2–CH3), 1.19–1.03 (CH2–CH3) ppm. SEC (DMAc,

LiCl): Mn = 48 000 g mol�1, Ð = 1.28. AF4: Mn = 31 300 g mol�1,

Ð = 1.03.

Synthesis of P(EtOx-stat-EI-stat-ButEnOx) (preP1 to preP3)

The partially hydrolyzed PEtOx, P(EtOx-stat-EI) (1: 659 mg, 2:

654 mg, 3: 647 mg), and the catalyst 4-N,N-dimethylamino-

pyridine (DMAP, 100 mg, 0.82 mmol) were dissolved in a

microwave vial in pyridine (V = 8 mL) at 80 1C. In a second

vial, a defined quantity of N-succinimidyl-4-pentenate (645 mg,

483 mg, 318 mg) was dissolved in the same solvent (4 mL) and

heated up to 80 1C. The two solutions were combined and solvent

was added (3 mL) to yield a 4 wt%mixture of P(EtOx-stat-EI). The

reaction mixture was stirred for 20 h at 80 1C. After cooling to

room temperature the sample was filtered and precipitated into

400 mL ice-cold diethyl ether. The copolymer was filtered off

and washed with 40 mL of diethyl ether. Due to the negligible

effect of the side product N-hydroxysuccinimide on subsequent

reaction steps, no further purification steps were required. The

residue was dried under reduced pressure to constant weight

(yield: 1: 619 mg, 68%, 2: 650 mg, 75%, 3: 625 mg, 77%).

preP1. EtOx : EI : ButEnOx = 54 : 12 : 34%. 1H NMR (300 MHz,

MeOD): d 6.00–5.77 (HCQCH2), 5.18–4.95 (HCQCH2), 3.81–3.40

(NR–CH2–CH2), 3.00–2.74 (NH–CH2–CH2), 2.67 (NHS), 2.60–2.20

(CH2–CH3, CH2–CH2–C2H3), 1.20–0.97 (CH2–CH3) ppm. SEC (DMAc,

LiCl): Mn = 36 000 g mol�1, Ð = 2.12. AF4: Mn = 25 500 g mol�1,

Ð = 1.41.

preP2. EtOx : EI : ButEnOx = 54 : 17 : 29%. 1H NMR (300 MHz,

MeOD): d 6.00–5.78 (HCQCH2), 5.17–4.95 (HCQCH2), 3.81–3.40

(NR–CH2–CH2), 2.95–2.68 (NH–CH2–CH2), 2.59 (NHS), 2.57–2.21

(CH2–CH3, CH2–CH2–C2H3), 1.21–1.00 (CH2–CH3) ppm. SEC (DMAc,

LiCl): Mn = 34 500 g mol�1, Ð = 1.63. AF4: Mn = 30 900 g mol�1,

Ð = 1.33.

preP3. EtOx : EI : ButEnOx = 54 : 23 : 23%. 1H NMR (300 MHz,

MeOD): d 5.99–5.76 (HCQCH2), 5.19–4.96 (HCQCH2), 3.81–3.40

(NR–CH2–CH2), 2.94–2.66 (NH–CH2–CH2), 2.57 (NHS), 2.55–2.25

(CH2–CH3, CH2–CH2–C2H3), 1.22–0.99 (CH2–CH3) ppm. SEC (DMAc,

LiCl): Mn = 36 000 g mol�1, Ð = 1.55. AF4: Mn = 30 400 g mol�1,

Ð = 1.33.

Synthesis of P(EtOx-stat-EI-stat-bocAmButOx) via thiol–ene

functionalization (bocP1 to bocP3)

In a microwave vial, P(EtOx-stat-EI-stat-ButEnOx) (preP1: 253 mg,

preP2: 351 mg, preP3: 360 mg) was dissolved in methanol (2 mL).

In a second vial, the photoinitiator 2,2-dimethoxy-2-phenylaceto-

phenone (DMPA, 49� 0.5mg, 0.19 mmol) and a 1.3-fold excess per

double bond of 2-(boc-amino)ethanethiol (193 mL, 239 mL, 205 mL)
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were dissolved in methanol (2 mL), likewise. The combined

solutions (10 wt%) were degassed with nitrogen for 20 min and

the clear solution was stirred in a UV chamber (l = 365 nm)

overnight. Subsequently, the copolymer was precipitated in

200 mL ice-cold diethyl ether. After filtration, the copolymer was

dried under reduced pressure for two days (yield: bocP1: 361 mg,

89%, bocP2: 493 mg, 92%, bocP3: 476 mg, 92%).

bocP1. EtOx :EI :bocAmButOx = 54 :12 :34%. 1HNMR (300MHz,

MeOD): d 3.81–3.40 (NR–CH2–CH2), 3.27–3.16 (S–CH2–CH2),

3.00–2.74 (NH–CH2–CH2), 2.64 (NHS), 2.63–2.55 (S–CH2–CH2),

2.54–2.27 (CH2–CH3, CH2–C2H4–CH2), 1.82–1.57 (CH2–C2H4–CH2),

1.55–1.39 (C(CH3)3), 1.21–1.00 (CH2–CH3) ppm.

bocP2. EtOx :EI :bocAmButOx = 54 :17 :29%. 1HNMR (300MHz,

MeOD): d 3.81–3.41 (NR–CH2–CH2), 3.28–3.16 (S–CH2–CH2),

2.92–2.72 (NH–CH2–CH2), 2.69–2.59 (S–CH2–CH2), 2.58 (NHS),

2.54–2.29 (CH2–CH3, CH2–C2H4–CH2), 1.82–1.56 (CH2–C2H4–CH2),

1.55–1.39 (C(CH3)3), 1.21–1.03 (CH2–CH3) ppm.

bocP3. EtOx : EI : bocAmButOx = 54 : 23 : 23%. 1H NMR

(300 MHz, MeOD): d 3.79–3.41 (NR–CH2–CH2), 3.27–3.17

(S–CH2–CH2), 2.91–2.71 (NH–CH2–CH2), 2.67–2.59 (S–CH2–CH2),

2.58 (NHS), 2.54–2.29 (CH2–CH3, CH2–C2H4–CH2), 1.80–1.56

(CH2–C2H4–CH2), 1.55–1.39 (C(CH3)3), 1.20–1.02 (CH2–CH3) ppm.

Synthesis of P(EtOx-stat-EI-stat-AmButOx) via deprotection

(P1 to P3)

The copolymer P(EtOx-stat-EI-stat-bocAmButOx) (bocP1: 321 mg,

bocP2: 402 mg, bocP3: 420 mg) was dissolved in dichloromethane

(3 mL). Trifluoroacetic acid was added (5 mL) and the reaction

mixture was stirred overnight at room temperature. The copolymer

was precipitated in 400 mL ice-cold diethyl ether. The precipitate

was filtered, washed with 40 mL diethyl ether, dissolved in

methanol and shaken overnight with Amberlyst A21 (free base)

(B0.5 g). The solvent was removed and the copolymer lyophilized

(yield: P1: 240 mg, 95%, P2: 293 mg, 91%, P3: 330 mg, 95%).

P1. EtOx :EI : bocAmButOx = 54 : 12 : 34%. 1H NMR (300 MHz,

MeOD): d 3.76–3.29 (NR–CH2–CH2), 3.11–2.98 (S–CH2–CH2),

2.84–2.65 (NH–CH2–CH2), 2.58 (NHS), 2.57–2.46 (S–CH2–CH2),

2.45–2.16 (CH2–CH3, CH2–C2H4–CH2), 1.83–1.44 (CH2–C2H4–CH2),

1.10–0.89 (CH2–CH3) ppm. SEC (DMAc, LiCl):Mn = 30500 g mol�1,

Ð = 1.60. AF4: Mn = 35300 g mol�1, Ð = 1.74.

P2. EtOx : EI : bocAmButOx = 54 : 17 : 29%. 1H NMR (300 MHz,

MeOD): d 3.68–3.21 (NR–CH2–CH2), 3.01–2.87 (S–CH2–CH2),

2.72–2.56 (NH–CH2–CH2), 2.50 (NHS), 2.48–2.37 (S–CH2–CH2),

2.37–2.08 (CH2–CH3, CH2–C2H4–CH2), 1.70–1.36 (CH2–C2H4–CH2),

1.03–0.82 (CH2–CH3) ppm. SEC (DMAc, LiCl):Mn = 39000 g mol�1,

Ð = 1.58. AF4: Mn = 43700 g mol�1, Ð = 1.72.

P3. EtOx : EI : bocAmButOx = 54 : 23 : 23%. 1H NMR (300 MHz,

MeOD): d 3.87–3.40 (NR–CH2–CH2), 3.23–3.03 (S–CH2–CH2),

2.97–2.75 (NH–CH2–CH2), 2.74–2.57 (S–CH2–CH2), 2.56–2.28

(CH2–CH3, CH2–C2H4–CH2), 1.88–1.56 (CH2–C2H4–CH2), 1.22–0.98

(CH2–CH3) ppm. SEC (DMAc, LiCl): Mn = 31500 g mol�1, Ð = 1.45.

AF4: Mn = 30500 g mol�1, Ð = 1.62.

Copolymer labeling with Cy5

Copolymer P3 (40 mg) and triethylamine (150 mL) were dissolved

in DMF (10 mL). After addition of the cyanine-5-NHS-ester

(0.4 mg) the reaction was stirred at room temperature over-

night. The labeled copolymer was precipitated in 500 mL ice-

cold diethyl ether, filtered and re-dissolved in H2O (15 mL).

Further purification was performed by dialysis against water

using a Spectra/Por 3 dialysis membrane (3500 g mol�1 cut-off).

Finally, the product was lyophilized and obtained as a blue

powder. The calculated labeling efficiency (via UV-Vis) for

conjugation was 65% for P3–Cy5 (yield: 27 mg, 67%). lPEI

was treated likewise but dialyzed against a water/methanol

mixture and dried under reduced pressure, subsequently (yield:

2.6 mg, 26%; labeling efficiency: 2%).

Synthesis of linear poly(ethylene imine) (lPEI)

The synthesized copolymer P(EtOx-stat-EI) (DP = 575, 100 mg)

was treated with an excess of 6 M aqueous hydrochloric acid

(1.5 mL) for 2 hours at 100 1C in a microwave synthesizer

to yield a hydrolyzed linear poly(ethylene imine) (DP = 575).

Neutralization and purification via precipitation were per-

formed analogous to the described synthesis of P(EtOx-stat-EI)

(see above). The product lPEI was dried at 85 1C under high

vacuum for 2 days and the degree of hydrolysis was determined

by 1H NMR by correlating the integrals of the PEI backbone and

the remaining methyl group of the PEtOx side chain (yield:

51 mg, 87%).

lPEI. EtOx :EI [%] = 5 :95. 1HNMR (300MHz,MeOD): d 3.58–3.41

(NR–CH2–CH2), 2.91–2.61 (NH–CH2–CH2), 2.56–2.36 (CH2–CH3),

1.18–1.06 (CH2–CH3) ppm.

Polyplex preparation

Polyplexes of pDNA and polymers were prepared by mixing

stock solutions of 15 mg mL�1 pDNA and different amounts of

polymers (1 mg mL�1) to obtain various N/P ratios (nitrogen

of polymer to phosphate of pDNA) in HBG buffer (20 mM

4-(2-hydroxyethyl)piperazine-1-ethanesulfonic acid (HEPES) and

5% (w/v) glucose, pH 7.2). The solutions were vortexed for 10 s

at maximal speed and incubated at room temperature for

20 min to ensure complex formation. For the preparation of

polyplexes with siRNA, 1 mM siRNA (final concentration) was

used as described above.

Ethidium bromide quenching assay

The formation of polyplexes with pDNA as well as siRNA was

examined by quenching of the ethidium bromide fluorescence.

Briefly, pDNA (15 mg mL�1) or siRNA (1 mM) in a total volume

of 100 mL HBG buffer were incubated with ethidium bromide

(0.4 mg mL�1) for 10 min at room temperature. Subsequently,

polyplexes with different amounts of polymer (various N/P ratios)

were prepared in black 96-well plates (Nunc Thermo Fisher).

The samples were incubated at room temperature for 15 min.

The fluorescence of the samples was measured at an excitation

wavelength of 525 nm and an emission wavelength of 605 nm

using a microplate reader (TECAN Infinite M200 Pro, Crailsheim,

Germany). A sample containing only pDNA and ethidium

bromide was used to calibrate the device to 100% fluorescence

against a background of 0.4 mg mL�1 of ethidium bromide in
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HBG solution. The percentage of dye displaced upon polyplex

formation was calculated using eqn (1):

RFU½%� ¼
Fsample � F0

FpDNA � F0

� 100 (1)

Here, RFU is the relative fluorescence and Fsample, F0, and FpDNA
are the fluorescence intensities of a given sample, the ethidium

bromide in HBG alone, and the ethidium bromide intercalated

into pDNA alone.

Heparin dissociation assay

To investigate the release of pDNA from polyplexes, the heparin

dissociation assay was performed. Polyplexes with an N/P ratio

of 30 were prepared as described above in a total volume of

100 mL HBG buffer containing ethidium bromide (0.4 mg mL�1).

After incubation in the dark at room temperature for 15 min,

the polyplexes were transferred into a black 96-well plate, and

heparin of indicated concentrations was added. The solution

was mixed and incubated for further 30 min at 37 1C in the

dark. The fluorescence of ethidium bromide was measured

at Ex 525 nm/Em 605 nm with a Tecan microplate reader. The

percentage of intercalated ethidium bromide was calculated as

described before.

Dynamic and electrophoretic light scattering

Dynamic light scattering (DLS) was performed on a Zetasizer

Nano ZS (Malvern Instruments, Herrenberg) with a He–Ne laser

operating at a wavelength of l = 633 nm. All measurements

(30 runs, triplicate) were carried out at 25 1C after an equili-

bration time of 120 s. The counts were detected at an angle of

1731. The mean particle size was approximated as the effective

(z-average) diameter and the width of the distribution as the

polydispersity index of the particles (PDI) obtained by the

cumulants method assuming a spherical shape. Electrophoretic

light scattering (ELS) was used to measure the zeta potential (z).

The measurement was performed on a Zetasizer Nano ZS

(Malvern Instruments, Herrenberg, Germany) by applying laser

Doppler velocimetry. For each measurement, 20 runs were

carried out using the slow-field reversal and the fast-field

reversal mode at 150 V. Each experiment was performed in

triplicate a 25 1C. The zeta potential was calculated from the

electrophoretic mobility (m) according to the Henry equation.

Henry coefficient f (ka) was calculated according to Oshima.

Determination of the cytotoxicity

Cytotoxicity studies were performed with the mouse fibroblast

cell line L929 (CCL-1, ATCC), as recommended by ISO10993-5.

The cells were routinely cultured in Dulbecco’s modified eagle’s

medium (DMEM, Lonza, Basel) supplemented with 10% fetal calf

serum (FCS), 100 UmL�1 penicillin and 100 mgmL�1 streptomycin

at 37 1C in a humidified 5% (v/v) CO2 atmosphere.

In detail, cells were seeded at 104 cells per well in a 96-well

plate and incubated for 24 h, whereas no cells were seeded in the

outer wells. Subsequently, the testing substances (polymers) at

indicated concentrations (from 0.25 mg mL�1 to 1 mgmL�1) were

added to the cells and the plates were incubated for further 24 h.

Control cells were incubated with fresh culture medium.

Subsequently, the medium was replaced by a mixture of fresh

culture medium and Alamar-Blue solution (Life technologies,

Darmstadt, Germany), prepared according to the manufacturer’s

instructions. After a further incubation of 4 h at 37 1C, the

fluorescence wasmeasured at Ex 570/Em 610 nm, with untreated

cells on the same well plate serving as negative controls. The

negative control was standardized as 0% of metabolism inhibi-

tion and referred as 100% viability. Cell viability below 70%

was considered indicative of cytotoxicity. Data are expressed as

mean � SD of three determinations.

Hemolysis assay

The interaction of polymers with cellular membranes was investi-

gated by analyzing the release of hemoglobin from erythrocytes.

Blood from sheep, collected in heparinized tubes, was provided by

the Institute of Laboratory Animal Science and Animal Welfare,

Friedrich-Schiller University Jena. The blood was centrifuged at

4500 � g for 5 min, and the pellet was washed three times with

cold 1.5 mM phosphate buffered saline (PBS, pH 7.4). After

dilution with PBS in a ratio of 1 : 7, aliquots of erythrocyte suspen-

sion were mixed 1 : 1 with the polymer solution and incubated in a

water bath at 37 1C for 60 min. After centrifugation at 2400 � g

for 5 min, the hemoglobin release into the supernatant was

determined spectrophotometrically using a microplate reader

(TECAN Infinite M200 Pro, Crailsheim, Germany) at a wave-

length of 544 nm. Complete hemolysis (100%) was achieved

using 1% Triton X-100 serving as positive control. Pure PBS

was used as negative control (0% hemolysis). The haemolytic

activity of the polycations was calculated as follow (2):

% Hemolysis ¼ 100�
ASample � ANegative control

� �

APositive control

(2)

A value less than 2% hemolysis rate were classified as non-

hemolytic, 2 to 5% as slightly haemolytic and values 45%

as hemolytic. Experiments were run in triplicates and were

performed with three different batches of donor blood.

Erythrocyte aggregation

Erythrocytes were isolated as described above. The erythrocyte

suspension were mixed 1 : 1 with the polymer solutions (100 mL

total volume) in a clear flat bottomed 96-well plate. The cells

were incubated at 37 1C for 2 h, and the absorbance was

measured at 645 nm in a microplate reader. Cells, which were

treated with PBS served as negative control and 25 kDa bPEI

(50 mgmL�1, Polysciences) was used as positive control. Absorbance

values of the test solutions lower than the negative control were

regarded as aggregation. Experiments were run in triplicates and

were performed with three different batches of donor blood.

Polyplex uptake

HEK-293 cells (CRL-1573, ATCC) were cultured in RPMI 1640

medium (Lonza, Basel) supplemented with 10% FCS, 100 mg mL�1

streptomycin, 100 U mL�1 penicillin and 2 mM L-glutamine at

37 1C in a humidified 5% CO2 (v/v) atmosphere.
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For uptake studies, cells were seeded at a density of 105 cells

per mL in 24-well plates and cultured for 24 h. One hour prior

to the addition of the polyplexes, the medium was changed to

OptiMEM (Life Technologies, Darmstadt, Germany). The poly-

plexes were prepared as described above and at least 50 mL

polyplexes in solution were added to the cells. The plates were

incubated for 4 h at 37 1C, 5% CO2.

For kinetic studies of the polyplex uptake within 4 h, pDNA

was labeled with YOYO-1 iodide prior to the polyplex prepara-

tion. For labeling of 1 mg pDNA, 0.026 mL of 1 M YOYO-1

solution was mixed with pDNA and incubated for 20 min at 4 1C

protected from light. Afterwards, HBG buffer and polymers

were added at the indicated N/P ratio and the polyplexes were

formed as described previously. The cells were harvested 0.5, 1,

2 and 4 h after polyplex addition and 10% trypan blue was

added to quench the outer fluorescence of the cells. For energy-

dependent uptake studies, cells were equilibrated in OptiMEM

at 4 1C 1 h prior polyplex addition. The plates were incubated at

4 1C for 4 h. To determine the relative uptake of the polyplexes,

104 cells were measured by flow cytometry using a Cytomics FC

500 (Beckman Coulter) and the amount of viable cells showing

YOYO-1 signal were gated. Dead cells were identified via counter-

staining with propidium iodide (PI). The experiments were

performed at least three times independently.

For inhibition experiments, cells were treated with 100 mM

5-(N-ethyl-N-isopropyl)amiloride (EIPA) in standard culture media

30 min prior to polyplex addition. Subsequently, P3 and lPEI

polyplexes were added to the cells and incubated for further

4 h. Afterwards, the cells were harvested and analyzed as

described above via flow cytometry or were further prepared

for STEM imaging.

Transfection of adherent cells

For transfection of adherent HEK-293 cells, the cells were

seeded at a density of 105 cells per mL in 24-well plates and

incubated for 24 h at 37 1C, 5% CO2. One hour prior to

transfection, the cells were washed with PBS and supplemented

with 0.5 mL OptiMEM or fresh serum containing growth

medium (RPMI 1640). The polyplexes were prepared as

described above, and were added to the cells (50 mL per well).

After an incubation time of 4 h at 37 1C, the supernatant was

replaced by fresh growth medium and the cells were incubated

for further 20 h. For analysis via flow cytometry (Cytomics FC

500, Beckman Coulter), cells were harvested by trypsinization.

For determination of the viability during flow cytometry, dead

cells were identified via counterstaining with propidium iodide.

For determination of the transfection efficiency, 104 viable cells

expressing EGFP were gated. The experiments were performed

three times independently. Regarding the Bafilomycin experi-

ments, 175 nM Bafilomycin was added to the cells in OptiMEM

and incubated for 20 min, prior to the polyplex addition. The

knockdown studies were performed with stable EGFP expressing

CHO cells (CCL-61, ATCC, stable transfected with pEGFP-N1) and

the corresponding siRNA (against egfp, riboxx, Germany). The

polyplexes were incubated in OptiMEM for 6 h and measured

after 72 h via flow cytometry.

Electron microscopy

Scanning transmission electron microscopy with high-angle

annular dark-field detection (STEM-HAADF) was carried out using

a Technai G2 system (FEI), with 120 kV or 200 kV acceleration

voltage on ultrathin slices of resin-embedded cell samples.

For cell preparation, HEK-293 cells (105 cells mL�1) were

seeded on 6-well plates and incubated for 4 h at 37 1C with the

respective polyplex samples (N/P 30). The cells were harvested,

washed with PBS and fixed for 2 h with glutaraldehyde (2% in

PBS, prepared from 8% EM grade stock solution) on ice.

Subsequent to aldehyde fixation, the cells were washed with

PBS prior to the fixation with OsO4 for 1 h (1% in PBS, prepared

from 4% EM grade stock solution, both purchased from EMS,

Hatfield). After this, the cells were washed with MilliQ water

and staining with uranyl acetate solution was carried out for

1 h and protected from light (1% in solution in MilliQ water

prepared from depleted uranyl acetate dihydrate purchased

from EMS, Hatfield). Subsequently, the sample was washed

with pure water prior to dehydration by an ethanol/water series

(50%, 70%, 90%, 2 � 100% dry EtOH, purified with a Solvent

Purification System and stored over molecular sieves). Thereafter,

the cells were transferred into BEEM capsules (Plano, Wetzlar),

in which the cell suspension was immersed in mixtures of

Embed 812 (EMS, Hatfield) and ethanol (Embed/EtOH = 1 : 1 v/v

for 1 hour, 2 : 1 v/v for 12 h, pure Embed 812 for 4 h).

Subsequent to a further exchange of the embedding medium,

the resin was allowed to harden at 70 1C for 24 h. From the

resin block, ultrathin sections with a thickness of 80 nm were

cut with an ultramicrotome (PT-XL PowerTome, RMC, Tucson)

using a diamond knife (RMC, Tucson). The ultrathin resin

sections were applied on a carbon supported copper grid

(400 mesh, Quantifoil, Jena).

Confocal microscopy and structured illumination microscopy

Live cell imaging was performed for uptake studies. In detail,

HEK cells (105 cells mL�1) were seeded on glass-bottomed dishes

(ibidi, Germany, thickness 170 � 5 mm for high-resolution fluores-

cence microscopy) and cultivated for 24 h in a humidified atmo-

sphere. One hour prior to the polymer addition, the cells were

rinsed with phosphate buffered saline (PBS) and the medium

was changed to OptiMEM. The polyplexes were formed with

Cy5-labeled P3 and YOYO-labeled pDNA or Cy3-labeled siRNA,

added to the cells and incubated for further 4 h. Subsequently,

medium was replaced by fresh culture medium or PBS supple-

mented with Hoechst 33342 for nucleus staining, LysoTracker

Red DND-99 or LysoTracker Green DND-26 (all from Thermo

Fisher Scientific) for lysosome staining.

Imaging was performed with LSM880, Elyra PS.1 system (Zeiss,

Oberkochen, Germany) applying a 63� 1.4 NA plan apochromat

oil objective. For SIM imaging, cells were grown on high precision

cover glasses (Marienfeld-Superior, 18 � 18 mm, 170 � 5 mm

certified thickness) at a density of 5 � 104 cells mL�1, fixed with

paraformaldehyde (2% in PBS) and embedded in prolong

gold antifading reagent (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Regarding

the SIM performance, excitation wavelengths of 405 nm
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(exc. grating 28.0 mm), 488 nm (exc. grating 34.0 mm), 561 nm

(exc. grating 42.0 mm) and 642 nm (exc. grating 42.0 mm resp.

51.0 mm) were used. The following four color channels were

used for both microscopy techniques: Nucleus (Hoechst 33342

staining, excitation wavelength 405 nm, BP 420–480 + LP 750,

grey), pDNA (YOYO-1 Iodide, excitation wavelength 488 nm,

BP 495–550 + LP 750, green), polymer P3 (Cy-5 labeling, excitation

wavelength 642 nm, LP 655, blue) and lysosome (CellLight

Lysosomes-RFP BacMam 2.0, excitation wavelength 561 nm,

BP 570–620 + LP 750, red). The grating position and axial

position of the sample table were controlled by piezo controllers.

Images were recorded with a sCMOS camera (pco.edge, Kehlheim,

German), cooled to 5 1C. Reconstructions and deconvolution

were performed with the commercial ZEN2 software installed

on the system (Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany).

Statistical analysis

The values represent the mean � SD. For the calculation of

the standard derivation of two or more different groups, the

two sample t-test (student’s t-test) or the ANOVA was used.

Statistical significance was defined as * for p-values of o0.05

and # for p-values o0.005.

Results and discussion
Polymer synthesis

As chain transfer reactions are more likely to occur during poly-

merization of 2-methyl-2-oxazoline,39 2-ethyl-2-oxazoline was used

as monomer for the polymerization of the precursor homopolymer,

being able to decrease cytotoxicity of aspired copolymers.40

PEtOx was synthesized according to a literature procedure by

microwave supported cationic ring-opening polymerization

(CROP).41 The degree of polymerization of 575 was calculated

from the tosylate 1HNMR signals of MeOTos before purification.

In order to ensure the absence of water, the polymerization

solutions were prepared in a glove box under nitrogen atmo-

sphere yielding PEtOx with a dispersity Ð of 1.3 (SEC: DMAc,

0.21% LiCl, standard: PS, Table 1). This homopolymer served as

precursor for the subsequent copolymer synthesis.

PEtOx was hydrolyzed in a microwave synthesizer (Scheme 1a)

to yield the copolymer poly(2-ethyl-2-oxazoline-stat-ethylene

imine) (P(EtOx-stat-EI)) with an EtOx content of 54% (calc.

from 1H NMR).38

To introduce primary amines to the polymers, a fraction of

the ethyleneimine units was functionalized with N-succinimidyl-

4-pentenate to introduce alkene functionalities (Scheme 1b).42

While the synthesis of poly(2-butenyl-2-oxazoline) is possible via

the polymerization of the respective monomers,36 these units

do not withstand the conditions of the acidic hydrolysis of

PEtOx. Three different copolymers of P(EtOx-stat-EI-stat-ButEnOx)

(preP1 to preP3) with varying ratios of secondary amines and

2-(3-butenyl-2-oxazoline)s (1 : 3, 1 : 2, 1 : 1) were synthesized

while maintaining a constant EtOx content of 54% (Table 1). The

introduction of primary amines was performed by thiol–ene photo-

addition. Hence, the copolymers P(EtOx-stat-EI-stat-AmButOx)

(P1 to P3) were synthesized by reaction of the corresponding

precursor copolymers (preP1 to preP3) with a protected aminothiol

under UV irradiation and subsequent deprotection to yield the

primary amine group (Scheme 1c and d).

Characterization by 1H NMR spectroscopy confirms the

presence of 2-ethyl-2-oxazoline (EtOx) as well as ethylene imine

(EI) units (Fig. 2, PEtOx and P(EtOx-stat-EI)). The integrals of

the signals of the EtOx side chain (A, B) as well as the signals of

the backbone (C) remain constant during further reactions and

are, therefore, used as reference.

The successful functionalization with the activated acid

N-succinimidyl-4-pentenate is exemplified by the proton signals

of the double bond (ButEnOx) that appear at 5.9 ppm (–HCQCH2,

H) and 5.1 ppm (–HCQCH2, I) for the copolymer preP3. The

first signal is used to calculate the composition of the formed

copolymer by comparing the signals of the ethylene imine

backbone (between 3.00 to 2.66, NH–CH2–CH2, D) and the methyl

protons of the EtOx side chain (between 1.22 to 0.97, CH2–CH3, A).

The successful functionalization of preP1 to preP3 with the thiol

is shown by the disappearance of the double bond signals after

the photoaddition (bocP3). The signals of the newly formed CH2

groups appear at 2.40 (I0) and 1.70 ppm (H0), respectively.

Furthermore, a singlet of the tert-butyloxycarbonyl (boc) pro-

tecting group is obtained at 1.50 ppm (L). After treatment with

Table 1 Composition and molar masses for PEtOx, P(EtOx-stat-EI), preP1 to preP3 and P1 to P3

Compositiona Amine ratio NMRb AF4 SEC

Abbr. Name X [%] Y [%] secX : primY Mn [g mol�1] Mn [g mol�1] Ð Mn [g mol�1] Ð

PEtOx PEtOx575 — — — 57000 57 000 1.2 69 000 1.3

P(EtOx-stat-EI) P(EtOx54%-stat-EIX) 46 — — 42100 31 300 1.3 48 000 1.3

preP1 P(EtOx54%-stat-EIX-ButEnOxY) 12 34 — 58100 25 500 1.4 36 000 2.1
preP2 P(EtOx54%-stat-EIX-ButEnOxY) 17 29 — 55800 30 900 1.3 34 500 1.6
preP3 P(EtOx54%-stat-EIX-ButEnOxY) 23 23 — 53000 30 400 1.3 36 000 1.6

P1 P(EtOx54%-stat-EIX-AmButOxY) 12 34 1 : 2.8 73 200 35 300 1.7 30 500 1.6
P2 P(EtOx54%-stat-EIX-AmButOxY) 17 29 1 : 1.7 68 600 43 700 1.7 39 000 1.6
P3 P(EtOx54%-stat-EIX-AmButOxY) 23 23 1 : 1 63 100 30 500 1.6 31 500 1.5

a Determined by 1HNMR (calculated from the ratio of EtOx, ButEnOx signals and EI backbone). b Determined by 1H NMR (calculated from tosylate
signals of MeOTos before purification).
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trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) and precipitation into diethyl ether,

the signal of the protecting group disappears, indicating the

successful deprotection of bocP1 to bocP3 and, consequently,

the synthesis of P(EtOx-stat-EI-stat-AmButOx) (P1 to P3).

A comparison of the composition and molar masses of

the prepared copolymers obtained by asymmetric flow field-

flow fractionation (AF4) and size exclusion chromatography

(SEC) is shown in Table 1. Although a trend is clearly visible,

the obtained values should be handled with care due to the

fact that the introduction of double bond containing ButEnOx

units as well as the cationic amine units (primary and secondary)

could lead to undesired column and membrane interactions

and, hence, to a change in the elution behavior. SEC traces,

exemplified for the synthesis of P2, are depicted in the ESI†

(Fig. S1).

To enable in vitro imaging, copolymer P3 was labeled using

one equivalent of Cy5–NHS per polymer chain. Successful dye

functionalization and purification via dialysis (3500 g mol�1

cut-off) was verified by size exclusion chromatography (SEC),

revealing no trace of unbound dye (ESI,† Fig. S2).

Bio- and hemocompatibility

Biocompatibility represents a critical parameter for PEI based

polymers. One option to reduce the known cytotoxicity of PEI12,13,43

Scheme 1 Schematic representation of the synthesis of cationic copolymers. (a) Partial hydrolysis of poly(2-ethyl-2-oxazoline) in a microwave

synthesizer, (b) post-polymerization functionalization with N-succinimidyl-4-pentenate, (c) thiol–ene photo-addition of 2-(boc-amino)ethanethiol at

365 nm and (d) deprotection using trifluoroacetic acid.

Fig. 2 Comparison of 1H NMR spectra of PEtOx, P(EtOx-stat-EI), preP3, bocP3 and the final product P3 (* side product N-hydroxysuccinimide)

(300 MHz, MeOD).
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is the introduction of EtOx units.31 The copolymers introduced

here (P1 to P3) possess an oxazoline content of 54%, expected to

decrease severe cytotoxic effects. The cytotoxicity of P1 to P3 was

investigated in comparison to lPEI (Fig. 3A), obtained by full

hydrolysis of P(EtOx-stat-EI). Besides lPEI, commercial available

linear poly(ethylene imine) (comlPEI, 25 kDa, Polyscience) was

used as internal control. The results of the following in vitro

experiments performed with comlPEI are summarized in the

ESI† (Fig. S18–S20).

As assumed, lPEI leads to a significant reduction of cell

viability at low concentrations (IC50 of 3.6 mg mL�1), which is

in accordance to literature data.3 Despite a high molar mass

(425 kDa), P(EtOx-stat-EI) as well as P1 to P3 showed no

cytotoxicity after 24 h using polymer concentrations up to

1 mg mL�1 (IC50 4 1 mg mL�1, Fig. 3A). This improvement

on cell viability is attributed to the introduced EtOx content of

54% within the copolymers and is consistent with literature

reports on partially hydrolyzed POx.32

The blood compatibility of the copolymers was further

investigated by assessment of the hemolytic activity (Fig. 3B)

as well as the aggregation of erythrocytes. The treatment of

P(EtOx-stat-EI) and P1 to P3 did not show any hemolytic activity in

a concentration range from 10 to 50 mg mL�1. A slight hemolysis

(B1% hemoglobin release) could be revealed at higher concen-

trations of P(EtOx-stat-EI) and P1 (100 mg mL�1). In contrast, lPEI

revealed an increased interaction with the cellular membranes

of the blood cells resulting in hemoglobin releases above 2%

(100 mg mL�1) and, moreover, in a strong agglomeration of

erythrocytes (see ESI,† Fig. S3 and S4). The later was not

observed with EtOx containing copolymers (P(EtOx-stat-EI),

P1 to P3) indicating a good hemo- and biocompatibility.

Characterization of the polyplexes

Despite the beneficial impact of EtOx on the biocompatibility

of the polymers, their impact on the polyplex formation was

investigated. For this purpose, the ethidium bromide quenching

assay (EBA) was used to investigate the condensation of plasmid

DNA (pDNA) by P1 to P3 as well as P(EtOx-stat-EI), at different

nitrogen (polymer) to phosphate (DNA) ratios (N/P). Ethidium

bromide is excluded from its binding sites within the oligo-

nucleotides because of the electrostatic and hydrophobic inter-

actions between polymer and the nucleic acid, leading to a

reduction in fluorescence that can be correlated to the affinity

of the complexation.44,45 All copolymers (P1 to P3) revealed

decreasing fluorescence intensities below 40% relative fluores-

cence units (RFU, Fig. 4A). Stable polyplexes indicated by a

plateau were reached at higher N/P ratios 5 to 40, whereby no

significant differences between P1, P2, P3 and lPEI were

observed. In contrast, the precursors PEtOx (data not shown)

and P(EtOx-stat-EI) did not form appropriate polyplexes. It can

be assumed that the EtOx units prevent a strong binding

of the DNA to the secondary amines of the PEI backbone.

This reduced complexation affinity is compensated by the

introduction of the more flexible side chains consisting of

AmButOx (primary amines) within P1 to P3, which apparently

are essential for the polyplex formation. Interestingly, the combi-

nation of EI and AmButOx seems to be beneficial, since a

comparable copolymer P(MeOx-stat-AmButOx) without ethylene

imine units revealed reduced pDNA complexation around 60% RFU

in a previous study.17 A synergistic effect between both, primary

amines in the side chain and secondary amines in the backbone,

leads to an improved binding of DNA despite an EtOx content of

54%. The following studies of P1 to P3 were performed with

polyplexes formed at N/P 30 as this guarantees stable polyplex

formation.

To analyze the stability and the dissociation properties

of the formed polyplexes, the heparin dissociation assay was

performed.46–48 Heparin, a sulfated glycosaminoglycan, has

an anionic character and competes with the nucleic acid of

the polyplex. With increasing amount of heparin, the pDNA

dissociates from the polymer and the polyplex dissolves. As

indicated in Fig. 4B, polyplexes formed with partially hydro-

lyzed PEtOx (P(EtOx-stat-EI)) as well as P2 and P3 polymers

revealed a reversible binding, achieving 80% dissociation at

5 U mL�1 heparin. A higher heparin concentration (20 U mL�1)

was required for P1 reaching 80% dissociation. One reason for

Fig. 3 Determination of bio- and hemocompatibility. (A) Relative viability of L929 cells after 24 h incubation with the polymers at different

concentrations according to ISO10993-5. (B) Hemolysis assay of erythrocytes after incubation with polymers at the indicated concentrations. Triton

X-100 served as positive control (98.8% hemolysis) and PBS as negative control (0.2%). A value less than 2% hemolysis rate was classified as non-

hemolytic, 2 to 5% as slightly hemolytic and values 45% as hemolytic. Values represent the mean � S.D. (n = 3).
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this might be the higher amount of AmButOx, responsible for

an enhanced binding to the genetic material. However, a full

release from the copolymers P1 to P3 could not be achieved using

heparin. Therefore, another polyanion, namely poly(methacrylic

acid) (PMAA, DP = 200), was successfully used as competitor

(Fig. S5, ESI†). lPEI required an increased amount of heparin

(40 U mL�1) as compared to the copolymers. These results

confirm the weakening of the electrostatic interactions caused

by the presence of EtOx units, which are beneficial for a fast

release of the genetic material.

As polyplexes are usually internalized into cells via endocytic

pathways, the size as well as the charge of the complexes is of

crucial importance. For efficient delivery, critical sizes of poly-

meric nanocarriers up to 200 nm are recommended.33,49

As depicted in Table 2, the polyplexes formed with P1 to P3 at

N/P 30 exhibit a favorable size of approximately 150 nm with a

positive net charge, as determined by dynamic and electro-

phoretic light scattering. P(EtOx-stat-EI) formed complexes

with a z-average of 242 � 73.4 nm and high polydispersity

(0.46) supporting the inefficient polyplex formation as observed

by EBA.50 Polyplexes formed with lPEI revealed a smaller

complex size of 80 nm with a positive net charge comparable

to previous studies.46 These results support our assumption that

the EtOx units impede the compact packaging of the genetic

material into small polyplexes. This can be compensated by the

presence of AmButOx units resulting in polyplex sizes between

lPEI and loosely bound P(EtOx-stat-EI) polyplexes. Therefore,

the tailored combination of EtOx and AmButOx units within

the copolymer structure can be used to design polyplexes with

required properties.

Transfection efficiency

Based on the previous results, the polymers P1 to P3 appear

to be promising candidates as non-viral gene delivery agents

and were, therefore, analyzed regarding their transfection

efficiency (TE) using human embryonic kidney (HEK) cells

and pDNA containing a enhanced green fluorescence protein

reporter gene (egfp). The TE was determined by flow cytometry

analyzing all viable cells (PI staining) which successfully

express EGFP (see ESI,† Fig. S6 and S7). To investigate

the interaction with serum proteins, a side effect of cationic

polymers, the cells were transfected in serum reduced media

(OptiMEM) and in serum containing media (RPMI1640 supple-

mented with 10% FCS) (Fig. 5). The use of serum offers

test conditions more comparable to an in vivo situation and

represents a known challenge for the performance of the

polymers due to the inhibitory effect of serum proteins on

the cellular uptake process.51,52

It should be noted that higher N/P ratios were required for

the copolymers as all nitrogen atoms were taken into account

for the N/P calculations. This includes also the amide function-

alities of EtOx and AmButOx although they are not capable to

interact with the pDNA. P1-based polyplexes were less efficient

as indicated by a TE below 50%. High TEs over 60% were

achieved in serum reduced conditions for P2 and P3 polyplexes

at N/P 30 to 50. Comparable TEs were obtained for lPEI at

N/P20. Compared to the transfection in OptiMEM, the EGFP

transfection level of P1 to P3 at N/P 50 in serum containing

media did not change considerably. Due to the cytotoxic effect

of lPEI and the influence of serum proteins the cell viability as

well as the TE decreased rapidly with increasing N/P ratios.

The combination of high cell viability (no cyto-/hemotoxicity)

and formidable transfection performance even in the presence

of proteins underlines the potential of P2 and, in particular, P3

as preferable gene delivery vectors. Moreover, P3 also withstands

Fig. 4 Polyplex formation and stability with pDNA using the polymers P(EtOx-stat-EI), P1, P2, P3 as well as lPEI, which was used as positive control.

(A) Complexation affinity (ethidium bromide quenching assay) of all polymers at the indicated N/P ratios. (B) Dissociation assay of polyplexes formed at

N/P 30 using heparin. Values represent the mean � S.D. (n = 3).

Table 2 Size and surface charge (zeta potential) of pDNA complexes at

N/P 30measured via dynamic light as well as electrophoretic light scattering

Polymeric system z-Average [d, nm] PDI Zeta potential [mV]

P(EtOx-stat-PEI) 242 � 73.4 0.46 20 � 0.44
P1 158 � 1.0 0.23 27 � 0.25
P2 143 � 1.4 0.21 23 � 0.11
P3 154 � 1.4 0.23 23 � 0.12
lPEI 80 � 2.3 0.17 33 � 4.23
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a comparison to lPEI and the literature known ‘gold standard for

transfection’, comlPEI (see ESI,† Fig. S18).

Uptake mechanism

For cationic polyplexes, the internalization into cells by endo-

cytosis followed by the endosomal release of the pDNA into

the cytosol and the subsequent transport into the nucleus

is reported.53,54 To clarify this process and to understand

the excellent transfection performance of the copolymers,

the uptake mechanism was investigated. An uptake kinetic

using polyplexes formed with YOYO-1 labeled pDNA was

performed to detect the internalization within cells by flow

cytometry (Fig. 6). All tested polymers exhibited a fast and time-

dependent cellular uptake. In detail, almost 90% of measured

cells internalized polyplexes after 4 h when medium is changed

Fig. 5 Transfection efficiency of copolymers P1 to P3 and lPEI for adherent HEK cells in serum reduced (OptiMEM, light grey) and serum containing

media (RPMI + 10% FCS, dark grey) at different N/P ratios after 24 h. Values represent the mean � S.D. (n = 3).

Fig. 6 Uptake study. Polyplexes formed with YOYO-1 labeled pDNA were incubated with HEK cells in OptiMEM for indicated time points using the

copolymers P1 to P3 and lPEI (N/P ratio 30) as control. Statistical analysis (t-test) was used to compare the MFI after 4 h of P1 with P3 and lPEI,

* represents p o 0.05 and # p o 0.005 of MFI values using student’s t-test. Values represent the mean � S.D. (n = 3).
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according to standard transfection protocol. In particular, P1 as

well as lPEI showed an enhanced uptake efficiency after 30 min

(B60%) compared to P2 and P3 (40%). Although most of the

cells internalized polyplexes, the quantities (mean fluorescence

intensities, MFI) differ significantly after 4 h (Fig. 6). Higher

internalized polyplex concentrations were detected in cells

using P2, P3 (twofold) and P1 (threefold) compared to lPEI.

An explanation might be the introduction of AmButOx to

the copolymers for enhanced complexation with the genetic

material and cellular uptake, while the EtOx content possessing

reduced membrane disruption.

To preclude an uptake by passive membrane diffusion, the

uptake of YOYO-1 stained polyplexes was performed at 4 1C and

37 1C, respectively (Fig. S8B, ESI†). Polyplexes of all tested

polymers were internalized into cells at 37 1C with approxi-

mately 90% efficiency. In contrast, the uptake efficiency was

significantly decreased to approximately 10% at 4 1C for all

samples. This indicates an energy-dependent uptake (endocytotic

process). Furthermore, bafilomycin, a proton pump (H+-ATPase)

inhibitor, was used to prevent endosomal release caused by

acidification (Fig. S8A, ESI†). The inhibition of an endosomal

escape prevents the release of pDNA into the cytoplasm, the

transfer into the nucleus and the EGFP expression. As expected,

the TE significantly decreased after treatment with bafilomycin

for all tested polymers to o5%. This indicates the involvement

of the endosomal uptake and release as critical steps during the

transfection mechanism, as it is reported for PEI.43,55

High resolution microscopy of polyplex–cell interactions

Deeper insights into the uptake mechanism and the fate of

polyplexes within the cells were obtained with microscopic studies

including confocal microscopy, structured illuminationmicroscopy

(SIM) and high-angular annular dark-field scanning transmission

electron microscopy (HAADF-STEM).

Confocal microscopy as well as SIM studies were performed

with HEK cells and polyplexes based on YOYO-1 labeled pDNA

and Cy5-labeled P3 representing the polymer with the overall

highest transfection efficiency compared to lPEI. Fluorescence

imaging of cells, in particular SIM images, revealed a co-localization

of pDNA-bound P3 polyplexes (blue) within the lysosomes/late

endosomes (red, RFP labeling, Fig. 7 and Fig. S9 and S10, ESI†).

The detection of the YOYO-signal within the cytoplasm that was

not co-localized with lysosomal structures reveals that pDNA

is released from the polyplex itself. Considering the low con-

centration of heparin required to destabilize the polyplex, an

efficient release of pDNA into the cytoplasm can be assumed. As

SIM provides a resolution of approx. 100 nm, a more detailed

insight into the polyplex behavior within the lysosomes/late

endosomes was obtained compared to conventional confocal

imaging. A non-centrically localization of P3 polyplexes

Fig. 7 High resolution imaging. (A) Structured illumination image of P3-based polyplexes within cells (deconvolved data). White arrows indicate

co-localization of P3-pDNA polyplexes within lysosomes. (B and C) Magnified view of the yellow and red, dash-lined frame in (A): P3-Cy5 polyplex within

the endosome. 63� Oil Obj. 1.4 NA. Grey: Hoechst 33342. Red: lysosomal membrane (RFP). Green: plasmid DNA labeling (YOYO-1). Blue: polymer

labeling (Cy-5). (D–F) HAADF-STEM images of P3-based polyplexes taken up by HEK cells. The following letters correspond to cell organelles: N = cell

nucleus, M = mitochondria, E = endosomal compartment, P = polyplex.
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(Cy5 and YOYO-1 signal) within the endosome (red) was

observed, being in close vicinity to the endosomal membrane

(Fig. 7A and zoom-in Fig. 7B and C, single channel splitting:

Fig. S11, ESI†). This could be attributed to a strong interaction

between the polyplex and the cytoplasmic membrane at the time

of the cellular uptake or a strong interaction of the polyplex with

the endosomal membrane caused by acidification. However, also

lPEI polyplexes (Cy5 and YOYO-1 signal) were localized in close

vicinity to the endosomal membrane (Fig. 8A and zoom-in Fig. 8B

and C, single channel splitting: Fig. S12, ESI†). Interestingly, a

higher number of larger endosomes bearing polyplex signals

with an apparent larger spatial dimension was found for lPEI

in contrast to P3. To study the interaction of both polymers

with the endosomal membrane in more detail, STEM on

embedded sections was carried out to confirm this assumption.

STEM provides a resolution in the low nanometer range,

elucidating the subcellular ultrastructural context, and particularly,

highlighting membrane structures. EM images revealed an uptake

of single P3 polyplexes into vesicles with sizes of 200 to 500 nm

(n 4 10 vesicles of different sections were analyzed, Fig. S13,

ESI†). Although, the polyplexes themselves provide only poor

electron contrast, their structures were highlighted efficiently

within the cellular environment (Fig. 7D–F) in the sample by

sample staining. This can be explained by the strong affinity

of the amines of the polymer and phosphates of the DNA to

the heavy metal stains (OsO4 and uranylacetate, respectively).

The close vicinity between P3 polyplex and the endosomal

membrane was confirmed. We attribute this observation to a

preceding active cell membrane-driven uptake event, initiated

by strong interaction of a single polyplex with the membrane.

We observed an uptake event involved by membrane ruffles

and lamellipodia-like structures (Fig. 7E and F), supporting our

previous findings concerning an energy-dependent uptake,

such as by macropinocytosis. We therefore investigated cells after

incubation with P3 polyplexes in the presence of the inhibitor,

5-(N-ethyl-N-isopropyl)amiloride (EIPA, 100 mM). Our experiments

support the assumption, since only 25% of the cells internalized

P3 polyplexes after 4 h (see ESI,† Fig. S14). Performing STEM

imaging, we observed no P3 polyplexes within the cytoplasm

(see ESI,† Fig. S15A and B). This underlines an uptake mechanism

via macropinocytosis.

STEM images of lPEI polyplexes revealed larger endosomes

with sizes of 500 to 1500 nm (n 4 10 vesicles of different

sections were analyzed, Fig. S16, ESI†) bearing more than a

single polyplex as well as increased cellular membrane rupture

(Fig. 8D–F). The presence of multiple polyplexes within large

endosomes explains the large spatial dimension of the polyplex

signals as being found in SIM images (Fig. 8F). STEM images

of cells, which were incubated with lPEI polyplexes in the

presence of a macropinocytosis inhibitor (EIPA), revealed indeed

a cellular internalization (see ESI,† Fig. S15C and D). However,

the uptake efficiency was apparently lower compared to the

Fig. 8 High resolution imaging. (A) Structured illumination image of lPEI-based polyplexes within HEK cell, white arrows indicates full co-localization

(deconvolved data). (B and C) Magnified zoom of yellow and red, dash-lined frame in (A): lPEI-Cy5 polyplex within the endosome. 63� oil obj. 1.4 NA.

Grey: Hoechst 33342. Red: lysosomal membrane (RFP). Green: plasmid DNA labeling (YOYO-1). Blue: polymer labeling (Cy-5). (D–F) HAADF-STEM

images of lPEI-based polyplex taken up by HEK-293 cell. The following letters correspond to cellular structures: N = cell nucleus, M = mitochondria,

E = endosomal compartment, P = polyplex.
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standard uptake protocol (B65% YOYO-positive cells after 4 h)

and hints towards alternative uptake mechanisms in addition

to macropinocytosis. It was already demonstrated that lPEI

possesses a high membrane activity (see erythrocyte aggrega-

tion, Fig. S3 and S4, ESI†), which is in association with polymer

aggregation in serum containingmedia5 and could lead to enhanced

uptake of multiple polyplexes within single endosomes. Aggregated

polyplexes could be also responsible for a reduced uptake

because of a size-limited uptake mechanism, e.g. endocytosis.

The presence of EtOx subunits within P3 shields the formed

polyplexes from aggregation caused by protein interaction prior

to uptake. This might be a reason for a more efficient cellular

uptake and the high transfection efficiency of the respective

copolymer. Based on this data, the efficient endosomal release of

single P3 polyplexes is impressive compared to agglomerated

lPEI polyplexes. Due to the high buffer capacity of lPEI, an

enhanced protonation of amines followed by the swelling of

the endosomesmight occur, as it is hypothesized for the ‘‘proton

sponge’’ effect.6,51,53,54,56 In case of P3, the full protonation of the

primary/secondary amines could lead to a destabilization of the

membrane indicating a membrane rupture and the subsequent

release of the cargo into the cytosol. A previous study of Zuhorn

and co-workers describes a similar process for PEI polyplexes

supporting these findings.52 Additionally, the authors showed

that the release did not come along with a complete rupture

of the endosome. As the polymers P1 to P3 possess a content of

12 to 23% secondary amines and a content of primary amines of

34 to 23%, they do not show such a severe swelling of endosomal

compartments like lPEI polyplexes. Nevertheless, it can be assumed

that a protonation of the primary amines in the side chain

within the endosomal compartments forces the interaction of

the polymers with the endosomal membrane leading to an

efficient endosomal release. These results indicate that not only

the buffer capacity and the swelling of endosomal compartments

but also the interaction of the polymer with the endosomal

membrane facilitate the escape from the endosome, which is in

accordance to literature data and visualized in detail.51,52

siRNA delivery

To further investigate the potential of the modified PEI

copolymers, the delivery efficiency for siRNA was determined.

Although DNA and siDNA represent genetic material they differ

in certain characteristics. Most importantly, siRNA is smaller

(o30 base pairs (bp) compared to 4700 bp pDNA) and more

rigid. From a biological point of view, pDNA has to be trans-

ferred across the nuclear barrier to the cell nuclei, whereas

siRNA has to be released from the polyplex in the cytoplasm to

form the RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC).57

The copolymers P1 to P3 were further investigated regarding

the influence of primary and secondary amines for siRNA delivery.

High binding affinity to siRNA (o40%) of all tested polymers was

observed by EBA (Fig. 9A). Positively charged polyplexes with a size

of o200 nm were formed, whereas lPEI polyplexes exhibited

a compact size of around 83 nm (Table 3). This trend was also

observed for the pDNA based polyplexes (see Table 2).

A GFP-expressing CHO cell line was used to estimate the

knockdown efficiency (Fig. 9B). Interestingly, P1 showed superior

knockdown efficiency for siRNA (244 � 50.3 MFI), compared

to P3 (317 � 19.3 MFI), which was identified as best performer

for pDNA transfection. Both, P1 and P2, led to a significant

reduction of around 40% of the fluorescence intensity of

EGFP-expressing cells. In contrast, P3 showed only 10 to 20%

reduction of MFI. Interestingly, lPEI as well as branched PEI

Fig. 9 Investigations of the siRNA delivery. (A) Binding affinity of siRNA to P1 to P3 and lPEI at different N/P ratios measured by the fluorescence

quenching of ethidium bromide. The fluorescence of pure siRNA represents 100% RFU. (B) siRNA knockdown mediated by P1 to P3, lPEI and jetPRIME

polyplexes at N/P 30 after 72 h. Stable EGFP-expressing CHO cells were transfected with polyplexes formed using siRNA able to knock down egfp.

Statistical analysis (t-test) was used to compare the mean fluorescence intensity (MFI) of the control with P1 to P3 and lPEI, * represents p o 0.05 and

# p o 0.005. The values represent the mean � S.D. (n Z 3).

Table 3 Size and surface charge (zeta potential) of the siRNA complexes

at N/P 30 measured via dynamic light as well as electrophoretic light

scattering in water-based HBG buffer

Polymeric system z-Average [d, nm] PDI Zeta potential [mV]

P1 102 � 1.2 0.15 21 � 1.2
P2 124 � 1.5 0.13 25 � 1.0
P3a 149 � 12.6 0.49 22 � 0.1
lPEI 83 � 2.3 0.23 33 � 1.6

a Intensity weighted size distribution revealed a mean peak of 257 nm
(68%).
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(bPEI) revealed high knockdown potentials of around 60%

(Fig. 9B). ComlPEI was less efficient and exhibited comparable

efficiencies to the copolymers P1 and P2 (Fig. S20, ESI†). However,

the highest knockdown (480%,B68� 3.9MFI) was achieved with

the positive control jetPRIME (cationic, polymeric transfection

reagent, Polyplus). The fluorescence intensities were not reduced

when using scrambled siRNA (negative control, see ESI,† Fig. S17).

The polymers P1 and P2 revealed adequate knockdown levels, but

are not as effective as commercially available siRNA transfection

agents. Nevertheless, the promising performance and high bio-

compatibility of these 3rd generation PEIs could be developed in

future studies by optimizing the polymeric design and composition

as a higher AmOx content shows improved performance.

To understand the different performances of the copolymers

depending on the genetic material, the endosomal release has

to be considered. For successful delivery of siRNA a fast and

efficient release from the endosome into the cytosol is bene-

ficial, whereas the transfection efficiency of pDNA is increased,

when it is transported to the perinuclear region inside endo-

somal compartments.58

From the titration of the polymers P1 to P3 (Fig. 10A) the

buffer capacities of the respective copolymers were calculated

(b = dn(OH�)/dpH) and expressed as a function of the pH value

(Fig. 10B). The copolymers show considerable higher buffer

capacities with increasing EI content for pH values between

5 and 7 (endosomal release environment). As P3 revealed the

Fig. 10 (A) Acid–base titration curves of an acidified solution of the cationic copolymers P1 to P3 (B5 mg mL�1) dissolved in 4 mL hydrogen chloride

(HCl, 0.06 M) and neutralized with sodium hydroxide (0.1 M). For comparison, 0.06 M HCl was titrated accordingly. Precipitation of lPEI at pH 7 prevents

the interpretation of the respective titration curve. (B) The buffer capacities of the cationic copolymers P1 to P3 were calculated from A utilizing the

relation b = dn(OH�)/dpH and presented as a function of the pH value. For comparison, the buffer capacity of HCl is included.

Fig. 11 Schematic representation of the polyplex formation illustrating the interaction of 3rd generation poly(ethylene imine) with pDNA or siRNA.
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highest buffer capacity at acidic conditions, this could be an

explanation for the diminished performance for siRNA delivery

due to a delayed endosomal escape. In contrast, P1 showed

the highest degree of protonation at endosomal pH values

facilitating a faster endosomal release into the cytosol by inter-

action of the charged amines with the endosomal membrane. It

should be kept in mind, that P1 and P2 revealed also a high

buffer capacity at a pH value around 9, in contrast to P3, which

could be a hint for different performances.

Moreover, it could be assumed that the different physico-

chemical parameters of the genetic material (size, topology)

play a crucial role for the interaction with the 3rd generation

PEIs (Fig. 11). siRNA is small and stiff preferentially interacting

with the primary amines in the polymer side chain. In contrast

to that, the large pDNA requires the interaction with the primary

amines (flexible side chains) as well as the secondary amines

(backbone). This enabled an tremendous enhancement of

pDNA delivery compared to literature reported polymer systems,

e.g. P(EtOx-stat-MeOx).17

Conclusion

The introduced 3rd generation PEI copolymers has shown to

present several advantages in contrast to 1st (PEI) and 2nd

(single PEI modifications) generation approaches in terms of

efficient polymeric gene delivery. Starting from high molar

mass PEtOx, partially hydrolyzed P(EtOx-stat-EI) copolymers were

synthesized. Subsequently, different amounts of the ethylene

imine subunits were functionalized, introducing alkene groups

which, in turn, could be used to attach primary amine groups

in the side chains using thiol–ene chemistry. While the EtOx

content of these polymers remained constant, the ratio between

primary and secondary amine groups was varied to obtain a

series of copolymers. It should be highlighted that no adverse

effects on the cell viability was observed for polymer concentra-

tions up to 1 mg mL�1 in contrast to lPEI (IC50 = 3.6 mg mL�1).

Remarkably, these 3rd generation PEIs were, in contrast to the

2nd generation P(EtOx-stat-EI), able to form well-defined com-

plexes with various genetic materials, in detail pDNA and siRNA.

Besides a fast uptake, the delivery of pDNA revealed comparable

transfection efficiencies to lPEI. In serum containing media,

the performance of copolymer-based polyplexes could even

exceed the efficiency of lPEI. Furthermore, the copolymers (in

particular P1 and P2) revealed siRNA delivery capability as well.

Nevertheless, an optimization of this approach should be further

pursued in future studies. Noteworthy, a different ratio of

primary to secondary amines is required to form appropriate

polyplexes with siRNA emphasizing the multivalence and potential

of the presented polymeric system.

Using live cell confocal microscopy, super-resolution micro-

scopy as well as transmission electron microscopy of ultrathin

sections of embedded cell samples, the transfection mechanism

was elucidated in more detail. In contrast to lPEI, where endo-

somes contained multiple polyplexes in swollen endosomes,

copolymer based polyplexes present themselves individually

within the endosomal compartments. This was attributed to a

lower protein interaction of PEtOx containing vectors, preventing

agglomeration in serum containingmedia prior to uptake as well

as to a diminished membrane interaction. This feature also

leads to a release process based on membrane interactions of

the described polyplexes in contrast to the ‘‘proton sponge’’

effect hypothesized for PEI. The 3rd generation PEI outperforms

PEI of former generations (1st and 2nd) concerning an overall

concept in terms of toxicity as well as transfection efficiency for a

wide range of genetic materials. Thus, it represents a promising

alternative for more complex transfection approaches including

hard-to-transfect cells or in vivo studies.
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Figure S1. Size exclusion chromatography traces of the starting homopolymer PEtOx and the copolymers 

P(EtOx-stat-EI), preP2 and P2 (N,N-dimethylacetamide, 0.21% LiCl, calibration: polystyrene).

Figure S2. Size exclusion chromatography elugrams of the labeled copolymer P3 (P3-Cy5) in comparison to the 

unlabeled starting material (P3) (N,N-dimethylacetamide, 0.21% LiCl, calibration: polystyrene).

Hemocompatibility of PEI-based polyplexes



The erythrocyte aggregation of the PEI copolymers was performed in parallel with high molar 

mass lPEI polymers as positive controls. lPEI show membrane-perturbing activity at high 

concentrations (100 µg mL-1) leading to the aggregation of erythrocytes as indicated in the 

photospectrometrically measurement and by light microscopy. This effect was not seen with 

the copoly mers P1 to P3.

Figure S3. Erythrocyte aggregation of the tested polymers at indicated concentrations. bPEI (25 kDa) served as 

positive control resulting in high aggregation formation and PBS as negative control. Values represent the mean 

± S.D. (n=3).



Figure S4. Light microscopy of erythrocyte aggregation of the polymers P1 to P3, PEtOx and both lPEI 

polymers. PBS served as negative control, while bPEI (25kDa) was served as positive control. Scale bar = 50 µm.

Interaction of polymers with genetic material

The polyplex dissociation assay was performed aside from heparin with poly(methacrylic acid) 

(PMAA) (DP = 200) as competing factor. To keep equal conditions, same PMAA 

concentrations as for heparin were used during the measurement. 

Figure S5. Dissociation assay of polyplexes formed with pDNA at N/P 30 and with increasing PMAA 

concentrations, which correlates to heparin concentrations.

Analysis of polyplex uptake and transfection of cells



The uptake and transfection studies were performed with HEK cells and pDNA encoding the 

EGFP (enhanced green fluorescence protein) or with YOYO-labeled pDNA. Transfection 

efficiency was determined by measuring the amount of viable cells (PI stained) expressing 

EGFP after 24 h via flow cytometry, whereas non-transfected cells served as negative control. 

To determine the amount of EGFP expressing cells, the histogramm of control cells was used 

and the percentage of cells within the gated area was defined as transfection efficiency in 

percentage.

Figure S6. Flow cytometry measurements. A) Dot-plot of PI stained HEK cells for determining cell viability. 

FL2 Log represents red fluorescence of PI stained cells. All cells within the specified area G represent all measured 

viable cells. B) Histogramm of non-transfected cells served as control. FL1 Log represents green fluorescence by 

EGFP expression.



Figure S7. Histograms of flow cytometry measurements determining positive EGFP-expressing HEK cells after 

24 h post-transfection with P1 to P3 and lPEI (N/P 30). Only viable HEK cells (PI staining) were gated. FL1 Log 

represents green fluorescence by EGFP expression.

To investigate the uptake mechanism in detail, cells were treated at different conditions with 

bafilomycin (proton pump inhibitor) or at 4 °C and 37 °C.



Figure S8. A) Uptake study: amount of cells taken up YOYO-1 labeled pDNA after 4 h at different temperatures 

(4 °C and 37 °C) using the copolymers P1 to P3 and lPEI (N/P ratio 30) as controls. Values represent the mean 

(n = 3). B) Comparison of the transfection efficiency of P1 to P3 and lPEI for adherent HEK cells in serum 

reduced (OptiMEM) and serum containing media (RPMI + 10% FCS) as well as after bafilomycin treatment at 

N/P 30. Values represent the mean (n = 3).

Live cell imaging

Confocal as well as structured illumination microscopy were used to investigate the uptake 

process of polyplexes in more detail and for visualization purposes. Therefore, non-treated 

control HEK cells as well as P3 polyplexes added to HEK cells in serum reduced media were 

analyzed.

Control: pDNA transfection



Figure S9. Uptake studies: HEK cells in serum reduced media without polyplexes served as negative controls. 

The cells were analyzed after 4 h via confocal laser scanning microscopy. The cell nucleus was stained with 

Hoechst 33342, the lysosomes with LysoTracker Red.



P3-Cy5: pDNA transfection

Figure S10. Uptake studies: Pure YOYO-labeled pDNA was added to HEK cells in serum reduced media. The 

cells were analyzed after 4 h via confocal laser scanning microscopy. The cell nucleus was stained with 

Hoechst 33342, the lysosomes with LysoTracker Red.

Structured illumination microscopy (SIM)

Figure S11. Magnified SIM images of endosome bearing polyplexes formed with P3 in the presence of DNA 

(SIM data, deconvolved, acquired with 63x Oil Obj. 1.4 NA). Red; Lysosomal membrane (RFP). Green: pDNA 

labeling (YOYO-1). Blue: Polymer labeling (Cy5). A and E: Merged channels. B-D, F-H: split channels. Scale 

bars = 1 µm,



Figure S12. Magnified SIM images of endosome bearing polyplexes formed with lPEI in the presence of DNA 

(SIM data, deconvolved, acquired with 63x Oil Obj. 1.4 NA). Red; Lysosomal membrane (RFP). Green: pDNA 

labeling (YOYO-1). Blue: Polymer labeling (Cy5). A and E: Merged channels. B-D, F-H: split channels. Scale 

bars = 1 µm,

Scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM)

To obtain deeper insights into the uptake mechanism and the fate of polyplexes inside the cell 

as well as the endosomal environment, scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) 

were performed. The images display a section (thickness of the resin slice: 80 nm) through the 

cell and sizes are determined by a two-dimensional section through the cell. This can only 

conditionally make a statement of the actual size of the three-dimensional vesicle. More than 

5 sections (and ~ 10 vesicles) of different cells were analyzed to evaluate our findings.



Figure S13. STEM images of polyplex uptake in HEK cells at standard conditions. Polyplexes were formed with 

P3 and pDNA. Cells were harvested after 4 h.

Macropinocytosis inhibitor

For inhibition experiments, cells were treated with 100 µM 5-(N-ethyl-N-isopropyl)amiloride 

(EIPA) in standard culture media 30 min prior to polyplex addition. Subsequently, P3 and lPEI 

polyplexes were added to the cells and incubated for further 4 h. Afterwards, the cells were 

harvested and analyzed as described above via flow cytometry or were further prepared for 

STEM imaging. 



 

Figure S14. Polyplex uptake (YOYO-labeled pDNA) in HEK cells after treatment with EIPA (macropinocytosis 

inhibitor). 

Figure S15. STEM images of polyplex uptake in HEK cells after treatment with EIPA (macropinocytosis 

inhibitor). A-B) Uptake of P3 polyplexes. C-D) Uptake of lPEI polyplexes. White arrows indicate vesicles with 

polyplexes.



 

Figure S16. STEM images polyplex uptake in HEK cells at standard conditions. Polyplexes were formed with 

lPEI and pDNA. Cells were harvested after 4 h.

siRNA delivery

A stable GFP-expressing CHO cell line was transfected with the polymers P1 to P3 as well as 

PEI using scrambled siRNA as negative control. The knockdown of EGFP was analyzed via 

flow cytometry by measuring the MFI of all viable cells (PI staining).



Figure S17. siRNA transfection efficiency mediated by P1 to P3 as well as PEI polyplexes at N/P 30 after 72 h. 

Stable EGFP-expressing CHO cells were transfected with scrambled siRNA served as negative control. The 

values represent the mean ± S.D., n ≥ 3.

Comparison of lPEI and commercial lPEI25k (comlPEI, Sigma Aldrich)

The cytotoxicity tests of the PEI copolymers were performed in parallel with high molar mass 

lPEI polymers as positive controls. Fully hydrolyzed PEtOx, thus lPEI as well as the 

commercially available lPEI (25 kDa, comlPEI) obtained from Polysciences were used. The 

synthesized lPEI shows a higher cytotoxicity (IC50 at ~ 4 µg mL-1), whereas the commercial 

PEI reaches 50% cell viability at 25 µg mL-1. The reduced cytotoxicity could be attributed to 

residual, N-acyl groups from polymerization, which is also stated by the supplier.[39] 

Furthermore, the hemolysis and the erythrocyte aggregation assay were performed with both 

PEIs. Both polymers show membrane-perturbing activity at high concentrations (100 µg mL-1) 

leading to hemoglobin release and the aggregation of erythrocytes. This effect was not seen 

with the copolymers P1 to P3.



Figure S18. Comparison of lPEI and commercially available PEI (comlPEI, Polysciences). A) Cytotoxicity assay 

treating L929 cells with the synthesized lPEI as well as comlPEI at indicated concentrations. B) Hemolysis assay 

of erythrocytes after incubation with polymers at indicated concentrations. Triton X-100 served as positive control 

(100% hemolysis) and PBS as negative control. C) Erythrocyte aggregation of the tested polymers at indicated 

concentrations. bPEI (25 kDa) served as negative control resulting in high aggregation formation and PBS as 

negative control. Values represent the mean ± S.D. (n=3).  



Figure S19. Comparison of lPEI and commercially available PEI (comlPEI, Polysciences). A) Complexation 

affinity (EBA) of mentioned polymers using pDNA at the indicated N/P ratios. B) Dissociation assay with heparin 

of polyplexes formed with pDNA at N/P 30. C-D) Transfection efficiency of both PEI polymers for adherent HEK 

cells in serum reduced (C) as well as serum containing (D) media at different N/P ratios after 24 h. Values 

represent the mean ± S.D. (n=3).

Besides the synthesized lPEI, comlPEI was used as control for the ethidium bromide quenching 

assay (Figure S18A). Both polymers show a high complexation affinity with pDNA, while a 

faster polyplex formation of lPEI could be detected at N/P 5. Regarding the heparin dissociation 

assay, comlPEI achieved a full decomplexation of genetic material at a heparin concentration 

of 10 U mL-1 (Figure S19B). For the complete release of pDNA (100% RFU) from lPEI 

polyplexes, 40 U mL-1 heparin was required. The uptake and transfection studies were 



performed with HEK cells and pDNA encoding the EGFP (enhanced green fluorescence 

protein). Transfection efficiency was determined by measuring the amount of cells expressing 

EGFP after 24 h via flow cytometry. ComlPEI shows high TE > 80% at N/P ratios of 20 to 50 

in serum reduced media, which is comparable to other studies. It has to be mentioned that with 

increasing N/P ratio, i.e. the polyplex concentration, the cell viability is reduced. This effect 

could be prevented using serum containing media for transfection, whereas a significant 

reduction of up to 70% (at N/P 20) of TE is occured. 

Figure S20. siRNA transfection efficiency mediated by PEI polyplexes at N/P 30 after 72 h. Stable EGFP-

expressing CHO cells were transfected with polyplexes formed using siRNA able to knock down egfp. Statistical 

analysis (t-test) was used to compare the MFI of the control with PEI, * represents p < 0.05 and # p < 0.005. The 

values represent the mean ± S.D., n ≥
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by reducing cytotoxic effects, understand 
their fate within the cell and enhancing 
the controllability of the cargo release 
etc. Whereas fluorescence techniques 
are widely used for the investigation of 
uptake and internalization in the cellular 
or tissue context[3] and facilitate to image 
particles in the intact biological sample 
without confusing them with the cel-
lular matrix, their resolution is still lim-
ited. Novel super-resolution fluorescence 
microscopy methods,[4] such as struc-
tured illumination microscopy (SIM), can 
improve the resolution capabilities; how-
ever, the level of individual particles is 
still difficult to reach. This level of infor-
mation requires the utilization of elec-
tron microscopy in particular transmission 

electron microscopy (TEM), which provides a resolution down 
to the nanometer level, facilitating the visualization of individual 
particles and their localization in a cellular environment. More-
over, TEM allows a deeper insight into the ultrastructural cellular 
features down to the membrane level; however, these advantages 
are at the expense of tedious preparation routines, a limited field 
of view and the impediment to acquire dynamic information on 
the uptake process.[5] Additionally, in the context of the investi-
gation of polymer nanoparticles, frequently only poor material 
contrast is achieved compared to the interior of the cellular struc-
tures since polymeric particles possess an intrinsic low electron 
density, which complicates their identification within the cellular 
context.[5b–d] For this purpose, a combination of fluorescence and 
electron microscopy (EM) represents a promising approach to 
obtain a more complete set of information on a cellular system 
and its response to the exposure of drug delivery and nanopar-
ticle systems than each of the applied methods can provide alone. 
Fluorescence and electron microscopy pose special requirements 
on the nanoparticles under investigation as well as on the sample 
condition and the preparation methods. Fluorescence microscopy 
depends on the introduction of suitable fluorescence dyes into the 
cell. The samples require optimized fluorescence labeling as well 
as fixation protocols preventing autofluorescence, dye quenching, 
or a destruction of the dyes’ properties while maintaining the cel-
lular microstructure of the cell. Whereas fluorescence imaging 
can be carried out on the intact biological sample and even live 
cell imaging is possible, electron microscopy requires optimized 
staining steps for visualization of membranes and organelles 
being present in the cell structure as well as sectioning of the 
cells into thin slices.

The combination of fluorescence microscopy and electron microscopy prom-

ises a deeper insight into the ultrastructural features of cell organelles, e.g., 

after drug administration. Both methods complement each other and provide, 

as a correlative approach, a keen insight into the fate of nanoparticles within 

the cell. Moreover, it represents a promising tool to determine alterations 

of the cellular environment as a response to particle uptake. However, the 

availability of suitable correlative markers is mandatory for such correlative 

approaches. In this contribution, the utilization of poly(ethylene imine) based 

metal–polymer hybrid particles labeled with small gold nanoparticles and 

Rhodamine B facilitating the observation of the particles by means of fluores-

cence as well as by transmission electron microscopy is suggested. Correla-

tive light and electron microscopy is used to study uptake and intracellular 

fusion processes of endosomal/lysosomal structures.

Correlative Microscopy

Polymeric nanoparticles have gained increasing attention in 
biomedicine as efficient drug and gene delivery agents.[1] The 
large variety of properties covered by different polymeric sys-
tems promises a tailored approach to the targeted delivery of 
drugs into cells as well as an improved biocompatibility.[2] In 
order to achieve a keen understanding of the mode-of-action 
of polymer-based nanoparticles in vitro, the utilization of high-
resolution imaging techniques is indispensable. These insights 
are important in order to improve the particles’ performance 
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Despite the diverse preparation requirements, both methods 
can complement each other in a synergistic fashion. Whereas 
the nanoparticle cargo can be observed by means of fluores-
cence microscopy, the ultrastructural cellular context can be 
elucidated most efficiently by electron microscopy. Thus, a com-
bination of both techniques can provide a deeper insight into 
cellular processes at a level of information that is unmatched by 
each technique on its own or by other techniques. The combi-
nation of both methods and a correlation of the obtained data 
are excellently suited to investigate cellular and nanoparticle 
uptake processes and might be very valuable to understand the 
mode-of-action of tailored nanoparticle systems in the cellular 
context. Therefore, suitable nanoparticles with correlative labels 
are required.

For drug delivery applications, amino functionalized poly-
mers have gained significant interest in the field of delivery 
of nucleic acids. In particular, poly(ethylene imine) (PEI) has 
become the gold standard in gene transfection via nonviral 
gene delivery.[6] Due to its high amino content PEI can interact 
electrostatically with phosphate bearing nucleic acids to form 
polyplexes which can be used to transfer, e.g., DNA or RNA into 
cells.[6,7] However, poly(ethylene imine)s are limited in their 
medical use since they are known to be cytotoxic,[8] possess 
a low blood compatibility,[9] and are nonbiodegradable.[10] To 
overcome these drawbacks, PEIs have been modified regarding 
their chemical structure to form less toxic polyplexes[11] or to 
build more complex polymeric architectures.[12]

So far, strategies to enhance the contrast of the polymer nan-
oparticles employ the enhancement of the electron contrast by 
incorporation of smaller, dense nanoparticles[5a] or heavy metal 
complexes.[13] In particular, studies of poly(ethylene imine) 
uptake supported by the incorporation of electron dense labels 
have been reported.[14]

Uptake studies as well as the elucidation of the intracellular 
fate using correlative light and electron microscopy (CLEM) as 
an investigation tool have mainly been focusing on the interac-
tion of bacteria[15] or viruses[16] with cells. Nanoparticle uptake 
studied by CLEM[17] has, so far, only sparsely been reported 
and the availability of suitable correlative dyes has been iden-
tified as a critical issue. In this contribution, we introduce a 
CLEM approach to study the uptake and intracellular fate of a 
selected polymeric nanoparticle system based on poly(ethylene 
imine), which can serve, first, as a suitable correlative label for 
both electron and fluorescence microscopy and, second, act as 
a model system to mimic drug delivery of PEI-based systems. 
In this context we will also discuss technological challenges as 
well as the synergistic character of fluorescence and electron 
microscopy techniques and will highlight the benefit that is 
gained by combining both methods.

Here, we introduce a metal–polymer hybrid nanoparticle 
system, recently developed in our group as a nanoparticle 
system for plasmonic applications, consisting of a PEI polymer 
nanosphere which incorporates smaller gold nanoparticles.[18] 
In the present study, the plasmonic properties of the nano-
particles do not play a predominant role; however, we realized 
that the particle system is additionally well suited for biological 
uptake studies. This is motivated by the exceptional role of the 
utilized PEI as a gene transfection agent as well as a sufficient 
biocompatibility of the system. Furthermore, the fact that the 

particles incorporate small gold nanoparticles, which are per-
fectly suitable as easily identifiable markers for TEM, along 
with the free amino functionalities present in the PEI that 
enable a facile covalent attachment of a reactive fluorescent dye 
pose excellent properties for their utilization as object of study 
in CLEM.

To obtain a metal–polymer hybrid nanoparticle system 
that can be utilized as a correlative dye for CLEM, nanoparti-
cles have been prepared following the synthesis introduced by 
Kretschmer et al.[18] In this approach, gold nanoparticles are 
formed within nanoparticles consisting of branched PEI by 
the reaction of branched PEI with HAuCl4 (Figure 1A) in N,N′-
dimethylfomamide (DMF). This approach allowed the syn-
thesis of different metal–polymer hybrid systems (Figure 1B) 
in which the size of the PEI polymer nanoparticles as well 
as the fill factor with gold nanoparticles of the resulting par-
ticles can be controlled. The particles used in our study pos-
sess an average diameter of 32 ± 7 nm and carry gold particles 
with a mean diameter of 10 ± 4 nm according to TEM image 
analysis (Figure 1C). The primary amino functionalities being 
present in the PEI polymer can additionally act as efficient 
anchor groups for fluorescence labels. Fluorescence labeling 
was introduced by the covalent attachment of Rhodamine B iso-
thiocyante or Fluoresceine isothiocyanate, respectively. In con-
trast to Rhodamine B, Fluoresceine labeled particles showed a 
limited long-term stability and aggregation occurred after few 
days (absorption and emission spectra of Fluorescein-labeled 
gold-PEI particles in N,N′-dimethylformamide are depicted in 
Figure S1 in the Supporting Information). The nonlabeled gold-
PEI particles exhibit a strong positive zeta potential of 44.0 ± 
0.1 mV. Whereas Rhodamine B functionalized nanoparticles 
keep their positive charge (41.5 ± 2.3 mV), the dye labeling with 
the uncharged Fluorescein significantly decreases the surface 
potential of the nanoparticles to 24.4 ± 0.5 mV which results in 
severe particle aggregation after short time. The strongly posi-
tive zeta potential of the Rhodamine B-labeled particles more-
over is beneficial for their cellular uptake.[19]

Cellular uptake studies on Rhodamine B-labeled nanopar-
ticles were conducted on the human cell line HEK-293. Cell 
Proliferation Kit II assays (XTT, (2,3-bis(2-methoxy-4-nitro-5-
sulfophenyl)-2H-tetrazolium-5-carboxanilide)) were performed 
to verify the nontoxic nature of Rhodamine-functionalized 
and nonfunctionalized nanoparticles at appropriate working 
concentrations.

The particle concentration (in µg branched PEI per mL) of 
the stock solution was estimated assuming a complete conver-
sion of the reacted polymer. A severe toxic effect could not be 
observed up to a concentration of 30 µg mL−1 (Figure 2A) for 
the Rhodamine B-labeled as well as for the nonlabeled particle 
systems. At higher concentrations, the cell viability decreased 
significantly. At concentrations >50 µg mL−1 Rhodamine 
B-functionalized particles exhibited a significantly higher tox-
icity compared to the nonfunctionalized nanoparticles. Based 
on these toxicity studies all cell uptake experiments were per-
formed at moderate particle concentrations of 25 µg mL−1. 
Flow cytometry investigations revealed the uptake efficiency of 
the nanoparticles for up to 24 h. Already after 4 h an uptake of 
>60% of the nanoparticles was determined and an uptake effi-
ciency of almost 90% was reached after 8 h (Figure 2B).
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Since flow cytometry cannot prove the internalization but 
also indicates an association of the nanoparticles to the extracel-
lular membrane, additional SIM imaging was performed.

Figure 3A,B depicts representative cells after a particle 
incubation time of 24 h. The nucleus of the cells is stained in 
blue (Hoechst 33342), the cytoskeleton in green (Alexa Fluor 
488 phalloidin), and the gold-PEI nanoparticles appear red 
(Rhodamine B isothiocyanate). The gold-PEI nanoparticles 
can be clearly located within the cell, thus, confirming their 
cellular uptake. Furthermore, bright fluorescence spots with a 
spatial dimension of ≈1–2 µm were identified, indicating that 
the nanoparticles were internalized into cellular compartments. 
A closer inspection of the intracellular nanoparticle locations 
revealed areas of fairly high particle incorporation. They appear 

to consist of compartments which are in close proximity of each 
other. This close proximity might be indicative for subsequent 
lysosomal fusion processes. Figure 3B provides a magnified 
view of an area which partially indicates an elongated appear-
ance of the compartment, which is regarded as a further indi-
cation for fusion processes. However, the lateral resolution of 
wide-field fluorescence microscopy is not sufficient to provide 
an additional proof for this assumption. Moreover, from these 
images it is not clear if individual or rather the uptake of a large 
number of gold-PEI nanoparticles generates the fluorescence 
contrast within the cellular compartments and how the particles 
are arranged within the cell. In addition to the intracellular dis-
tribution of fluorescence signals, nanoparticles were also found 
at the extracellular membrane of the cells (these findings are 

Part. Part. Syst. Charact. 2017, 34, 1700180

Figure 1. A) Schematic representation of the synthesis of gold-PEI hybrid metal–polymer nanoparticles. B) Schematic representation of the nano-
particles and C) TEM images of the the gold-PEI Rhodamine B-labeled nanoparticles. D) Absorption spectrum of nonfunctionalized (dotted line) and 
absorption and emission sprectra of Rhodamine B-labeled (solid line) gold-PEI nanoparticles measured in DMF.
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based on confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) images, 
see Figure S2 in the Supporting Information). They indicate 
an interaction of the gold-PEI nanoparticles with the mem-
brane and could originate either from particle uptake, release 
processes, or from attached particles which interact with the 
membrane. Again, limitations in the resolution capabilities of 
fluorescence imaging do not allow obtaining detailed informa-
tion on these interaction processes. The resolution of wide-field 

microscopy can significantly be enhanced if structured illumi-
nation is used. SIM potentially provides an enhanced resolu-
tion down to 100 nm to access more detailed information on 
the distribution of the fluorescent particles within the cellular 
framework. Figure 3C,D demonstrates the improved resolution 
capabilities of this method on the same cellular structure as 
previously investigated by laser wide-field imaging. In contrast 
to the wide-field images (Figure 3A,B), a more detailed insight 
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Figure 3. Fluorescence images of HEK-293 cells incubated with functionalized nanoparticles (25 µg mL−1, 24 h). 63× oil objective 1.4 NA. Blue: Nucleus 
(Hoechst 33342). Green: Cytoskeleton (Alexa-green phalloidin). Red: Functionalized nanoparticle. A) Laser wide-field image. B) Magnification of the 
highlighted area in panel (A). C) Structured illumination microscopy (SIM) image. D) Magnification of the highlighted area in panel (C). D) SIM is 
capable of resolving the particle arrangement inside lysosomes far better than conventional wide-field microscopy (C). Scale bars: 5 µm.

Figure 2. A) XTT cytotoxicity test with Rhodamine B-labeled nanoparticle samples and the unlabeled particle sample at different nanoparticle con-
centrations (0–100 µg mL−1). In the course of these experiments incubation times of 24 h were chosen to enable uptake of the metal–polymer hybrid 
nanoparticles into HEK-293 cells. All data are expressed as mean and SD (n ≥ 3). B) Time-dependent uptake efficiency determined by flow cytometry 
(labeled particles with a conc. of 25 µg mL−1). All data are expressed as mean and SD (n ≥ 4). C) Uptake efficiency after exposure to labeled particles 
(conc. 25 µg mL−1) examined after 4 h of incubation at 37 and 4 °C, and subsequent to exposure to 30 µg mL−1 EIPA, a macropinocytosis inhibitor, 
respectively. All data are expressed as mean and SD (n ≥ 4).
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into the ultrastructural arrangement of nanoparticles internal-
ized into the cells is facilitated by SIM (Figure 3C,D) due to the 
enhanced lateral resolution provided by this method. The shape 
of the particle-containing compartments can be clearly discrim-
inated and the evidence for the previously observed fusion pro-
cesses is more pronounced compared to the wide-field imaging.

However, still the resolution is not high enough to provide 
a clear impression of the internalization on the single particle 
level as well as on the endosomal/lysosomal fusion processes 
itself. The resolution of SIM is, in this context, sufficient to 
select cells of interest and to provide information on areas of 
particular interest that show internalization of nanoparticles as 
well as to clearly identify the elongated structures. The lack of 
fine-structural resolution capabilities of conventional and super-
resolution fluorescence methods, i.e., CLSM, laser wide-field, 
and SIM can be compensated by performing additional TEM as 
a method that provides a resolution sufficiently high enough to 
resolve single particles and to visualize details of the ultrastruc-
tural context. This information is very valuable to complement 
the observations of the fluorescence microscopy studies.

In a first study, cells were trypsinated and embedded into 
Epon-resin with the aim to obtain a general insight of uptake 
processes involved in the internalization of the nanoparticles. 
For this purpose, their interaction with the extracellular mem-
brane as well as their association to intracellular compart-
ments was investigated in a screening approach. Slices with 
a thickness of 80 nm were prepared and investigated by scan-
ning transmission electron microscopy (STEM). This method 
was chosen owing to the good material contrast provided by 
this measurement mode. Figure 4 depicts STEM images of 
the ultrastructural features of the cell, in particular, focusing 
on the localization of the nanoparticles within the cytoplasm 
and at the extracellular membrane. It is clearly observable that 
the gold-PEI nanoparticles tend to aggregate at the extracellular 
membrane and are engulfed by protrusions (Figure 4A,B) facili-
tating their internalization into membrane-surrounded endo-
somal or lysosomal compartments (Figure 4C,D).

The observed morphologies of the extracellular membrane 
are characteristic for macropinocytosis mediated uptake pro-
cesses. Furthermore, the localization of the nanoparticles inside 
the cytoplasm within membrane-surrounded endosomal/lyso-
somal structures are indicative for the active uptake of larger 
nanoparticles or even nanoparticle aggregates and further 
supports the involvement of macropinocytosis in the uptake 
mechanism. Additional temperature-dependent uptake investi-
gations provided further evidence for this assumption. HEK293 
cells incubated at 4 °C showed a significantly reduced uptake of 
the gold-PEI nanoparticles (flow cytometry data, see Figure 2C). 
This observation was furthermore confirmed by flow cytometry 
analysis and TEM imaging of cell samples that were exposed to 
the macropinocytosis inhibitor 5-(N-ethyl-N-isopropyl)amiloride 
(EIPA) prior to nanoparticle incubation (Figure 2C; Figure S3, 
Supporting Information). The results showed a significantly 
reduced uptake in the presence of EIPA which indicates that 
macropinocytosis represents the predominant uptake process; 
however, the remaining, small uptake efficiency of <10% sug-
gests that also alternative uptake pathways might be involved 
in the internalization of nanoparticles. Since the incubation 
temperature of 4 °C is not optimal for HEK-293 cells as cells 

of human origin and EIPA as macropinocytosis inhibitor is, 
moreover, known to inhibit Na+/H+ exchangers (and, thus, to 
influence the cellular live processes),[20] we chose short incuba-
tion periods of only 4 h for the control tests to ensure appro-
priate cell viability at the timescale of the experiment.

For further investigation of the suspected fusion processes 
of cellular compartments, a correlative approach was chosen in 
order to elucidate details of these processes. Regions of interest 
were initially identified by CLSM and later subjected to electron 
microscopy investigations. Hereby, advantage was taken on the 
fact that the gold-PEI nanoparticles can serve as easily traceable 
objects for both techniques. For this purpose, it is possible to 
define cells which show evidence for the anticipated fusion pro-
cesses, to identify interesting time points and to perform a pre-
screening by taking advantage of the strengths of fluorescence 
microscopy.

In the present case, a cell showing a large number of elon-
gated intracellular compartments was chosen. Subsequently, a 
detailed investigation on the ultrastructural details of the same 
cells was carried out by electron microscopy to investigate pecu-
liarities of the membrane structures and the association state of 
the internalized particles.

For correlating light and electron microscopy it is essential 
that the preparation protocols are carefully adjusted and opti-
mized for both techniques. A respective scheme of the entire 
procedure is outlined in the workflow summarized in Figure S4 
(Supporting Information).[21] This includes first the optimization 
of the preparation conditions for CLSM under consideration 
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Figure 4. STEM images of HEK-293 cells after gold-PEI nanoparticle 
uptake after 24 h of particle incubation (conc. 25 µg mL−1). Particles 
inside the cellular body are highlighted by yellow arrows. A) Macro-
pinocytosis triggered uptake of nanoparticles and nanoparticle aggre-
gates at the extracellular membrane. B) Magnification thereof. C,D) 
Internalized particles. Intracellular localization of nanoparticle aggregates 
within membrane surrounded endosomal/lysosomal compartments. 
Scale bars: 0.5 µm.
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of factors that might impair the later preparation steps. For 
example, glutaraldehyde fixation represents a standard method 
for electron microscopy, however, it is not compatible with fluo-
rescence microscopy since the autofluorescence of the samples 
is unacceptably strong.[22] Autofluorescence does not occur on 
formaldehyde fixed samples; nevertheless, its fixation efficiency 
is not sufficient for EM sample processing. A mixture of 2% for-
maldehyde and 0.5% glutaraldehyde did not interfere with the 
fluorescence microscopy performance and was, thus, applied in 
the correlation protocol. Subsequently, CLSM imaging was car-
ried out through the entire body of the adherent cells in phos-
phate buffer saline (PBS) as immersion medium (the CLSM 
image of the slice of interest is displayed in Figure 5A; for a 3D 
representation of the entire cell see CLSM stack representation 
displayed in Figure 5B).

Subsequently to fluorescence imaging, the aqueous medium 
was removed and standard TEM sample preparation was per-
formed, including glutaraldehyde fixation as well as OsO4 post-
fixation, uranyl acetate staining, dehydration, and embedding 
in Epon resin. The Epon resin was removed from the glass 
bottom dish by plunging the sample into liquid nitrogen. After 
that, sectioning with an ultramicrotome and subsequent in-
block staining with lead citrate was performed. Generally, in 
this approach the relocation of cells subjected to the preceding 

fluorescence imaging inside the resin block constitutes a chal-
lenge. For relocation, cells were initially seeded on a gridded 
glass-bottom dish with a mesh size of 500 µm. In order to 
simplify the relocation, the area previously imaged by fluores-
cence microscopy was pretrimmed to an ≈500 × 500 µm2 cut-
ting window prior to sectioning using a razorblade. Due to the 
relatively small size of the pretrimmed cutting window, reiden-
tification of the cells in the resin slice was possible by means of 
cell shape and the organization of the cells in the sample.

Figure 5 displays the results of a correlated data set obtained 
by CLSM and STEM. Figure 5A depicts the fluorescence image 
of a HEK-293 cell exposed to nanoparticles after an incubation 
period of 24 h. Red fluorescence highlights the Rhodamine 
B-functionalized gold-PEI particles, blue represents the fluores-
cence emerging from the nucleus (Hoechst 33342 staining) and 
the cytoplasm is depicted in green (Hoechst 33342 staining). 
This particular cell was selected, since the CLSM image indi-
cated endosomal/lysosomal fusion processes. Subsequently 
to the fluorescence data acquisition, STEM imaging was car-
ried out. The same cell as previously imaged by CLSM could 
be reidentified according to the characteristic cellular shape 
(Figure 5C). An overlay of CLSM and STEM images further 
validates the reidentification. The correct registration of the 
green (cytoplasm) and blue channel (nucleus) in the fluores-
cence image with the corresponding signals in STEM reveals 
a clear correlation between the red fluorescence spots and the 
presence of nanoparticles in the STEM images (Figure 5D).

The fluorescence images clearly indicate red, fluorescent 
compartments. These spots feature the previously observed 
elongated structure of the particles which are suspected to indi-
cate the endosomal/lysomal fusion processes, in particular, in 
the area which is highlighted by the yellow dashed-lined box 
in Figure 5A. Images acquired at higher magnification allow 
revealing the ultrastructural features in this area of interest, 
thus, enabling the elucidation of the particle arrangement 
inside the vesicular structures. Special focus is placed on the 
appearance of the compartments’ membrane features. Whereas 
conventional, noncorrelated STEM investigations frequently 
reveal a spherical structure of the endosomal features (see, e.g., 
Figure 4D), the correlative data set in the region of the fusion 
processes mark clear signs for a merging of the individual endo-
somal/lysosomal structures. As highlighted in Figure 5F (circle) 
it can be observed that the structure of the resulting endosomes 
appears segmented and packages of Au-PEI nanoparticle cluster 
aggregates are located within one structure without being seg-
regated by membranes anymore. The membrane, however, sur-
rounds the entire packages of aggregated Au-PEI nanoparticles. 
The most evident example demonstrating the fusion of 
endosmal/lysosomal structures seen in the process is high-
lighted by the highlighted area in Figure 5G. Here, the original 
shape of two merging endosomes is still visible with a mem-
brane constriction being observed in the middle of the fusing 
structures marking the fusion process. Thus, the correlation of 
fluorescence and electron microscopy images clearly proves the 
additional information value gained by the combination of both 
methods and helps to reveal the fusion processes in great detail. 
However, it has also to be mentioned critically that the correla-
tion of both images is not straightforward. As can be observed 
in the overlay images, in the present data set fluorescence 
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Figure 5. Correlative light and electron microscopy of a HEK-293 cell 
24 h incubated with functionalized gold-PEI nanoparticles (25 µg mL−1). 
A) Cell imaged by CLSM. 63× oil objective 1.4 NA. Blue: Nucleus (Hoechst 
33342). Green: Cytoplasm (Hoechst 33342). Red: Functionalized nano-
particles (Rhodamine B). B) 3D representation of the entire cell imaged 
by CLSM. C) STEM image of the same cell. D) Overlay. Orange arrow: 
Fluorescence signal which cannot be assigned to nanoparticles in the EM 
image. E) Magnified image of (A) (as indicated by yellow box). F) Magni-
fied image of (D) (as indicated by yellow box). G) High-magnification 
STEM image of selected area. Scale bars: A,C,D) 5 µm. D) Scale bar 
extracted from STEM image. F,G) 0.5 µm. All STEM images are displayed 
with equalized histogram.
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spots are visible, which cannot directly be associated to inter-
nalize cluster arrangements (Figure 5D, indicated by the orange 
arrow). Here, the corresponding STEM images do not reveal 
the presence of nanoparticles although fluorescence signals are 
identified. This obstacle is a direct result of the different ver-
tical resolution capabilities of both techniques. Whereas the 
depth of information is limited in case of STEM studies by the 
thickness of the prepared slices (thus, typically 80 to 120 nm), 
the focus depth of CLSM is in the range of 500–700 nm[4a] due 
to light-optical diffraction limitation and, thus, particles might 
be located in adjacent slices of the STEM sample even though 
they can still be observed in the fluorescence images.

In this study, we investigated cellular uptake and intracel-
lular fate of polymeric nanoparticles by means of light and elec-
tron microscopy. For this purpose a metal–polymer hybrid par-
ticle system was utilized on the basis of branched PEI bearing 
small gold particles. Due to the incorporation of these electron-
dense Au particles, these metal–polymer composites are suit-
able as markers for electron microscopy investigations. The 
particles could also be labeled efficiently with Rhodamine B 
which enabled their utilization for fluorescence imaging. Flow 
cytometry investigations revealed an efficient uptake of the par-
ticles into HEK-293 cells after an incubation time of 24 h. In 
combination with fluorescence and STEM investigations, a 
mainly active uptake mechanisms of the gold-PEI nanoparticles 
by macropinocytosis could be determined.

A correlative investigation of intracellular compartments pro-
vided detailed insight into the fate of particles within the cells 
and intracellular endosomal/lysosomal fusion processes could 
be revealed. In this context, CLSM investigations provided in a 
prescreening process evidence for these processes which were 
investigated subsequently by electron microscopy, which could 
demonstrate details of this process by providing information on 
the ultrastructural level.

Experimental Section

N,N′-Dimethylformamide was dried with a PureSolv-EN Solvent 
Purification System (Innovative Technology). Branched poly(ethylene 
imine) (bPEI, 25 kDa) was received from Sigma-Aldrich. Hydrogen 
tetrachloroaurate(III) trihydrate (HAuCl4·3H2O, 99.99%) was purchased 
from Alfa Aesar. Rhodamine B isothiocyanate (mixed isomers) and 
Fluorescein isothiocyanate (mixed isomers) were purchased from 
Sigma-Aldrich. Triethylamine (puriss. p.a.) was purchased from Sigma-
Aldrich and stored over Argon.

UV–vis absorption spectra were measured on a Varian Cary 5000 
UV–vis–NIR double beam spectrophotometer (Agilent) with a spectral 
resolution of 1 nm. Emission spectra were recorded using a Perkin-
Elmer LS 50 spectrometer and corrected according to the spectral 
sensitivity function of the detector. Spectroscopic measurements were 
carried out using a 1 cm quartz cuvette using spectroscopy grade 
solvents. Centrifugation was performed with a Heraeus Biofuge Primo 
with a fixed angle rotor in 1.5 mL Eppendorf tubes.

Zeta potential measurements were carried out using electrophoretic 
light scattering. The zeta potentials were determined using a Zetasizer 
Nano ZS (Malvern Instruments, Herrenberg, Germany) by applying 
laser Doppler velocimetry. Therefore, 10 runs were carried out using 
the slow-field and fast-field reversal mode at 150 V. The measurement 
results are expressed as mean and SD of triplicates. For zeta potential 
determinations, the sample was suspended in milliQ water and 
measured at 25 °C.

Transmission electron microscopy was carried out using a Technai G2 
20 system (FEI), with 120 or 200 kV acceleration voltage.

Particle sizes were determined on the basis of TEM images using 
ImageJ. For this purpose, particle areas were measured and diameter 
equivalents were calculated assuming a spherical shape. For size 
determination, at least 300 particles were analyzed.

Nanoparticle Synthesis: To 1 mL of DMF, 40 µL of a solution of bPEI 
in DMF (10 mg mL−1) as well as 40 µL of a solution of HAuCl4·3H2O 
(10 mg mL−1) was added under thorough stirring. The solution, which 
turned orange immediately after addition, was heated in an oil bath 
and the temperature was set to 150 °C. The solution was stirred for 
20 min. After 2 min, the solution turned red. Subsequently, the particle 
suspension was allowed to cool to room temperature. The particles were 
centrifuged (1 h, 15 000 rpm) and washed twice with fresh DMF.

For further biological tests, the particles were centrifuged and washed 
three times with milliQ water. The suspension was filled up to 1 mL 
yielding a stock solution of 400 µg mL−1 PEI decorated with Au particles 
(assuming a full conversion of PEI during the synthesis). 

Particle size: 32 7 nm.±

 

Zeta potential: 41.5 2.3mV.±

 

Particle Labeling: For particle labeling, the particles synthesized 
as described above were washed with DMF, centrifuged (1 h, 
15 000 rpm), and resuspended in a few drops of DMF. To this 
suspension, 2 µL trimethylamine and the respective reactive dye was 
added (2.5 mg Rhodamine B isothiocyanate resp. 1.9 mg Fluorescein 
isothiocyanate). The reaction mixture was filled up to 1 mL DMF and 
stirred for four days in the dark. Subsequently, the reaction mixture was 
centrifuged (1 h, 15 000 rpm) and washed until no residual dye was 
observable (2 to 3 times). The particles were stored in DMF. For cell 
experiments, the particles were finally washed at least two times with 
milliQ water. 

Zeta potential Fluorescein labeled : 24.4 0.5mV( ) ±
 

Zeta potential Rhodamine labeled : 41.5 2.3mV.( ) ±
 

Cell Experiments: HEK-293 cell line (CRL-1573, ATCC) was maintained 
in DMEM culture medium (Biochrom) supplemented with 10% fetal calf 
serum (Capricorn), 100 IU mL−1 penicillin, 100 µg mL−1 streptomycin, 
and 20 mM L-glutamine (Merck Millipore). The cells were cultured in a 
humidified 5% CO2 atmosphere at 37 °C.

Toxicity Tests: For cytotoxicity studies of the particles, the XTT assay 
(Proliferation Kit II, Roche) was performed. In detail, 104 HEK-293 cells 
per well were grown in a 96-well microplate for 24 h. The outer wells 
were left blank. Afterward, nanoparticles were added at the indicated 
concentrations and the cells were incubated for further 24 h at 37 °C. 
Subsequently, the medium was replaced by fresh medium containing 
XTT labeling mixture as recommended by the supplier. After an 
incubation period of 4 h, the absorbance was measured with a Tecan 
M200 Pro fluorescence microplate reader (Crailsheim, Germany) at 
450 nm with 630 nm as reference wavelength. Untreated cells on the 
same well plate served as controls. The experiment was repeated three 
times independently.

Flow Cytometry: The time-dependent uptake efficiency of Rhodamine 
labeled gold-PEI nanoparticles was determined by flow cytometry. In 
detail, HEK 293 cells were grown in a 12-well plate at a density of 2 × 105 
cells mL−1 for 24 h. Afterward, particles were added at a concentration of 
25 µg mL−1 and incubated at 37 °C. Cells were then harvested 30 min, 2, 
4, 8, and 24 h after nanoparticle addition. All data shown are expressed 
as mean ± SD of triplicates.

Otherwise, cells were incubated at 4 °C for 4 h or cells were incubated 
at 37 °C for 4 h in the presence of the macropinocytosis inhibitor EIPA 
(Sigma, concentration of 30 µg mL−1) which was added immediately 
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before nanoparticle incubation, respectively. For determination of 
relative uptake, 10 000 viable cells per sample were measured by flow 
cytometry using a Cytomics FC 500 (Beckman Coulter). The results 
represent n = 4 experiments independently.

Fluorescence Microscopy: For structured illumination microscopy, 
HEK-293 cells were seeded on high precision cover glasses 
(Marienfeld-Superior, 18 × 18 mm, 170 ± 5 µm certified thickness) at 
a density of 5 × 104 cells mL−1 for 24 h at 37 °C. Cell culture medium 
was renewed and particles were applied to the cells at a concentration 
of 25 µg mL−1. After 24 h, cells were washed with 1× PBS (Merck 
Millipore). Hoechst 33342 (Life Technologies) was applied 1:1000 
in cell culture medium and incubated for 45 min at 37 °C. For cell 
fixation, the medium was replaced by 2% paraformaldehyde (BDH 
Prolabo). After 20 min of incubation, cells were permeabilized 
with 0.1% Triton X-100 (Carl Roth) in PBS for 10 min at room 
temperature. Cells were washed again with PBS and stained with 
Alexa Fluor 488 Phalloidin (Thermo Fisher) 1:40 in PBS for 20 min 
at room temperature. Subsequently, the cells were embedded in 
Prolong Gold antifade reagent (Thermo Fisher). Imaging was 
performed on an Elyra S1 system (Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany, 
excitation wavelengths of 405, 488, 561, and 642 nm, respectively) 
applying an 63× 1.4 NA plan apochromat oil objective. For structured 
illumination, three channels were acquired: Blue (nucleus, Hoechst 
33342 staining, excitation wavelength 405 nm, excitation grating with 
23 µm, BP 420–480 + LP 750), green (cytoskeleton, Alexa Fluor 488 
Phalloidin staining, excitation wavelength 488 nm, excitation grating 
with 28 µm, BP 495–550 + LP 750), and red (Rhodamine B, excitation 
wavelength 561 nm, excitation grating with 34 µm, BP 570–620 + 
LP 750). The grating position and axial position of the sample table 
were controlled by piezo controllers (Physik Instrumente, Germany). 
Images were recorded with a CCD camera (iXon 885 from Andor, 
UK), cooled to −63 °C. Reconstructions were performed with the 
commercial ZEN software installed on the system. The laser wide-
field image was reconstructed from SIM raw data.

For confocal laser scanning microscopy, cells were seeded 
and incubated with the nanoparticle samples as described above. 
Subsequently, Hoechst 33342 (10 µg, Life Technologies) as well as 
CellTracker Green CMFDA dye (10 µM, Thermo Fisher) was applied to 
cell culture medium and incubated for 45 min at 37 °C. After this, cells 
were fixed and embedded as aforementioned. Three color channels have 
been acquired: Blue (405 nm excitation wavelength, Hoechst 33342 
nucleus staining), green (488 nm excitation wavelength, CellTracker 
Green CMFDA dye), and red (561 nm excitation wavelength, Rhodamine 
labeled particles). The images were processed using the commercial 
ZEN 2.0 software installed on the system. In order to achieve an 
improved separation of the color channels, linear unmixing was carried 
out on the basis of emission spectra (Hoechst, Fluorescein, Rhodamine 
B) implemented in the system.

Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy: HEK-293 cells were seeded 
on 6-well plates with a cell density of 105 cells mL−1 and incubated for 
24 h at 37 °C with the nanoparticles samples (unfunctionalized particles, 
25 µg mL−1). The cells were detached using trypsin 1× trypsin-EDTA 
solution (Sigma-Aldrich). The cell suspension was washed (PBS 1×) and 
fixed for 1 h with glutaraldehyde (2% in PBS 1×, prepared from 8% EM 
grade stock solution) at 0 °C. After the aldehyde fixation, the cells were 
washed with PBS and postfixed with OsO4 for 1 h (1% in PBS, prepared 
from 4% EM grade stock solution, both purchased from EMS, Hatfield) 
in the dark. Afterward, the cells were stained with uranyl acetate 
solution for 1 h and protected from light (1% in solution in milliQ water 
prepared from depleted uranyl acetate dihydrate purchased from EMS, 
Hatfield). Subsequently, the sample was dehydrated by an ethanol/water 
series with rising EtOH content (50%, 70%, 90%, 2× 100% dry EtOH, 
purified with a Solvent Purification System and stored over molecular 
sieves). Afterward, the cells were transferred into BEEM capsules 
(Plano, Wetzlar). There, the cell suspension was immersed in mixtures 
of Embed 812 (EMS, Hatfield) and ethanol (Embed/EtOH = 1:1 v/v for 
1 h, 2:1 v/v for 12 h, pure Embed 812 for 4 h). After a further change of 
the embedding medium, the resin was hardened in an oven at 70 °C 

for 24 h. Ultrathin sections of 80 nm were cut with an ultramicrotome 
(PT-XL PowerTome, RMC, Tucson) using a diamond knife (RMC, 
Tucson) from the resin block. The ultrathin resin sections were put on a 
carbon supported copper grid (400 mesh, Quantifoil, Jena). Poststaining 
using lead citrate (according to Reynold’s procedure) was carried out. 
Scanning transmission electron microscopy with high-angle annular 
dark-field detection was carried out using a Technai G2 20 system (FEI), 
with 120 or 200 kV acceleration voltage.

Images were processed using ImageJ software. In order to represent 
the nanoparticles that possess a high contrast along with the cellular 
interior that possesses a low contrast at a similar contrast level, 
histogram equalization was carried out.

Correlative Light and Electron Microscopy: HEK-293 cells were grown 
on gridded µ-glass bottom dishes (ibidi, Martinsried, 500 µm grid 
size, 170 ± 5 µm certified thickness) with a cell density of 5 × 104 cells 
mL−1 and incubated for 24 h at 37 °C with the nanoparticles samples 
(25 µg mL−1). For microscopy, the cells were stained with Hoechst 
33342 as well as CellTracker Green CMFDA dye (Thermo Fisher) and fixed 
(2.0% formaldehyde and 0.5% glutaraldehyde) for 1 h at 0 °C. Confocal 
laser scanning microscopy was carried out on the sample immersed in 
PBS using a LSM880, Elyra PS.1 system (Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany) 
applying a 63× 1.4 NA plan apochromat oil objective. Three color 
channels were acquired: Blue (405 nm excitation wavelength, Hoechst 
33342 nucleus staining), green (488 nm excitation wavelength, CellTracker 
Green CMFDA dye), red (561 nm excitation wavelength, Rhodamine 
labeled particles). A stack of images was acquired with varying focus 
positions through the entire cell volume (∆z = 0.5 µm). Linear unmixing 
was carried out on the basis of emission spectra (Hoechst, Fluorescein, 
Rhodamine B) implemented in the system.

Subsequently to fluorescence microscopy, PBS was removed and 
a postfixation was carried out (glutaraldehyde 2% in PBS, OsO4 
1% in PBS), washed with water, followed by contrast enhancement 
(uranyl acetate 1% in milliQ water), dehydration, and embedding as 
previously described. Herein, a BEEM capsule filled with the embedding 
components was placed upside-down onto the afore fluorescently 
imaged area and hardened in a drying oven overnight at 70 °C.

After hardening, the glass bottom dish was removed manually. 
Residual glass adhering on the resin surface was burst by plunge-
freezing the resin sample (heated up to 100 °C) into liquid nitrogen 
several times. The region of interest on the resin surface was trimmed 
with a razorblade to trapezoidal shaped cutting window (base area 
≈0.5 × 0.5 mm2). For ultrathin sectioning, the pretrimmed sample 
was adjusted in the ultramicrotome such, that the cutting window was 
oriented parallel to the diamond knife blade in order to yield slices of 
80 nm thickness. The slices were placed on a finder grid (200 mesh, 
copper, Plano, Wetzlar), which were covered with formvar (Plano, 
Wetzlar) and carbon prior to usage. Prior to STEM imaging, poststaining 
with lead citrate was carried out.

The acquired images were correlated using ImageJ (bilinear TurboReg 
routine) and Inkscape.

Supporting Information

Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or 
from the author.
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Figure S1: (A) Absorption and fluorescence spectrum of Fluorescein-labeled gold-PEI particles in DMF. (B) Schematic 

representation of the chemical structure of Fluorescein-isothiocyanate. 
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Figure S2: (A),(B): Confocal laser scanning microscopy images of HEK-293 cells incubated for 24 h with Rhodamine B-

labeled particle sample (25 µg·mL-1). 63× oil obj. 1.4 NA. Blue: Nucleus (Hoechst 33342). Green: Cytoplasm (CellTracker 

Green CMFDA). Red: Functionalized nanoparticles. Yellow arrows emphasize particles located at the cellular membrane. 

Lysosomal arrangements are highlighted by yellow circles. Scale bar: 5 µm.  
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Figure S3: Upper row: STEM images of HEK-293 cells incubated with unlabeled Au-PEI particles for 4 h at 37 °C 

(25 µg·mL-1). Middle row: HEK-293 cells exposed to particles with the same concentration for 4 h. Incubations were 

performed at a temperature of 4 °C. A substantially lower uptake can be observed at this temperature, which points towards 

an active uptake process. Lower row: Incubation in the presence of the macropinocytosis inhibitor 5-(N-ethyl-N-

isopropyl)amiloride (EIPA). Since particles are still internalized into cells, also other active uptake processes may take place. 

All EM images are displayed with equalized histograms. Scale bars: 0.5 µm. 
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Figure S4 (A): Gridded glass-bottom dish and detailed views on graduated pattern used for correlative light and electron 

microscopy. (B): Schematic representation of the workflow for correlative microscopy. Cells are initially seeded onto the 

gridded glass-bottom dish. Subsequently, fluorescence imaging is carried out. A selected area of cells, as highlighted by an 

arrow, is imaged. Afterwards, TEM sample preparation including fixation, heavy metal staining, resin embedding is carried 

out. Subsequent to fluorescence imaging, the glass bottom is removed by plunging the sample into liquid nitrogen. 

Subsequently, resin slicing is carried out. In this connection, the area of interest is trimmed to such a size, that cell 

identification via electron microscopy can be carried out with a moderate effort. (C): Bright-field light microscopy image of 

interesting cell assembly. Blue box highlights cell assembly of interest. (D): CLSM image thereof. Cell further imaged by 

STEM is highlighted (blue box). (E): Glass-bottom dish equipped with resin-filled BEEM capsule plunged into liquid 

nitrogen in order to remove adherent glass residues. (F): Pre-trimmed cutting window of the sample. (G): STEM image of 

selected cell. 


